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DELTALAB'S NEW 
SUPER TIME LINE 

DIGITAL DELAY msI 
8 S t01í 

FLANGE DOUBLE ECHO NFINITE 
EEDBACN REPEAT DELAY FACT 

SIMPLE 
The Super TIME LINE® offers basic 
simplicity without compromising 
performance. Each control on the front 
panel is easily understandable and 
readily accessible. 

PROGRAM 

e 

PROGRAMABLE 
Now you can store your favorite settings 
via the "simple- to-use" program bank. 
Each program is easily addressable by 
either the front panel or the optional 
accessory remote control. 

TIME LINE 

BEST OF ALL...AFFORDABLE 
he ADM 2048 is a full bandwidth (16kHz), wide dynamic range (90dB), fully programmable special effects processor that 

features flanging, doubling, chorusing and echo effects with up to 2048 milliseconds (2 seconds) of high performance digital 
delay ... all for only $999.00.' The Super TIME LINE,® born in the tradition of DELTALAB's reputation for value, quality and 
performance, establishes a new standard of affordable excellence. 

Visit your dealer and check it out . .. You will be simply amazed!! 

Also available is the ADM -512 providing 512 milliseconds (' second) of full bandwidth digital delay for only $799.00' 
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X -80 TRANSPORTABLE VERSION 

MAIN COPY AND TRANSFER STUDIOS: 

The following major studios are equipped to perform 
digital -to- digital copying and transfer services, 

digital -to- analog production of masters, and digital 
recording and mixdown services: 

Los Angeles: Lion Share Recording Studios (213) 658 -5990 

New York: The Power Station (212) 246 -2900 

San Francisco: Fantasy Recording Studios (415) 549 -2500 

Miami: Criteria Recording Company (305) 947 -5611 

With a dynamic range in excess of 90 dB, the X -80 
beats the new 1/2" analog master recorders by about 
20 dB. That's a reduction in background noise level by 
a factor of 100. And you can make multiple genera- 
tion copies where the last copy is as good as the first. 
Consider tape costs, both in the studio and in the propa- 
gation of master copies: The X -80 uses 1/4" tape at 15 

X -80A CONSOLE 1 

DIGITAL RECORDING AND MASTERING FACILI1 

New York area: 
ERAS Recording Studio (212) 832 -8020 

Sterling Sound (212) 757 -8519 
Digital Music Products (914) 725 -3519 

Los Angeles area: 
George Duke Enterprises (213) 467 -0828 

R & B Digital (714) 980 -4106 
Rentals: 

Audioforce Rentals, NY (212) 741 -0919 

ERSION 

IES: 

IPS (one hour record time on 10.5" reel) while the ana- 
log master recorders use 1/2" tape at 30 IPS. That's four 
times the tape consumption - with 20 dB less dy- 
namic range (or worse). Believe it. Studio digital audio 
makes a lot of sense, both technically and financial- 
ly. Please call or write to secure your future in digital 
audio. 

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES AMERICA INC. 

Headquarters: 69 North Street Danbury, Connecticut 06810 Tel. (203) 744 -3226 Telex 703547 
New York City: Suite 1530.555 W. 57th Street New York, NY 10019 
/.nc Anoele.c' 7.1.1 N. Fairfax Avenue Hollywood. CA 90046 Tel.12131651 -1699 or 468 -0817 



If you're banking on professional audio for your future suc- 
cess, you'd better make a commitment to digital audio. 
It's clear that digital audio is the future of entertainment au- 

dio production. As a U.S. affiliate of Mitsubishi Electric 
Corp., Digital Entertainment Corporation has the technologi- 
cal and financial resources to make sense of your digital au- 
dio investments. Your first important step is to evaluate the 
equipment and systems available. We're certain you will 
find the X -80 to be superior from all points of view. Just check 
the following features: 

X -80 IS AFFORDABLE 
While the other professional digital audio 2 -track recording 
systems require video tape recorders and complicated out- 
board systems costing as much as $100,000 (for a practical 
system), the reel -to -reel X -80 is available for about $25,000. 
And it is as simple to operate as a regular tape recorder. And 
more reliable. 

BEST DIGITAL SOUND 
The X -80 is regarded as the best sounding digital audio record- 
er in the business. One reason is the wider frequency band 
available compared to the video cassette based systems, 
yielding a natural and more desirable sound. 

EASY EDITING 
The powerful error correction system provides for click -free 
performance even after a conventional cut and splice opera- 
tion! Yes, the X -80 is the only digital audio studio master ma- 
chine on the market that allows you to do razor blade edit- 
ing. No need for an expensive electronic editing system to per- 
form simple edits. Cut, splice and listen. No need to play 
through an entire tape reel to perfect the edit point as you 
need to do with the other expensive video cassette based sys- 
tems. No special training is needed to operate the X -80. You 
use it just like an analog machine, but it's digital. 

MONITOR IN RECORD 
The X -80 reads after write, allowing continuous monitoring 

of what has actually been recorded. Try that with the video 
cassette based systems. 

ANALOG CUEING TRACK 
The X -80's additional analog cue track allows you to listen 
to the tape at any tape speed for editing and cueing purposes. 
(Remember that digital tracks can only be decoded and mon- 
itored at nominal tape speed.) Try that with the video cas- 
sette based systems. 

SMPTE /ADDRESS TRACK 
A separate address track is provided for easy interface with 
other audio and video systems under synchronizer control, 
without "stealing" one of the audio tracks. 

DIGITAL TRANSFER AND COPY FACILITIES 
X -80 digital -to- digital copy and transfer facilities are avail- 
able in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco right now. 
Nashville and Toronto will follow shortly. Standard con- 
verters will be available for all significant formats by the 
end of 1983 to assure full compatibility with compact digital 
audio disc master requirements, Also, we would be delighted 
to assist in the transfer of "old" digital audio libraries to the 
X -80 standard. 

THE RIGHT DEAL FOR YOU 
We want to help you prepare your future in digital audio, 
whether it is stereo master or 32- channel multitrack record- 
ing, or electronic editing systems. As a member of the Mitsu- 
bishi Electric Corporation ($6 billion world -wide sales in 
1982), our commitment to you is substantial and meaning- 
ful. Discuss your plans with us before you make an invest- 
ment in analog or digital audio tape storage or console sys- 
tems. Invest your dollars carefully, especially in analog. 
Call Bill Van Doren, Lou Dollenger or Tore Nordahl. You're 
assured straight answers, fair dealings and long time audio 
production equipment expertise. And we'll do our best to tai- 
lor the right equipment and financial package to your 
situation. 

mt MITSUBISHI 
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Nold a seashell to your ear and hear nature's pure and 
natural sound. Compare it to the final sound produced by a 
Noe. You'll begin to understand why Neve is far and away 
the most respected name in audio mixing. 
lire Neve sound is so pure and natural, one might suspect 
that nature herself had a hand in the design. Perhaps. 
Nast every engineering achievement can be explained away. 
There are mysteries in nature, just as there are mysteries 
man -made. 

Some suggest that Neve's unique FormantlSpectrum Equal- 
izers account for its unparalleled sourd by taking into 
account the psycho -acoustic properties of voice and music 
while satisfying the critical demands of balance engineers. 
Others claim it's superior technical performance, novel 
circuitry, or high quality components. 
All agree on one thing: To capture sound at its purest, aspire 
to Neve. 
For further information, call us,:Ir write. 

RE I *RT NEVEINCORPORATED: Berkshire Industrial Park, Reihcl,(onnecticut06801 (203)744 -6230 Treks 969638 7533 Sunset Blvd .,11o11ï wood, California 911046 

(214.874-8124 Telex 194942 RUPERT NEVE OF CAN I)%. I ID. represented by: Manta F.Icctroni.s Group. 204 King St. East,' loronto,Ontario NI5A Liz Canada 
1416) 868 -0513 Telex 06-986766 Sonolechniquc, 2585 Bates, Suite 304, Montreal, P.0.1135 I X9 Canada (514) 739 -3368 Telex 055-62171 

NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNA77ONAI., I I 0: Cambridge House, Melbourn, Roston. Ilertlbrishire, 5686A1. England Phone (0763) 60776 
RUPERT N EVE Cmbll: óI00 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse114 ,'tlestGerman, Phone (06151)81764. 



Making the Best Even Better 

New Eng/andDjiûilAnwes 
Exciting New Synckivier 'ilüpthns 

Roland GR Guitar 

New England Digital Corporation is pleased to announce 
exciting new options to be available as additions to all 
Synclavier Il's. 

Once again, with the release of these options, New 
England Digital honors its commitment to steadily up- 
grade the Synclavier !I. 

This consistency could only be possible from a company 
whose product incorporates tremendous hardware /soft- 
ware flexibility and power. The Synclavler II has them 
both! 

DIGITAL GUITAR OPTION 
Guitar Players - welcome to the world of computer 
music! The synthesis power, creativity and flexibility of 
the Synclavier II can now be offered to guitarists using 
New England Digital's revolutionary new digital conver- 
sion process. Complete access to all of Synclavier II's 
capabilities, such as digital synthesis, automated music 
printing and Sample -to -Disk are now yours. A unique 
16- button LED panel attaches simply to all Roland GR* 
guitars to allow convenient access to important 
Synclavier II real -time features. (Available August 1983) 

SrcLn.km11 
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Optional Ebony Model Synclavier II Keyboard 

Roland GR is a registered trademark of Roland Corporation, Japan Synclavier II is a registered trademark of New England Digital Corporation 



 STEREO OPTION 

Now any Synclavier II can be simply upgraded to pro- 
duce fantastic live stereo results. Many elaborate stereo 
control modes never before possible from any system or 
recording environment come standard with Synclavier 
II's new Stereo Option. Increase your Synclavier II's 
sonic capabilities, plus save valuable production time 
and expense by going direct from Synclavier II's 16 -track 
digital recorder to 2 -track tape! 

MUSIC PRINTING "Enhanced" 
In March of 1983, New England Digital released a new, 
enhanced version of software for Synclavier II's Music 
Prirting Option. Now, important aspects of western 
music notation such as random changes in time signa- 
tures and key areas are available, along with tuplets of 
any kind. Plus, you will have instantly accessible editing 
capabilities along with dynamic markings to enhance 
your finished complete score or indivdual parts (see ex- 
ample below). Yes, there is an automated commercial 
music printing system which is available today ... and 
works. 

Actual Music Printing Sample, Reduced 

For additional information circle #4 

SAMPLE -TO -DISK "Polyphony" 
The company which offered the only high fidelity sampl- 
ing system worldwide with a sample rate of 50kHz, 16 -bit 
data conversion, and extended sampling time to Win- 
chester Disk (pictured below) is planning an exciting new 
enhancement for the Synclavier II's Sample -to -Disk op- 
tion ... POLYPHONY. New England Digital enginees are 
now working to expand the sampling capability to be 
completely polyphonic. The same high -fidelity sonic 
capability and high resolution presently offered will be in- 
corporated. The new polyphony option promises to add 
one more amazing capability to the Synclavier II. 

Z- 80 /C.P.M. OPTION "Personal Computing" 
Available for all Synclavier II systems is the convenient 
Z- 80 /C.P.M. option. This simple retrofit option allows all 
users to purchase computer industry standard C.P.M. 
software programs to aid their personal or company 
computing needs. Whether it is accounting, word pro- 
cessing, or computer games, New England Digital's 
Z- 80 /C.P.M. adds another dimension to the remarKable 
Synclavier II. 

To New England Digital these additional options are just 
steps along the path to the ultimate instrument. Some 
day we believe the Synclavier II will be a complete music 
production facility. We also know that it takes a series of 
developments to achieve this goal, especially in this 
highly technical field. Using New England Digital's ad- 
vanced hardware and software, along with creative input 
from customers, will ensure the longevity of the 
Synclavier II. We invite you to start with the best and 
grow from there, as hundreds of others have! If you 
haven't heard a Synclavier II lately, you haven't heard it 

at all' 

Synclavier II Instruction Manual 
A complete and descriptive Instruction Manual is available 
for $85 (USA & Canada) and $100 US (elsewhere). 

For more information 
please call or write: New England Digital Corporation 

Box 546 Attn R 

White River Junction, VT 05001 
802/295 -5800 

or one of N.E.D.'s only 
authorized distributors: New York: Digital Sound Inc 

212/977-4510 

eAII0ewe 
new england digital 

Los Angeles: DJCS 
213/274 -8512 

London: Turnkey 
202 -4366 

Brussels: Trans European Music 
569 -1823 

Montreal: Sound Box 
514/489 -6851 

Johannesburg: Sunshine Records 
793 -2913 

1983NED 
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FOUR -TRACK 

RECORDING TIPS 
from: Dan Dugan 

Dan Dugan Sound Design 
San Francisco, CA 

I'd like to comment on a couple of 
points raised in Bruce Black's fine arti- 
cle, "Achieving Best Results from 
Eight- Track /Half- Inch "; R -e /p, April 
1983 issue. The following are lessons 
I've learned from doing professional 
production and service work on quarter - 
inch, four -track machines, and are ref- 
erenced to some of Bruce Blacks' 
comments: 

1. "Sometimes a recording recorded 
on one dbx unit will not decode properly 
on another unit, resulting in the signal 
level 'pumping' in time with a kick or 
snare drum, or some other percussive or 
bass -heavy instrument." I have expe- 
rienced this too, but I don't think it has 
anything to do with different dbx units. 
This kind of mistracking is caused by 
one or both of the following two effects: 

a) Attempting to record frequencies 
lower than the response of the tape deck. 
The bass frequencies are part of the dbx 
record encoding, but the recorder is an 
effective sharp 40 -Hz high -pass filter. 
When the sound is played back those 
frequencies aren't in the mix anymore, 
and the decoder will mistrack. The solu- 
tion is to use a 40 -Hz high -pass filter 
between the console and the dbx record 
encoder. 

b) Almost all recorders have signifi- 
cant "head bump" frequency- response 
errors at the low -end, typically 1.5 to 3.5 
dB. These built -in errors are audible as a 
"thickening" of the bass, and also cause 
noise reduction to mistrack or pump. 
The solution to this is an equalizer care- 
fully adjusted to flatten the frequency 
response of the deck, patched between 
the deck's play output and the input of 
the dbx decode unit. (I developed an 
equalizer for this purpose which I 
manufacture in small quantities for 
those few who can appreciate the 
difference.) 

2. "A phenomenon known as 'fring- 
ing' causes the high- frequency response 
of edge tracks to noticeably fluctuate or 
'crackle.' " This terminology is incor- 
rect. "Fringing" is an effect seen when 
playing a full -track test tape on multi- 
track heads. The bass frequencies play 
back at higher levels because the head 
reads an area wider than the actual 
head core at low frequencies. 

Everyone who works with narrow 
tracks knows "edge -track flakeyness." 
The good news is that it can be almost 
completely eliminated by: 1) using only 
the best quality tape; 2) careful align- 
ment of heads at the time of installation; 
R -e /p 12 0 October 1983 

3) careful handling of tapes; and 4) 
undecutting the heads so that no wear 
step develops at the edge of the tape. 

In my shop it is standard practice to 
send all new heads to Taber (2468 
Embarcadero Way, Palo Alto, CA 
94303) for their "edgecut and deburr" 
service, which costs $25 per four -track 
head. With properly installed undercut 
heads the edge tracks will stay solid 
forever. 

I should mention that some engineers 
are in the habit of installing four -track 
heads too low on purpose, so that three 
tracks will be good and the bottom track 
extra -flakey. Undercutting makes this 
practice unnecessary. Try it, you'll like 
it! 

CONNECTOR POLARITY 

from: Dennis A. Bohn 
VP Engineering, 
Rane Corporation 
Mountlake Terrace, WA 

I have been thoroughly enjoying John 
Roberts' series entitled, "Exposing 
Audio Mythology." John is covering 
many of my favorite myths. There are so 
many that I can imagine his series could 
be a very long running one! 

Regarding John's call for what manu- 
facturers are doing polarity and 3 -pin 
connector -wise: R -e /p readers might 
like to send for a free copy of our Rane 
Note 102, which covers just these sub- 
jects. We, too, feel that connector polar- 
ity is an extremely important and badly 
neglected area of product design by the 
entire professional audio industry, and 
are doing our part in trying to get the 
message out to anyone that is willing to 
listen. 

There is only one standard for 3 -pin 
connectors: IEC 268, part 12, "Circular 

From the Publisher: 
It is with great pleasure that we announce 

the promotion of MEL LAMBERT to Editor 
of R -e /p. 

Mel joined R -e /p initially as Editor -at- 
Large in 1980, and became Managing Editor 
concurrent with his U.S. residence status in 
1983. Mel's appointment as the Editor of 
R -e /p is consistent with, and recognition of 
his superb understanding of, the workings 
and needs of the many facets of the 
professional audio industry, as well as the 
contribution he has made to the continuing 
progress and authority of the editorial 
product appearing in the magazine. 

Mel will be ably assisted by a team of 
consultant editors, all of whom are highly 
regarded in their respective fields of activity, 
and in the day -to -day operation of the 
magazine by Assistant Editor, Sandy St. 
Claire. 

Connectors for Broadcast and Similar 
Use," 1975. Signers were Australia, 
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt, 
Hungary, Israel, Japan, Netherlands, 
Norway, Romania, South Africa, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, UK, and 
USA. Rane wires its 3- and 5 -pin connec- 
tors per IEC 268 as follows: 

For 3 -pin connectors - Pin #1 ground 
(shield, screen, etc.); Pin #2 positive 
(signal, hot, etc.); and Pin #3 negative 
(return, common, etc.). 

For 5 -pin connectors - Pin #1 ground; 
Pin #2 left -positive; Pin #3 left- negative; 
Pin #4 right -positive; and Pin #5 
right -negative. 

I do encourage John Roberts to follow 
up with the list of what manufacturers 
are wiring to what standards. This will 
only encourage everyone to adapt to the 
standard that the U.S. has signed. 

Thanks again, for being a rational 
voice amidst the jungle of hysteria out 
there! 

AUDIO MYTHOLOGY: 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 

from: Marvin Caesar, president 
Aphex Systems, Ltd. 
North Hollywood, CA 

I would like to thank John Roberts for 
his reference [R -e /p August issue; 
"Exposing Audio Mythology "] to Curt 
Knoppel's patent, which is the basis for 
the various models of the Aphex Aural 
Exciters. I would like to point out that 
Aphex Systems, Ltd. has exclusive use 
of this patent, and holds a registered 
trademark on "Aural Exciter." 

Manufacturers of devices which are 
labeled "exciters" purposely do not use 
any harmonic generation in order to 
avoid any patent infringement. There- 
fore, it is misleading to R -e /p readers to 
use the generic term "exciters" for all 
the devices, and describe the functions 
and methods which are exclusive to the 
Aphex Aural Exciter units. 

By the way, the patent system was set 
up with the intention of advancing 
technology. But it would not work 
unless inventors did enjoy the monetary 
benefits of having patent protection. 

SPECIALIZATION: WORKING 
DIRECT -TO- TWO -TRACK 

from: Jeffrey Weber 
En Pointe Productions 
Beverly Hills, CA 

I was intrigued by the premise of 
James Riordan's column in the June 
1983 issue of R -e /p, concerning diversi- 
fication and specialization. I am an 
independent audiophile producer and, 
to my knowledge, there are no other 
strictly -audiophile producers working - continued on page 16 .. . 



THE MCI PROMISE. 
When MCI engineers set out to design the 

world's finest recording/remixing console, they 
promised to pack every one with more performance 
and more features than ever before. And they kept 
their promise. So well, in fact, that MCI consoles 
have become the choice of leading recording studios. 

Now Sony is making a promise. The same 
versatile MCI JH -600's that turn out hit after hit 
can tackle every new mixing and sweetening job you 
have, head -on. Audio production for broadcast, 
teleproduction, or wherever your studio is moving, 

one of Sony's four flexible MCI JH-600 consoles 
can move right with you. You have our word on it. 

For further information contact: 
Professional Audio Products, 
Sony Communications Products Company. 
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656. 

SONY 
c 1483 S..m Corp. of America. San) is r registered trademark of the Son) Corp. 
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LEXICON'S MEW 224X with LARC 
Its only limit is your imagination 

Only Lexicon's 224X does it all. And now the 224X comes with 

LARC -the key that gives you easy access to the total capabilities of the most 

powerful processor in the world. 

LARC (Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Console) tells at a glance 

where you're at ... which /amity of programs you're into ... the specific 

program selected ... plus the variations within the program. They're all spelled 

out on LED displays. And, with LARC, you can now store your setups on audio 

cassettes. 

Unique Split ReverblEffects 
Achieve two levels of effects simultaneously- either two reverbera- 

tions or reverberation combined with effects. 

Each input can be processed independently. with different effects. 
and for each input there are stereo outputs. Split revert puts the processing 

capabilities of two systems into one. Only Lexicon has it. 

Unpalrulleled Sound Quality 
Unquestionably the best! Lexicon digital reverberation programs are 

the most mature in the industry. repeatedly acclaimed by users and reviewers. 

Full 15-kHz bandwidth, 84-dB dynamic range, and less than 0.07% distortion. 

Unmatched Versatility 
Hall, Plate. and Room/Chamber algorithms, 

including a Small Room program for subtle acoustic 

enhancements and film/video work. More than 30 
preprogrammed variations (with more to come). 

Superior controls. Decay time in two frequency bands ... crossover .. 
high -frequency rolloff ... apparent listener position ... predelay ... internal 

chorus . diffusion. And early reflections provide exceptional control over the 

initial sound. 

Dynamic decay. Specill signal processing capabilities can change reverb time 

in response to program dynamics. 

Comprehensive delay effects. The most extensive set of time -delay functions 

available. Put in a voca track and get out six independent voices. Create phas- 

ing. flanging. and, repeats in a single pass. Put in a rhythm track and get out 

syncopated chords. Use up to six separately adjustable delay taps. with up to 

1860 -ms delay. each v'ith high-cut and low -cut filters tunable from 170 Hz to 

19 kHz. 

36 nonvolatile memores. All parameters of setups can be stored in mermry 
for instant recall -and an be archived on cassette tape. 

An Investment in the Future 
Your investment in a 224X with LARC is an invest- 

ment that will pay big dividends today -and tomorrow. 

Your initial purchase price buys you all software 

updates, subject only to a small media charge. 

Look into the Lexicon 224X digital 

reverb /effects system with LARC'. Compare it 

with anything else on the market. You'll f nd 

this superb system is, by far, the most powerful 

of them all 

exicon 

'Feld conversion is available for owners of existing 
224X systems Contact Lexicon 

Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154/(617) 891-6790 /TELEX 923468 
Export Gotham Export Corporation. New York, NY 10014 

For additional information circle #6 
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LETTERS 
. continued from page 12 - 

on their own. While I believe in, and 
have experience with, multitrack 
recording, I try to convince my artists 
that recording live to two tracks is to 
their best advantage. I explain that 
music should be the collective expres- 
sion of creativity by a group of players. 

Layering or stacking tracks, while 
definitely having certain supposed 
advantages, namely flexibility and 
error forgiveness, does not yield the 
emotional performances that I believe 
make for exceptional recordings. The 
time involved in creating a multitrack 
album turns the creation of musical 
expression into "work" - something to 
be tolerated and endured, but generally 
not looked forward to. 

Recording live requires no more than 
two days in a studio; there is no mixing, 
editing, or overdubbing. If three key- 
board parts are called for, three key- 
board players are called to the session. 
Thus, we create an event by having all 
the players and singers together in the 
same room. We create an emotional 
surge that translates to disk very well. 
We want the listener to feel as well as 
hear the results. 

Naturally, recording such live pro- 
jects is not "safe." Everyone on both 
sides of the glass has to be totally pre- 
pared. While multitracking creativity 
often takes place in the studio, live two - 
track creativity occurs prior to entering 
the studio, either by rehearsal (perhaps 
in another, smaller studio), or by sub- 
jecting the material to audiences. Once 
the performers feel confident in their 
abilities, as well as with the material, 
the emotional surges of the moment 
often take their playing or singing to 
higher levels of virtuosity. The results 
often can be euphoric. 

With suitable preparation, all types of 
music can and have been recorded in 
this fashion, including rock. As can be 
seen, there is only so much money you 
can spend in a two -day period. Studio 
time for my projects has never gone 
above $7,000 for the entire LP. We have 
been very successful in coming in very 
close to our budgets, and the albums end 
up sounding remarkably superior to 
most conventionally recorded projects. 
Naturally, I work with some of the most 
gifted engineers available - Allen 
Sides, Rik Pekkowen, Rick Ruggieri, 
Ron Hitchcock, Mark Ettel, to name but 
a few - and that alone is a large part of 
the product, since these engineers must 
be capable of recording and mixing live, 
a talent that is hard to come by these 
days. 

When the parts are put together, you 
have an album that is completed in 95% 
less time than most other projects, gen- 
erally sounds up to twice as good (if I do 
say so myself), and costs between 50 to 
75% less than conventionally recorded 
albums. 

NEWS begins on page 213 - 
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THE WORLD'S GREAT STUDIOS 
RELY ON SSL. 

ABBEY ROAD, Londll. 
ADVISION, London. 
AIR STUDIOS, London. 
ALBERT STUDIOS, Sydney. 

AMERICAN 
BROADCASTING COMPANY. 
ARTISAN SOUND, Hollywood. 

AVACO STUDIOS, Tokyo. 

BATTERY STUDIOS, London. 
BEAR TRACKS, New York. 

BIG M, Knehworth. 
BLUE WAVE STUDIOS, Barbados. 

BRITISH BROADCASTING 
CORPORATION. 
BULLET RECORDING, Nashville. 
CENTRE BEAUBORG, Paris. 

CFTO TELEVISION, Toronto. 
C.G.D. STUDIOS, Milan. 
COMPASS POINT, Nassau. 

COMPLETE VIDEO, London. 
COUNTRY LANE, Munich. 
DANMARKS RADIO & 
TELEVISION. 
EASY SOUND, Copenhagen. 
EDEN STUDIOS, London. 

EDITEL, New York. 

EEL PIE, Twickenham. 
EUROPA FILM, Stockholm. 
EUROSONIC, Madrid. 
FARMYARD STUDIOS, Amersham. 
FREEDOM STUDIOS, Tokyo. 
GENETIC, Goring. 
GRANDE ARMEE, Paris. 

HANSA TONSTUDIOS, Berlin. 

HARLECH TELEVISION, Cardiff. 

JVC STUDIOS, Tokyo. 
KENDUN RECORDERS, Burbank. 

LAHAINA SOUND & VIDEO, 
Hawaii. 
LARRABEE SOUND, Los Angeles. 

LE STUDIO MORIN HEIGHTS, 
Quebec. 
MAISON ROUGE, London. 
THE MANOR, Oxfordshire. 
PETER MAFFAY, Munich. 
MATSUSHITA OSAKA, Tokyo. 

STUDIO MIRAVAL, Provence. 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, 
Washington. 
NETHERTURKDONIC, Oxfordshire. 
NICHION, Tokyo. 

NIDAROS STUDIOS, Trondheim. 
OASIS STUDIOS, Los Angeles. 

OLYMPIA STUDIOS, Munich. 
OM UNIVERSAL, Montreal. 

ONKIO HAUS, Tokyo. 

PHONOGRAM, Tokyo. 

POLYDOR, Tokyo. 

POWER PLAY, Zurich. 

POWERSTATION STUDIOS, 
New York. 

PRODUCERS COLOR, Detroit. 

RCA RECORDS, Mexico City. 

THE RECORD PLANT, Los Angeles. 

RHINOCEROS, Sydney. 

RIDGE FARM, Dorking. 

RIGHT TRACK RECORDING 
New York. 

RGJONES STUDIOS, London. 

ROUNDHOUSE STUDIOS, London. 

SARM EAST & SARM WEST, 
London. 
SIFM, Berlin. 

SIGMA SOUND STUDIOS, 
New York. 

SOUNDWORKS, New York. 

SPLASH STUDIOS, Naples. 

STUDIO N, Cologne. 
TELETRONICS, New York. 

TENNESSEE STUDIOS, Hamburg. 

THE TOWNHOUSE, London. 

TRIDENT RECORDING STUDIOS, 
London. 
UNION STUDIOS, Munich. 
UNIVERSAL RECORDING, Chicago. 

UTOPIA STUDIOS, London. 

VIDEO TECH, Tokyo. 

WARNER PIONEER, Tokyo. 

WERYTON STUDIOS, Munich. 
YAMAHA R & D STUDIOS, 
Los Angeles. 
YAMAHA EPICURUS, Tokyo. 

Solid State Logic 
Solid State Logic, 
Stonesfield, Oxford OX7 2PQ. 
Tel: (099) 389 8282 
Telex: 83 7400 SSL OXG. 

Solid State Logic, Inc., 
2633 Fifteenth Street, N.W., 
Washington D.C. 20009 
Tel: (202) 333 1500 
Telex: 23 4405 19 SSL DC. 
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EXPOSING AUDIO MYTHOLOGY 
Laying to Rest ... or at least 

exposing the false premises upon which 
they are based ... some of the Pro -Audio 
Industry's more obvious "Old Wives Tales" 

by John Robers 
In past columns I have pointed out 
some of the problems hindering 
communication between "Golden 

Ears" and "Meter Readers," and we 
have started to compile a GE Glossary 
(keep those cards and letters coming!). 
Besides the use of rather imprecise ter- 
minology, the GE commentary has a 
tendency toward hyperbole (or exag- 
geration for effect). It becomes difficult 
to take an equipment reviewer seriously, 
when he (or she) rants about the 
astounding sonic differences between 
two brands of welding cable hooked up 
to a 10 -foot speaker run. (More on wire 
later). Perhaps I'm also exaggerating 
(for effect!), but my point is that little 
effort is made, nor does a system exist, 
to quantify the magnitude of these 
audible differences. 

A more rigorous analysis of why two 
products sound different would come up 
with hard numbers (I don't believe in 
magic). But we can't expect product 
reviewers to have the instrumentation 

and experience to evaluate the sonic 
consequence of minute differences. 
Often the sonic differences are so slight 
that it is a judgement call as to which 
sounds better. Sometimes they just 
sound slightly different. However, when 
two products sound different it is 
human nature to prefer one, sometimes 
even when they don't sound different. 
There are no ties in the land of high -end 
HiFi. 

I realize that it may make for dull 
reading, but in the many cases where 
the sonic differences are slight let's call 
it like it is. If the mailman can hear it 
through the screen door then maybe 
you've got something. 

Speaker Wire 
When I sat down to write this piece, I 

was prepared to debunk all those fancy 
HiFi cables as pure hype. Well ... just 
like any good myth, if you dig deep 
enough there will be a grain of truth, 
however tiny. The basic premise of the 

esoteric speaker -wire proponents is that 
common speaker cable can alter the 
sound quality of electrical signals 
passed through it. Now anyone who has 
ever talked over long- distance telephone 
lines can attest that there is a loss of 
sound quality when you travel over 
many miles of wire, but what about a 
few feet? Well, yes, there is a potential 
for signal degradation in runs of only 
tens of feet but, as is often the case, the 
audible significance is up for debate 

Wire varies from ideal in several 
ways. Wire pairs have capacitance, 
inductance, skin effect, dispersion, and 
last, but not least, resistance. To optim- 
ize a speaker cable it is desirable to keep 
all of these non -ideal characteristics to a 
minimum. Capacitance should be kept 
low to avoid destabilizing the driving 
amp, or otherwise interacting with the 
amplifier's output impedance. Induc- 
tance should be kept low, because it will 
cause a high- frequency rolloff when 
terminated by a resistive or, worse yet, 
capacitive speaker load. 

Skin effect is a rather unusual phe- 
nomenon, where at higher frequencies 
the electrons tend to travel on the sur- 
face of the wire. This effect can cause 
significant changes in resistance 
between DC and high audio frequencies, 
in some cases diminishing the advan- 
tages of larger gauge wire. At 20 kHz, for 
example, the electrons that cause cur- 
rent flow are only using the outside 
0.5mm of copper wire. 
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Dispersion is another interesting 
characteristic - in typical wire pairs 
the high frequencies travel slightly fas- 
ter than the low frequencies. This was a 
major problem for long- distance tele- 
phone lines until the 'phone companies 
figured out what was happening, and 
added coils (inductance) to slow down 
the highfrequency content and time 
align the telephone signals. 

Last, but definitely not least, is resist- 
ance. If speaker loads were a pure res- 
istance then we could just live with the 
power drop in the wire. But speakers 
have a nasty habit of changing impe- 
dance with frequency which, if there is 
significant wire resistance, will cause a 
frequency- response error. Also the ser- 
ies resistance will degrade an amplifi- 

er's damping factor. 
There are techniques to reduce some 

of these non -ideal characteristics, but 
usually they are made at the expense of 
another parameter. Braided wire will 
exhibit very low inductance, but often at 
a cost of higher capacitance ( upwards of 
1500 pF per meter). While spacing the 
leads further apart will reduce the cap- 
acitance, it also increases the induc- 
tance, as well as susceptibility to cros- 
stalk. Going to very large gauge wire 
can reduce series resistance but, unless 
the wire is made up of many fine 
strands, the skin effect can cause large, 
frequency- dependent resistance chan- 
ges. For example, 12 -gauge wire can 
change resistance from 0.01 ohm per 
meter at DC, to 0.015 ohm per meter at 

20 kHz. For the kinds of distances we are 
likely to encounter, dispersion is not a 
serious problem (usually less than a 
microsecond). 

Is It Audible? 
Recently, a controlled listening test 

with HiFi speakers and 30 -foot cable 
runs demonstrated that the differences 
between 24- and 16 -gauge speaker wire 
were clearly audible (refer to reference 
#2 for further details). This is not too 
surprising when you consider that the 
use of 30 feet of 24 -gauge wire is like 
adding a 1.8 -ohm resistor between the 
power amplifier and speaker. In this 
case, with a nominally 8 -ohm HiFi 
speaker the variations in speaker impe- 
dance caused three discrete, -1.25 dB 
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dips in the audible range. The same lis- 
tening panel was unable to discern 
(with any statistical significance) dif- 
ferences between 16 -gauge cable at 0.24 
ohms, and a well known high - 
performance cable at 0.09 ohms driving 
the same speaker. 

The implications for control -room 
monitoring, or home listening situa- 
tions, is that speaker wire is not a 
serious problem. In live PA, or distrib- 
uted systems, however, where long wire 
runs are used, the series resistance can 
be significant. Let's take as an example 
a nominally 4 -ohm speaker system that 
varies from 3 to 12 ohms over the audio 
band. When driven by a wire having a 
0.5 -ohm series resistance, the system 
output will vary a full dB. A 1 dB 

response error can be quite audible, 
depending upon how smoothly the 
impedance of the speaker system varies. 
Even if the speaker was a dead Eat 4 
ohms, the wire would be dissipating 11% 
of your power output. 

To obtain a 0.5 -ohm resistance, you 
would need: 8.3 feet of 24 -gauge wire; 60 
feet of 16 -gauge wire; 150 feet of 
"Wazuu" speaker cable; or 1,600 feet of 
welding cable. (Note: at20 kHz this lat- 
ter cable will exhibit a resistance of 2 
ohms, because of skin effects.) 

What Does It All Mean? 
Since the resistance and most of the 

non -ideal characteristics are a simple 
function of cable length, it is better to 
mount the amplifiers near the speakers, 

SONEX users 
tell it like 
they hear it. 

Pn-ientation control room at Multi-Image 

Resources, Dallas TX; works "aim 
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Eastern S- unJ Studio,. 
Methuen Mt.. 
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Larry Blatcenc¡ & 
Associate, Jackson, MS. 
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Here are just five applications and comments from among our almost 2,000 SONEX users. 

Eastern Sound: "Our studio never sounded better and our control room is very accurate... ". 

Blakeney: "SONEX controls acoustics beautifully, better than carpet, acoustic tile, or any other 

product...dont have to worry about ouride noise...or disturbing our neighbors when we 

turn the volume up...". KLOR also say. that it is "critical in master tape work, and far 

superior to any other system we've tried." 

Get the facts today. SONEX is 

manufactured by lllbruck/usa and 
distributed exclusively to the pro sound 

and AN industries by Alpha Audio. 

AlphaAudio 
Street 

Richmond. Virginia 23220 (804) 358 -3852 

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry 

and keep the wires as short as possible. 
If you must drive a very long feed, it will 
be worth doing some homework. When 
looking at a new speaker purchase, ask 
the manufacturer for an impedance 
plot. If you are working on an existing 
system, simply measure the frequency 
response at the speaker terminals. 
(Note: be sure that the wire is played out; 
leaving it coiled up could affect the 
results.) You should be able to quickly 
evaluate the effect of changing to a 
lower resistance wire, by using a shorter 
length of your regular wire. If the 
response errors are smooth, it may be 
reasonable to try equalizing them out. 
However, in general it is always better 
to eliminate a frequency response prob- 
lem, than to "fix it in the mix." 

There are a few techniques that may 
lend themselves to the problems of non - 
ideal wire, which are worth investigat- 
ing. The power loss in long wire runs is 
called "IR losses," and is defined by the 
equation, P = I2R. So called "high - 
voltage" distribution systems reduce 
the power loss by reducing the current 
flowing through the wire, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

By way of an example, suppose we are 
putting 25 watts into a 4 -ohm speaker, 
with a 1:10 step -up transformer at the 
amplifier end of a 0.5 -ohm wire feed, and 
a 10:1 step -down transformer at the 
speaker end. The voltage and current at 
the speaker is 10V and 2.5A respec- 
tively. Assuming a perfectly lossless 
transformer, the high -voltage loop will 
be passing 100V at 250 milliamps (still 
25W), and the wire would drop 125 milli- 
volts (0.25 x 0.5) for a dissipation of 31 
milliwatts. Assuming another lossless 
transformer at the amp end, the power 
amp needs to put out 10.013V and 25.031 
watts (yielding 99.9% efficiency). 

Without the transformers in circuit 
(Figure 2), the wire would drop 1.25V 
and 3.1 watts, requiring the amplifier to 
put out 28.1W to drive the speaker to the 
same loudness (88.9% efficiency; 11.1% 
dissipated in the wire). Without debat- 
ing the merit of using transformers in 
signal paths (that argument will be the 
topic of a subsequent column), typical 
PA power levels would require trans- 
formers so large that you would be bet- 
ter off just flying the amps (and keeping 
the cables short). Secondly, who needs 
another high -voltage source kicking 
around? 

On a more sensible scale, however, if 
you are trying to decide whether to wire 
your PA for 16 or 4 ohms, and your 
power amps can put out the voltage 
swing, go for the higher impedance, 
since it will reduce cable losses and 
frequency- response errors. To return to 
the 25W example: following the circuit 
shown in Figure 3, the amplifier now 
would have to swing 20 volts into the 
16 -ohm load, but the same 0.5 -ohm wire 
only drops 625 millivolts and 780 milli - 
watts for 97% efficiency. 

Another approach worth looking at 
here is the use of "sense lines," a tech- 
nique borrowed from laboratory power 



The challenge to console manufacturers of the 
eighties is to design new mixing systems that match 
the dynamic range, distortion specs, and frequency 
response now possible on digital magnetic tape. 
AUDIOARTS /WHEATSTONE has taken this chal- 
lenge and designed the 8X Recording and Production 
Console. Today, through careful engineering, the 
technical performance of the 8X is approaching all 
possible theoretical limits, resulting in the smoothest, 
most transparent console we have ever built. 

Today, studio clients are demanding greater 
complexity in audio processing for their work; fea- 
tures like three -band sweepable EQ, 24 -track moni- 
toring, mixdown subgrouping and stereo monitoring 
enable the creative engineer to meet those demands. 

So if you're choosing a mixing system to upgrade 
your studio, expand your track format, or add a Studio 
B, take a good look at the 8X. 

THESE ARE THE DEALERS: 
AUDIOTECHNIQUES, INC. 

Stamfcrd, CT (203) 359 -2312 
MILAM AUDIO COMPANY 

Pekin, IL (309) 346 -3161 

LAKE SYSTEMS 
Newton, MA (617) 244 -6881 

AUDIO ARCHITECTS 
Nashvi'le, TN (615) 320 -0463 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
Burbank, CA (213) 843.6320 

CONN AUDIO /VIDEO 
Satellite Beach, FL (305) 773 -2433 

SOUND GENESIS 
San Francisco, CA (415) 285 -8900 

AUDIO ASSOCIATES 
Oklahoma City, OK (405) 840.3636 

PEIRCE -PHELPS, INC. 
Philadelphia. PA (215) 879.7236 

Call or Write: 

(Prices starting at $9800) 

AUDIOARTS® ENGINEERING 
A DIVISION OF WHEATSTONE CORPORATION 

5 COLLINS ROAD, BETHANY, CT06525 (203) 393 -0887 
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supply designs, where a second wire 
pair is connected to the load (speaker 
leads) and returned back to the amp 
(Figure 4). Since there is no current flow- 
ing in these leads, the amp can use them 
for feedback and regulate the voltage at 
the speaker terminals. This approach 
can regain damping factor and fre- 
quency response, but will still suffer the 
IR losses in the cable. While such a 
design approach has shown up on one or 
more consumer amps (for those killer 
15 -foot speaker runs), I'm more than a 
little nervous about hanging sense lines 
on a load 200 feet away. With proper 
shielding and care, however, it might 
work. 

In my opinion the only good speaker 
lead is a short one. 

Reading For Extra Credit: 
Reference #1 provides a rigorous 

analysis of a speaker wire's non -ideal 
properties. Reference #2 documents the 
double -blind listening test between 
speaker cables mentioned above. 

1. R. A. Greiner, Amplifier- 
Loudspeaker Interfacing: Journal of the 
Audio Engineering Society; Vol. 28; pp. 
310 -315 (May 1980). 

2. L. Greenhill, Speaker Cables: Can 
you hear the difference ? "; Stereo 
Review; Vol. 48, #8; pp. 46 -51 (August 
1983). 

The Questionnaire 
In past columns I have made sweep- 

ing generalizations about what people 
in this industry beliei.e. Before I get 
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myself into too much trouble, I'd like to 
ask you, the industry leaders, what 
today's conventional wisdom really is. 
To make this as painless as possible, we 
have set up our opinion survey as multi- 
ple choice but, of course, would encour- 
age longer answers. You also will notice 
at the bottom of the survey we ask for 
some demographic information; run- 
ning this data through a computer 
should result in some fancy percentages 
regarding who holds what opinion. 

The following list of statements are 
from my first column (April issue) with 
the addition of a few others that were 
suggested by R -e /p readers. (See, we do 
listen.) If you don't see an answer you 
like, write in your own, or skip the ques- 
tion. The more returns we receive, the 
more the results will be representative of 
all of us. I apologize in advance if some 
of the questions seem leading, but we 
are trying to gauge opinion here; we're 
not trying to find out what everybody 
knows, only what everybody thinks 
(huh ?). 

You might like to photocopy these 
pages, tick the appropriate boxes, and 
then mail the completed questionnaire 
to me, c/o R -e /p. 
Question 1: I prefer the sound of digital 
audio. 

YES NO 

Question 2: I prefer the sound of trans- 
former circuits. 

YES NO 

Question 3: Gold -plated jacks, sockets, 
etc. do make a sonic difference. 

YES NO 

Question 4: Speaker -wire size does 
make an audible difference. 

YES NO 

Question 5: Power amp slew rate does 
make an audible difference. 

YES NO 

Question 6: Negative feedback im- 
proves sound quality. 

YES NO 

Question 7: Capacitors can cause 
audible signal degradation. 

YES ONO 
Question 8: (Multiple Choice) How 
many dB per octave crossovers sound 
better? 

6 dB per octave 
12 dB per octave 
18 dB per octave 
24 dB per octave 

dB per octave 

Question 9: Tube electronics do sound 
better than solid -state electronics. 

YES NO 

Question 10: Discrete circuitry does 
sound better than integrated circuits. 

YES NO 

Question 11: Moving -coil cartridges do 
sound better than moving magnets. 

YES NO 

Question 12: Half -speed record mas- 
tering does sound better than conven- - continued on page 25 .. . 

o 
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MORE RECORDING STUDIOS 
USE CROWN MONITOR AMPS 
THAN ANY OTHER BRAND: 

If you're going for gold, you've 
got to have the best - the best 
talent, the best writing, the 
best equipment. You'll leave 
nothing to chance. 

That's why most studio 
professionals choose Crown 
monitor amplifiers. 

They know they'll get the 
clearest highs, the most accu- 
rate mid -range, the most solid 
lows with Crown amps. 

Sonic accuracy has always 
been the first goal - and the 
hallmark - of Crown engineer- 
ing. Crown amps are powerful, 

but never at the loss of sonic 
accuracy. Crown amps are 
reliable, but our first concern 
is sonic accuracy. 

Crown amps will never get 
in the way of the music. With 
Crown, you'll know for sure 
when you've got a gold. 

*See Billboard's International Recording 
Equipment & Studio Directon:1982 -1983. crown® 

1718 West Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517 (219) 294 -5571 
For additional information circle #14 
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OTARI'S SUPER ANALOG 
THE MTR -12 

The Audio Engineering Society Convention 
New York Hilton. October 9 -12 

The Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers Convention 
Los Angeles. October 30- November 4 

1983 Oran Corp 

IC c p2-1 D October 195:3 For additional information circle a15 

t/a" Two Channel. 
1/2" Four Channel. 
r /2" Two Channel, 
and r -a " Two Channel 
with SMPTE Time Code 
Center Track Formats. 

Otan Corportation 
2 Davis Drive 
Belmont, CA 94002 
TWX 910- 376 -4890 
415- 592 -8311 



AUDIO MYTHOLOGY 
.. continued from page 22 - 

tional mastering. 
YES NO 

Question 13: You can improve the 
sound of electronics by adding weights. 

YES NO 

Question 14: The sound quality of low - 
level signals can be affected by the wire 
used. 

YES NO 

Question 15: Unused speakers in the 
same room as driven ones can degrade 
sound. 

YES NO 

Question 16: MOSFET Power amps 
can sound better than bipolar amps. 

YES NO 

Question 17: +4 dBm systems are 
superior to -10 dBv systems. 

YES NO 

Question 18: Dubbing tapes back- 
wards can improve the copy's transient 
response. 

YES NO 

Question 19: The type of jack or inter- 
connect can make an audible difference. 

YES NO 

Question 20: The amount of power 
supply regulation can affect the sound 
quality. 

YES NO 

Question 21: Phase shift and /or abso- 
lute polarity is audible. 

YES NO 

Question 22: Proximity of speaker 
wire to structural surfaces can be 
audible. 

YES ONO 
Question 23: Loudspeakers can image 
wider than their physical placement. 

YES NO 

Question 24: Phase coherence (time 
alignment) of speakers is audible. 

YES ONO 
In the following question you may not 

be able to just check one box. For exam- 
ple, if you are an engineer part of the 
time, and a producer the rest of the time 
try and estimate the spread (i.e. 25% 
engineer /75% producer). 

I consider myself a: 
Golden Ear 
Meter Reader 

(other ?) 

INDUSTRY INVENTIVENESS 
Due to circumstances beyond our con- 
trol, we are unable to publish James 
Riordan's column, "Industry Inventive- 
ness in the Eighties," in this issue of 
R -e /p. Jim's column, however, will con- 
tinue in the December issue. Our apolo- 
gies to all - Editor. 
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT UPDATE 

ONE YEAR LATER: A Progress Report on the 
dbx Model 700 Digital Audio Processor 

by Leslie B. Tyler, vice president 
of Engineering, dbx, Inc. 

Readers will recall that dbx intro- 
duced the Model 700 Digital Audio 

Processor at the October 1982 AES 
Convention, in Anaheim, California. 
The 700 uses a proprietary analog - 
digital- analog- conversion technology 
that we call CPDM, Companded Predic- 
tive Delta Modulation. [For a detailed 
explanation, see the article written by 
700 design engineer Robert W. Adams in 
last October's R -e /p - Ed.] 

Since its introduction in prototype 
form, dbx has been doing extensive field 
and laboratory testing of the 700. This 
testing has resulted in several impor- 
tant modifications whose goal is the 
debugging and perfecting of the design. 
We now know that the product will eas- 
ily meet the requirements of the most 
demanding program material. What fol- 
lows is a summary of the changes: 

Compander 
Tests at various studios throughout 

the country revealed essentially that the 
700's performance was as we had hoped: 
110 dB of dynamic range, and a neutral 
noise floor. Most important, to quote 
many of the auditioners, it was "musi- 
cal." We did discover, however, that 
very high -level, high -frequency mate- 
rial was recorded and displayed on the 
meters at a higher level than we liked to 
see. That is, for a given sound -pressure 
level, tambourines or wind chimes (for 
example) were recorded closer to the 
saturation level of the A/D converter 
than was equally loud lower- frequency 
material. The practical consequence for 

the user was that the meters had to be 
watched more closely than usual. We 
thought it prudent -a matter of good 
engineering - to make the design "bul- 
letproof' under even the severest condi- 
tions if we could. Therefore, we changed 
the compander so that recording level 
was flatter as a function of frequency 
content, which renders the 700 even 
more immune to overloading than 
before, and makes the meters behave in 
a way users would be more accustomed 
to. 

The earlier version, described in these 
pages a year ago, used classic 
amplitude- compressor /expander tech- 
niques to increase the dynamic range 
from around 70 dB (achieved through 
the use of our linear -prediction circuit 
from the typical 55 -dB basic perfor- 
mance) to more than 110 dB. The new 
system, to improve the situation menti- 
oned above, uses spectral as well as 
amplitude compression. 

A spectral compressor is intended to 
reduce variations in spectral content, 
just as an amplitude compressor redu- 
ces the variations in amplitude. In the 
dbx 700, the spectral compressor shapes 
the spectrum presented to the A/D con- 
verter. It reduces high frequencies when 
the input spectrum contains predomi- 
nantly high frequencies, and boosts 
them when the input contains predomi- 
nantly low frequencies. The spectrum at 
the A/D converter input (the output of 
the spectral compressor) therefore is 
more nearly constant and, to the A/D 
converter, more "comfortable" to deal 

... continued on page 212 - 

SYSTEM BLOCK 
DIAGRAM 
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NEOTEK 
USA 

East 

Massachusetts 
Lake Systems 
617 -244 -6881 

Pennsylvania 
Tek Corn 
215- 627 -6700 

Midwest 

Illinois 
Pyramid Audio 
312 -339 -8014 

Wisconsin 
Flanners Pro 
Audio 
414 -785 -9166 

Michigan 
HY James 
313- 471 -0027 

South 

Tennessee 
Valley Audio 
615- 383 -4732 

Florida 
Pro Audio 
General Store 
305 -752 -0330 

West 

Colorado 
Listen UP 

303 -778 -0949 

California 
Neolek West 
213- 387 -7999 

International 

Hong Kong 

Today's Audio Company 
Telephone 5- 412050 
Telex 60185 SRFEL HX 

Taiwan 

Unfair Engineering 
Telephone 321 -4455 
Telex 22563 LINFAIR 

Japan 

Unicus Incorporated 
Telephone 662 -8518 
Telex UNICUS J29440 

Greece 

Omikron Corporation S.A. 
Telephone 363 -7979 
Telex 219559 OMIK GR 

Italy 

Scientel Audio 
Telephone 225608 
Telex 213687 

California 
Recording & 

Broadcast Supply 
415- 457 -7566 

Utah 
Trax Productions 
801- 237 -2435 



Joining aesthetics and technology. 

Versatile and affordable audio consoles 
for recording, sound reinforcement and 
production applications. 

Neotek Corporation 
1158 West Belmont Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60657 
Telephone 312 -929 -6699 

For additional information circle #18 



VAL GAR AY 
Interviewed by Robert Carr 

As a natural extension to his career as a musician during the early Sixties, Val Garay's love for music lead him to pursue 
the art and science of audio engineering. Starting in 1969, he apprenticed at the Sound Factory, Hollywood, under 
rock -recording legend Dave Hassinger (Rolling Stones, Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane, Seals and Crofts). After 
turning independent, Garay formed an alliance with another ex- musician, Britisher Peter Asher. The association 
produced monster hits for Asher's clients Linda Ronstadt (Heart Like a Wheel, Prisoner in Disguise, Hasten Down the 
Wind, Simple Dreams, Living in the USA, Mad Love) and James Taylor (J.T., Flag, Dad Loves His Work). Garay 
eventually became dissatisfied at the Sound Factory, and the inconsistencies attendant with moving from one studio to 
another. At which point he decided the best course of action was to open his own facility, Record One, located in 
Sherman Oaks, just north of Los Angeles, and which now serves as his recording home. 

The following interview took place among the dozens of Gold and Platinum albums lining the walls in Garay's private 
office. After a few words on his recent accomplishments as producer /engineer with Kim Carnes (Mistaken Identity; 
1981 "Record of the Year" Grammy Winner for "Bette Davis Eyes "), Randy Meisner (One More Song), Joan Armatrad- 
ing (The Key), and the Motels (All Four One), a band that Garay also manages, the conversation turned to the 
opportunities and advantages to an engineer /producer owning one's own personal -use studio. 
R -e /p (Robert Carr): It must be particu- 
larly convenient to have your own stu- 
dio, which enables you to take the time 
to perfect each project you work on? 
Val Garay: It is, and it isn't. Some- 
times it's a pain in the ass, because you 
have to deal with the business end of 
owning a studio, which I'm not terribly 
fond of. I don't like to sit there with cal- 
culators and figure out the plus and 
minus side of the operation. I like to 
make records, which is a lot more crea- 
tive, and pretty soon I'll start making a 
film. [A feature film based in part on 
Motels lead singer Martha Davis' life 
R -e /p 28 October 1983 

currently is in its development stages.] 
Owning your own facility is kind of a 

necessary evil in the sense that if you 
subject yourself to a commercially 
rented studio, you subject yourself to 
someone else's taste - not only in terms 
of equipment and design, but also main- 
tenance and other things. I was fortu- 
nate to spend the first eight or nine 
years of my engineering career in one 
recording studio [Sound Factory in Hol- 
lywood], and the rest of the time here 
[Record One]. I wasn't subjected to 
going from one studio to another. It's too 
unsettling for me. 

R -e /p (Robert Carr): Is stability of that 
nature necessary for you to make a good 
product? 
Val Garay: I think you perform better 
when you have familiar surroundings 
and equipment that you're used to work- 
ing with. If you were a "body -and- 
fender" man, to put it on a mundane 
level, and you were wandering around 
the streets doing your work every day 
using different tools in different areas, 
I'm sure you wouldn't be as proficient as 
if you had your own body shop. It's basi- 
cally the same thing here. 

The only problem is that this is a two- 



"You would choose a Soundcraft, too ". That's what 
producer /songwriter Pete Bellotte told us. 

And he certainly is used to the best. While he was 
co- writing and producing most of Donna Summer's hits he 
chose Soundcraft for his own studio. 

"When we were recording Donna's 'Macarthur Park' 
and 'Bad Girls' we were amazed at the flexibility of the 
Soundcraft and in particular, the EQ. You get all the control 
you need out of a Soundcraft EQ without any harshness or 
distortion. The choice was simple. 

"My major guidelines in selecting the equipment were 
space and quality. The Soundcraft 2400 and SCM tape 
machine met those criteria. With the split configuration of 
the 2400, it performs like a much bigger console. When I 

mix down I can use the monitor section of the console to 
return more tracks. I've got the capability of mixing down 

up to 52 tracks simultaneously and I don't have to stand up 
to get to the controls - they're all within easy reach. 

"Once you're used to the best there is, you'll never want 
to compromise. And that's why I chose Soundcraft ". 

Soundcraft 
The Producer's choice 

Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 5 -8 Great Sutton Street, 
London, EC1 V OBX, England. Tel: 01 -251 3631. Telex: 21198. 

Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 20th Street, 
Santa Monica, California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591. Telex 664923. 

Soundcraft Canada Inc. 1444 Hymus Blvd. Dorval, 
Quebec Canada H9P 1J6. Tel: (514) 685 1610 Telex: 05 822582. 



This Is 

Val 
Garay. 

He Is The 
1981 
Grammy 
Winner 
For 
"Record Of 
The Year" 
Bette Davis Eyes: 
(Kim Carnes). 
Musician. 
Engineer. 
Studio Owner 
(Record One). 
Producer. 
Personal 
Manager. 

Val Garay Masters and Mixes Exclusively on Agfa Tape. 

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION 

Mr. Garay accepts no compensation for his endorsement. 

For additional information circle #20 
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Production Viewpoint 
VAL GARAY 

million -dollar operation, so it requires a 
lot of attention. And I'm not the only one 
who uses this studio. We rent the studio 
to a lot of clients, and I'm constantly 
having to book around other people. In 
all fairness, if I decided to work tomor- 
row, I couldn't bump Toto out of the stu- 
dio. I'm basically a customer here, too; 
that can be frustrating at times. 

R -e /p (Robert Carr): Couldn't you divest 
yourself of the day -to -day running of the 
studio, and put someone else in charge? 
Val Garay: No, I can't. It's the same 
way that I make records. I have to con- 
cern myself with every fragment, or 
something starts to dissipate or disinte- 
grate. If you're not in contact with 
what's going on, you can't catch it 
before it gets too bad. 

R -e /p: I assume that kind of philosophy 
is what motivated you to become 
involved with both engineering and 
producing the projects you take on? 
VG: I've been working this way for 15 
years. I just wasn't successful as [only] a 
producer. But it's very difficult to try 
and hire somebody to engineer records 
when, in my mind, and I don't mean this 
egotistically, I'm one of the best engi- 
neers I know. How could I hire some- 
body else? All the really good up and 
coming engineers that I know are people 
I taught. And you know that you teach 
them everything they know, not every- 
thing you know. 

Greg Ladanyi won a Grammy last 
year for the Toto IV record, and I taught 
him. I was just reading an article in R- 
e/p on Gabe Veltri [April 1983 issue - 
Ed.]. When I got perturbed at the Sound 
Factory at one time in my career and 
went over to Richard's [ Perry] studio for 
about a year and worked, Gabe was my 
go -fer. Now I see him in his sweater and 
tinted glasses behind the console. 

It would be very difficult for me to hire 
someone as my engineer, unless I 
worked with someone in my peer group. 
I could work with [Bill] Schnee, because 
we came out of the same school in the 
same time frame. But when you have 
somebody else to deal with, you have 
another personality, another X- Factor 
in the formula. That tends to dilute the 
process sometimes. Whereas right now, 
I don't have a whole lot of conversation 
with my engineer about how I want to 
do something, because he knows how I 
want to do it, since he is me. 

R -e /p: A lot of producers don't like to 
handle both functions for the same pro- 
ject, because they feel they'll be missing 
some production aspect while they're 
working with the equipment, or vice 
versa. 
VG: It can be hard. But here's how I do 
it, which is actually pretty easy, because 
I've figured out a method that works. I 
spend an immense amount of time 

rehearsing, which is why I built a 
rehearsal studio in here [Record One]. 
That's when I sort out the musical part 
of the record -making process - the 
instrumentation; the arrangements; the 
basic architecture of the song [see 
accompanying sidebar]. 

The ratio of rehearsal to recording 
time is about two -to -one. If we spent 
eight months making a record, two - 
thirds of that was rehearsing, and the 
other third recording. We figure every- 
thing out in absolute detail and make 
cassettes at each juncture as we go 
along. I could play you cassettes of the 
Motels' album [All Four One] that 
shows one song passing through four 
stages of arrangement. Sometimes we'll 
get into the studio, cut the tracks, not get 
it, come back to rehearsal, and work on 

"You have to motivate 
yourself. That's how Ido 
it - with fear." 

the arrangement even more. 
By the time we get to the studio, I'm 

thoroughly familiar with the song. 
There are so few changes made while 
we're recording that I can become an 
engineer and get a sound that I like. 
Once I've accomplished that, there's 
really nothing more to laying it down 
than cutting a vocal, and I can do that 
without even thinking about it; my 
hands respond unconsciously to how 
my ear wants to hear the vocal track. I 
don't even look at VU meters anymore. 
I'm totally conscious of the music when 
it's going down, and I can tell a great 
take from a bad one instantly. 

I also make notes. I keep a loose -leaf 
notebook for every group I work with. 
Here's the Motels'; this book represents 
the last album we did. [Garay holds up a 
black binder, and opens to a page about 
half way into the book.] If you look at 
"Only the Lonely," for example: this is 
the lyric sheet [flips page]; I have the 
date on the top of each sheet. These are 
the fixes we did on the vocal; the 
numbers of the takes with little one- and 
two -word descriptions after each one. 
As the track is going down I make notes: 
"CT" equals complete take; "FS" equals 

false start, etc. [Sample comments: "bad 
sax "; "good take "; "the run -through 
was good in spots "; " still some mis- 
takes"; "end is not tight "; "magnificent 
from solo on "; "the last hit was per- 
fect."] Here is my star system, actually 
stolen from Peter Asher: two or more 
stars means that the take was really 
good. 

I keep pretty accurate notes of every- 
thing that I've done on every record. 
Sometimes the notes get more excessive 
or less depending on how hard it is to 
cut. 

Here's Kim's album, Mistaken Iden- 
tity. [Garay pulls out another binder 
from the pile, and opens to a page.] 
"Bette Davis Eyes" - that was the first 
complete take. Then in the back is usu- 
ally the songs that didn't make it. "The 
Lover" didn't make it, obviously. 
Neither did "New Orleans Ladies," 
"Here Comes the Bad One," "Good 
Friend," "Games," "If You Don't Want 
my Love "; these are songs that never 
made it as we were working on the 
album. 

R -e /p: Did you spend time pre -producing 
all these songs that didn't make it? 
VG: We rehearsed them. The ratio I've 
found in the past is usually three or four 
to one, meaning 30 to 40 songs to get 10 
finished ones. For every three or four 
songs, you'll get one that not only suits 
the artist, but is also strong enough to 
use on the album. 

R -e /p: Do you keep those rejected songs 
for use in the future? 
VG: It's a nice idea, but unfortunately it 
never works. If they are not good 
enough for this album, usually they 
won't be strong enough for any one. 

R -e /p: You're really playing the 
numbers. You start with a lot of songs, 
and slowly weed them out until the good 
ones turn up? 
VG: Not necessarily. When I started the 
new Motels' album in January 1983, we 
had three songs. Three became one; one 
became none. Then we started over 
again. We have all 10 songs now (July 
1983]. 

R -e /p: If you do spend six to eight 
months or a year on an album, is it cost - 
effective to do everything yourself, 
assuming that your time is worth quite a 
bit of money? 
VG: Hiring someone else to do those 
things would not change the time frame 
at all. We'd have to rehearse just as long, 
and it wouldn't change the engineering. 

I originally did all the pre -production 
out of fear of not being prepared in the 
studio, and not being able to make 
things sound good. But, in reality, that 
kind of time is required to do a good job, 
regardless of whether you're engineer- 
ing or not. One sort of facilitates the 
other anyway. 

I make most of my records live with 
very few overdubs. I think that records 
are better that way, especially if you're 
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Production Viewpoint 
VAL GARAY 

working with great singers, which I 
have had the good fortune to do. 

Yet certain singers thrive on the over- 
dubbing process. I've never seen a great 
singer, who overdubs his vocal, sing a 
vocal part from top to bottom, and use 
98% of it. The minute they get into the 
overdub design of doing vocals, they'll 
do 8 takes and comp [compile or com- 
bine] 8 to one track, then do 8 more and 
comp them. Basically what they do is 
use their ear as a singer to pick what 
they sing best, and sort of assemble the 
finished vocal track mechanically. In 
the end, it usually sounds like they sang 
it from top to bottom. 

Don Henley does that very well - 
although I don't know why he does it 
because he's a great singer. In fact, all 
the Eagles did it that way for years. 
Jackson Browne does it the same way. 
They get as far as comping syllables. 
"Well, the t -h -e of that word is a little 
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The Transition from Pre -Production to Studio Sessions 
re- production starts with the set -up," Garay considers. "I let the band choose wha- 
tever makes them comfortable. Their rehearsal arrangement doesn't necessarily have 

to duplicate their normal stage or recording studio locations. As a rule of thumb, the 
drummer usually sets up in the center of the room, because everybody is listening to him. 
Then the bass player puts his amp near the drummer, so they can play easily together. 
From there it's pretty much up to the band members. A semi -circle seems to work, but the 
rehearsal room is small, so we could put anybody anywhere. 

"As far as levels go, the band pretty much figures that out for themselves too, because 
there's an instant relationship among the members of a professional band. To hear each 
other in the room, there has to be a balance. If the guitar player is six times too loud, then all 
you hear is guitar and the other players tell him to turn down. But once you get the balance, 
you can stick one mike in there, open it up, and you're ready to make a work tape. 

"I like to make recordings of each arrangement as we go along. I use just one little 
cassette machine, with one little microphone. I could play you work cassettes of almost 
every song on every record I've made so far. You'd be amazed at how much you can hear 
on those tapes. It's very close to the actual recording in the studio. 

"The cassette tells you whether an arrangement works or not, because you can listen to 
it over and over. It tells you whether parts, rhythms, and everything else are the way they 
should be. The great test is how the song wears, and for that you haue to keep listening to it 
over and over. The old adage is: "If it has legs, it will walk." What they mean by that is if 
everything about the song is comfortable, it will keep going. If not, it starts to grate. And it's 
either the arrangement or the song that grates on you. Once that happens, you have 
queries. And once you have queries, you start delving back into the song to find out why. l 
say that either the arrangement goes away immediately, or the song goes away in a period 
of time. 

"When we go into the studio, I like to cut live - everything at once. I mike everything 
close for isolation, and also put very loud instruments, like distortion guitar parts, in 
separate rooms. [Record One features three acoustically treated recording areas -a main 
studio, and two smaller adjacent rooms - as well as the control booth, and various live 
rooms throughout the complex that are pressed into service when needed.] To make the 
separate tracks blend back together, I run feeds to two PA speakers in the rehearsal studio. 
I have two Neumann U -67s that I can move anywhere in the room, or right next to the 
cabinets, for any desired effect. I just open the microphones up, and add them to the 
original sound at the board. 

"I don't really use a lot of effects other than the natural room ambience, when I want to 
change something. I like to get nice, big, warm, fat, punchy sounds. If you want an effect, 
you can warp anything with outboard gear, but you can't make anything sound big, fat, 
warm and punchy if it doesn't start that way. 

"I guess you could say I'm a purist, but don't confuse that with traditionalism; a 
traditionalist I'm not. If there's a sound out there in the studio, that's the sound I want to get 
on tape. I would prefer to play with the guitar player's amp and get the sound at his station, 
rather than attempt to manufacture what's needed in the control room. All I try to do is 
capture what he's got. In essence, the secret is that the studio and all the equipment must 
remain transparent to the overall process of recording." 
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N 
flat." So they'll switch at that point to 
another vocal track that has that sylla- 
ble a little more in tune. The layman 
can't really hear all these comps. I did 
that with Randy Meisner's album; there 
were a million switches in that. 

With the Eagles, [Meisner] was used 
to singing in only one register, which 
was really high. But for a solo record, 
where you're the lead singer, you have to 
cover all the areas. His lower ranges 
were a little more tentative, and he 
would sing out of tune more often. In 
order to get it in tune, we had to do the 
vocal tracks that way. 

But when you have a singer like Mar- 
tha [Davis, of the Motels], Kim Carnes, 
Linda Ronstadt, or James Taylor, those 
people are great singers. They have 
great intonation. The best vocal per- 
formances I ever recorded with Linda 
were the live ones with a few fixes - you 
fix one word here, and one word there. 
"Blue Bayou" was live; "Ooh, Baby 
Baby" was live. In fact, that whole 
record was. Also, "Bette Davis Eyes" by 
Kim was totally live. 

R -e /p: I remember reading a couple of 
reviews about Linda Ronstadt's album 
to the effect that, because the recording 
sounded so perfect, the critics thought it 
had been "produced to death." How do 
you react to such comments.? 
VG: The pre -production was really 
good. The interesting thing is that 
Linda never learned the songs until she 
got in the studio. She would sort of sluff 
her way through the rehearsals. The 
band would learn the songs, but she 
wouldn't even know the lyrics most of 
the time - she'd be reading from a 
sheet! But she's such a great singer that 
she can evoke emotions that sound like 
she's torn. She'd usually learn the lyrics 
in a couple of run -downs in the studio. 

Martha [Davis] is a great singer. 
When you have someone that sings as 
well as she does, and a band that's got 

. continued on page 36 - 



If you examine the recording consoles 
available today, you'll notice many models 
that probably meet your needs in one form 
or another. In fact, if you're considering the 
purchase of a new audio console in the 
near future, you'll no doubt have a difficult 
time making a choice. 

To make things even more difficult, you'll 
find that most consoles use similar electri- 
cal components and almost all use the 
very same integrated circuits. 

So when you're evaluating several avail- 
able designs, you can't really make a 
choice based on specific design aspects 
or specifications, since all modern con- 
soles claim to be ruler flat, quiet enough 
for digital, distortion free and, of course, 
come complete with 24 buses. BIG DEAL. 

Michael Tapes and Paul Galburt 
proudly introduce their new 
Sound Workshop Series 34 
Record /Mix audio console. 

The Series 34 is more than just 24 buses, 
and flat frequency response, and the low- 
est distortion, and greatness, and star en- 
dorsements, and uikskjdm, and aslkiwek, 
and jiuiqwloix,m ajkjkiuiased uijiukslmn. 

Designed to function as the central hub 
of the recording studio or production suite, 
the Series 34 is a sensitive blending of cir- 
cuit design, mechanical and electrical 
construction, aesthetics, reliability, serv- 

iceability and the integrity and reputation 
that Sound Workshop has established in 
nearly ten years of designing and building 
audio consoles and related equipment. 

The realization of the Series 34 com- 
bines Sound Workshop's ideas and 
concepts with suggested enhancements 
gathered from our extensive client base 
and dealer network. 

In its standard configuration, the Series 
34 comes equipped with 28 input /output 
modules in a 32 input mainframe of excep- 
tionally rugged construction and features 
four band equalization, high -resolution 
metering and balanced transformerless 
outputs whose clip level exceeds +27 
dBu. The console is available with or with- 
out its computer -controlled VCA package 
featuring Sound Workshop's ARMS con- 
sole computer. 

And, of course, the 34 does have 24 
buses (track outputs) plus six for auxiliary 
sends and a bunch more for the other stuff. 
And, as for the "Big Deal" ... the standard 
configuration sells for under $31,500. 

The Sound Workshop Series 34 can 
be found at the finest pro audio dealers 
or you can contact the factory for more 
information. 

Sound Workshop Professional Audio 
Products, Inc., 1324 Motor Parkway, 
Hauppauge, N Y 11788 (516) 582 -6210 
Telex 649230 sound workshop 
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Producers ... Engineers ... Performers... 

CONTROL ROOM: 
The Lakeside /Rocshire acoustic 

design is exhaustively equipped and appointed 
around a NEVE 8128 32x24 (capable of 64 lines in) control desk; 

a unique, instantly interchangeable from the console, system of monitors giving the 
engineer /producer the choice of TAD /JBL, UREI 813 Time AlignTM, Tannoy SR12 
monitors; the most complete outboard complement including a Publison with keyboard, 
and Lexicon 224X. 

ROCSHIRE Recr 
progressive record con 

SYNTHESIZERS & KE"BOARDS: 
Lestsr Claypool wits dial Roland Jupiter 6s. 
E -mu Emulator, Oberleim OBX -A, OBX -8, 
DMX Drum Simulator, and DSX Drum 
Sequencer, Fender /Rhodes among other key - 
boaris, all of which are accompanied by Rock - 
shire's two on -staff programmers. 
Just added: Yamaha's newest digitals; the 
DX7 and DX9, along wish Garfield Electronics' 
(Dr. Click) Rhythm 
Controller. 

ROCSHIRE is a c 

no compromise, Pr 
Marketing, SE 

Promotion 

TAPE MACHINES: 
Include the incomparable Studer A -80 
Mklll 2 -inch, 24- track, half -inch and 
quarter -inch machines, as well as the 
Ampex ATR -100 half -inch and quarter - 
inch mastering recorder. 
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JUST ADDED AND 
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE. 
Rocshire's performer -proved Mobile 1. 

Equipped with an ultra -complete complemert 
of 24 -track recording and mixing gear, including 
a Sony Digital 2- track, Mobile 1 has just been acquired from Record Plant after 
having come off a 3 -year lease to Stevie Wonder, where it was used for his 
tours, and extensively as a mixing environment, as well. 

THE RECORDING ENVIRONMENT: 
Rocshire's warm, multi- acoustic, carpet and walnut 
floored studio is fully equipped with a performer famous 1910 B Steinway grand: custom 
made studio -compatible Charvel /Jackson Guitars and Bass; full Simmons synthesizer 
drum kit, in addition to Ludwig and Tama kits. The microphone complement includes a large 
variety of classic tube types, including the Telefunken 251, Neumann U47s, M155s, 
M269. KM86, U67s, and stereo SM69s. 



0 
Have 
AVC 
lead you 
into the world 
of computer 
aided mixdown: 

Soundcraft's 2400 mixer features an ex- 
cellent automation system, and lives up 
to all the expectations the name 
Soundcraft demands. Have AVC provide 

your studio with this affordable tape 
based system that locks up 

smoothly with the Otari MTR 
90- II workhorse 24 

track tape machine. 

AVC Systems Inc. can put together the right automation 
combination to provide total flexibility for Audio -Video, 
Audio -Film, and Multimedia Interface. AVC 
works with studio designers and consultants from 
concept to completion. AVC Systems Inc. of 
Minneapolis and Chicago. 

AVC 
SYSTEMS 

INCORPORATED 

AVC1111 1 

1517 E. LAKE ST. MPLS., MN 55407 (612) 729 -8305 
747 CHURCH RD. SUITE A6, ELMHURST, IL 60126 (312) 279 -6580 
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- continued from page 32 . 

the tune down - and they're interacting 
in a live -performance situation, even on 
record - it's much more real and emo- 
tional, and more moving, when it's all 
going down at once, and one person is 
playing off the other. If you have a 
strong drummer that doesn't move if the 
singer rushes or drags, then the track 
stays steady; the singer is singing and 
the band is following the singer, instead 
of a singer following a music track 
that's [already] laid. It's a whole differ- 
ent method. That's why Elvis Presley 
records made in the Fifties still hold up; 
they were done live. 

R -e /p: You work with these artists for 
such a long time during pre -production 
and recording. It must be inevitable that 
you develop a close friendship with 
them after a while. In a way, doesn't it 
become harder to be critical of their 
work? 
VG: It becomes easier, the more famil- 
iar you get with them, because the barri- 
ers and defenses go down. It's easier for 
me to be frank with Martha three years 
later, than it was the first month, 
because: A, I was afraid of hurting her 
feelings; and, B, afraid of what she was 
going to think of me. Is she going to 
think I'm a tyrant? No, the more famil- 
iar you become, the more open the lines 
of communication. You're more comfor- 
table with the person, and there is less 
and less need for dialog. She knows 
what I want from her as a performer; I 
know, hopefully, what she wants, and 
we get to the point a lot quicker. 

R -e /p: I would also think that it provides 
you with an insight into knowing when 
to kick them forward, and when to dan- 
gle the carrot in front to get them going. 
VG: Absolutely. I've known her so long 
that I know when to say it's over; go 
home. Sometimes it's five o'clock at 

night; sometimes it's three o'clock in the 
morning. I know when the productivity 
level has peaked. That's when I go, 
"Good night. See you tomorrow." 

R -e /p: I noticed that you tend to rely on 
the same session players for most of 
your dates. Does that stem from the 
same sort of philosophy ... that you 
know them so well there's an extra 
efficiency? 
VG: Sort of, but I think it has to do with 
more than that - a love affair with a 
great player. I'm sure that just as direc- 
tors fall in love with actors and 
actresses, producers fall in love with 
musicians. I don't mean in a sexual 
connotation, but on an emotional level. 
When I first heard Russ Kunkel play 
drums, I was in awe. And he was a 
young man just starting out. But he had 
that thing that when you hear a great 
drummer, whether it's in the early raw 
form, or the finished polished form, you 
just know when you hear it. At least I do. 
So I worked with basically the same 10 
musicians for 10 years. 

When it came time for me to make a 
break with[producer] Peter [Asher], and 
start producing on my own, I knew it 
was imperative that I build my own lit- 
tle group of musicians, as opposed to 
using his. His were used to his method of 
operation. Although I learned a lot from 
the man, I wasn't going to do it the same 
way. That's when I started looking for 
the guys I wanted to use. 

It's hard, too, because when you've 
dealt with the Waddy Wachtels, and the 
Leland Skiars and Russ Kunkels of rock 
and roll, you've set a standard that is 
pretty hard to duplicate. But I did, 
although I still go back and use Waddy 
from time to time. 

R -e/ p: What do you look for when select- 
ing musicians for a session? 
VG: I guess my own taste in musician- 
ship. I know very few musicians who are 
feverish readers - playing noted parts 
that are written out. They can read their 
way through a rough chart, because 
most of the stuff we write out is just 
chord charts to give the people a guide to 
follow. I look basically for the feel they 
have for playing. 

R -e /p: Many producers and engineers 
prefer not to work with the same people 
most of the time, because they feel that 

they reach a certain point in their 
careers where it's difficult to remain 
creative. 
VG: That happened with the old group 
of musicians I worked with when I was 
with Peter Asher all those years. But 
[deciding] when it happens is not that 
clear cut. It's not that suddenly they 
don't become creative anymore, because 
their wonderful talent doesn't go away. 
It's just that you fall into a rut. It's like 
Steve Garvey playing for the [LA] 
Dodgers all those years, and last year he 
wasn't playing that well. Then he goes 
to San Diego, and he's killing them. 

The same thing happens with musi- 
cians - familiarity breeds contempt. 
The temptation is to start getting lacka- 
daisical. I know I can get a good drum 
sound on Russ Kunkel without turning 
up the speakers. I could leave them shut 
off, EQ them, balance them on VU 
meters, and know it would sound great, 
because I've worked with him that long. 
When you get to that point, you lose the 
fear. 

When I make records, I operate under 
a fear premise that this project won't 
sound good enough, won't feel good 
enough, won't something good enough. 
It's fear. If I sit there and kick back, 
knowing I can get a great sound on 
these guys, because they're all going to 
play great, I've lost that hungry, street - 
level edge that got me here. That's what 
becomes difficult in terms of creativity. 

Here's the difference; you've got the 
Phoenix Sun Devils and the New York 
Yankees. I'm sure there are days when 
the New York Yankees do not feel like 
playing baseball, but they do, because 
they're professionals. The same thing 
holds true in this business. When you're 
a professional, and you're good, you're 
respected, and you've reached a certain 
level of proficiency, you then have to 
figure out how to motivate yourself day 
after day. I have trouble with it. I've 
been sitting in a control room for 15 
years looking at a pair of speakers. It's 
hard for me sometimes to go in there 
when I would rather be out in the sun 
sailing to Catalina, or playing gold at 
Riviera. I have other interests. But I 
have to get that fear of, "Is this going to 
be a hit record ?" 

Well, it's not going to be a hit record if 
I don't work on it. And it's not going to 
be a hit record if I don't put into it what I 
put into the last one. 

You have to motivate yourself. That's 
how I do it - with fear. There's that guy 
right behind me; he's right on my heels. 
Until I decide to move into another area, 
I have to keep motivated. I have to keep 
up with the technology; keep my ears 
and eyes open all the time. 

R -e /p: Other than the fear, are there 
other little games that you play to per- 
suade yourself to look at the project a 
little bit differently, and to uncover new 
avenues? 
VG: Yes. There's pressure .. . 

R -e /p: Under pressure, wouldn't you fall 
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back on the proven techniques and 
tricks you know work to get the job 
done? 
VG: No. Well, there is a certain formula 
that is ingrained in all of that - what I 
call the basic foundation - that I live 
with. I never get rid of that. When my 
foundation was assembled in terms of 
making records, it was concrete - it was 
solid. I know what works. I also know 
the key to any record is a song. So if I do 
my homework in the song department, I 
can produce it in terms of the "produc- 
tion." Maybe not as well as the last 
record; I can sluff off in terms of the 
arrangement. But if it's "Every Breath 
You Take," I don't [care] if you cut it on a 
cassette machine in a phone booth in 
Tahiti; it's a hit. So most of the work I do 
is basically in the song line -up. 

For the rest of the job, I'm fortunate. I 
learned from a great teacher how to 
make records; I know how to make them 
sound great. I can do R &B; I can do rock 
and roll; I can do country music ... pop 
music. I've done all of them success- 
fully. I've had a well- rounded career 
doing acts like that, so it's just a matter 
of finding things that I'm comfortable 
with. 

R -e /p: Up until now, we've been discuss- 
ing primarily rock projects. Do you feel 
you've become something of a rock 
specialist? 
VG: I think that was done out of self - 
defense. By the time I was done with 
eight or nine years of Linda and James, 
I was stamped as the engineer for 
country -pop - the "California, surf- 
boards, and tuna -fish" engineer. Oddly 
enough, my roots were always in rock 
and roll long before I ever did anything 
with Linda and James. So, out of self 
defense, I went after projects with more 
of a raw, rock -and -roll edge to them, to 
prove to people that I could do that type 
of music. That's sort of where I've been 
for a while. 

R -e /p: Do you really feel that you've got- 
ten stuck there? 
VG: No. Not at all. I like it. I like to take 
acts that are slightly off -center - not 
main -stream pop acts, but slightly off - 
center, rock -and -roll acts - and make 
them mass- appealable. All the acts I've 
worked with since I started as a pro- 
ducer had not turned the corner and 
become big, successful recording acts 
before I worked with them. They were 
all a little bit off in terms of their style, or 
their singing, or their sound, or what- 
ever. I figured out a way to make them 
acceptable to the masses. 

Kim Carnes had made six albums 
before I started working with her. She 
had gone from the beautiful, southern 
California singer /songwriter, to the 
woman with the raspy "Rod Stewart" 
voice doing a song called "Bette Davis 
Eyes," which is about as off the wall as 
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anything you can ever write. 
Martha [Davis] had made two albums 

before I worked with her - neither were 
successful. Everybody knew she had the 
potential. She was sort of the "Los 
Angeles, New -Wave hope." People had 
assigned her the slot of heir apparent to 
the throne of the female, LA, rock -and- 
roll star. It hadn't happened. Again, I 
think I helped figure out a way to make 
it work. 

R -e /p: Of all the albums I listened to, 
Kim Carnes' Mistaken Identity sounded 
the most commercial. It had a Top -40 
sound to the album, whereas the others - the Motels, Joan Armatrading, and 
Randy Meisner - didn't. 
VG: Joan's record is pretty avant garde. 
I only did two tracks on that [album], 
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"I was stamped as the 
engineer for country pop - 
the ̀ California, surfboards, 
and tuna -fish' engineer." 

and those two were probably the most 
commercial. The Motels' album sounds 
really commercial to me, and consider- 
ing how well it did sales -wise ... "Only 
the Lonely" is, to me, the classic cheek - 
to -cheek tune. I don't really know what 
you mean. "Mission of Mercy" was a 
great AOR rock tune. 

R -e /p: I can describe it more in terms of 
colors. Mistaken Identity had a very 
light color to it, in the sense that you 
might hear it on a middle -of -the -road 
station. The other material comprised 
darker shades of colors. 
VG: Right. Martha is a very dark writer. 
Kim has a lighter side to her that is 
really pleasing. To me, her real strength 
as a singer lies in the fact that she has 
this wonderful sensitivity. A song like 
"Mistaken Identity," or "Bette Davis 
Eyes," is amazingly captivating, 
because she can evoke both of those 
emotions out of you. Whereas, you listen 
to a song like "Break the Rules 
Tonight," which is her screaming her 
ass off, and the guitars going "gggrrrk, 
ggrrk, ggrrk," that's good, but it's not as 
believable to me as the other side of her. 

R -e /p: So part of your job is to establish 

a direction and identity for the artist, 
and have them remain credible within 
that identity? 
VG: Absolutely. The toughest part of 
the job is to have them not lose credibil- 
ity in their minds and, at the same time, 
be accessible to the masses. You don't 
want them to feel like you are selling 
them out. You have to show them you're 
on their side and, at the same time, 
strike a happy medium between the 
absolute avant garde side and the main- 
stream, pop medium, which sometimes 
tends to be a little bland. 

Critics talk about an artist selling out 
when they [the artists] get successful. 
The reason that all the avant garde, 
hard -core people think you are selling 
out, is because you appeal to the masses. 

R -e /p: You're no longer something that 
they discovered? 
VG: Right. I watched Hoyt Axton com- 
pletely berate and belittle Linda for sel- 
ling out when she made "Heart Like a 
Wheel," because he was this hard -core 
country singer. She worked her ass off 
thinking that she was making a sound, 
artistic endeavor. Because it sold 21 
million records does not mean she sold 
out. But, to him it did, because she was 
no longer his discovery. 

R -e /p: Is there a process that you go 
through to define an artist's personal- 
ity, or is that a difficult concept to put 
into words? 
VG: It's not that nebulous; it's pretty 
real. The quickest and most efficient 
way of doing it is through songs. If the 
artist is a writer, they write great songs, 
and not as great songs. But they are not 
always the best judge of which ones are 
the great ones! My job is to find the great 
ones. 

It's a funny kind of "push- and -pull" 
process where I'll listen to five tunes and 
say, "This is a good song; these four 
aren't." They'll go, "Well, I really love 
this one, too." And I tell them it's not 
really that good, but we'll work on it. 
Then we work on it, and it's still not 
good, and I say, "Forget it. Let's off it." 
And they come back with, "No I really 
love it. We have to keep working on it!" 
So we keep working on it. Sometimes 
you keep going over and over and over 
and finally you have to say, "Forget it! 
It stinks! Next tune!" Or you may get it. 
Suddenly it all comes together. 

We had a tune like that on this album 
with Martha. We started cutting in Feb- 
ruary and finally got it in ... [flips 
through notebook of Motels' sessions]. 
That's a good note, huh? [Garay points 
to a qualitative note about a take on one 
of the pages.] 

R -e /p: Horrible! [Laughter] Do you show 
the artists this book as you go along? 
VG: It sits in the control room next to 
me. They always come in and look to see 
what I said. That's the first thing they 
do to find out if they got a take or not. 
[Continues to flip through pages.] 

Here you go. We started it 4/14/83. 
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This is the first time we cut the song, so 
we know they've been rehearsing it for a 
week or two weeks in front of this. And 
we cut it on the 15th [flips through 
pages,. That version sat around for a 
while, and then we realized that it 
wasn't right. Then, the 24th of May: a 
new version. That didn't fly. We 
changed the arrangement and we cut it 
again on 6/6/83. Then 6/7/83; that's 
when we got it. The eighth take. Figure 
that's almost two months on that one 
song to get a recorded version we liked. 

R -e /p: Did the song change that much 
during those eight weeks? 
VG: Drastically. Four completely dif- 
ferent versions. I still have them on 
cassettes. 

R -e /p: Would you say that a lot of artists 
really don't know who they are? Or 
don't have a really clear picture of 
themselves? 
VG: Always. 

R -e /p: So the whole idea during produc- 
tion is to cut through the illusion of who 
the artist thinks they are, and find the 
real self? 
VG: I don't tell them anything. I just 
help them find what they feel comforta- 
ble with, and what I think is an accep- 
table mode to the general masses, as 
opposed to a select few. The Motels were 
successful previously on an under- 
ground basis, because they made 
albums that were an avant garde kind 
of collector's item. That's about all they 
were. They had some great songs on 
there, but they just didn't come out. 

R -e /p: There's only a finite number of 
things you can do with a song .. . 

VG: ... it's endless. To give you an 
example: you have 10 songs on an 
album. When you go to sequence that 
album, what are the multiple number of 
ways that you can arrange those songs? 
Millions; about 3,856,000 and change. 
Yet if you gave me 10 songs and asked 
me to sequence them, after I became 
familiar enough with them I would say 
that every time I would get that 
sequence into four or five logical 
combinations. 

R -e /p: The songs tell you where they 
want to go? 
VG: Kind of, but you also have an end- 
less supply of options. And you never 
get to a point where you have exact fig- 
ures. The technology changes so fast; 
the styles of music change so fast. Basi- 
cally we're looking at the parameters of 
tone and time. Time based on ... this 
year it's more of a mechanical sound 
with mechanical drummers; synthesiz- 
ers synchronized to the mechanical 
drummers with sequencers. Five years 
ago it was something else. 

And song form has changed, too. It's 
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no longer verse -chorus- verse- chorus. 
That's changed drastically, based on 
the boredom of familiarity. I can see 
Martha's writing style change from the 
way John Phillips would write a song 
for the Mamas and Papas, which is 
classic Gershwin or Hammerstein kind 
of verse- chorus -verse -chorus -bridge -etc. 

R -e /p: What about putting the arran- 
gement together? Let's say on a chorus, 
where the harmony comes in for the first 
line, solo voice for the second line, har- 
mony again on the third line .. . 

VG: Well, that's pretty much not going 
to change a lot, because that's basic 
song architecture. You want the begin- 
ning to be intriguing, and draw you in, 
but you want it to get bigger as it goes 
down the road. 

Now there are a lot of "no -music 
solos," which five years ago you didn't 
hear. I think I produced the first big hit 
with the first no -music solo in "Bette 
Davis Eyes." That had no noted music 
in the solo; it was just a riff rolling over 
and over. That's happening a lot. The 
Police record [ "Every Breath You 
Take "] has almost no solo in it. A couple 
of tunes on Martha's new album have 
no solos. 

R -e /p: Obviously there's a constant 
striving to throw at least one new thing 
in every song? 
VG: I think that happens by itself. 
Every time I've ever said, "Okay, this 
time we're going to come up with the 
great new sound," it turns out to be junk. 
The Synare [drum machine] that I used 
on "Bette Davis Eyes" and everybody 
copies now, is a good example. It was a 
complete accident on my part. Nobody 
went, "Let's come up with this great 
sound that everybody will copy." 
[Drummer] Craig Krampf went out and 
bought one of these little things that you 
hit and it goes [Garay does a Synare 
impression with his mouth]. He's sitting 
there trying to put it in every song we 
rehearsed for two weeks. Finally I told 
him, "Will you throw that thing away? 

It sounds like a garbage can lid." 
Then we started working on "Bette 

Davis Eyes," and he played it in that. I 

went, "Wait a minute! That works!" 
You've got to be ready to try things. I 
worked on the Summer Breeze album 
with Seals and Crofts and [engineer] 
David [Hassinger] at the Sound Fac- 
tory. About eight months later they did 
a live show where the actual live take of 
"Summer Breeze" wasn't that good. 
Louis Shelton said, "Why don't we cut to 
the downbeat of the studio 24- track, and 
to the last beat of the live tape? That 
way we'll be using the original 24 -track 
for the song." I said, "No way. It'll never 
work in a million years. Forget it. You 
can't do that." "Try it," he said. "No!" 
"Try it!" "Okay!" Cut. Perfect. Worked 
great. 

Never say never - you have to try 
everything. I can say no after I've tried 
it. But all the time I'm in the studio I'll 
say, "Why don't you try this thing ?" 
and I'll get resistance. 

Working with an artist is the hardest 
thing to do. It's like raising children. I 
don't have any, but I've been around 
enough of them in my lifetime to know 
that when you're a parent, the hardest 
thing to do is not to impart your values 
and your personal judgement on the 
child, who is very impressionable and 
wants to learn. You want them to be 
themselves a little bit. You don't want to 
keep saying, "No. You can't put your 
pants on that way. No, don't sit that 
way on the couch." Pretty soon, they 
become a puppet to you, and your feel- 
ings and values. But when you let them 
be themselves, they are amazingly hon- 
est. That's because they aren't inhi- 
bited; they have their own method of 
thinking and operating. 

It's the same thing with an artist. 
They are lovable little children in a lot of 
ways - that's what makes them so 
vulnerable. So the hardest thing is to try 
and help them out of the womb, but not 
smother them. You've got to let them 
grow on their own, and it's hard; it's 
painful a lot of times. I put a lot of work 
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Production Viewpoint 
VAL GARAY 

into an artist and a project and a career 
and, as they grow and become less and 
less dependent on me, it hurts. I've nur- 
tured them, held their hand, put the 
band -aids on their knees . . . all the 
things you go through as a parent. 
When they become independent, it 
becomes difficult. But at the same time, 
there is the satisfaction of being the 
proud parent standing there at gradua- 
tion when they're accepting their rum 
laude award. It's mixed emotion. 

R -e/ p: If one of your artists came to you, 
expressing the wish to work with 
another producer, how would you react? 
VG: Actually, that sort of happened 
with Kim. I made a really good record 
with her that sold [in] unbelieveable 
amounts, and she decided after we made 
the second record - which didn't sell in 
unbelievable amounts - that she would 
rather work with someone else. I have 
absolutely no animosity whatsoever. 

R -e /p: We talked about Kim Carnes' 
sensitivity before. She seems to have a 
delicate voice, because of the raspiness. 
Is that difficult to mike, and get it to cut 
through the track? 
VG: No. If an artist's voice doesn't cut 
through the track, it's the arrangement 
that's crowded. That's usually the case. 

R -e /p: Is there a procedure you go 
through for selecting a mike for a par- 
ticular vocalist? 
VG: No. I've used pretty much the same 
mike for the last 15 years: a Neumann 
U-67 tube. 

R -e /p: Does the U -67 have a special 
sound for you? 
VG: Not really; they're just a great mic- 
rophone for singers, and I've gotten 
really good vocal sounds on all the 
vocalists I've ever worked with. You can 
get things that will sound different - 
have more edge to it or harshness, or 
whatever - but you won't get anything 
that sounds better. In some cases I 
might want something that sounds dif- 
ferent than that, and then I've used 
other microphones. But for the most 
part, I stick with the Neumann. 

R -e /p: So you're going for the accurate 
representation of the source? 
VG: Usually. I use hardly any EQ at all 
on the vocalist. I must be getting pretty 
close to the way they sound, because 
they've never complained that it didn't 
sound like them when they heard the 
record! 

R -e /p: Which brings up an interesting 
point about Joan Armatrading. Her 
voice has a cutting edge to it. Is that the 
quality of her voice, or was the mike 
chosen to enhance that edge? 
VG: I only did two songs. I used a U -67 
for those two tracks. There was no 
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attempt to tone down her voice, or make 
it more cutting. [Steve Lillywhite pro- 
duced the remaining nine songs on The 
Key.] 

R -e /p: Why did you recut those two 
tracks? 
VG: I didn't recut them; they didn't 
exist before I did them. It was like her 
sixth or seventh album, and A &M felt 
there wasn't a single on it for the United 
States. They approached me and asked 
if I would be interested in cutting a cou- 
ple of tracks with her for the purpose of 
making a more commercial release for 
America. I had enough time to do just a 
couple of tracks, so I said, "Sure." She's 
really a fabulously good artist. 

R -e /p: Did you pick those two songs, or 
were they already worked out? 
VG: She played me three or four tunes, 
and we picked those two [ "What Do 
Boys Dream," and "(I Love It When 
You) Call Me Names "]. We worked on 
the arrangements a lot. She wasn't used 
to that. The person she worked with 
before, Steve Lillywhite, was terribly 
uninvolved in the musical aspect of her 
record. He didn't discuss arrangement 
changes, key changes, or bar changes. I 
was a musician long before anything 
else, so I have to be involved in that. I 
have opinions and feelings; you don't 
have to use them, or listen to them. But 
to not allow me to say them is sort of 
cheating oneself, because I have good 
ideas. Obviously, that's been proven. 
Peter [Asher] listened to my ideas for 
enough years, so I figure if he's as smart 
as he is, somebody else should listen, 
too! 

R -e /p: Speaking of Peter Asher, he 
brought you Linda's last album to mix, 
didn't he? 
VG: No. Not actually, I was contracted 
to do that album based on the kind of 
deals we made in years previous. I 

started recording that album about two 
years ago. We cut five or six tunes. Then 
I got in the middle of another album - I 
can't remember who it was at the time 
-and Linda got into the Broadway play 
[Pirates of Penzance], then into the 
movie. Before we knew it, a year had 
gone by. At that point, I was unavaila- 
ble, and they needed to finish the album. 
So we all talked about it when they got 
back to LA. They came up with the idea 
of doing it with [engineer] George [Mas- 
senburg], who is a very close friend of 
mine, and a marvelous engineer. 

R -e /p: So you were familiar with the 
album when the time came for you to 
mix it? 
VG: No. They spent another seven or 
eight months recording more material 
and, out of the five or six tracks that I 
recorded, I think they kept three. When 
it came time to mix the record, George, 
having worked with Earth, Wind and 
Fire for all those years, had his style of 
mixing with those people, and Peter and 
Linda had gotten very used to my style 
of mixing. 

They started mixing with George, and 
weren't happy with the results - I 
believe based mainly on the fact that 
Peter liked my style of mixing. Not 
because I'm a better mixer, because I 
think George is every bit as good as I am 
as a mixer. They then approached me on 
the basis of: "We're old friends; would 
you do us a favor ?" I was right in the 
middle of another project. "Just give us 
five days of your time, and try to mix 
some of this album for us." So I said, 
"Sure." 

I mixed about five or six tracks, and 
they played them for George so he could 
get his bearings, because I mixed some 
of the things that he'd recorded. Now, 
when you're a good engineer, you hear 
things - balance, levels, EQ, etc. -a 
certain way. And when somebody else 

... continued on opposite page - 



changes that, it's instantly apparent 
what they've changed. So, when I mixed 
a couple of his tunes he became aware of 
what Peter and Linda were looking for, 
and remixed again the tracks that I had 
mixed. The tracks were even more to 
their [Peter and Linda's] liking. George 
ended up mixing better than half the 
album, and I did the rest. 

R -e /p: Can you define what was differ- 
ent about your two mixing styles? 
VG: Of his initial mixes that I heard, I 
used more vocal and drums than 
[George] did. The rest of it is all subtle- 
ties. But when you get somebody as 
good as George is, the subtleties are 
equally good either way. Do you like 
Chocolate or Vanilla ice cream? They're 
both ice cream; it's that sort of thing. 

R -e /p: Just one final fact that 1 was cur- 
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ious about. Capitol chose the Motels 
last album, All Four One, as the first 
cassette tape to release using its XDR 
system, which is supposed to improve 
the quality of pre- recorded cassettes. 
What do you think of the system? 
VG: I think cassettes are virtually 
headed for the land of doom, and I'm 
glad. I think the next realistic avenue is 
the Compact Disc. 

R -e /p: But you can't record on CD. 
VG: That's what is realistic about it. 
Piracy is the only problem we have, and 
it drives me crazy. I understand on one 
level, and I don't on another. My 14- and 
15- year -old nephews - my sister has 
eight children - were over at my house 
one day, and we're talking about music. 
They asked me if I like so and so, and I 
go, "Yeah, yeah, yeah." And Kenny, the 
next to the oldest says, "Well, I always 

go over to my friend's house and tape 
the albums." And I said, "Don't you 
know that's piracy. You're stealing from 
me, your Uncle, who you love dearly." 
Copy a tape, Go to Prison! 

And they go, "Yeah, but the quality of 
the cassettes in the stores is terrible." 
And they're right. The cassettes are hor- 
rible. Because they are high -speed 
duplicated, the reproduction is [lousy] 
-the top -end disappears; the transpar- 
ency disappears. But the tape duplica- 
tors have no choice; that's the only way 
they can make them. If they made one - 
to -one copies at normal speed, they'd be 
there forever, and have to charge $20 to 
$40 a cassette. It's unfortunate, but it's 
true. 

And we [the people who derive their 
living from records] are losing billions 
of dollars a year to illegal taping. The 
Compact Disc will eliminate that. The 
reproduction is phenomenal. It's small, 
easy to use; you can drive over the disk 
with your car; punch a hole in it up to 
1 mm and it still plays fine, because it's a 
laser disk. It's almost completely idiot 
proof. 

Albums will eventually become Com- 
pact Discs, because the vinyl disk, as we 
know it, is an antiquated piece of junk. 
They were designed to operate at 78 
RPM. You have to deal with warped 
records, groove noise, dust, needles. The 
Compact Disc is the answer. Good -bye 
to piracy! It will take years, but that's 
where it will be. 
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STUDIO OPERATIONS 

E 
verything is set. So far, the start 
of this important tracking ses- 

c Sion has been going fairly 
smoothly. All the microphones and 
headsets are in place, and working 
properly. The 24 -track is aligned. and a 
set of tones have been printed. Early 
this morning, maintenance took care of 
the console distortion reported the pre- 
vious night. 

As the musicians and their equipment 
start to appear, the guest engineer 
shows up with his favorite "special" 
microphones that he always uses on 
drums. At the same time, a roadie brings 
in a rack of modified outboard gear that 
has become essential in producing that 
famous "hit" drum sound. The assistant 

engineer quickly replaces the kick and 
snare mikes, and patches in the custom- 
ized equalizers and limiters as requested 
by his client. 

The producer arrives and starts get- 
ting re- acquainted with the engineer 
and musicians. After the visiting engi- 
neer makes some mike level and equal- 
izer adjustments, everyone is finally 
ready to record the first song. The 
assistant rolls tape and, almost imme- 
diately, a distortion is heard over the 
control room speakers. Now a sinking 
feeling overtakes the second engineer, 
as he begins to wonder where the source 
of the problem might be. Could it be 
those "special" mikes? Maybe it's the 
modified equalizers and limiters? What 

BASIC MAINTENANCE 
TECHNIQUES FOR 

ASSISTANT ENGINEERS 
by Roman Olearczuk 
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if maintenance really didn't fix last 
night's problem? Or, worse yet, it could 
be a whole new trouble just beginning. 

Unfortunately, this little scenario 
frequently comes in many variations, 
but there is a logical approach that any 
assistant engineer can use to isolate and 
bypass the offending equipment. In this 
article, basic fault -finding techniques 
will be explored that, hopefully, will 
enable the second engineer to improve 
his confidence in the control room, as 
well as save the studio costly down time. 
In addition, this increased knowledge 
will help him establish a better dialog 
with the maintenance staff. 

In order to quicky spot and bypass 
suspect equiment, the assistant needs to 
develop some essential trouble- shooting 
talents. First, he /she must know the 
proper operation of all the studio 
equipment in use, including any outside 
rental gear. Also, signal routing 
throughout the studio and control room 
must be permanently stored in their 
memory for instant access. Next, he /she 
must increase his /her sensory aware- 
ness to observe, feel, smell and hear 
changes in equipment over periods of 
time. Finally, a second engineer needs 
to be conscientious in following -up on 
all defective equipment. 

Trouble reports need to be clearly 
communicated, either verbally and /or 
in writing, to technical engineers, so 
that the symptoms are understood by all 
involved parties, and repairs can be 
made easily. Only through a constant 
dedication towards improvement of 
these skills will an assistant engineer 
learn to instinctively hunt out studio 
problems before they become potential 
disasters to the recording clients. With 
these points in mind, an examination of 
fault -finding techniques can now begin. 

Studio Equipment 
The least complex and, at the same 

time, the most critical equipment is 
found in the studio; microphones, 
headsets, direct boxes, and lots of cables 
form the basis of all recordings. Quite 
often it is taken for granted that micro- 
phones will work each time they are 
used. The aware assistant engineer 
should take note of the condition of each 
microphone before and after each ses- 
sion's use. For example, any new dents 
on the outside shell can cause unseen 
damage to internal parts. The best 
action is to write up a trouble report by 
simply stating: "Mike dent on shell; 
needs to be checked out; please repair by 
[required date]." With this information, 
a competent technician can quickly 
examine the microphone element or 
capsule for damage, as well as look for 

- the author - 
Roman Olearczuk recently moved to NBC 
Studios, Burbank, to pursue a career as a 

post-production audio mixer. Prior to his 
recent relocation, Roman was associated 
with Studio 55 and Rusk Sound Studios, 
Hollywood. He also serves as consultant 
technical editor for this magazine. 
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hairline cracks or breaks within any of 
the electronic circuits. After some active 
tests, he can inform the second as to the 
extent of repairs needed, if any, and 
whether the device can be back in ser- 
vice by the date specified. 

Other physical microphone abnor- 
malities that need to be reported in a 
similar manner are: rattling internal 
parts; loose or missing fittings and 
screws; corrosion on any electronic con- 
nection; switches (filter, pad, pattern, 
etc.) that have become very spongy or 
very stiff; changes in operating temper- 
ature (external /phantom -powered mic- 
rophones); any excessive moisture, sal- 
iva, or liquid spills; and any hint of a 
carbon -burning smell. Being aware of 
minute details such as these above will 
greatly aid in keeping the microphones 
in top working condition. 

As for electronic performance pecul- 
iarities, the assistant engineer needs to 
know first what each type of micro- 
phone is supposed to sound like when 
monitored in the control room. By pay- 
ing special attention to gain level set- 
tings when all the systems (i.e., mike, 
cables, console, etc.) are working prop- 
erly, the assistant can train his ear to 
hear the differences between the com- 
monly used dynamic, ribbon, and con- 
denser microphones. He should recog- 
nize and look for the following 
symptoms: increases in noise (i.e., hum, 
white noise, sputtering or frying 
sounds); decreases in gain (or no output) 
within the usual console gain settings; 
changes in timbre (i.e., dullness or 
excessive bassiness); and signal break- 
up with high transient material (assum- 
ing the microphone is not being over- 
loaded by sound pressure). 

During a session set -up, it is a good 
idea to check each microphone for these 
just- mentioned conditions. Tube micro- 
phones should be powered on as soon as 
possible, to give these devices ample 
time to warm up. Once they have 
reached their steady operating tempera- 
ture, any problems with noise, distor- 
tion, or low output usually will show up. 
Also, instead of just "scratch" checking 
the microphones for output, someone 
should actually play the individual 
instruments while the second listens 
through the appropriate mike channel 
for any signal distortions (assuming 
gain and pads have been set properly). 
The extra effort in hunting for micro- 
phone problems before the session 
starts will aid everyone in attaining a 
trouble -free recording. 

Headsets should be inspected with the 
same scrutiny given to microphones. 
The assistant should physically look for 
cuts and nicks in the cable, loose or 
missing fittings or screws, and cracks in 
the transducer housings and electrical 
plugs. Headphones take quite a beating 
during every session; they constantly 
are being kicked, dropped, and stepped 
on, and the cord is always twisted. It is 
important to look for any signs of physi- 
cal deterioration before and after each 
recording date. 
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Studio 55 second Bobby Gerber check an 
intermittent fault on a cue box. 

The easiest was to test headsets for 
proper electrical performance is to play 
dynamic and transient program mate- 
rial (from either disk or tape) through 
the the cue systems. By boosting the 
bass on the program source, any hidden 
transducer distortions will become more 
pronounced on the individual headset 
being checked. Basic tracking always 
seems to blow out these marginal ear- 
phones anyway, so it's best to simulate 
the situation before it happens. Also 
during the listening tests, the headset 
cables should be twisted over the length 
of the cord, and given a few gentle tugs 
at the plug and at the transducer termi- 
nations. If any signal disturbance is 
heard, the headset can be reported and 
replaced before the session starts. 

Most direct boxes in daily studio use 
are very rugged. However, as stated 
before, the time to inspect and test these 
devices is before the session starts. The 
units should be checked over for any 
unusual physical and electronic traits. 
With battery -powered DI boxes, a small 
note, regarding the date the latest bat- 
tery was installed, will provide useful 
information, and can be fastened on the 
back of the case. If the active boxes don't 
have battery self -test indicators, per- 
haps this feature can be added by one of 
the studio's technicians. 

Cables are the lifelines of the record- 
ing process, yet these accessories, with- 
out a doubt, receive the most daily 
abuse. Engineers should be on constant 
alert for any physical signs of damage 
to the cable: corrosion on the electrical 
connections; loose shells and recepta- 
cles; missing fittings; and stripped or 
broken threads. Signal continuity 
should be checked routinely with either 
a multimeter or cable tester. There are a 

Having established that the box is not at fault, 
Gerber moves to the foldback panel. 

variety of these sophisticated testers 
available now, and any one of them 
would be a useful tool for quickly verify- 
ing cable performance. Cables, of 
course, also can be easily checked while 
listening tests are being performed on 
microphones, direct boxes, and head- 
sets. This is an ideal time to give them a 
twist and a tug. The slightest crackle or 
buzz is an indication that signal conti- 
nuity is breaking down. 

Frequently -used microphone panels, 
cue boxes, and other termination devi- 
ces should be examined for corrosion 
and loose -fitting connectors. During lis- 
tening tests, try this trouble -shooting 
procedure: using a fingertip, simply tap 
the connector shell. Any distortion, 
level drop -out, or crackle will signify 
dirty or possibly worn -out connectors. 

As an aid for cable tracing during ses- 
sions, studios have been specifying 
color -coded cables in their new pur- 
chases. If this idea is not practical, 
another solution is to individually 
number the cables at both ends. Color - 
coded tape also can be used to signify 
different lengths. A microphone assign- 
ment sheet can be quite useful, not only 
for set -up, but as a signal tracing aid. 

All the techniques mentioned here 
can be applied to any other equipment 
used in the studio; the second engineer 
only needs to apply the same diligence 
and skill in searching for the potential 
sources of trouble. 

Into the Control Room 
Studio control rooms never fail to 

amaze visitors. To the uninitiated, the 
huge console, with endless rows of but- 
tons and lights, the programmed tape 
machines that seem to run themselves, 
those exotic black boxes that alter 
sound, and loud music over fabulous 
speakers, all make the studio seem like 
the best place to be. But hidden within 
all that technology are numerous sour- 
ces of electronic bugs which, at times, 
give the second engineer a feeling that 
the control room is the last place to be. 

Console signal flow should be memo- 
rized by the assistant engineer. The 
function and placement of every button, 
indicator, knob, fader, and patch point 
must be known if the second expects to 
perform his job quickly and correctly. In 
addition, he /she must master the com- 
plete operation and set -up of all the tape 
machines and signal -processing devi- 
ces in the control room. Only with this 
solid knowledge can the second engi- 
neer go on to search for and isolate 
problems. 

A majority of the problems encoun- 
tered in consoles can be attributed to 
dirt and oxidation build -up on the 
mechanically- activated components. 
Switches and pots that aren't used often 
will crackle under initial activation; the 
assistant should routinely check and 
exercise all switches, equalizer pots, 
send pots, volume controls, and faders 
for noise. This procedure becomes quite 
important, especially before tracking 
dates and large mixdown sessions, 



How to Build a 
Better Compact 
Professional Recorder 

Follow this step -by -step guide to build your 
own rugged, reliable, high -performance 
professional recorder, 

1. For your design team, hire the same engineers responsible for 
world's premier multi -track recorder, the STUDER A800. 

2. Employ meticulous Swiss and German crafts- 
men for all fabrication and assembly. 

3. Use solid aluminum alloy die- castings for trans- 
port chassis and headblock. 

4. Use the finest Swiss and German machine tools 
for milling, drilling, and tapping. 

5. Use only professional -grade mechanical and 
electronic components. 

6. Make your own audio heads to ensure the high- 
est quality. 

7 Apply gold plating to audio switching contacts. 
8. Include the following standard features: Bal- 

anced and floating + 4 inputs and 
outputs Calibrate uncalibrate 
switches Self -sync Tape dump 
Edit mode Full logic transport 
control Servo controlled capstan 
motor Front panel input and output 
mode switching Universal power sup- 
ply Rack mount. 

9. Provide the following options: Rugged, 
steel -legged console Transport case 
Monitor panel Remote control Vari- 
speed control Balanced mike inputs. 

10. Support your finished product with a 
worldwide parts and service 
network. 

If you can do all of this for under $2100"-by all means go 
ahead! (Even Dr. Willi Studer would be proud of you.) But first, we 
suggest you consult with your Revox Professional Products dealer. 
He'll provide you with a ready -built PR99...so you can concentrate on 
building your reputation as an audio professional. 

RE1/OX 
Studer Revox America, Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 254 -5651 

'Manufacturer s suggested list price S2095.00. Contact dealer for further pricing information. 
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It's a small 
price to pay 

for 
GREATNESS. 
Harrison Systems has always built GREAT CONSOLES. 
Harrison Systems has also had GREAT PRICES. 

We know that what you have always wanted was a GREAT 
CONSOLE, but what you need is a small price. 

Now, you get the price, and 
you get a Harrison 

RE Harrison 
HARRISON SYSTEMS, INC. P.O. Box 22964. Nashville. Tennessee 37202 (615) 834 -1184 Telex 555133 

SERIES 4 FEATURES All transformerless design Thick -film resistor networks 5532/5534/LF353/5532/5534 amplifiers Minimum 
audio -path design State -variable equalizer 4 dB (or 8 dB) balanced outputs Automated fader Extensive patching 

DIN (Thchel) interconnects DIN Eurocard internal connectors Center- detent panpots Center - detent - EQ controls All sends switchable main' 
monitor All EQ sections switchable main/ monitor 4 mono sends. plus I stereo send Automatic PFL Optional non -interrupting stereo solo New high 
RF- immunity transformerless mic preamplifiers Dual switchable mrc inputs to each module 24 tracks. plus direct outs (MR) 8 stereo groups, plus 4 

stereo programs. plus 4 mono programs (TV) Extensive internal and external communications Multitrack interface from stereo groups (TV) All - 

aluminum (lightweight) housing Internal or external patching Various meter options P &G faders 

'Prices shown are for direct factory sales in USA. FOB Factory. installation not included Commissioning into a prepared facility is included. Pnces 
outside of the USA are higher due to freight. duty. dealer service support. etc Normal payment terms are 30% with order. 70% prior to shipment. Price, 
specifications. terms, and availability are subject to change and are determined only al the time of sale 
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where every module might be used. 
Components that become frequently 
noisy need to be reported and replaced. 
Patch cords need regular inspection, 
especially in heavily -polluted cities, 
where monthly cleaning requirements 
can be quite common. Frequently used 
patch points also might require atten- 
tion for any normal fatigue. 

It is a good practice to check gain 
structure, by patching the console oscil- 
lator to each module, and observing the 
unity gain setings on the fader versus 
meter readings. Center detent on pan - 
pots can be verified in this way, as well 
as send levels to auxiliary devices. 
Equalizer boost and cut levels for indi- 
vidual frequencies can be verified. Lis- 
tening tests can determine any audible 
harmonic distortion within the com- 
plete signal path. 

Based on the studio technician's 
brand suggestion, a can of oxidation 
cleaner might be a handy control room 
accessory to quickly cure some of the 
mysterious noises and signal drop -outs 
that may come and go. Another useful 
accessory is a portable vacuum cleaner, 
similar to those found in data process- 
ing centers. This tool will greatly aid in 
keeping dust, ashes, and other foreign 
objects from accumulating on and in the 
console. 

Tape machines not only suffer from 
the same environmental pollutants, but 
also from oxide build -up over periods of 
use. Not only should the heads and tape 
path be cleaned and demagnetized rou- 
tinely, the area immediately in and 
around the headstack also should be 
oxide -free. Use of a vacuum cleaner or 
air can to get at the dirty areas, if cotton 
swabs just won't do the job. These parti- 
cles can easily be kicked up into the tape 
path when high transport velocities are 
present, so it's best to keep the area as 
spotless as possible. 

During daily alignments, the assist- 
ant engineer needs to listen and observe 
how the tape machine is reacting. For 
example, the same alignment should 
remain stable from day to day. Noticea- 
ble level changes might be a clue to 
problems within individual channels, or 
even power supplies. Changes in motor 
noises and bearings might be indica- 
tions that some component is breaking 
down. Variance in reaction time from 
different transport modes can be the 

A proficient second should be able to align a 
multitrack, and check for system drift. 

start of an upcoming malfunction. 
Also, any changes in heat or smell can 

offer clues to potential malfunctions. 
The second also needs to know how to 
detect tape speed changes. When the 
machine is operating properly, take -up 
and supply tension should be observed 
and felt with the forefinger. A known 
musical piece or tone on tape should be 
listened to repeatedly on -speed and off - 
speed, so that when a subtle pitch 
change does occur, detection will be eas- 
ily noticeable. It will take time to train 
one's sensory awareness but, on a regu- 
lar basis, the assistant engineer will 
quickly become conscious of extreme - 
and possibly even small - deviations 
from a properly operating tape machine. 

At the beginning of basic tracking, try 
this useful suggestion: after the multi- 
track has been aligned for playback and 
record, record a tone on the record pad, 
and individually solo each track for cor- 
rect playback and sync. Listen for pur- 
ity of the tone (i.e., no distortion, wow 
and flutter, etc.). Erase all tracks and 
listen for clean erasure. If noise reduc- 

The console patchbay can be a useful place 
to determine where in the signal path an 

intermittent or continuous fault occurs. 

tion is used, try the procedure without 
noise reduction, and then again with it 
inserted into the audio chain. These 
actions will give the engineer confi- 
dence that both tape and tape machine 
are operating properly. 

Outboard equipment comes in a var- 
iety of packages and technologies. Pro- 
cessing gear can be tube or solid state, 
and either analog, digital, or both. The 
same fault- finding fundamentals apply 
here as they have been discussed pre- 
viously. The second engineer needs to be 
competent in the proper operation of all 
such devices. Only then can he /she 
begin to notice changes in signal qual- 
ity through daily session usage. Fortu- 
nately, equipment malfunctions are 
easier to assess here, since generally 
these devices are patched either in -line 
or side -chain. Quite a few of the newer 
units have bypass switches for instant 
evaluation of the processed versus 
unprocessed signal. 

The second engineer should carefully 
evaluate all non -studio equipment as 
well for proper operation and interface 
in the control room. As a general prac- 
tice, all attached cables should be exam- 
ined for continuity and phase, while 
connectors should be cleaned and 
tested. If needed, a technician can 

Routine maintenance tasks that a second 
engineer can perform include keeping the 
multitrack heads and tape path free from 

dust and oxide residues. 

quickly evaluate a unit before it is put to 
use. The studio should have a large 
assortment of adapter connectors and 
cables on hand to satisfy different inter- 
face requirements. If possible, have the 
rental companies deliver these in 
advance of session downbeat, so that 
ample time is allowed for these evalua- 
tions and simple precautions. 

Fault- Finding Techniques 
Even with adequate preparation, 

problems always occur during record- 
ing sessions. If all the previous preven- 
tative maintenance suggestions have 
been carried out, then the assistant 
engineer can assume that genuine 
equipment malfunctions now do exist. 
The basic fault -finding techniques to 
use are: (1) half -splitting, and (2) 
comparison. 

The first method, as its name sug- 
gests, splits the audio chain into two 
parts, and a subsequent listening test 
confirms which half still has the prob- 
lem. The remaining portion is split 
again into two parts and observed. This 
procedure is repeated until the trouble is 
found. The second method uses a 
known, good duplicate audio chain for a 
subjective comparison against the sus- 
pect signal path. 

As described, these techniques can be 
quite useful in the control room. For 
example, during a mixdown session, a 
distortion is heard over the left book- 
shelf speaker. Is the trouble coming 
from the tape machine, the console, the 
power amp, or the speaker itself'? If the 
distortion is constant, one can perhaps 
intuitively rule out the tape machine, 
but this would still leave three possible 
sources. Using the half -splitting and 
comparison techniques, the assistant 
engineer can cross -patch between the 
console left feed and the control room 
right amp. If the distortion moves to the 
right speaker, the problem is in the tape 
machine or console. Conversely, if the 
distortion stays put, then the problem is 
in the amplifier or speakers. This pro- 
cess would continue until one of these 
items becomes isolated as the trouble 
source. 

The following studio examples should 
also provide an illustration of how to 
apply these techniques to isolate faulty 
equipment. . continued overleaf - 
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Example 1: Basic tracking "buzz" 
on right -hand main control room 
speakers. 

Equipment in use: microphones, 
direct boxes, external limiters and 
equalizers, 24- track, 40 input /32 output 
in -line monitoring console, audio power 
amplifiers, and monitor speakers. 

Fault- finding tests: 
1. Since the input is being monitored, 

the tape machine is not at fault. 
2. Alternate speaker systems are tried 

with no differences. 
Conclusion: Speakers and amps are 

not at fault. 
3. All modules that are assigned with 

center panning are individually turned 
off one by one. 

Conclusion: Kick, snare, middle tom, 
and bass inputs are suspect. 

4. "Buzz" is narrowed down to bass 
input module, and its asociated monitor. 
The first test is to solo the equalizer sec- 
tion. There is no change in the buzz. 

Conclusion: Buzz is definitely not in 
the monitoring, and it's either the mic- 
rophone, the pre -amp, the external limi- 
ter, equalizer, or associated cables and 
patch cords. 

5. The microphone pre -amp output is 
cross -patched to another module with 
no change in buzz. 

Conclusion: Buzz is coming from the 
limiter or equalizer, and not from the 
microphone or pre -amp. 

6. Output patch from the limiter is 
pulled. The buzz level goes down consid- 
erably, but there is still a slight amount 
there. The input patch cord is removed, 
and the monitors are quiet once again. 

Conclusion: Defective limiter, or pos- 
sibly bad patch cords. 

7. A different patch cord is tried from 
the output of the limiter to the same 
return point on the patch bay. The buzz 
is back at normal level. 

Conclusion: Defective limiter. 
An alternate limiter replaces the 

defective one. The trouble report is then 
written up as follows: "Limiter, #1234, 
puts a buzz on the monitors when its 
output is patched into a return point on 
any module." 

Example 2: Synthesizer overdub - no signal when playing back a 
punch -in recording. 

Equipment in use: direct boxes, exter- 
nal equalizers and limiters, 24 -track 
with noise reduction, 40 input /32 output 
in -line monitoring console, audio power 
amp, and speakers. 

Fault -finding tests: 
1. The VU meters on the 24 -track and 

console show that the signal is on tape, 
but somehow disappears on its way to 
the console. 

Conclusion: Source of problem could 
be either cable connections to the noise - 
reduction unit, the noise -reduction unit 
itself, the cable interface to the console, 
or the console line return itself. 

2. The noise- reduction channel asso- 
ciated with this track is bypassed. The 
encoded signal appears at the console. 

Conclusion: Defective noise reduction 
card. 
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A spare card is put in place of this 
faulty card. The recorded passage is lis- 
tened to, and sounds fine. The trouble 
report is written up as follows: "Noise 
reduction card #1234 exhibits not output 
in playback. Signal OK in bypass and 
record." 

Example 3: Intermittent noise 
during mixdown. 

Equipment in use: External gates, 
limiters, equalizers, delays, pitch 
changers, echo plates, special effect 
audio processors, 24 -track with noise 
reduction, a pair of two -track recorders, 
40 input /32 output console, power amps, 
and speakers. 

Fault -finding tests: 
1. Since the noise is intermittent, it 

can be coming from any source in the 
audio chain being monitored. 

Conclusion: Suspect everything. 
2. A listening test determines whether 

the disturbance is truly random, or 
occurs only when certain musical pas- 
sages play. 

Conclusion: Random noise. 
3. An observation of where the noise is 

occurring in the stereo image is made. 
Conclusion: Noise occurs in center 

over both speakers. 
4. All modules that are panned to the 

left or to the right are muted. (Note: on 
some consoles, the mute circuitry occurs 
before the stereo pan -on switch. In that 
case, the final audio stage within the 
individual module must be turned off.) 

Conclusion: Suspect kick, snare, mid- 
dle tom, bass, lead vocal, lead guitar, 
delay, echo channels, along with any 
external equipment and patch cords, or 
the quad master and associated 
circuitry. 

5. Whenever the noise appears again, 
the remaining modules are muted one 
by one. 

Conclusion: Noise is coming from the 
delay module. However, the source of 
the noise could be a send to the delay 
(from one of the other modules), the 
delay unit itself, or the module being 
used as the delay return. Also, the asso- 
ciated patch cords could be suspect. 

6. The patch from the delay unit is 
pulled out. The noise stops. 

Conclusion: The source is either a 
send circuit or the delay unit. 

7. The return patch is replaced and the 
noise starts up again. The patch to the 
delay unit is removed, and the noise 
stops. 

Conclusion: The noise is coming from 
an individual send circuit on a module, 
or perhaps it is the master send circuit. 

8. A pencil eraser tip is used to softly 
press the associated send pot and its 
surrounding area on the lead vocal 
module. It has been determined that this 
send circuit is the only one feeding the 
delay unit. The noise increases in level 
and occurrence whenever pressure is 
applied near the send level pot. 

Conclusion: Noise source is coming 
from send circuit on the offending 
module. The lead vocal send to the delay 
unit is reassigned to another unused 
send circuit. The trouble report is writen 

Lightly tapping around pots and switches can 
help track down mysterious faults. 

up as follows: "Intermittent noisy send 
pot #X, or circuit on module XY. Press- 
ing console faceplate causes noise to 
steadily increase." 

In all three examples, a logical pro- 
cess was followed to eventually isolate 
the source of each problem. Each test 
was done one at a time, so that the uni- 
que result is based on only one action. 
This method eventually leads to one 
single conclusion. The trouble report 
reflects what was determined during 
these tests, and is written as a simple, 
effective statement. 

To aid the assistant engineer further 
in developing an intuitive sense of trou- 
bleshooting while he /she becomes 
experienced in these basic techniques, a 
table of symptoms and possible faults 
has been included in a sidebar to this 
article. 

s*s 

The information presented here has 
been of a general nature and is defi- 
nitely not all inclusive. Specific guide- 
lines for fault diagnosis in console 
automation systems, as well as other 
complex and exotic equipment, can be 
accessed in manufacturer's manuals, or 
by consulting with the studio mainte- 
nance staff. It is a good idea for an 
inquisitive second engineer to establish 
a continuing dialog with a technical 
engineer, a relationship that will benefit 
all involved. Not only will the second 
engineer keep track of progress on 
repair work, he /she will absorb useful 
pieces of information drawn from the 
technician's experiences. The increased 
knowledge gained through a dedication 
in following these guidelines will enable 
the assistant engineer to increase self - 
confidence, and reduce stress in his 
chosen profession. M 
COMMON FAULT SYMPTOMS 

AND POSSIBLE CAUSES 
Observed Symptoms: 
No output from mike to tape machine input 
Possible Cause: 

Defective or incorrectly placed mike cable. 
Defective or incorrectly placed patch cord. 
Defective microphone. 



"We're sorry ladies and gentlemen, 
but the show will be delayed due to technical difficulties." 
Under the best of conditions, setting up a sound Automatica ly. In a matter of seconds. 

system is never easy. The 610 system includes a calibrated micro - 
Of course it helps if you get there on time. phone, pink -noise gererator, real -time analyzer, LED 
Anc when you get :here, it helps if you have the display with 1 dB resolution, and digitally controlled filters. 

new dbx 6'0 Autographict" Computerized Room Equal- Just think. You don't have to hold up the show 
izer. It makes one of your most time-consuming jobs anymore because of your equalizer. 
a very simple matter. With the 610, all you have to do is make it 

The 610, you see, is a 10 -band stereo equalizing to the show. 
system that's automatic. It's microprocessor -controlled. Visit your authorized dbx professional dealer for 
No manual adjustments or re- adjustments. No guesswork. a look at our full line of equipment. Or w -ite dbx, Incorpo- 

In under 15 seconds, the 610 equalizes any rated, Professional Products Division. Chapel Street, 
listening location to fla: frequency response -or to one Box 100C, Newton, 
ycu specify yourself. MA 02195 U.S.A. 

It will also store up to nine different EQ curves. Tel. (617) 964 -3210. a 
You can then average them any way you like, even Telex: 92 -2522. Professional 
weighted. Which means you can get the best possible Autographic is a trademark Signal 
sound at more than one location. of dbx. Inc. Processing 
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 External microphone power supply (if used) 
defective, or not powered on - check AC cord, 
fuse, mike power cable, and connectors. 

Console phantom power off, or defective (if 
used) - check fuse and power -on indicators. 

Mike /Line switch not engaged correctly, or 
defective. 

Console not set in record or input mode - 
check individual modules for similar conditions. 

Mike pre-amp gain set too low - check pads 
and level; possible circuit defect. 

HI /LO variable frequency filter (if used) is 

engaged, and set for maximum cutoff 
frequencies. 

Externally in -line patched equipment either 
not powered, or faulty, or incorrectly patched - 
check cables for proper operation, phase, and 
send /return patching. 

Input fader off, or defective circuitry - check 
for engaged mute and cut switches. 

Unused module is soloed - check solo 
indicators. 

Automation switches (if equipped) left in read 
mode from previous mix session. 

Signal not assigned to tape machine, or defec- 
tive switching circuits. 

Input faders assigned to groups with sub- 
group master off. 

Input master fader off, or defective. 
Output master fader off, or defective. 
Tape machine not in input mode, or defective 

switching circuitry. 
Noise reduction (if used) not in input /record 

mode. 
Cable input to tape machine defective, or not 

inserted properly - check especially after 
machine has been moved or worked on. 

Low -level input from mike 
Signal padded too much on mike or pre -amp. 
Gain level set incorrectly, or defective pre -amp 

circuitry - cross patch another pre -amp to 
check circuits. 

Defective cable - broken signal conductor. 
Defective power supply (if used) on 

microphone. 
Defective microphone. 
Dirty or defective switches - check all 

switches on console in -line with signal path (i.e., 
mike line, pad, EQ -in, etc.). 

EQ (if used) set incorrectly, or defective - 
check mike without EQ. 

Defective or dirty patch cord. 

Input from mike is dull or bass heavy 
Mike defective or capsule has excessive mois- 

ture, dirt, etc. 
Mike impedance terminations to console 

incorrect. 
Dirty signal routing to console - try different 

panel XLR and different cable(s). 
Power supply (if used) defective. 
Microphone positioned incorrectly on instru- 

ment or voice to be recorded. 
EQ is engaged or defective - check mike 

without EQ. 
Pre -amp circuit defective - cross patch 

another pre -amp to check circuit. 

Input signal from mike "crackles" 
Defective cable(s) on mike or power supply. 
Defective patch cord(s) or patch points on 

mike cross patch, or any external equipment 
patching. 

Dirty or loose XLR fittings on mike panel or 
microphone. 

World's Fastest 
Trouble-Shooter 

The TENTELOMETER' in -line dynamic tape tension gauge is the 
fastest, easiest, most accurate method of diagnosing potential and 
existing problems in recording tape transports. 

Tentel has just introduced a NEW hand held tape tension gauge, designed specifically for 
1/4" and Y2" audio tape recorders. The NEW T2 -L20 -A simply slides over the tape to 
read running tension in either grams (up to 600) or ounces (up to 20), and shows 
dynamic tension to diagnose WOW and Flutter problems. The gauge comes complete with 
a carrying case and instruction manual. 

Price: $198.00, Use your Mastercharge. Visa, or we can ship UPS COD. Tentel pays U.S. 
shipping. 

Other models are available for 2" tape. Call Tentel Sales engineering TOLL FREE at 800 
538 -6894 (except CA) for orders and to answer your technical questions. 

T E N T E L CAMPBELLL CA 

E9N5U00E (408) 379-1881 
TWX 910 590 8001 
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Mike input signal "buzz" 
Defective mike cable - broken shield. 
Defective mike power supply. 
Defective patch cord. 
Defective externally patched equipment or 

ground loop - check cabling. 

DI input signal "buzz" 
Ground loop to console through musical 

instruments - try ground lift on DI box, or AC 
isolation transformer on instrument. 

Defective mike cable - broken shield or 
improper LO /Shield wiring for unbalanced /bal- 
anced terminations. 

Defective musical instrument(s) - isolate or 
remove individual add -on devices (i.e., phasers, 
Plangers, etc.). 

Single -coil pickup on guitar - try different 
physical locations of guitar relative to amplifier. 

No output from tape machine to console 
Tape machine incorrectly switched to input, or 

defective circuit. 
Defective reproduce /sync channel on 

machine - check VU meters on recorder for 
any indication. 

Console not in line -return mode. 
Noise reduction (if used) not switched to play- 

back mode, or defective circuit. 
Incorrect or defective patch in a return patch 

point. 
Cable from tape machine to console defective, 

or not inserted properly to machine. 
Externally in -line patched equipment either 

not powered, or faulty, or incorrectly patched. 
HI /LO variable frequency filter (if used) is 

engaged, and set for maximum cut -off 
frequencies. 

Return fader /monitor pot is off, or defective 
circuitry - check mutes, cuts, and subgroups. 

Unused module is incorrectly soloed, or defec- 
tive circuitry. 

Automation switches (if equipped) in read 
mode. 

Tape machine output low 
Off -tape signal recorded low - check play- 

back alignment against actual signal VU meter 
readings. 

Defective cable from machine to console. 
Noise reduction (if used) defective or not 

properly aligned - check for dirty switches, 
dirty level -set pots, and loose card seating. 

Dirty patch cord or patch point on cross 
patched tape output /console returns. 

Oxide or foreign material (i.e., grease pencil, 
etc.) on head stacks. 

Tape is shedding, or has excessive drop -outs; 
check tape path for any build -up of oxide 
residue. 

Tape machine output distorted 
Alignment incorrect - observe VU meters for 

levels, and check record/playback alignment, 
including proper bias adjustment. 

Defective record /playback circuitry - check 
for dirty level pots, switches, and poor card 
seating. 

Defective cabling to console. 
Output from machine incorrectly cross - 

patched or terminated. 

Tape play speed incorrect 
Varispeed engaged, or wrong speed selected. 
Tape tension incorrect - check against 

known reference (i.e., alignment tape with fre- 

quency counter, etc.). 
Capstan puck very dirty. MOM 



AMPEX 
GRAND MASTER 456 

Consistency is what you gt with Ampex Grand Master' 
456. Consistency you car count an, reel after reel, 
case after case, year after year. 

Consistency that begin:. it manufacturing. Every 
reel of Grand Master 456 3 :udia Mastering Tape is made 
from the finest raw mater as-base films, oxides, and 
binders. And they're inspected fcr quality and 
consistency every step of tie 'rvaj. Consistency that is 
assured by over 118 stagEs of inspection. studio masterirg tape. AMPEX 

Consistency pnven by testing. For example, every 
reel of 2" Grand Master 453 s tested end -to -end End 

edge -to- edge, to make certain you get virtua ly nc 
tape -induced levEl variatiors from one reel to the 
next. The st-ip crart in eve-y box of 2" 456 p-oves it. 

But, cons stency is what you expect from tie audio 
quality leader. Th it's why pore recording protessienals 
have more confidence in .4-naex tape thar in any other 

Ampex C(rporatron One of The Signal Companies 1J 

o 

Ampex Corpmatwl pe Oivisiou. -018roadway. Redwood City. CA 94063. 4151 367 3809 
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AUDIO VIDEO MARRIAGE 

The magic word "video" is on the 
minds of many studio owners, 
producers, and engineers these 

days, as promises of the media prophets 
of the past decade are beginning to take 
solid form. What with cable, subscrip- 
tion TV, direct -broadcast satellite, and 
all the other growing number of outlets, 
there seems to be a huge market for new 
video material out there, and therefore 
money to be made from this blossoming 
industry. 

But a majority of cable systems in the 
US still deliver only 12 channels, or 
fewer, which means that a lot of so- 
called national services, in reality, have 
pretty limited audiences. Limited 
audiences mean limited funds; of the 
dozens of cable networks on the air, only 
a couple are actually showing black ink, 
and a couple of seemingly well- financed 
cable and STV operations already have 
closed up shop. 

Nonetheless, there are bright spots. A 
few of the cable companies, like HBO 
and MTV, are putting significant 
amounts of effort and money into pro- 
ducing high -quality music -videos. 
Videodisk players finally are beginning 
to gather momentum, especially in the 
area of industrial and educational pres- 

cntations. Probably most importantly, 
as film producers and theater owners 
finally become aware of the commercial 
benefits of high- quality sound, there is 
more of a demand for up -to -date audio 
recording and processing techniques in 
that medium. ]A good example of which 
is Steven Barnett's articles on the 
Stones' movie, Let's Spend the Night 
Together, to be found in the December 
1982 and February 1983 issues of R -e /p - Ed.] 

But for a recording studio currently 
specializing in audio -only sessions to 
become involved with video means a lot 
more than just buying a U -Matie video 
deck and a timecode reader, and sitting 
back and waiting for the high- powered 
accounts to come knocking at their door. 
As Bob Liftin, president of New York 
City's Regent Sound, puts it, "Anyone 
who wants to get into this business 
should get into it with his clients. You'd 
be crazy to jump into the pot by 
yourself." 

Liftin knows whereof he speaks: he 
celebrated his 25th anniversary in the 
recording business last March by buy- 
ing the facilities of Soundmixers, the 
six -year -old, four -room audio recording 
complex in New York's historic Brill 

HIGH - QUALITY AUDIO FOR 
VIDEO POST - PRODUCTION 

Computer Control and Synchronization 
at Regent Sound Studios 

by Paul D. Lehrman 
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Building, and starting the extensive 
renovations that would turn it into a 
first -class audio -for -video facility. But, 
even though he was one of the pioneers 
in developing modern audio techniques 
for television and film production, Lif- 
tin's involvement in the visual aspects 
of recording did not occur overnight. 

Video Does Need Audio .. . 

Regent Sound's original premises on 
56th Street was considered by many to 
be one of the most successful studios 
during New York's heyday in the record 
industry during the late Fifties, and 
didn't begin to service film and televi- 
sion clients until the late Sixties. 
"Mostly specials where we would pre- 
record the music," Liften recalls, 
"which they would then play back on 
the set and add a live vocal." 

Right from the start, Liftin realized 
that there was a vast amount of room for 
improvement in the quality of television 
sound. "The whole thing would be 
recorded on videotape and then edited," 
he says. "The problem was that the 
video editing process was all reel -to -reel, 
so by the time the audio went out over 
the air it was five or six generations 
down. And to top it off, the frequency 
response for coast -to -coast networks 
was only good to 5 or 6 kHz." 

One of the changes Liftin fought for 
was diplexed television audio, for which 
he gives credit to Julius Barnathan, 
head of engineering at ABC. 

"Some people would say, `What dif- 
ference does it make? It's all coming 
over a four -inch speaker,' " he offers. "I 
never took that attitude. The whole 
thrust of what we were doing was that 
someday high -quality audio for televi- 
sion was going to be available. If we 
maintained a high standard, then by 
the time the technology of the receiver 
matched that of the transmission, the 
two would marry together. I have reams 
of surveys done that concluded that the 
average public didn't care about good 
sound, by my record experience taught 
me that the consumer could only judge it 
properly if the software [programming] 
was already there." 

Liftin found a strong ally for his posi- 
tion in MTV, today a major client. "The 
original MTV software was promo- 
tional stuff," he says, "and the sound 
was terrible. Half of it was off the [origi- 
nal] records. But what they wanted to do 
was get a first -generation Dolby 
Iencoded] tape from the record com- 
pany, and lay that on the one -inch video 
master, so that what went out over the 
air was second- or, at worst, third - 
generation audio. They knew that on 
the right receiver, it would even be better 
quality than the record - which has to 
go through several generations in the 
pressing, and also has pops and 
crackles." 

.. and Audio Needs Video 
Although the quest for good audio for 

video has been a major motivating fac- 



 

AFER THE FIRST SET, YOU'LL WONDER 
HOW YOU GOT BY WITHOUT IT. 

It you're like most working musicians, 
there's an odd assortment of semi- 
professional sound gear that takes up a 
lot of your space. Like an old familiar 
song you face the frustration of 
inadequate sound and the anxiety of 
wondering whether or not your gear will 
get you through the night. 

Introducing a new tune. 
THE TOA MX106 SELF- POWERED 
MIXING SYSTEM. 

Portable, compact, powerful and 
loaded with professional performance 
and features, the MX106 is engineered 
to help turn the typical, marginal PA. 
into a first -rate sound system. The 
rugged MX106 moves around easily, 
sets up quickly and delivers recording 
studio sound quality 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED STARTS WITH 
THE INPUTS. 

Six inputs accept either balanced or 
unbalanced sources: low or high 
impedance mics, guitars, keyboards . 

drum machines -you name it. On each 
input you get three band eq., a trim 
control and peak reading detection 
circuitry. Goodbye overloading and 
distortion. 

AN INTEGRAL POWER AMPLIFIER. 
The internal power amp is rated at 

300 watts into 2 ohms! It's short- circuit 
and overload protected. And a 
specially designed rolled aluminum 
heatsink guarantees excellent heat 
dissipation for maximum system 
reliabilitj Our AutoComp' feature 
keeps operating headroom at an 
optimum level, protecting speake- 
systems -rom damaging square waves. 
MASTER CONTROL. 

The MX106 has a full one -octave 
graphic equalizer with a bypass switch. 
There's two auxiliary inputs with pan and 
level control, and fluorescent bar graph 
meters. - here's even a built -in electronic 
Analog echo unit instead of the 
convent onal reverb. 

We've provided a complete patch - 
bay for the interface of peripheral 
electronics and our exclusive BUSS- 
LINK lets you easily increase mixing 
capacity 
SOUNDS GREAT, BUT HOW MUCH' 

For $719.00- you can't buy a more 
powerfu and compact professional 
sound package. 

Manutactuer s U S Suggested Reto .. 

Add to this the specs. -hat engineers 
like to talk about. 
MX106 SPECS: 

MIXER 

Freq. Resp. 

THD: 

E I (Nose) 

POWER AMP 

Freq. Resp 

THD: 

+O. -5dB.30Hz 20kHz 

<0.05% ( +4iBm @ 1 kHz) 

- 130d3m (20Hz- 20kHz) 

+O.-ìdB.5Hz 40kHz 

<O1 %(200'1-1Wlo200 
Watts RMS. 20Hz- 20kHz) 
Typ be ow, 0 05% 

Rated Power (RMS) 3C0 Watts (2 ohms) 
2C0 Watts (4 ohms) 
120 Watts (8 ohms) 

Ask for a demo at 'jou- nearest dealer 
or contact us direct for full techn cal 
data. 

::00 TOA Professional Sotxtd St 

Communications 
480 Carlton Court, South Son Francsco, 
California 94080 (415) 58E -253E 

In Canada 10712 -181 Stree, Edmonton. 
Alberta T5S 1K8 (403) X89 -.5511 
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SUCCESS 
BY DESIGN. 

The success of Soundtrek's Studio I 

was not an accident - it was planned, 
designed, constructed and equipped to be 
a success. 

Working together, Flanner's Pro -Audio and 
Soundtrek created the reality of the 
24 -track Studio I from a dream and an idea. 
Sound quality, versatility, dependability and 
cost efficiency were the main concerns of 
Ron Ubel of Soundtrek. With the aid of an 
experienced designer and a skilled 
contractor, the staff of Flanner's Pro -Audio 
achieved these goals. 

The most critical choice in equipment was 
the selection of the master recording 
console. Based on sonic excellence and 
professional functions, a NEOTEK Series ill 
28 x 24 custom console was chosen as 
providing unequalled value regardless of 
price. For similar reasons an Otari MTR -90 
Mkll 24 -track Masterecorder was chosen, as 
well as support equipment from such 
respected manufacturers as U.R. E.I., 
McIntosh, Crown and many others. 

Call us with your ideas, toll -free 
800 - 558 -0880. We can design a success 
for you! 

Studio 1 
Construction By D . Peterson, 
Contractors, Omaha, Nebraska. 
Design By Steven Durr and 
Associates, Nashville, Tennessee. 
Installation By Studio Service 
Company, Omaha, Nebraska. 

3727 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri 64111 
18161 931 -8735 

Marl Owl 

r -0 r .+ . 
s 

PLANNER'S 
PRO AUDIO,INC. 

Serving ' Ord ng & Broadcast Industries 
23230 Bluemound Road 

Waukesha, Wisconsin 53'86 
(414) 785 -9166 k . r 8)0-568-0880 
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tor in Regent's growth, it was a more 
mundane problem which, in 1974, made 
Liftin realize that a heavy commitment 
to video was inevitable. 

"We were doing Peter Allen's first 
album for A &M," he recalls. "Jerry 
Moss and I were listening to playback. 
and he said to me, 'Do you have any idea 
what the studio bill on this album is ?' 
and I said, 'Very frankly, no.' It turned 
out it had climbed to about $80 or $90 
thousand, which we both agreed was 
outrageous. 

"And it wasn't that our rates were 
high - it's just that so much time was 
being spent recording this (project) 
because of multitrack. At the time, we 
already had an EECO synchronizer for 
locking two machines together, which 
meant even more time spent on the 
album. 

"I realized that we had completely lost 
contact with the reality of the economics 
of making records. We had gone from 
making albums with a total cost, includ- 
ing the studio bill, of $5,000, to spending 
$100,000 just on studio time, not to men- 
tion musicians' and producers' fees, and 
whatever else on top of that - and we 
weren't making bundles of money, 
either. There was something radically 
wrong. If records were going to cost this 
much, eventually it would mean eco- 
nomic disaster for the industry. So I 

started to look around at ways to use the 
synchronization technology that we 
had for other media, where it might be 
more economical." 

Developing the Technology 
Because of its high price tag, Liftin 

reasoned, the new technology was more 
suited to television and motion pictures. 

- Regent Sound's Bob Liftin - 
But, at the time, techniques for syn- 
chronizing audio and video together 
were at a relatively primitive stage. 

"SMPTE code was originally adopted 
to allow video editors to electronically 
mark a piece of tape so they could find it 
quickly," he explains. "We were used to 
taking two audio reels with the same 
start marks and code numbers, and 
locking them up. But a taped TV show, 
with a prerecorded music track, was a 
series of short shots done at different 
times, and edited together in no particu- 
lar timecode sequence. 

"Ideally, we wanted to be able to go 
back to the original music, marry it to 
the vocal track from the camera master, 
and dump it onto the edited videotape. 
But if the first 10 bars were from a take 
Tuesday morning, and the next eight 
from a take Thursday afternoon, and so 
on, the numbers were constantly chang- 
ing. So we needed a way to number - 
crunch the different pieces of code." 

The answer, of course, was computers. 

Starting with individual microproces- 
sors, in large part co- developed with 
George Swetland at EECO, Regent 
Sound designed systems for electronic 
audio editing, allowing soundtracks to 
be precisely conformed to video, and 
then laid back, film- style, from the orig- 
inal tapes on to the finished master reel. 

"Typically, the audio was only third 
generation," says Liftin, "and on some 
shows, where the video had gone 
through seven or eight generations, it 
was better quality than the video." 

The new technology also put Regent 
Sound into a unique position in the film 
world - their ability to manipulate all 
sorts of timing signals in the audio 
domain allowed then to salvage projects 
others considered hopeless. Helping to 
get things started was the acquisition of 
a timing generator with exquisite accu- 
racy. "It was developed by Scientific 
Leasing for the government," Liftin 
explains. "It was a synchronizer, but it 
was also a synthesizer, that was good to 
four decimal places, covering DC to 
light, at any temperature. I don't know 
what it was for - somebody like Grum- 
man must have been using it to test 
something. We leased it at first, because 
we couldn't buy it, and then we had a 
better frequency standard than Con Ed 
or anybody else." 

The machine was first brought in for 
an opera shot in England, with the per- 
formers lip -syncing. The audio engineer 
on the shoot had forgotten to put in one 
plug on his Nagra, and so the machine 
had been running free. When it came 
back to the US, there was no way to edit 
it, because the timing pulses were all off. 

"The Chubb Group of Insurance 
Companies was liable for something 
like a million dollars if a technical fail- 
ure caused a film company to throw a 
whole project down the tube," says Lif- 
tin. "So they hired us to resync the entire 
track. It came in at less than $10,000. I 
don't know how much we saved them, 
but the premiums were something like 

Previous page: Studio D, a post -production 
suite equipped with an EELA console, Ampex 
ATR -I16 multitrack, and two BTX Shadows 
hooked up to an Apple I1 as system controller. 
Above: Studio A, equipped with an MCI JH- 
528 console, Ampex VPR -2B videodeck, 
EECO MQS -103 synchronizer, and an Apple II 

for generating audio edit decision lists. Right: 
Studio B's MCI JH -536 console, linked to an 

Ampex MM -1200 via an EECO MQS -103. 
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100 grand, so they were way ahead of 
the game. 

"After that lots of jobs came in, 
mostly from insurance companies. We 
had one guy send us a picture where the 
sync signal had been generated by the 
camera, but it had been stopping and 
starting one frame at a time, while the 
Nagra kept running. We not only re- 
synced it, we even changed the pitch of 
the voices with an [Eventide] Harmon- 
izer. The insurance company called us 
and said, 'We're off the hook, but they 
still have to reshoot it - even though his 
lips are in perfect sync, the guy is mov- 
ing too fast!' " 

At Regent Sound today, computers - 
mostly Apples ( "In 1981, it was the only 
computer you could get that you could 
just plug in the wall and go ") - handle 
an astonishing number of functions. 
They run the mixing consoles, the video 
editors, and the synchronizers, as well 
as organizing the tape library, and 
handling traffic and bookkeeping. 

"It's not just bells and whistles -stuff 
to be fancy," Liftin is quick to point out. 
"Where it's leading to is reduced costs. 
Rent and labor and electricity keep 
going up, and the only place you can cut 
down is the amount of time it takes to do 
the recording. How long does a machine 
take to rewind? Does someone have to 
watch it? How fast does it cue up and 
punch? 

"Well, we found out about two years 
ago that almost half the time in the stu- 
dio was spent rewinding tape. By using 
wideband amplifiers to read code at 
high speed instead of tach pulses - and 
I don't care what the manufacturers tell 
you, there are always errors with tach 
pulses - we can cut down on that time." 

Computer -Control Applications 
Punch -ins and -outs, for example, are 

considerably faster and more accurate 
when they are handled by a computer. 
"The computer knows how long each of 
our machines takes to punch," says Lif- 
tin. "It knows the gap between the 
heads; how long it takes the bias cards 
to achieve 50%; which machines require 
a cue six frames early or six frames late; 
or whatever. All the engineer has to do is 
punch up the cue point on the computer. 
Rehearse functions are automatic too - 
we've had rehearse built into our 
[Ampex] MM -1200s since 1979. We also 
have delay- record: the drum tracks 
come in at one point, and to keep the 
overhang in the studio, the engineer 
might want the brass to come in just five 
frames later. No engineer in the world 
could do a punch that fast by hand!" 

Another important use for the compu- 
ters has been in speeding up recording 
of soundtracks that constantly change 
rhythm. "You might have a piece that's 
16 bars at one click rate," Liftin 
explains, "then 32 at another, then 16 at 
another. Under software control, it's 
simple. The machine clicks to a point, 
and the band records to there. Then the 
machine backs up, and counts off how- 
ever many beats the conductor wants at 
R -e/ p 58 October 1983 

Studio A's recording area, facing a live acoustic treatment for string and horn miking. 

the new click, and sets it up so the 
downbeat corresponds to where the first 
click left off. 

"The way it used to be done was in 
pieces, which were then spliced together, 
compared against the film, and slipped. 
Now the conductor does a take, and 
before he picks up his music and walks 
into the control room for playback, the 
machines are all cued with video and a 
piece of audio tape with two clicks on it, 
already edited together." 

What has made all this possible was 
an admirable amount of forethought on 
the part of many of the equipment 
designers: specifically, the inclusion of 
RS -232 serial interface ports for exter- 
nal software control on the various pie- 
ces of hardware. Given the complexities 
of the field, however, even that control 
scheme soon may not be enough. "The 
problem is that RS -232s are really 
unbalanced lines," says Liftin, "and so 
they're only good for short distances. So 
we're starting to think about RS -422s, 
which are eight -bit, SMPTE balanced 
serial interfaces, and about50 -ohm data 
busses. 

"Unless someone builds a 422 card for 
an Apple - and someone probably has - we may get rid of them and go over to 
16 -bit machines. This would also allow 
us greater communications links - 
right now, if you want to use a device 
that's located in another room, you 
either have the host computer call it up 

through a modem, or else you physically 
bring it in." 

"We're always writing new software," 
Liftin continues. "We have a full -time 
software writer on staff, as an arm of the 
maintenance department, who does 
nothing else. If an engineer wants a 
special effect, he tells it to our engineer- 
ing department. They write the pro- 
gram, boot it up in the control room, and 
he's got his effect. 

"The ultimate goal is that the equip- 
ment become transparent to the engi- 
neer. All he should be dealing with is the 
music. It's [nonsense] that he has to 
turn and worry and preset and program 
4,000 knobs. It should all be automatic." 

All of this planning and developing 
paid off well during the sound editing of 
the Rolling Stones' concert film, Let's 
Spend the Night Together, directed by 
Hal Ashby. "We turned it around in 
three weeks," says Liftin. "Without 
computers, it would have taken six 
months." 

Of course, being able to perform tech- 
nical miracles is only half the battle. 
The rest is developing the proper rela- 
tionships with clients, both corporate 
and artistic. For Liftin, an opportunity 
to considerably improve those skills 
presented itself in 1976, when he was 
hired as sound consultant for NBC's 
Saturday Night Live. Actually, in 1975 
when the show started, there were two 

... continued overleaf - 
Studio C serves as an audio -only overdub /remix room, and features an MCI JH -536 console, 

shown here linked to a rented 3M Digital Mastering System. 



Like all of our people, Mike is a self - starter. 
Getting him to stop is another story. 

You may not know us firs hand, but you probably know our reputation. 
Were known for people like Mike, who don't stop until the job is done right. 

Anc we back uo our hardworking people with an unusually wide range of 
products at competitive prices, unprecedented parts support and our unique 
demo facilities. 

Today, Martin is regarded by most professionals as the number one studio 
equipment dealer In the country. And while being the biggest may be great, 
being known as the best is even better. 

Put us to work for you 

III martín audio 
Martin's comprehensive product range induces: Harrison Systems. Otan MTA Series. Sound Workshop. AD&R/SCAMP. 
NKG. Amide.& Annen Ali A uf udrl, Aurdluna. Beyer. BGW, BTX. Calrec. Clear -Com. Crown /PZM. CSI. dbx, dbx /dig ta., 
Deltalab. De ̂ on, DISKMIX. Dolby. Eccplate. EV Eventide. Fostex. H /H. HME. Klark Teknik, ,,BL, Lexicon. LinnDrum. Marshall, 
McIntosh. M7crm. /Master Room. MXR. Neumann. Orban. Otan. Ramsa, R -S. Sennneiser. Shure. Simon Systems, Sony Pro 
Audio, Sony Video. Studer /Revox Tamoy TASCAM. Technics. 360 Systems. URE', Ursa Maior, Valley People. VisoniK. White. 
Yamaha, and many mon- Martin Audio -Video Corp., 423 W 55th Street, New Yorn. NY '0019 (212) 541 -5900 Telex 971E46 
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Saturday Night Lives: NBC's; and one 
on ABC that starred Howard Cosell. 
Liftin originally worked on the latter, 
but when it was cancelled after a couple 
of months, NBC called him. 

"I'm more of a music -production con- 
sultant than a technical consultant," he 
says. "NBC had no experience with rock 
and roll, so my experience with pop 
artists and producers from the record- 
ing studio end, and my experience with 
television, let me coordinate between 
the NBC people and the acts that were 
coming in. It meant a lot of buffering: 
you can do this, you can't do that, if you 
want to do this it means we have to do 
this. If the band wanted 400 pounds of 
whatever, I could get it for them, and 

nobody would get upset. Since I was not 
an NBC employee, I had a certain free- 
dom their engineering staff didn't. 

"It's taught me a lot: where the acts 
are, what they want and expect - all of 
which has helped me a lot with specials 
like Bob Hope, and the Tony Awards. I 
go in there now and know full well what 
the performer expects, which makes for 
a happy relationship. Which, in turn, 
allows us to get good sound without 
fighting over it!" 

Dealing With Timecode 
According to Liftin, the most impor- 

tant aspect to be borne in mind for 
anyone working with timecode is to 
ensure that what goes out of the studio is 
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just as readable as what comes in. "Peo- 
ple are copying code," he says, "and not 
checking the result. Because they're 
square waves, it's easy for the pulses to 
get wrecked going through equipment. 
By making new code, regeneration 
avoids some of that, but it also reprodu- 
ces all of the errors in the old code. The 
ideal is jam -syncing, but then you need 
an external clock to hold the old code 
and the new together. Therefore, there 
should never be an audio or video reel 
recorded without a 59.94 Hz [ video] sync 
signal on a separate track, so if you ever 
lose your code, you can go back and 
rejam the code with the sync signal. 
Code can get screwed up, but 'hum' is 
pretty hard to lose! 

"Every studio that uses code should at 
least invest in a reader - even a 
minimum -quality one - whether 
they're doing video, or just in -house 
transfers. If you can read [timecode] 
with a cheap reader, then you can cer- 
tainly read it with a good one. If you 
want to really copy tapes from one 
machine to another, you have to have a 
sync generator -a standard clock that 
relates to all your machines. It doesn't 
have to be perfect; even if it's wrong, it 
doen't matter, because at least all your 
tapes will be related to the same error. 

"Standards for interchange between 
machines are very important. Early on 
there were problems with some mate- 
rials that people brought us; some had 
code on audio track #1, some in the ver- 
tical interval, and some on audio #2, 
which is now the standard for a [video] 
cassette machine. Now some harebrain 
has decided to put it on a third track that 
is in the video. The problem is that no 
two machines have that head in the 
same location, and that can cause major 
problems. 

"Having a split -head, two -track reel - 
to -reel with timecode in the middle is a 
big advantage [including machines 
from Nagra and Studer - Ed.] For years 
a big problem was audio machines not 
being on speed. Now we can not only 
keep them right on pitch, we can do A/B 
listening in the studio between the 24- 
track and the final mix, and always 
have them locked up perfectly." 

Should You Get into Video? 
Liftin is very specific about what con- 

stitutes the right motivation for an 
audio studio to invest in video equip- 
ment. "If you have a client that wants to 
do a commercial or something, then do 
that job with him," he says. "Get the 
equipment necessary for the job, and 
feel your way through it. Studios have 
jumped into audio /video because it's the 
'coming revolution,' but that's non- 
sense. It's more important for a studio to 
determine what it is, and whom it is 
going to service. If it's a record studio, it 
should concentrate on making the best 
records possible. Nothing beats good 
recording, whether it accompanies video 
or not." 

And Liftin is insistent about the 
dangers of studios biting off more than - continued on page 65 . . . 
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Because you told us that if you had your druthers based on sound 
quality alone, you'd choose an omni over any shaped- pattern 
microphone available or imaginable. 

Because after 25 years making the world's most accurate 
instrumentation microphones, all omnis, we knew we could make 
an omni for music and speech superior to any shaped- pattern 
microphone from anywhere. 

And, finally, 

Because in the Bruel & Kjaer 4000 series, we offer you 
an omni that neatly solves virtually all the application 

problems that drove you to use a shaped- pattern 
microphone in the beginning. 

The next time you choose a microphone primarily 
for sound quality, make it the new Bruel & Kjaer 
4000 series. 

For complete information and evaluation 
units, call your local B &K sales office or 

contact: 

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc. 
185 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 (617) 481 -7000 TWX 710 -347 -1187 

World Headquarters: Naerum. Denmark Sales and service In pnnup,,. u S cries and 55 counter. - mound the world 
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Brooklyn Bridge 
Centennial Celebration, 
May 24, 1983. 

In your hands, our science 
The moment of truth. It happens it recording 

studios, dupe and post -production houses, and with 
ENG teams at tl-e edge of history. And as it happens, 
more of these moments are being recorded on Maxe'l. 

Our reputation is growing as surely as our 
product line. And the line is growing quickly indeed. 

With expanded formats in KCA anc 
KCS Via" U-matics. Additional Beta and VHS 
cassettes in critical new lengths. New instant -start 
audio cassettes. And if that weren't enough, we've 
ntroduced the industry's first oroadcast quality 
-IGX Pro uz" V deocassette in Beta and V-IS. 
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And in your hand_, CSt.r science. turns to a-t. 
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INTRODUCING 
EFFECTRON II DIGITAL DEIAV. 

FROM 
DELTALAB 

LOW COST, 
FULL BANDWIDTH, 
HIGH PERFORMANCE, 

The EFFECTRON'" II is an enhanced 
EFFECTRON. We have added many features 
per our customers suggestions. These fea- 
tures depend on Model and Include increased 
flanging range, external Infinite repeat, 
increased Input range, stereo output and even 
lower prices! 

The EFFECTRON II series is still the only low 
cost, full bandwidth (16KHZ), high perform- 
ance line of digital delay processors. Visit your 
local dealer and check it out !!! 
Listen and Compare.... 

ADM -1024 
Full 

Second Delay 

Ñ'. $599' 

ADM -64 
Ranger /Doubler 

$299' 

ADM -256 
4 Second Delay 

$449. 
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NINJ s-NA1 

ACTIVE LEVEL 

'Manufacturers Suggested Retail 
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Music 8 Electronics ... Naturally! 
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they can chew. "The movie industry 
showed years ago that you can't be all 
things to all people," he says. "')'here 
were sound houses that just concen- 
trated on that - they didn't shoot 
movies, they just edited sound. Trying 
to (h) audio and video under the same 
roof desgn t work; i think it's a big mis- 
take for anyone to try. The audio invari- 
ably suffers: if a new Quantel I digital 
video effects processor] or something 
comes along that costs $135 thousand, 
you'd buy that way before you'd spend 
$:fO thousand on audio processing gear, 
and a new audio deck. That's the reality 
of the business!" 

For example, although Liftin's new 
facility is equipped with elaborate toys 
like 1(i mm and 35mm Mag stripers, and 
a trio of one -inch video decks, he knows 
his own limitations: "When it comes to 
film for theatrical release, we only do 
pre -mixing. Our rooms are designed for 
television and for records - final mix- 
ing for film should be done in a room 
designed for it. Anyone who tries to do 
anything else is kidding himself. 

"Above all, getting into video is a 
human problem, not an equipment one: 
equipment can always he purchased. 
Besides, someone who jumps in now will 
find that the [equipment] will be obso- 
lete a year from now. So you should only 
buy what you need, and prop up your 
clients. There's not an unlimited 
amount of money coming from the net- 
works and the cable companies, so you 
have to keep costs down - not by cut- 
ting rates, but by becoming more effi- 
cient. The networks are just as vulnera- 
ble as the record companies. Just 
because it's NBC or CBS doesn't mean 
it's easy pickin's - they have profit - 
and -loss statements, too. That's what 
happened in the record industry. The 
studios made a big mistake: they fig- 
ured, 'Oh well, that's Columbia, they 
can afford it.' But now CBS has shut 
down all its studios. There is a limit." 

Even with all the money the facility 
has invested in the best equipment, it 
isn't only the biggest clients that come 
to Regent sound. "The whole idea is cut- 
ting costs," Liftin says. "We get plenty 
of producers doing their first TV shows, 
because we can do them quickly, and 
within a budget. It's just like in the early 
days with publishing demos. Some- 
times the demos were used later for mas- 
ters, sometimes they weren't. But we've 
always been able to service anyone." 

And at the new Regent Sound there is 
even a good measure of audio -only work 
going on. One project underway in Stu- 
dio C Iwhich has yet to undergo the 
overtime -heavy renovations to make it 
video -ready) at the time of writing was 
Simon and Garfunkel's next album. 
"There's no reason not to do records," 
Liftin concludes, "because they can use 
all that technology, too. Of course, it's 
all been shifted down from audio /video. 
We can still offer audio at a decent rate - clients only pay for what they use. 
The difference is that there's no video- 
tape running during the session." 

EDUCATION FOR THE AUDIO /VIDEO MARRIAGE 
Harry Hirsch's Involvement with the School for 

Audio Arts, at New York's Center for Media Arts 
Where are the engineers of tomorrow going to come from? The days when a kid could 
come in off the street into a recording studio and say, "I like music, and I want to work 
here," are over. It's no longer possible for an engineer to learn the business simply by 
watching his seniors, while he earns minimum wage going for coffee, or counting mike 
stands. Today's studios demand an excellent grounding in theory - especially in areas 
once considered highly esoteric, such as digital logic techniques, automation 
programming, control room acoustics, and timecode technology. 

In addition, as the record industry continues to collapse under its own weight, those who 
know only how to mix music for disks are finding job opportunities dwindling. To get and 
stay employable, engineers now have to know how to deal with sound for film, video, 
commercials, and A/V presentations. Those wanting to break into the field for the first time 
find themselves facing a serious Catch -22: it's impossible to get work without experience 
and, outside of the studio, it's impossible to get experience. 

Harry Hirsch is trying to change all that. This writer has known Hirsch for a long time, 
dating from his days at Media Sound, through the construction of Soundmixers and Larry 
Rosen's Review Room, but I've never seen him as excited as he is about his latest project, 
the School for Audio Arts, a division of the brand -new Center for Media Arts in New York's 
Garment District. 

The Center for Media Arts is a trade school, in the tradition (and a direct descendant) of 
the RCA Institute Television School, once the only school in the country where a novice 
could receive any training in television production. Besides the audio division, the Center 
offers intensive programs in TV production, video electronics and repair, photography, 
communications management, and advertising art and design. It takes up 10 floors of a 
12 -story structure on West 26th Street that used to be known as the Fur Auction Building. 

Audio Curriculum 
Hirsch designed the curriculum for the audio division, and that's what he is most excited 

about. "There are 700 hours over seven months," - m. 

he explains, "but what makes it different from all the 1ï 
C" 41 

other schools is that only 220 hours of that is theory - the rest is hands -on practicum." 
And it's not just "17 guys watching one guy at a 

console," which is how he describes another new 
program at a music school in another city. In the 55 
hours of "Edit Lab" units, for example, each of the it -- 
15 students in the class has his or her own Otari 
reel -to -reel, mixing board, and Tapecaster cart 
machine. Next to the room is a fully -isolated vocal booth. Here, students get practica 
experience in recording and editing narration and effects, and cutting music tracks to 
length. 

in the "Mixing Lab" units, students get to work from a common 16 -track tape, mixing it 
to two -track on their own Panasonic RAMSA consoles. At the front of the room, the 
instructor can push a button and listen to any student's mix, and offer individual 
suggestions to each of them through headphones via the solo circuit on his console. 

At the front of the room is an MGA projection -TV and a pair of 34 -inch video decks. "In 
the 'Production Room Techniques' unit, we're using SMPTE technology," Hirsch 
continues. "We have $30,000 worth of SMPTE equipment in here. We take a videotape 
with Dexter Gordon on it, and put the sound on a four -track, striping both tapes with 
timecode. Then we erase the audio on the videocassette. It's gone - how insecure can you 
get? We put sound effects and narration on the four -track, then lock up the machines and 
play it back." 

Next door is the film -sound room. "We have [film] synchronizers, 16mm and 35mm 
dubbers, a Moviola, and a Nagea and fishpoles [booms]," says Hirsch. "We teach them how 
to double punch, and how to transfer, both fullcoat and stripe." In another classroom, an 
Ampex MM- 100016 -track stands totally stripped, while students pore over the bias cards, 
tracing voltages and logic paths. One student shows Hirsch a playback head he has just 
successfully relapped. 

Audio and video tie lines go from the mixing lab, eight flights down, to a fully -equipped 
24 -track studio in the basement of the building, where a fur -storage vault once stood. 
Students upstairs can watch the studio sessions on the projection TV, at the same time 
doing a live mix, each on his own console - to two- track, to videocassette, or to a Tascam 
85 -16 16- track. 

In the basement control room, a class discusses the intricacies of digital delay. In the 
large studio room is a Steinway concert grand piano, donated by CBS when it closed its 
New York studios, along with a Yamaha drum set donated by the manufacturer. "The 
manufacturers are very supportive," says Hirsch, "because they want students to become 
familiar with their products. Shure gave us 24 microphones. They all know we've got a 

t 
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... continued - EDUCATION FOR THE AUDIO /VIDEO MARRIAGE 
dedicated group of students here who have committed themselves 
to this business." 

The Center has set up other kinds of external industry support. 
The video division produces some 50 shows a year for Manhattan 
Cable, and also is working on projects for WNYE -TV, the UHF 
channel licensed to the city Board of Education. The audio school is 

becoming involved with these projects, too: many of the shows are 
actually shot in the basement studio, and where complex multi- 
track mixes are involved, audio students get to handle them. 

Mixing for the Medium 
An overriding philosophy of the school is that mixing for film or 

television should be treated very differently from mixing for 
records. In a unit called "Mixing the Image," students are taught, 
says Hirsch, "that there has to be a front -to -back perspective. A 
film mixer knows that when a person enters the room, it isn't until 
he comes close to the front of the screen that he's totally on mike. 
To have the same intensity at the front and the rear is misleading, so 
we show them how to adjust the levels. When we mix concerts to 
picture, we pan according to image. It's the first course anywhere 
that does this." 

To help students become comfortable with video, there is a unit 
called "Video Orientation," in which they work with the video 

division of the school, and participate in shoots. "They get a com- 
plete knowledge of the chain of events, and of the terminology," 
says Hirsch. Of course, it works the other way too - the video 
school curriculum includes a unit on "Audio Orientation." 

All told, there are 24 curriculum units, which also include such 
skills as studio management; acoustics; location recording (where 
students go out with multitrack equipment to tape orchestras and 
chamber groups at the Manhattan School of Music, and the Brook- 
lyn Conservatory); advertising audio; and digital technology. 
While, as of yet, there's no digital audio equipment at the Center, 
Hirsch plans to bring in a couple of Compact Disc players, so 
students at least can hear what the medium sounds like, and he has 
been promised "a surprise" from a friend at Sony /MCI, "when the 
clouds clear." 

The faculty is carefully picked. "We don't subscribe to the idea 
that 'Those who can't, teach,' " Hirsch says. "Everyone here is a 

working professional." Besides the classroom work, students 
attend a full schedule of guest lectures, given by a corps of experts 
in the industry, including audio and video producers, equipment 
designers, musicians, recording company executives, and repre- 
sentatives from such groups as AES, NARAS, and SMPTE. 

So far, Hirsch says, the school is doing very well. "Already, we're 
putting people on a waiting list, and we're not cheap - the course 

The fully equipped recording studio (left) features a Steinway concert grand, and a Yamaha trap set. Students at work in the 24 -track 
control room (center) have access to the latest in processing and recording equipment, and are provided with invaluable "hands -on" 

experience. In the Mixing Lab (right) each student has the chance to mix a common 16-track tape through individual RAMSA 
consoles. 
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EDUCATION FOR THE AUDIO /VIDEO MARRIAGE ... continued - 
costs $6,100." There are quite a few foreign students. "Good news 
travels fast," he smiles. The school is a member of the National 
Association of Trade and Technical Schools, and is licensed by the 
state. For needy students, financial aid is available, and the school 
administers federally- funced Pell grants, and Veterans' educational 
benefits. 

Most of the students are between 18 and 23, although the age 
range goes as high as 30. "Most of them are looking for entry -level 
positions," comments Hirsch. "Some of them may know some 
aspect of the business. We also have night courses for people who 
have always fantasized a1 out being in audio." 

One student this reporter talked to is a fairly successful film and 
TV composer, who came to the school because he was "tired of 
being jerked around by recording engineers. I wanted to learn how 
to do this stuff myself." 

Some students come here after they have finished college, while 
others go from here to a our -year institution. Several of the Cen- 
ter's divisions are involved in a co- operative program with St. 
John's University, and plans are afoot for the audio school to team 
up with the music divsicn at New York University. 

EmpI-as.s on Practical Training 
In an industry wh ch too many people want to get into for 

romantic reasons - glamour, prestige, and the chance to meet 
Mick Jagger - Hirsch's curriculum is an oasis of practicality. "The 
coarse is not only for the recording industry," he points out. "It's for 
the audio industry. There are people who come in here saying, 'The 
only goal in my life is to m -x Gold records.' But later that same guy 
says to me, 'Harry, I dream to edit. I'm really getting off on it.' And 
that guy gets a job at the UN. There's more to the world than mixing 
Platinum. They may Find they like SMPTE technology, or image 
mixing, or location recording, or A /V. 

"Graduates can go into CMX editing rooms, video studios, ad 

agencies, even the networks. When ABC hires for the Olympics, I 

can have people go out there who have had 160 hours of trouble- 
shooting. You'll notice I haven't even mentioned the word'record- 
ing studio.' 

"We have a unit called 'Audio /Visual Production.' We have a 

library of 1,000 slides of the place, and they pick out a hundred, 
beep them, write a narration, put effects on, and then at the end of 
the week call me in for a slide show. Now they've got themselves a 

business - any of them can go out there and set up shop doing 
this." 

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the School for Audio Arts 
is the obligation it feels towards its students in realizing the benefits 
of their investment. Not surprisingly, the School uses the technol- 
ogy at hand to help its students find work. In a 25 -hour unit called 
"Self- Marketing and Job Search," students go through a mock 
interview, with a video camera pointing over the interviewer's 
shoulder. 

"The student sometimes comes out of that very disturbed," says 
Hirsch. " 'That really can't be me!' But the instructor can point to 
the tape and say, 'Yeah, that's you with the hunched -over 
shoulders and the apologetic attitude. l know you're the best mixer 
in the class, but you have to show that you know it - you have to 
show a little self- assurance.' We have a responsibility to improve 
their image, so we take a lot of time with that." 

That responsibility continues after the student has graduated - 
the school offers a lifetime placement service for anyone who 
finishes any of the programs. Although as of this writing the audio 
division has yet to graduate its first class, and it is therefore impos- 
sible to determine its track record, Hirsch is quite confident about 
his students' prospects. For one thing, the older divisions fo the 
school boast a placement rate in excess of 80%. Harry Hirsch 
expects, with good reason it would seem, his division to do at least 
as well. ODD 

UNCOMPROMISING 
WIRELESS 
MICROPHONES 
Finally. you can choose a wireless mic to fit the appli- 
cation. The Telex WHM -300, the electret wireless 
transmitter mic for uncompromising speech 
clarity. Or a Telex WHM -400 dynamic wire- 
less transmitting mic for vocal entertain- 
ment with rich, full bodied audio quality. , 

Both elegantly tapered and without 
trailing antenna wires. Or select 
the miniature electret WLM -100 
lavalier mic (or any standard ' 
dynamic mic) with our belt- 4 ' 

pack transmitter. 

Combined with the superb 
Telex dual diversity* FM 
receiver, you'll have a 

wireless system that is 
as good as any hard 
wired mic, and at a 
reasonable price. 
Write us today for 
full details. 
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RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

RECORDING 
THE 

STRING 

151://(14 

by Robert Carr 

Ever since the advent of electric 
keyboard instruments, players 
and design and recording engi- 

neers have collaborated to reproduce 
electronically the sound of a violin. 
From those earliest attempts came so- 
called "string machines" that have 
been described as faithful representa- 
tions of fingernails scratching a black- 
board. (That's one of the nicer critiques.) 
During the years that followed, of 
course, sophisticated analog techniques 
and, most recently, digital sampling 
methods have afforded musicians the 
ability to emulate the sounds of entire 
string sections with uncanny accuracy, 
for leisurely dubbing on to low- budget, 
multitrack extravaganzas. 

Yet despite all these spectacular 
advancements, one aspect remains con- 
spicuously absent: the life force or 
energy or stirring inspiration - call it 
what you will - that even a mediocre 
symphonic presentation is capable of 
generating and transmitting. Sadly, the 
economics of music production is slowly 
eliminating the feasibility of hiring and 
recording large sections of players for 
album, broadcast, and feature -film pro- 
jects. Along with this persistent nurtur- 
ing of "the bottom line" comes, perhaps, 
the inevitable extinction, or at least 
diminishing, of the art of orchestral 
recording. 

Ironically, the acceptance of the syn- 
thesizer as a monetary savior has, in 
some cases, backfired. 

"There are so many dates where the 
synth player spends a lot of time in the 
studio trying to get a sound or figure out 
a part," says veteran engineer Armin 
Steiner, who presently handles all TV 
and film recording at 20th Century Fox 
studios in Century City, California, and 
specializes in string sweetening for 
record dates. "We could actually bring 
in a great arranger, have him and a 
small orchestra lay down all the parts in 
R -e /p 68 October 1983 

about three hours, and end up with 
approximately the same costs as using a 
synthesizer for two days!" 

Granted, this may not be a usual 
situation; most of the time hiring a syn- 
thesist saves money. But, when quality 
is necessary, nothing compares with the 
textures and versatility of real strings. 
Television orchestrator /composer Ste- 
phen Taylor describes them via an 
analogy with color. "No matter how you 
write for strings, and what range you 

As a member of the scoring team working 
with Mike Post and Pete Carpenter, Ste- 
phen Taylor's musical compositions and 
orchestrations appear regularly on several 
major television series, including Greatest 
American Hero, Magnum PI, The A Team, 
and Rolling Thunder, as well as a number of 
shows not affiliated with Post/Carpenter, 
such as The Incredible Hulk, Father Mur- 
phey, Faenes, and Thundarr. This Stanford 
University graduate's piece, The Sugmad is 

Dreaming, was commissioned and recently 
performed by the Pasadena Chamber Sym- 
phony as an overture for its 1983 season. 

put them in," he offers, "their sound is a 
lot more transparent than any other 
orchestral group, being sort of a pastel 
kind of charcoal, rather than a bold line 
in acrylic. You really can't make violins 
thick like a horn part, even if you write a 
unison line for 40 violins. You get just a 
full section sound. The only exception I 
can think of would be to mike the 
instrument like [violin virtuoso] Jean 
Luc Ponty, for a cutting edge and more 
scratch of the bow." 

Taylor goes on to explain that a string 
accompaniment for a lead vocal written 
to comprise first and second violins, vio- 
las, and celli actually may be quite com- 
plex, with each section playing an 
active moving line, much like a Bach 
Chorale. "That would look pretty dense 
on the score. Yet you'd get a very lush, 
fat string texture where you could pick 
out each part, and the vocal or lead 
instrument would stand out against 
that flowing background. If you tried 
that type of writing with brass instead 
of strings, the accompaniment would 
sound busy and awkward, and probably 
obscure the lead line." 

All of which might explain why live 
strings appear to be so difficult to blend 
with the music of a rock group. The loud, 
driving sounds of electric bass, drums, 
and guitars are all quite opaque, and 
tend to mask the thinner, more delicate 
textures of legitimate acoustic instru- 
ments. Armin Steiner has discovered 
that larger sections are most desirable 
for a rock or commercial pop date, 
"because you don't have to use as much 
to get the impact. A smaller string sec- 
tion yields a thinner sound that doesn't 
lend itself to 'wrapping around' the 
rhythm section. The tendency is to boost 
the level, which doesn't sound big 
enough to compete. A full orchestra pro- 
vides that sonority and fullness, so you 
can back the amplified rhythm section 
into the track for a better result." 

Stephen Taylor offers a suggestion for 
double tracking that may create the 
audible illusion of a large section, rather 
than simply recording the same part 
twice. For the sake of this example, sup- 
pose the session comprises six violins, 
two violas, and two celli. Record the first 
pass as written, and pan those to the 
left. Before doing the second pass, how- 
ever, change the parts slightly. Don't 
necessarily change the notes, he 
stresses, but throw in a grace note [short 
introductory note before the main note] 
here and there for the violin; add two or 
three pick -up notes to a phrase for the 
viola; or every once in a while write a 
passing eighth note into a phrase of 
quarter notes that is a little lower or 
higher than the rest of the line. A few 
modifications of this kind throughout 
the section parts paints the illusion of 
more string players when panned to the 
right in the overall track. 

"The two parts lock together like two 
hands might," Taylor says. "For the 
most part, you hear the doubling as you 
would if you had done two identical 
passes. But there is just enough varia- 
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FILM SCORING SESSIONS 
Danny Wallin's Wide Range of Experience 

Drawing on his years of experience in the recording 
business, concentrating primarily on large ensemble 
scores for feature films, Danny Wallin helped redesign 
the Record Plant Studio M scoring stage located on the 
Paramount lot in Hollywood, California. [See the 
October 1982 issue of R -e /p, "Design and Construction 
of Film Scoring Stage," page 128, and "Microphone and 
Recording Techniques for Film Scoring," page 134, for 
an in -depth coverage on his recording philosophy - 
Ed.] Wallin's list of scoring credits appear to include 
practically every major motion picture that has hit the 
silver screen in recent years: Star Trek II, Rocky III, Annie, Trading Places, Dr. Detroit, 
Altered States, Pinion's Rainbow, Deliverance; the list goes on and on. 

Room Design and Layout 
"I had Helmholtz resonators and a tunable louver system [or series of rotatable wooden 

slats] installed around the room to control the amount of vibrations in certain frequency 
ranges," Wallin recalls. "What you hear now is really the upper midrange, which I think is 

the 'speaking range' of most instruments. I was trying to make an environment that 
sounded live without having [an] excessive reverb time. In this room it's very short - about 
half a second; that's enough. When you stand in there, it sounds really live. It's just a matter 
of very little long -term leakage. 

"The players can hear pretty well. Once in a while they'll complain if the distance from 
side to side is too great. But the way it is tuned now, the room itself is contributing very few 
secondary reflections. Standing waves are minimal, and you hear a lot of direct sound. The 
room is great for quick passages, and 'speaks' well for the microphones. 

"Because the room has so much presence, it sounds symphonic with just one M -S mike 
placed above the conductor's head, picking up correctly what he is hearing. But that 
doesn't give the impression of a 'Hall.' I have acoustic chambers [available] for reverb, but 
for more live sounds, I've planned another treatment to the room. The upper section of the 
studio, which is all draped with velour, will house panels that are 21 feet wide, with small 
wooden wedges on one side and, on the other, material that is absorptive in the upper 
midrange and high -end. Those panels will be located on tracks, and rotatable for tuning to 
provide basically the same flexibility I get with the louvers. 

"Then I'll place another ambient mike [a Calrec Soundfield microphone with multiple 
directional patterns, but left primarily in the M -S mode] way up near the ceiling, and about 
15 feet forward of the conductor's head to read just those panels. That, added in with the 
other ambient mike, should give me the 'Hall' sound. One microphone is reading the actual 
orchestra, while the other is reading the upper room." 

Section Miking 
In addition, Wallin mikes all the sections. Although the microphone selections stay 

relatively the same from one session to another [see diagram below], the mike positions 
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tion in the melodic lines to sense the 
difference between the right and left 
channels." 

String Family of Instruments 
Several articles ago in this continuing 

series on miking techniques we focused 
on acoustic and electric guitar. The orig- 
inal intent then, as it has remained to 
one degree or another during the course 
of this series, was to convey an overall 
view of certain instrument families. 
Never can it be repeated enough: record- 
ing is more than just placing a micro- 
phone somewhere, and turning on the 
tape machine. Sound starts with the 
instrument itself, and understanding 
the principles and idiosyncracies of how 
that musical device operates is one of 
the keys to unlocking the mysteries of 
making a good master recording. 

In addition, a little knowledge maybe 
invested as a conversation opener with 
musicians to whom you otherwise might 
not speak. Those players know how 
their instruments should sound; they're 
experts and are able to provide you with 
insights that probably can make your 
tapes sound better. 

For a more in -depth study of stringed 
instruments, again I recommend the 
hook reprinted by Scientific American, 
entitled "The Physics of Music," and 
which contains detailed drawings and 
explanations about the violin (compari- 
sons to the viola, cello and double bass, 
too), and the concept of vibrating 
strings in general. For the time being, a 
few pertinent facts should be noted in 
order to provide a brief familiarization 
with this traditional orchestral family. 

According to David Rivinus, one of 
the principals of Metzler and Rivinus 
Violins in Glendale, California, the 
basic design of the violin, viola and cello 

David Rivinus began his training with a 

local violin maker in Indianapolis, Indiana, by 
the name of Thomas Smith. After two years 
of learning the basics, Rivinus headed for 
Los Angeles to apprentice with internation- 
ally recognized instrument builder Hans 
Weisshaar, where he spent four years learn- 
ing his craft. Since then, with a fellow 
apprentice, Thomas Metzler, Rivinus has 
opened up his own shop named, approp- 
riately, Metzler and Rivinus, in Glendale, 
California. Currently, their clients include 
members of the major symphony orches- 
tras, and recording -session ensembles 
based in the Los Angeles area. 



"I prefer Apollo Master blanks 
for my most critical work:' 

Vladimir Meller 
Custom Mastering Engineer 
Columbia Records Mastering Studios. 
New funk City. 

I believe they give as quiet a cut 
as you can get through conven- 
tional mastering" 

"The Apollo has all the pluses 
mastering engineers look for." 
We designed into the Apollo lacquer all the ka- 
tures the mastering engineers have been asking 
tor: better flatness. less noise. clean cutting. 
longer stylus life. better unitlonnity and consis- 
tence. Ultimately. the Apollo results in better 
records. 

"Absolutely flat" 
All aluminum blanks used for the Apollo are 
micropolished using a process originally devel- 
oped for magnetic computer disks. This multi- 
step process resurfaces the aluminum blanks and 
creates a line finish. free from defects and with 
an improved flatness. 

"Free of ticks and pops" 
Our elaborate lacquer manufacturing process 
insures that all particles and gels which could 
cause cutting problems are removed. Moreover. 
the new formulation resists lacquer buildup on 
the stylus. thus reducing groove wall scoring and 
loose dehris in the groove. which contribute to 
ticks and pops. 

"Least abrasion" 
The unique Apollo formulation reduces the cut- 
ting friction ss hen contacted by the heated 
stylus. This results in lower abrasion. thus 
extending the sty lus lite. And, of course. the for- 
mulation does not use any abrasis a ingredients in 
the first place. 

"Very consistent from batch to batch:' 
The excellent consistency of the Apollo 
lacquer masters is the result of complet 
control we have user the critical ray, 
materials and the blending of the 
formulation. In addition. the 
extensive process and quality 
control methods assure the 
maintenance of tight 
manufacturing toler- 
ances. 

We've Mastered the Master. 

APOLO 
Master Audiodisc. 

=MA. 
MIA 
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SYNCO seriesB 
Shopping for a Desk these days can be a chancy 

business. Limited budgets all too often mean limited 
equipment, limited performance - and limited 
potential for future expansion. It's a story that many 
smaller studios know to their cost. 

Enter the SYNCON Series B- a mixer of 
unrivalled flexibility, designed by AHB to grow with 
your studio but with a minimum upfront capital 
outlay. 

The in -line modular concept of the SYNCON B 
means that you can start with a basic 8 or 16 track 
configuration and, without factory modification, 
expand to a 44 input, fullyautomated console with 
patchbay. And even the patchbay is totally modular- 
totally expandable. 

For more than 10 years AIM has earned the 
confidence of the World's audio fraternity. With the 
SYNCON Series B we have proved that it is possible 
to build a low -cost desk with a performance equal to 
one twice its price. With a sound -handling capability 
unmatched in the price range. 

So we can confidently claim that the Series B 
represents one of the best deals going in today's 
market. 

AHB 
ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL LTC 

Aller & Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd. 
Five -,onnair Road 
Orange 
Connec=icut 06477 
USA 
Tel: 203) 795 -3594 



essentially is the same, with the excep- 
tion of a few proportional differences. 
(And a check with technician John 
Peterson at World of Strings, located in 
Long Beach, CA, confirmed that the 
double -bass construction may be 
included in this comparison.) Because of 
these similarities, discussing one of the 
family - i.e. the violin - will provide a 
suitable reference for grasping the 
mechanics of the rest. 

All four body shapes are natural, effi- 
cient amplifiers that radiate the major- 
ity of their sound from the f -holes in the 
front face. Rivinus points out the violin 
is a relatively small instrument in rela- 
tion to the amount of sound a well - 
constructed specimen can produce. 
(Theoretically, the viola, cello, and bass 
all should be proportionally larger than 
their actual sizes to support their rela- 
tive frequency ranges, according to 
"The Physics of Music. ") Responsible 
for this phenomenon are two devices 
incorporated into every stringed 
instrument: a bass bar; and a sound - 
post. 

The bass bar is a moustache -shaped 
piece of wood glued to the underside of 
the violin top, and running lengthwise 
just below the bridge foot that supports 
the lowest string. "It's function is to 
coordinate the vibrations of the belly of 
the instrument, and to enhance the bass 
response," says Rivinus. "Without this 
bar, the low frequencies would be thin, 
soft, and airy." 

The sound post, essentially a spruce 
dowel, is friction -fitted between the top 
and bottom faces of the instrument, and 
sits just behind the bridge foot that sup- 
ports the highest string. Because the 
dowel is literally wedged between the 
two faces, a violin maker can reposition 
it when necessary to adjust the qualities 
of the instrument. "The post transmits 
sound from the top to the back plate," 
Rivinus explains. "The idea is to coor- 
dinate the two plates and make the body 
vibrate as a unit, instead of as a whole 
bunch of independent membranes. The 
instrument then puts out the optimum 
amount of sound." 

"A curious phenomenon about the 
violin is that, close up, it may not sound 
very loud at all," Rivinus continues. 
"But a well- constructed instrument 
appears as loud, and sometimes louder, 
in the back of a huge auditorium, as it 
does under the player's ear. That's one 
of the reasons why many antique 
instruments, such as those manufac- 
tured by Antonio Stradivarius, are so 
sought after. You may barely hear a 
lesser -quality violin, but a 'Strad' 
sounds tremendously loud, even in the 
back of a huge hall, like the Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion [Los Angeles]. There 
are several clues and theories about why 
that occurs, but no one really knows for 
sure." 

Although there presently exists no 
conclusive and tangible parameters 
that may be copied to reconstruct such a 
design today, quality is not limited to 
the hand -mades of yesteryear. Rivinus - continued on page 76 .. . 

FILM SCORING SESSIONS -continued... 
change to eliminate intermodulation problems whenever the sections change. "That's the 
secret to string miking - eliminating the intermodulation on the high -end of the strings. 
Those are the beats in the higher frequency range that actually hurt the ears. The miking 
I've been using has been correct for picking up the sounds, but there was still something 
that wasn't right. Then I discovered that by moving the string players slightly apart by about 
6 inches to 1 foot, I could get rid of the intermodulation, and that solved the problem. 
[Wallin also is well known for his fondness of tube condenser mikes, including the ubiqui- 
tous Neumann U67 - Ed.] 

"If you notice, there are very few baffles between sections - just a couple of three - 
footers. Those separate the strings from the brass and woodwinds for dubbing purposes, 
because we're going direct to [35mm] Mag. But there are no baffles at all among the strings, 
and it sounds very open. For a classical sound, there are never any baffles in the room at all. 

"On those occasions when you want to mix together the classical scoring sound and the 
up -to -date rhythm /keyboard sound, you have to use some baffles. You can still get the nice 
open string sound, while you eliminate the cross leakage that is characteristic of the 
symphonic approach. The brass can creep into the strings a little, but you keep that real 
clean rhythm sound that everybody likes." 

Rock Session versus Film Scores 
"I would cut the strings and rhythm section at the same time for a rock date," Wallin 

offers, "but I wouldn't change my miking technique at all. Basically, I'd keep the same 
approach that I'd use for a big symphony. That's the best way to record string sections. 

"If the players wanted a hotter string sound, I may tighten up the miking. But if you don't 
have the intermodulation, the sound is really hot already - if you want it to be. Intermodu- 
lation means you're getting cancellation, and without that cleanness the overall sound is 
kind of 'shaggy' and weak, and doesn't cut as much. I don't say the closer miking is wrong, 
it's just what I like to hear, and what works for me for that hot kind of string sound. 

"If you have 30 strings, and you mike them really close, you're hearing individual strings, 
not the harmonics of 30 strings. Then again, 20 to 30 players is a small section. We usually 
work with 60 to 80 pieces most of the time - 60 strings, 12 woodwinds, so on. For a small 
string section though, I try to keep the players all to one side of the studio. They can hear 
each other better that way, rather than being spread from wall to wall. 

"Feature films and records are all recorded on 24- track, so we can do whatever we want 

PLAN ThE 
FUTURE SUCCESS 
OF YOUR SWAZI 

STARTING AZ SHE 
BOTTOM UWL. 

Ftl r-Th 

D 

We realize you don't decide to buy a console today and 
purchase it tomorrow. That kind of major decision requires 
planning and research. Your console may need updating 
and modifying. You may want to trade your console for one 
that better fits your needs. We've got a line on those hard to 
find consoles. 

Give us a call. We'll listen to what you want and find it for 
you. At the ight price ... and that's the bottom line. 

TOM SEMMES 
ASSOC IATES 

1035 Oraughon Avenue Box 40108 
Nashville. Tennessee 37204 

(6151 292-8130 
Telex 786569 TOM SEMMES NAS 
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Performance Beyond 
Specifications 

When we set out to de- 
velop the industry's most 
advanced line of stage mi- 
crophones, we insisted that 
every mic be able to stand 
up to brutal spl's without 
distorting or changing tonal 
characteristics. We demand- 
ed the same ruggedness and 
reliability that have made 
Fender famous. And we 
wanted every microphone to 
sound better than the popu- 
lar competitors in its class - plus deliver unbeatable 
value to boot. 

After thousands of 
hours of critical testing and 
refinement, we're satisfied 
that we've achieved our goals. 
D -Series Dynamics 

Designed with singers 
in mind, the D- Series mics 
feature the special warmth 
and presence of a fine dy- 
namic, with carefully con- 
trolled directionality that 
minimizes leakage and feed- 
back. Smooth off -axis re- 
sponse and effective shock 
mounting and blast filtering 
make them shine in hand- 
held applications. 
P- Series Condensers 

A microphone break- 
through that combines the 
ruggedness and high spl tol- 
erance of a well -designed 
dynamic mic with the pre- 
cise, wide -range response 
and open, uncolored sound 
of a condenser. Among the 
select few studio - quality 
mics that can stand up to 
the rigors of the road. 
M -1 Miniature System 

A whole new approach 
to microphony. The finger- 
tip -sized condenser element 
combines ruler -flat response 
with ultra -high spl capability 
to handle the most difficult 
tasks. A wide range of op- 
tional accessories extend 
the M -1's versatility. 

D -1 Dynamic Microphone 
The exciting new D -1 

directly challenges the most 
popular vocal mics on the 
road today -and emerges 
the clear winner in price/ 
performance comparisons. 
Features a well - behaved 
cardioid pickup pattern, 
smooth off- axis response, 
and superior shock mount- 
ing -plus the presence lift 
and bass proximity effect that 
enhance vocal reproduction. 
$70 (suggested retail). 

Typical Frequency Response 
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Fender Microphones 

1m/ 
D -2 Dynamic Microphone 

The satisfying heft of 
the D -2's satin gunmetal 
case and the smooth, seduc- 
tive sound it lends to vocals 
place it a step above other 
dynamic mics. Its low har- 
monic distortion and high 
spl capability tell part of the 
story -but specs alone 
can't convey the D -2s nat- 
ural, well -Balanced, excep- 
tionally musical sound 
quality. S137 (suggested 
retail). 

Typical Frequency Response 
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D -3 Slim -Line Dynamic 
Finally, a great per- 

formance unit designed spe- 
cifically for the smaller 
hand -with an elegant, 
slimmed -down case and a 
response curve that's care- 
fully shaped for warmth 
and smoothness. And the 
thin profile doesn't sacrifice 
directional characteristics or 
ruggedness. A stunning 
new combination of great 
looks, sound, and value. 
$149 (suggested retail). 

Typical Frequency Response 
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The Truth Comes Out. 

P -1 Condenser Microphone 
This superbly accurate, 

multi -purpose uric uses 
Fender's breakthrough tech- 
nology in permanently 
charged condensers. It can 
reproduce blistering sound 
levels of over 150 dB with- 
out overload. Four switch - 
selectable response options 
allow tailoring of frequency 
response for virtually any 
application. External phan- 
tom or battery powered. 
$220 (suggested retail). 

Typical Frequency Response 

.111 

Y I .. '_ 
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P -2 Condenser Microphone 
With the same ad- 

vanced element technology 
as the P -1, this economical 
mic offers much of the same 
great performance. Consis- 
tent on- and off -axis sound 
and amazing ruggedness 
make it an unbeatable all - 
around stage mic with stu- 
dio- quality sound. Like the 
P -2, the P -1 is covered by 
Fender's 1 -year Road 
Hazard" warranty. $99 
(suggested retail). 

Typical Frequency Response 
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M -1 Miniature Condenser 
Microphone System 

A brilliant bit of Fender 
applications engineering 
that opens the door to a 
whole range of innovative 
microphone techniques. The 
high- performance cardioid 

you the freedom to get as 
close as you like to any 
sound source. Special, op- 
tional application kits let 
you mount the M -1 to a 
drum stand, an acoustic 
guitar, a headset or eyeglass 
frame. The possibilities are 
limited only by your imag- 
ination! $175.00 (suggested 
retail). Accessory mounting 
kits are priced separately. 
Road Hazard" 
Protection 

No matter how careful 
you are, your stage mics 
are eventually going to get 
dropped, humped, and gen- 
erally knocked around. Be- 
cause "real world" mics 
can't afford to be fragile, 
Fender backs all D- Series 
and P- Series models with 
our 1 -year Road Hazard 
warranty. (See your dealer 

for a copy of the complete 
warranty.) It says that if 

condenser pickup fits vir- 
tually anywhere. The M -1 

features a pocket -sized pre - 
amp box that's packed full of 
features. Its notch filter 
(tunable from 50 to 320 Hz) 
increases gain before feed - 
hack at least 6dB in acoustic 
guitar applications. There's 
also a music/voice switch 
for reducing breath blast 
and excessive proximity ef- 
fect. The M -1 is able to 
withstand an incredible 
150 + dB spl. This gives 

Typical Frequency Response 
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the microphone fails to op- 
erate for any reason, Fender 
will repair or replace it at 
no charge. 

You can see and hear 
our exciting new line of 
stage mics now at your 
Fender Pro Sound dealer. 

T H E 

S O U N D 
T H A T 

C R E A T E S 

L E G E N D S 
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... continued from page 73 - 
stresses that "well -made contemporary 
instruments are also capable of produc- 
ing the same results." 

String Selection 
Of primary concern to the recording 

engineer are those factors which alter 
the sound of a musical instrument. Of 
course, the same playing techniques 
utilized by guitar and electric bass play- 
ers apply - specifically where on the 
string the music is played; how and how 
hard the string is set in motion; and so 
on. But certainly the type of strings 
employed by the various players yield 
totally different sets of tonal character - 
'sties. According to David Rivinus, who 
)ffers the following encapsulated over- 

view, currently available and in use are 
three varieties of strings, each com- 
posed of a core tightly wrapped with a 
second material. The earliest strings 
were made of gut, a product of sheep's 
intestine, which was carefully treated, 
worked down to a certain diameter, and 
stretched on the instrument. Although 
they were extremely responsive to the 
player's touch, and produced a sweet 
sound, they also were unstable in vary- 
ing environments, and broke easily. 
Plain gut strings still may he found on 
occasion, but gut wrapped in silver or 
aluminum stabilizes the negative reac- 
tions, and adds a bit of power, while 
reducing the responsiveness. 

Steel -core strings were introduced in 

FILM SCORING SESSIONS - continued .. . 

to them later. But in film the final mix usually goes to [35mm] three tracks. The [film mixing] 
dubbers want all the strings on one [track], brass and woodwinds on another, and the 
keyboards and percussion in the center. If the picture is [being released] in stereo, then I 

prepare a stereo mix, just as I would for a record date: strings stereo left and right." 

Synthesized and Real Strings 
"For a record date, we record the synth and strings at two separate sessions," he 

explains. "We usually do everything at once for film. We just mix the live and the 
synthesized parts together for whatever blend we want. No problem. 

"We don't do much double tracking, because if you double track at a film date you have 
to pay the musicians for another session. You might as well bring in the people to do all the 
parts at once. Record sessions are a different story; double tracking happens all the time. If 

you have the strings miked with no intermodulation, they sound very big and full. The IM 
that is normally present won't hurt the other tracks, but within the string tracks themselves 
the problem might add up. I know that every time you go down another generation, the 
intermodulation seems to get worse." o 

the 19th Century, followed recently by a 
petroleum distillate -type called Perlon. 
The steel core surrounded by a second 
steel alloy (like a piano string) is depen- 
dably stable, and produces an extremely 
loud and powerful sound. The obvious 
disadvantage is the often harsh and 
brassy qualities inherent to metal corn - 
ponents. For that reason, many profes- 
sional players choose steel for use only 
as a high string. The Russian school of 
playing, however, is the one exception, 
because they are looking for a more 
'aggressive' sound. 

The Perlon core, wrapped in silver or 
aluminum, has a tendency to produce a 
sound closer to gut, Rivinus concedes, 
yet without the annoying disadvantage. 
The sweetness of sound is preferred by 
most players. 

The Concertmaster's Role 
The problem of coordinating large 

numbers of musicians is not new. And, 
as with most recurring events, necessity 
has established a hierarchy that at least 
should be addressed and, for the wise 
engineer, can be used to advantage. The 
roles of the composer and conductor are 
self- explanatory, and need not be consi- 
dered. The concertmaster's purpose, 
however, tends to be misunderstood or 
understated, and such confusion could 
possibly lead to embarrassing or con- 
flicting situations. 

The person sitting in the "first chair," 
according to Los Angeles concertmaster 

MARSHALL ANNOUNCES 
THE INTRODUCTION OF THREE NEW 

PRODUCTS AT THE N.Y. A.E.S. 
MARSHALL 
MEMORY - 

MODULATOR 
This new Totally Program- 

mable addition to the Marshall 
line offers the full 70 to 1 modula- 
tion depth that we are known for, 
and the widest spectrum of 
effects offered by any delay pro- 
cessor. 

A new concept in front panel 
design incorporating radical 
fluorescent english speaking dis- 
plays and instant access offers 
maximum power with NO con- 
fusion or false knob settings. 

True tape automation and 
dynamic program loading are 
also featured; at a price that will 
please you. 

SAINTSOFT 
CAD -DRAFT 
This product is based on a new 

concept in computer aided 
DRAFTING. High speed tem- 
plate based drafting (typically 20 
times faster than conventional 
CADs) is supported for rapid 
drafting of schematics, metal- 
work, studio design and other 
types of drawings. 

There is no need to learn any 
computer terminology: the sys- 
tem operates as the perfect elec- 
tronic drafting table, with cus- 
tom intelligent templates avail- 
able for all related audio and 
studio production applications. 
The price is another technologi- 
cal breakthrough. 

QUANTEC 
ROOM 

SIMULATOR 
'l'he product that all of Europe 

is talking about is now available 
in the U.S. Totally serviced and 
supported by Marshall, the QRS 
offers amazingly real acoustic 
room simulation, with the high- 
est audio quality. 

There is never any need to 
modify or compromise a pro- 
gram that you want to use 
because of unwanted transient 
artifacts as with conventional 
digital reverbs. This device 
builds Rooms that you can 
FEEL, and that you can use for 
ANY material. 

See all this at booth #440 at the N.Y. A.E.S. 
Also see New Products section in this isssue 

MARSHALL ELECT RONIC, 1205 YORK RD. SUITE 14, LUI HERVILLE, MD. 21093 USA (301) 4134 -2220 
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The 11RC1 power amplifiers are 
designed to extend UREI quality from our 
low Ievd signal processing all the way 
through toour exclusive Time Align 
studio nx>r itors. 

Careful evaluation The New UREI of competitive power 
amplifiers indicates 

Power Amplifiers that while in some 
cases adequate relia- 
bility has been 

achieved, Ludible performance isoften 
marginal. 

The UREI 6000 Series amplifiers offer 
the knowledgeable professional tie relia- 
bility he demands and the sound duality 
he deserve. 

Exceptionally large power supplies and 
exceedingly high speed, high curent cir- 
cuitry combine to produce low -end 
punch and high -end sparkle which is 
unexcelled in professional power amps. 
Moderate ese of negative feedback results 
in fast recovery from transient overloads 
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TELEVISION AND FILM DATES 
Mickey Crofford's Miking Techniques 

Mickey Crofford started engineering around 1950 in 
New York, where he worked for Westminster Records 
and RCA. His move to RCA on the West Coast came 
about 17 years ago, where he continued with record 
dates, but soon branched into recording for TV. A stint 
with John Denver Associates followed, until six years 
ago when he moved to Universal Studios' Sound Stage 
10 in Los Angeles. Since then Crofford has worked 
primarily on television shows such as The A Team, 
Magnum PI, Quincy, Knight Rider, and Greatest Amer- 
ican Hero, as well as films like Pyscho II and Masada. 

Room Design 
Sound Stage 10 is patterned after the old (now closed down) RCA scoring stage i 

Hollywood, measuring 25 feet high, 75 feet wide, and 40 feet long, with sound insulation al 
the way around the perimeter. The temperature is strictly controlled, and remains consist- 
ent from one session to the next. Although the dimensions are quite large in terms o 
recording space, Crofford feels that the room is pretty dead, even though it may not soun 
that way. "Most of the big orchestral leaders, like Jerry Goldsmith, think it's too dead," h 

Overhead microphone layout for violin section (left), and cork tiles placed below viola and bass to 
rotect floc r. 
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Sidney Sharp, functions as liaison 
between the conductor and the string 
players. He tries to make the string sec- 
tions conform to the musical intent of 
the conductor or composer, by defining 
fingerings and bowing movements. He 
conducts the orchestra, sometimes a 
section at a time, while the conductor 
evaluates the levels and tones in the 
control room. And finally, the concert- 
master plays any violin solos, should 
the need to play one arise. 

"The soloist is not necessarily iso- 
lated from the rest of the orchestra, 
Sharp says. "Often I remain where I 

normally would sit, and the rest of the 
orchestra plays softer. On occasion, I 
simply stand at the right time and play 
into a microphone that the engineer has 
set up for that moment." 

"I usually like to go into the control 
room during playback," he continues. 
"If the strings don't sound right, I'll 
make a suggestion - either the mike is 
too far away, too close, or whatever. 
That way I can work on a blend for the 
section, too." 

Cueing System 
Generally, most string musicians 

prefer to avoid the use of foldback head- 
phones if at all possible. For a sym- 
phonic set -up, where no contemporary 
rhythm section is present, baffles can be 
eliminated. The conductor then bal- 
ances the orchestra within itself, and 
everyone hears the other sections just as 
though the session was a live per- 
formance. 

But you'll find that certain types of 
string dates dictate the use of head- 
phones by the players. Something like 

After graduating from the Curtis Institute of 
Music in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Sid 
Sharp joined the Philadelphia Symphony 
Orchestra, just long enough to gain suffi- 
cient performance experience. Relocating to 
Hollywood proved to be the right move, 
because he soon became a member of the 
LA Philharmonic at the Hollywood Bowl for 
Stukowski in 1946, and concertmaster in 
1947. The next year, Sharp decided to enter 
the world of commercial recording, and 
signed a contract with Paramount Studios 
for a couple of years. Since leaving the stu- 
dio, he has been an independent contractor 
acting as concertmaster for the majority of 
string sessions in that town. 
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TELEVISION AND FILM DATES - continued ... 
says, "but they get used to it. Most of the time they don't have the luxury of casting a room 
for a particular sound. The film company usually wants them to use the company facility for 
recording, unless they have a contractual agreement to go where they want, which is very 
rare." 

Because the studio is producing regular series for weekly television broadcast, the 
composers, conductors, arrangers, and musicians generally stay the same for the entire 
year. "If the director changes, he usually brings in a new conductor, and the players stay the 
same every week unless the conductor has the liberty to pick and choose his sections when 
those people are available. [Players are contracted only on a per- session basis.] That all 
makes my job easier, because I get to know how everybody plays, and what the people 
want." ... continued overleaf - 
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an overdub session would require a cue 
send so the players know whether or not 
they are in sync with the pre -recorded 
tracks. 

Producers schedule all the music for 
television dates for one session, with 
drums, electric bass, guitars, etc. shar- 
ing the studio with more traditional 
acoustic instruments. In these instan- 
ces, gobos between each section may be 
essential to preserve some semblance of 
isolation for later dubbing. 

"I prefer to hear and blend with the 
other players as we're recording, and 
then depend on the conductor for direc- 
tion." Sharp says. "But isolating the 
sections for TV dates makes it hard to 
hear the other musicians. Then we need 
the cue system. Speaking for myself, I 
like the headphones with just one side, 
so I can hear the rest of the orchestra 
with one ear, and the people in the sec- 
tion with the open ear. Intonation is so 
important, and that's one way to ensure 
that I can adjust." 

Miking Suggestions 
Miking suggestions from the three 

engineers interviewed for this article 
have been abstracted into separate, 
accompanying sidebars for easy refer- 
ence. Each stressed that these are 
simply examples, and by no means con- 
stitute absolute solutions. The recom- 
mended placements simply happened to 
work at that specific date, or they usu- 
ally work as starting points for most 
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standard applications. The watchword 
here: Experiment. 

a* 
To many recording engineers, the 

considerations discussed in this article 
may appear unnecessary, or simply a 
hassle. Certainly with the current trend 
toward digital drum machines and syn- 
thesizers, working one -on -one with a 
player who is playing a direct -inject 
keyboard next to the console, seems the 
easiest way to go. But keep in mind that 
trends change rapidly. And only those 
who are well- rounded and prepared to 
adapt to fickle public preference will 
inevitably survive in the audio 
profession. 

Of course, the argument arises that 
relatively few studios have the facilities 
to host a large orchestra, or even have 
access to that many musicians, either 
because of budget restraints, or simply 
lack of competent players. But the opin- 
ions, concepts, and techniques offered 
herein may be applied to live location 
dates, which occur regularly in most 
average -sized cities. In fact, with the 
right pre -planning, the industrious pro- 
ducer /engineer can schedule an over- 
dub session on- location after a normal 
performance, and add those parts to the 
pre -recorded tracks back in the studio. 

String dates may never become an 
everyday occurrence, but neither do 
they need become the rare exception. At 
least I hope not. 

TELEVISION AND FILM DATES 
Microphone Selection and Placement 

Crofford also has the luxury of leaving the microphones pretty much in one place. "The 
mike choices and positions remain about the same. [See diagram below for mike selections 
and room layout.] Usually, when we have violas, they'll sit right next to the celli, and the 
basses go in the back. We've got cork pads under each of those players - not so much to 
isolate them from the floor, but to protect the floor against the stands that come out of the 
bottom of the instruments. The woodwinds are located toward the back left of the room, 
while the brass are closer to the center, with the horns in the last row, trombones in front of 
them, and trumpets in the first row." 

- continued .. . 

TV Sound Techniques versus Feature Film 
Although the positions and mike choices remain about the same, the exact distance from 

the instruments vary depending on the eventual medium for which the session is being 
recorded. "We don't mike close for a feature, unless it's a specific sound that the producer 
wants," Crofford says. "The sections are usually larger - 24 to 28 violins, 10 violas, 10 celli, 
and six basses. We'll retain a full complement of mikes - the same number for a 

closer -miked TV date - but raise them all up into the air to about 10 feet from the floor. 
"Theaters play soundtracks much louder, so we need a 'bigger' sound. TV, on the other 

hand, is a tiny 'speaker, which requires that we treat everything pretty close. The closer 
you get to the instruments, the brighter the sound gets. By pulling away from the players, 
the instruments blend more, and create a fuller, 'lusher' sound." 

Track Assignments 
"In most cases we go direct to 35mm Mag, because we're always in a hurry," he 

continues. "The tracks are usually dubbed [remixed, and combined with other sound 
elements] the next day, and the show is on that night, or the next day. We have to do the 
final mix the first time through. Features, on the other hand, give us the opportunity to run 
24 -track and Mag at the same time, just in case the soundtrack is going to be released as an 
album. Then we remix at a later date. 

"We have space on the board for 48 inputs, but we run out of space all the time. We 
generally lump all the violins on one channel, all the celli on another, and so forth. We try to 
get as many sections on their own tracks as possible, but we don't always have that much 
space." 

WORKING WITH THE CORRECT ENVIRONMENT 
A Conversation with Armin Steiner 

At the age of 15, Armin 
Steiner decided that a career in 

audio engineering was for him, 
and he secured a job at Los 
Angeles' Electrovox Recording 
Studio, located across from the 
Paramount Studio lot. When he 
felt that he'd secured sufficient 
experience, Steiner went free- 
lance and, ironically, has 
worked primarily in studios that 

he had built, including (in chronological order) Steiner Recording 
Studio, Sound Recorders (1965 to 1971), and Sound Labs (1971 
thru 1981). Over that period of time Steiner has recorded, on a 
regular basis, some 135 artists, numbering among them 10 or 11 

albums for Neil Diamond, all the Bread, Richard Harris, and Helen 
Reddy sessions, and various other artists such as Barbra Streisand, 
Dolly Parton ( "Here You Come Again "), Jim Webb, Kenny Log - 
gins, and many more. Currently employed by 20th Century Fox, 
Steiner handles soundtrack recording for the studio's television 
shows, such as The Fall Guy, Trapper John, Nine to Five, MASH, 
After MASH, Manimals, and Navy. 

"When preparing for any string session," Steiner cautions, "the 
engineer should first pick a super studio with great ambient acous- 
tics. To achieve the sound of a more classical nature, you need the 
depth, sonority, and the wonderful timbre of the instruments. 

"There would be no need to use any kind of baffles when doing a 
session with just strings in the room. Actually, I would use screens 
only to record an orchestra in a very difficult acoustical environ- 
ment, where the drums and brass are pounding, for example. The 
screens would go around the drums and guitars to separate them 

from the fiddles, as well as a couple more between the brass and 
violins. That would allow the string mikes to be raised a little bit 
higher, without being penetrated by the brass or rhythm 
instruments. 

"The main objective is balance. If you're doing brass and strings 
at the same time, and the brass are going to overblow the strings, I 

don't care what type of acoustical environment you're in, you're 
dead." 

Microphone Techniques and Selection 
"Assuming we have melodic writing," he continues, "good har- 

monic background, and the proper acoustic environment, with a 
serious arranger who knows the voicings and how to balance an 
orchestra, recording of this category could be done with two mic- 
rophones. I suggest using as simple a microphone technique as 
possible, so [that] the arranger or composer's music will come 
through and blend as he intended. But to mike this way, you must 
have the right mikes, and a room with maybe a one- to two -second 
decay [the studio at Fox has close to a two- second decay time], 
good distribution of high- and low- frequency information, and 
probably the higher the ceiling the better. Thirty feet or a little less is 
nice, but l've certainly done strings in rooms with 20 -foot ceilings, or 
dead rooms with [added] reverb. 

"That's where the engineer needs to know music, and what 
strings truly sound like. l've hardly ever seen engineers go out into 
the room and listen to the instruments or sections to learn the 
original sound. So many engineers base their work only on what 
they think they know through a loudspeaker, or a recording that 
someone else has done. They never even go to concerts to hear 
what natural instruments sound like. It's the universal ill that I have 
experienced with very few exceptions. [The interested reader is 
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WORKING WITH THE CORRECT ENVIRONMENT 

referred to Jimmy Stewarts two -part article, "An Engineer's Guide 
to Music," published in the June and August 1983 issues - Ed.] 

"My complement of microphones is what's available to me at 
Fox: for strings, the original AKG 414s with C -12A capsules [in 
contrast to newer models, which use a different capsule]. Those are 
good on woodwinds, too. A wonderful group of mikes for brass are 
Telefunken U47s with Church electronics. Over the percussion I 

use Sony C -37s. 
"I recommend picking up two or three omnidirectional mikes. 

I've had good success with the original AKG C -12As, Neumann 
M50s, and a variety of Schoeps omnis. Generally, I use two omnis, 
but sometimes we have the luxury to go with three channels and I'll 
set up the orchestra in classical manner. 

"To use omnidirectional microphones, you must have the acous- 
tical environment to take advantage of it, which means catching the 
back waves. Actually, an omni has more linear qualities than other 
types. It's a lot smoother, and not as strident. 

"If I'm doing tracks in stereo, I set up two omnidirectional mikes 
in a typical stereo X -Y pattern, separated slightly to either side, and 
angled down about 45 degrees so that each pattern covers the 
strings equally, and picks up in sort of a hemispherical manner. Of 
course, the two patterns overlap, but you don't want half the music 
on one side, and the rest on the other. Our ears don't hear that way. 

"Strictly speaking, most pop records made today are not really 
true stereophonic recordings - they're actually two mono tracks 
married together with delay and echo to sound like stereo. The 
definition of stereophonic [sound] takes into account certain phase 
relationships, time delays, and such that produce true three - 
dimensional stereo recordings. 

"The omnis pick up the direct and reflected waves, which all 
combine so [that] the ear hears them naturally, as opposed to 
tracks that are directional. Depending on the size of the room, I 

- continued .. . 

would back those mikes up so they would focus on the overall 
section as a whole. The microphones may be about the same 
height, but not necessarily, depending on the environment: how 
much ceiling height is available; how far back the mikes are from the 
orchestra; etc. There are no given rules. 

"A lot of the Jim Webb recordings [all Richard Harris' albums; for 
example, 'MacArthur Park] were done at Sound Recorders with a 

single stereo microphone [Neumann SM -2, or SM -69] positioned 
10 or 12 feet over the conductor's head, and slightly behind him. 
Occasionally, I'd use a third mike, which may sometimes add more 
mono than stereo if it's picking up too much information. That's fine 
for motion pictures, because you want only to spread out the sound 

Room layout and string miking at Twentieth Century Fox Stage I. 
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WORKING WITH THE CORRECT ENVIRONMENT 
without too much directivity. It all comes down to having the right 
room. 1f the room is dead, you'll get no reflections or time delays 
-essentially the depth -on tape." 

Adding More Mikes 
"If you're dealing with an arranger who writes a lot of notes that 

requires a good degree of articulation for the inner voices, yet the 
environment doesn't support that clarity," Steiner offers, "you may 
have to go to more of a multimike technique - maybe three or four 
mikes over the violins; one very high over the violas; and a couple 
over the cellos [all cardioid -patterned AKG models]. 

"When using more microphones, they wouldn't necessarily be as 
high up as the first case we discussed, although they could be. If 
they are, the music should be a higher order of rhythmic definition. 
But if you're dealing with a very busy piece 
of music, then the mikes have to come in a 
little bit to hear all that 'busyness.' Distant 
miking won't preserve the order of defini- 
tion, because the other elements in the 
rhythm section are sort of pounding away 
at the strings. Let me emphasize that the 
music must always be the guiding force, and 
dictates what approach to use. That's the 
bottom line. 

"Sometimes, smaller string sections need 
more reverb, and to compensate we have 
to assign two or three players to a micro- 
phone. Those mikes can be anywhere from 
six to eight feet above each one on two 
stands, and facing down at a slight angle of 
about 30 degrees [usually two players per 
stand]. The celli, violas, and basses are 
miked the same way. You're really going for 
the group of two or four players: two in 
front, and two behind." 

Television Dates 
"Keep in mind that television recording is 

done in one pass with sometimes one 
rehearsal," warns Steiner. "In several cases 
we never even rehearse. If the cues are 
similar, we do as much as a half hour of 
music in four to four and a half hours [of 

BASIC ROO 

-continued... 
recording time]. 

"Live recordings for TV seldom afford the luxury of a balanced 
orchestra. We usually end up with three trumpets, three trom- 
bones, four french horns, six woodwinds, a pounding rhythm sec- 
tion, eight violins, and four celli - if we're lucky! In many cases, 
we're not necessarily going for a 'pretty sound.' Under those cir- 
cumstances, I mike each stand of violins. If we recorded the date in 
a classical set -up, the drums and brass would have to play very 
lightly in the room, because we really don't have the 25 violins 
needed to compensate or balance. 

"The celli are often playing rapid passages [for action scenes] 
that are being doubled by the trombones and the french horns. For 
the producer to hear the celli, the mikes must come in close, or else 
all you'll hear are the brass." 
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WORKING WITH THE CORRECT ENVIRONMENT - continued .. . 

Track Assignments 
"Production for a weekly television series happens so fast that we 

knock out the entire project in a day," he says. "Sometimes we can 
take a little longer for a mini -series, or something that doesn't go on 
the air the day after scoring. But, in either case, the music is usually 
left until the last moment. Dialog is supreme, and sound effects are 
important ... music is last. If a string passage gets in the way of 
dialog the music has to be brought down. 

"For normal television dubbing purposes [on to three -track 
35mm Mag stock], the center channel - or channel two - is 

devoted to the rhythm section; channel three is strictly woodwinds 
and brass; channel one is any and all strings. Obviously, we don't 
get 100% isolation, and sometimes a little brass gets in with the 
strings. But that's minor. 

"The exception to that assignment is Dynasty, [for which] the 
instrumentation is mainly strings and woodwinds, with maybe a 

little piano. I split the strings left and right: violins on channel one, 
violas and cellos on channel three. The woodwinds, piano and 
tympani go on the center channel. 

"Now a stereo picture, or one that is fully orchestrated for 50 or 
60 musicians, gets set up in a clasical layout. Assuming there is no 
rhythm section, I approach it as though it were a legitimate date. I 

make a left, center, right stereo mix, so the dubbers can control the 
high and the low ends independently. Let's say violas, cellos, and 
low brass on channel three; upper channel [ #1] would be fiddles, 
and trumpets; and in the center I'd have woodwinds, percussion, 
and french horns. That's pretty much what the actual orchestra 
would sound like live. 

"I get calls from the outside all the time just to sweeten records 
with strings and brass. If somebody brings in a multitrack tape with 
just three open channels, I'm helpless! yet I generally use only two 
channels for strings anyway, unless I split it out on three tracks. Igo 

for a stereo perspective with high and low strings just as I would for 
a stereo picture [violins on the left], regardless of whether or not the 
miking is a little bit closer than normal." 

Outboard Effects 
"Reverb is the engineer's best tool to create the depth that the 

string section should have," Steiner offers, "especially in deader 
rooms. In the old days, when we were dealing with only four fiddles, 
I would use tape reverb. A lot of engineers prefer to put that delay in 

front of the chamber. What they are doing is trying to duplicate the 
first reflection in a good room. Now they're using digital delay lines, 
so you can actually delay the first reflection, which defines the 
'character' of the reverb. 

"Personally, I believe in using a relatively long relay, and not 
using very much of it in the mix. Most guys use a very short decay 
time, especially when they're running through an EMT, where you 
can vary the amount of decay, and drive the unit hard. I've never 
believed in that. I am a proponent of using at least a reasonable 3- to 
31/2- second decay time, and then feeding in as much as I need to 
sound musical, and still give me a big room sound. The musi_ will 
dictate that; the music must always be the guide. 

"I set the tape delay at 15 or 30 IPS [approximately 133 or 66 

milliseconds, respectively, if the tape heads are two inches apart]. 
I've even set it at 71 /ZIPS [266 milliseconds] with just a teeny amount 
of reverb for some of the Bread records. That's quite a drast ic, wide 
echo, and has to be used sparingly. But the music allowed me :o do 
it. Fifteen IPS is much easier, because the delay isn't so drastic. 
Sometimes we had to do that when the chamber didn't have a long 
enough delay time. Sound Labs had a chamber with abot.t a 41/2- 

second decay time. It was wonderful on strings and brass, because 
it recreated that `floating' quality, so records didn't sounc like 
demos. Today's music is much to dry." INN 

* 
The control electronics behind the 833 

Studio Reference Monitor System 
Meyer Sound's 833 Studio Reference 

Monitor System is standardised for consistent 
response giving a growing number of pro- 
fessional engineers and producers more 
creative control. The C833 controller shown 
regulates frequency and phase response, 
and has Meyer's exclusive Speaker Sensew 
circuitry to prevent driver overload. The 833 
handles up to 400W, with power and head- 
room that lets you feel the full effect of the 
music and performs consistently for longer 

than previous speaker designs. Effectively 
linear time response and improved 
'coherence'* ensure clear and controllable 
stereo imaging. 

*See our new brochure on the 833. 

To see the difference in our 
speakers, or hear the difference in our 
system - see us at AES in New York -or 
contact Meyer Sound. 

Meyer i. Sound 
Meyer Sound Laboratories Inc. 
2194 Edison Avenue., Son leordro. 
California 94577, LISA, 
Telephone (415) 50.2866 



SOUND CONTRACTING SPOTLIGHT 

CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL 
Overcoming Reverberant Acoustics to Provide 

Sound Reinforcement for a Problematic vir 

by David Gans 

. _. , 
NM, . 

f 

`'& ----+ N' t 

hird time's the charm" ... "Less 
is more" - the clichés come trip- trip- 
pingly to the tongue in describ- 

ing how McCune Audio /Visual and 
Meyer Sound Labs help solve some of 
the sound reinforcement problems of 
Southern California's Crystal Cathed- 
ral. But the solution itself is anything 
but a cliché; it uses the brand -new tech- 
nology developed by Meyer Sound to 
increase intelligibility with a few louds- 
peakers, where previous design philos- 
ophies had bludgeoned the acoustical 
environment with massive arrays of 
speakers, and banks of delay lines. 

From outside, the Crystal Cathedral 
is an impressive sight, its huge angled 
planes of mirrored glass forming a strik- 
ing addition to the generally low -slung 
skyline of Garden Grove, south of Los 
Angeles - although some people might 
think it more appropriate to the archi- 
tectural scheme of Disneyland, a few 
miles deeper into Orange County. The 
complex supporting framework makes 
the Cathedral breathtaking from the 
inside, too, but the combination of glass 
and metal results in an acoustical 
nightmare of reflected sound. It took 
three tries, and more than $2 million, to 
solve a unique set of sound reinforce- 
ment challenges. 

"The architect didn't want to see any 
speakers hanging from the ceiling or on 
the walls," explains Randy Mobley of 
the Crystal Cathedral staff. The sound 
system that had been installed when the 
Cathedral opened in September of 1980 
was a pew -back design, with many 
small speakers mounted a few feet apart 
R -e /p 86 October 1983 

throughout the main floor and the three 
large balconies. 

"We heard they were having severe 
sound problems," recalls Ken DeLoria, 
of San Francisco -based McCune Audio/ 
Visual, which has a branch office in 
Anaheim, not far from the Cathedral. 
"We made an appointment, and one fine 
afternoon we went and took a look at 
what they had." 

What the McCune crew saw was "a 
really overbuilt system, with too many 
speakers, and too much fancy switch- 
ing," DeLoria explains. "It was 
designed around imaging; they wanted 
to be able to change the apparent loca- 
tion of the sound source," from the lect- 
ern to the choir loft, etc., at appropriate 
times. "It was a mess; there were some- 
thing like 60 delay lines to time -correct 
the pew -back speakers, and far too 
many sound sources for such a rever- 
berant environment." 

With the sound coming from so many 
different locations, DeLoria adds, "in 
any given seat one person is hearing at 
least five or six sources - maybe as 
many as 10 - and they're all different 
distances away, so they're at different 
time intervals. It's like having five or six 
DDLs, each set at from 10 to 40 millise- 
conds, ganged up. It's not going to 
enhance intelligibility in a difficult 
environment - it's going to destroy any 
chance for it." 

The pew -back system was replaced 
fairly early in the game, according to 
Mobley, with a custom system consist- 
ing of three main "Crystal Clusters" 
-plexiglass cabinets loaded with Altec 

drivers, one cluster per balcony - and 
more than 20 sets of bass cabinets and 
horns distributed across the ceiling. 
"On paper, it's not too bad," DeLoria 
concedes, "if you ignore the fact that 
sound doesn't stop when it hits the floor. 

"It's not like a nice little lighting plot 
where you overlap all your dispersion 
patterns, or have them just meet each 
other. When sound hits the floor and 
bounces back up again, or hits the walls, 
you're just compounding the problem. 
You end up with random sources corn- 
ing from many different places, reflect- 
ing and continuing to reflect." 

The Crystal Cluster system suffered 
from intelligibility problems, just as its 
predecessor did. "When people are try- 
ing to listen and they can't understand, 
their attention spans eventually break 
down," Deloria continues. "When they 
only catch every other word, they're 
missing the whole point of being there, 
which is to receive some sort of com- 
munication. It's irritating, and finally 
people give up. At the Crystal Cathed- 
ral, they were routinely losing whole 
balconies; the people would get up and 
walk out in the middle of services." 

Needless to say, Dr. Robert Schuller 
and his staff and congregation are 
relieved that this problem finally has 
been solved. 

Coping with Reverberation 
McCune's original Crystal Cathedral 

installation, assembled from the com- 
pany's rental stock, consisted of six 
Meyer Sound Labs two -way UPA -1 

loudspeakers. The 180° coverage of this 
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array "put a little too much sound into 
the side glass panels where there wer- 
en't any seats," DeLoria recalls. "By 
reducing that to five cabinets, we got a 
corresponding reduction in the amount 
of reverberant field that we excited - 
and therefore improved intelligibility." 

Another lesson learned in the first two 
weeks the rental system was up in the 
Cathedral was that the single cluster 
"left a little bit to be desired in the bal- 
conies," according to DeLoria. An addi- 
tional set of three UPA -1s was hung 
from the ceiling at the front of the large 
south balcony, with a digital delay to 
bring their output into line with the 
sound from the mains - and a single 
delayed UPA was installed for each of 
the two smaller balconies. Each of the 
three speaker systems has its own 
Meyer processor. "These extra UPAs 
are operated at very low levels," says 
DeLoria. "Each has its own 27 -band 
graphic, with most of the low -end rolled 
off. They just add a little bit of presence 
because, by the time you get that far 
away from the main cluster, there's so 
much reverberant field in the room that 
we found it necessary to add the local 
sound sources. 

"The key is that they augment the 
main cluster, supporting the single 
source rather than becoming a whole 
new source operated at high levels." 

The Crystal Cathedral's reverbera- 
tion problem wasn't the only challenge 
faced by the sound system designers; 
there's also the matter of Schuller's 
extraordinarily dynamic delivery. "He 
will stress a couple of words or syllables 
heavily, and then follow immediately 
with a word that's barely audible," 
DeLoria explains. "The result is that the 
words he [says] with so much level will 
excite the reverberant field in the room 
-and it'll still be responding to the loud 
phrase when he follows with the soft 
word. 

"One of his favorite phrases is, 

`Tough times don't last - tough people 
do,' which he delivers with a lot of sib- 
ilance and sharp consonants." DeLoria 
demonstrates, enunciating the phrase 
with percussive, sibilant "T" sounds, 
and a loud, rising falsetto on the first 
syllable of "people," then ending with a 
barely voiced "do." 

"The last word would be completely 
masked by the reverberant field result- 
ing from 'PEE- pie, " DeLoria explains. 
"It really compounds an already diffi- 
cult problem." For this reason, DeLoria 
concedes that a certain amount of sig- 
nal processing gear is essential - but 
the extraordinary clarity of the Meyer 
speaker system demands as unaffected 
signal as possible. 

"There really are a lot of problems you 

Main Altec speaker cluster suspended above the 
choir and organ loft in distance, and Meyer delay 
speakers for south balcony (top). 

Photography by David Gans 

can get yourself into when you have too 
much in the signal path," DeLoria 
amplifies. "Especially when you have 
one band being boosted on your board, 
and then the same band with maybe a 
narrower Q [bandwidth] being cut on 
the graphic, boosted again at the [Audio 
+ Design] Vocal Stressor, and then cut at 
the de- esser, boosted at the [Aphex] 
Aural Exciter - then it goes down to the 
amp rack, and gets boosted and cut 
again to match with the loudspeakers." 

The question arises as to how anyone 
can believe that a reverberation prob- 
lem can be dealt with effectively by 
using large amounts of hardware. "It 
defies logic," DeLoria sighs, "but it is a 
common belief." He concedes that it's 
hard for a manufacturer to refuse a con- 
tractor or user who specifies a lot of 
speakers when a few will do, because the 
manufacturer is in the business of sel- 
ling his goods. 

McCune has long based its business 
on doing on -site design work and test- 
ing. "I think we're going to see more of 
that in the future," DeLoria notes. 
"We're going to have to prove a sound 
system can perform before the customer 
commits to a large capital outlay. 

"You could never test a pew -back sys- 
tem or a large distributed horn system - and that, in itself, tells you how silly 
those complex designs are, relying on 
miles of conduit and putting horns all 
over the place. There's no way to deter- 
mine whether they're going to work or 
not before they're installed. 

"Multiple sound sources don't overlap 
like multiple light sources do. They 
reflect and cause all these different 
echoes and time delays, phase aberra- 
tions, and so on." 

"I don't know why it is, but rental sys- 
tems always seem to work better than 
systems installed by designers and con- 
tractors," comments McCune's general 
manager, Mort Feld. "What we do is 
install a rental system, and if the cus- 
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tomer likes it we say, 'Here's what it 
takes to duplicate it.' " 

Feld and DeLoria are in complete 
agreement on the point that the Crystal 
Cathedral installation would be impos- 
sible were it not for Meyer Sound's 
speaker systems. "John Meyer builds 
his [units] with no compromises," Feld 
offers. "His distortion figures are unbe- 
lievable, and the response is amazing; 
his loudspeakers are the only ones that 
can do what they do." [The principle of 
single -point source, phase- coherent 
speaker arrays is explained in the arti- 
cle, "Time Alignment of Sound Rein- 
forcement Equipment, by Patrick Mal- 
oney; December 1980 issue of R -e /p - 
Ed.] 

By the time the McCune people 
tackled the Crystal Cathedral project, 
DeLoria says, "all the basic cabling, 
conduits and signal path engineering 
had already been done, and seemed to be 
working quite well. They already had a 
32- channel Yamaha PM2000, and a lot 
of front -end gear, including paramet- 
rics, graphics, a Vocal Stressor, and so 
on. We provided only an amplifier/ 
loudspeaker package with front -end 
processing, including some new equal- 
izers and, of course, the Meyer 
processors." 

"Signal processing sucks," says Feld 
bluntly. "It buys more damage than 
advantage. We like to keep it straight- 
forward and simple." Nevertheless, 
unique properties of the Crystal 
Cathedral - and its principal orator's 
style - require a certain amount of 
compensation. 

For example, the main speaker cluster 
has a parametric equalizer, which is 
considered very useful for removing the 
low- frequency buildup characteristic of 
highly reflective environments. "With 
the parametric you can dial out some of 
R -e /p 90 October 1983 

the presence peaks that the room seems 
to have, and add a little bit of high -end 
in the right place to compensate for 
what tends to be an excessive bass prob- 
lem," DeLoria explains. 

"A 'flat' speaker that responds very 
well in a normal environment tends to 
sound a little bass -heavy in the Cathed- 
ral. A single UPA all by itself seems to 
have too much bass; the first impression 
is that there's something wrong with 
the horn, that the high -end driver isn't 
working right," he continues. "The cen- 
tral cluster needs quite a bit of low -end 
rolloff in order to perform correctly." 

Power Amplifier System 
The amplifier rack assembled by 

McCune Sound's Ken DeLoria with partially 
assembled permanent amplifier racks. 

McCune for permanent installation at 
the Crystal Cathedral includes several 
features designed to prolong the life of 
the system, and ensure a minimum of 
inconvenience when something does go 
wrong. Magnetic circuit breakers - one 
for each amplifier, Meyer processor, 
power supply and blower, and even one 
for the utility outlet on the front panel 
-respond much more quickly than the 
standard variety. 

By running the main line voltage 
through large resistors (which actually 
are heating elements) when the system 
is powered up, the amplifiers are 
brought up to about half voltage for two 
seconds. "This 'step- start' feature pro- 
longs the life of the power supplies, and 
it also keeps the magnetic breakers from 
tripping due to the high inrush of power 
when the system is turned on," DeLoria 
explains. 

Status lights on the main control 
panel enable the operator to see whether 
the power distribution system is operat- 
ing correctly. From here, the spare 
Meyer processor can be switched into 
the place of one of the three on -line pro- 
cessors; there's a 100- millisecond delay 
built in so that the power can stabilize in 
the processor before it is connected to 
the UPA speaker. Test points are avail- 
able at the control panels for all amplifi- 
ers, speakers, and processors; there's 
also a test input common to all four pro- 
cessors, so they can be examined and 
adjusted simultaneously. A "Master 
Speaker" disable switch trips all of the 
speaker protection relays, enabling the 
amps to be operated off -line for service 
and testing. 

A "Zone Disable" switchboard shuts 
down the speaker system for any or all 
of the balconies. "If the house isn't full, 
one or more of the balconies can be 
closed," DeLoria notes. "By turning off 



20 reasons why 
the QSC Mode11400 
should cost more. 
And why it doesn't. 

Until now, designing a premium professional amplifier 
was seemingly a set procedure. All that was needed to intro- 
duce a new product was a new feature, a hot new component, 
more power, or perhaps some complicated circuit gimmickry 
designed to impress others with "technical superiority.' 

The results were almost always the same: very little improve- 
ment in real -world performance or reliability accompanied by 
a hefty increase in price. 

But we at QSC decided that you deserved more than that. 
So we went back to square one, taking a hard look at pro- 

fessional amplifier design and construction basics. We found 
a lot of room for improvement. Time and technology had 
changed things. Approaches that had been taken for granted 

1. Power 
A hefty 200 watts per channel @ 

8 ohms, 300 wotts per channel @ 

4 ohms, 20- 20kHz, both channels 
driven. 

2. Lightweight, Compact Size 
Advanced design reduces weight 
to a mere 27 lbs 

3. Flow - Through Cooling 
High -turbulence heatsink thermally 
coupled to faceplate dramatically 
reducesweight.Two -speed fan with 
back -to -front airflow also helps 
keep rock cool 

4. Case -Grounded Output 
ltansistors 
Provide a 25% improvement in 

thermal transfer increasing reliabil- 
ity through reduction of thermal 
cycling fatigue and insulation 
breakdown 

PREMIUM COMPONENTS 
5. Large SOA, High Speed, 

Mesa Output T1ansistors 
Renowned for their ruggedness 
and audiophile sound. 

6.5532 Op-Amp Front End 
High speed, low- noise, and low - 
distortion op -amp designed 
explicitly for high -performance 
audio 

7. High -Density, 
Low ESR Filter Capacitors 
The very latest in advanced foil 
technology, reduces size and 
weight while improving 
performance 

8. FR -4 Fiberglass PCB's 
High quality circuit boor ds 

9. Single Piece 14 -Gauge Steel 
Chassis with Integral 
Rack Mounts 
Thicker than normal for extra 
strength, no welds to crack or 
screws to loosen. 

10. Full Complementary Output 
Circuit 
For optimum performance and 
power 

11. Independent DC 
and Sub -Audio Speaker 
Protection 
Circuit design inherently protects 
speaker from DC or sub -audio 

for years were out of date. They needed re- evaluation ...and 
a breath of fresh air. 

With that in mind, we designed Series One. A line of amps 
that include a host of features (including many advancements 
gained from our revolutionary Series Three amplifiers) and 
the finest in high quality /high performance components. We 
examined existing construction and assembly methods and 
re- engineered them to be much more efficient. 

The result is almost unbelievable. Take the Model 1400 for 
example. It's equal to or better than any premium power amp 
on the market in terms of features, performance, reliability, or 
quality of components. In terms of price, it could command 
a comparable price tag. But the same rethinking that made 
the Model 1400 technologically superior also made it less 
expensive. How much less? Like we said, it's almost unbeliev- 
able: only $698.00" 

In all modesty, we feel that we've created a whole new price - 
class of premium power amplifiers. A look at the features we've 
outlined here will give you some indication of the technology 
that makes the QSC Model 1400 uniquely superior. Ironically, 
many are the same features that make it so affordable. 

To find out more about the 1400, see your QSC Audio Prod- 
ucts dealer. After all, can you afford not to? 

surges due to output failure. Acts 
independently on each channel. 

12. Dual Power Supplies 
Split power transformer with 
separate rectifiers and filters. Pro- 
vides better channel separation 
and improved reliability 

13. Patented Output Averaging"' 
Short -Circuit Protection 
Provides superior short circuit 
protection without the audio degra- 
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the speakers up there, reverberation is 
reduced in the whole building. It's sub- 
tle, but it's effective." 

There are two power supplies for the 
system. One is normally on -line and the 
other powered off; if the on -line supply 
fails, the backup is automatically 
switched in. A manual override allows 
the backup supply to be used on -line 
periodically, which McCune recom- 
mends be done several times during the 
first year in order to "burn in" the 
second system. 

The automatic spare amp switching 
panel (a.k.a. "McCune Auto -Correct ") 
switches a spare amp into any of the 10 
positions (one for each UPA), should an 
on -line amp fail. Status lights glow on 
the control panel to inform the operator 
that the system has adjusted itself, and 
indicate which amplifier failed. Each of 
the custom McCune /Hafler solid -state 
power amps (one per speaker, each pro - 
viding 320 watts RMS into 8 ohms, with 
FET output devices) has an identifying 
plate on its face with a schematic dia- 
gram of the Cathedral's speaker layout; 
the UPA to which each amp is normally 
connected is indicated by a darkened 
square. "The serviceman or operator 
doesn't even have to speak English to 
know which speaker is off," jokes 
DeLoria. 

Other safety and convenience fea- 
tures include thermostatically control- 
led cooling fans. As temperatures 
increase, so does the speed of the fan; the 

life of each fan is prolonged because it 
doesn't run any faster than necessary. 

A remote control panel at the mix 
position in the south balcony duplicates 
all monitoring and operating functions, 
except testing and Master Speaker Dis- 
able, which are only needed in the 
basement room where the rack is 
located. 

"The system is designed to be well - 
behaved," says DeLoria in conclusion. 
"It lets you know what's going on, and 
even though no piece of equipment is 
pushed too hard and everything is pro- 
tected, there's a spare ready to goon -line 
immediately, so there's virtually no 
downtime." 

Keeping it Simple 
John Meyer points out that properly 

interfaced, the failure rate of MSLI's 
gear is approximately 0.5% for electron- 
ics, and 1% for speakers - and that fig- 
ures such as these make it hard to justify 
an investment in complicated monitor- 
ing circuitry. "You're much better off 
with two complete systems than with 
one system, and a [device] to tell you it 
isn't working," he says. "And it's hard 
to make a monitoring system smart 
enough to distinguish between catas- 
trophic failures, and trivial distortions 
such as momentary clipping. An inade- 
quately designed protection circuit 
could shut down the entire operation 
because of a momentary glitch." 

It is Meyer's opinion that "The extra 
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House mix position, with Yamaha PM2000 
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features added by McCune I in the Crys- 
tal Cathedral installation] are not 
necessary to the operation of the sys- 
tem. We feel that the simpler a system is, 
the more reliable it is likely to be." 
Meyer prefers to create straightforward 
systems with amp- and -speaker chan- 
nels "interlaced" in the array, so that if 
one set fails the net result is a managea- 
ble decrease in overall performance, 
rather than total silence in one section 
of the field of coverage. "By making the 
system simple and internally redund- 
ant, we can see to it that a failure won't 
knock the whole thing out, and stop the 
show." 

Meyer expresses some irritation at the 
"mystification" of his products by con- 
tractors who use them. "We've always 
fought the 'black box' syndrome," he 
says, "and when they mystify their 
additions, they mystify our systems as 
well. Our position has always been to be 
very clear and forthcoming about what 
we are doing. 

"Proprietary, one -off devices that are 
not manufactured and commonly 
available are troublesome, because they 
can't simply be replaced when they 
break down." Such devices are almost 
never properly documented, Meyer 
notes, "so if the designer isn't available 
then the user is stuck." By contrast, 
when an element in the Meyer system 
breaks down, "replacements are readily 
available and fully documented." 

Recognizing the value of field testing 
and demonstration is essential to the 
continued health of the sound - 
reinforcement trade, says Meyer. That's 
one of the reasons why Meyer Sound 
Lab has developed systems with the 
rental market in mind, rather than con- 
centrating on sales of permanent instal- 
lations. "We know that sales will follow 
demonstrated results, and we can learn 
something from every installation in 
which our gear is used," he says. 

Differences over the specifics of 
hardware aside, Meyer Sound and 
McCune Audio /Visual agree that all the 
plans, diagrams, and specifications in 
the world do not mean as much as the 
on -line demonstration of an efficient 
sound system, in place at the intended 
site. The absolute bottom line, be it a 
race track, a rock concert, or the Crystal 
Cathedral, is a reliable, efficient system 
that sounds good. 
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THE 
1983 

US FESTIVAL 
COOPERATIVE SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION BY 

CLAIR BROTHERS AND SHOWCO 

he 1983 US Festival, held last 
May at Glen Helen Regional 
Park in San Bernardino County, 

California, may not have drawn the 
largest outdoor festival crowd ever 
assembled, but those persons in attend- 
ance did witness one of the planet's 
most massive outdoor concert sound 
systems ever pieced together. Staged 
over the Memorial Day weekend in a 
54 -acre bowl scraped out of a hillside in 
the Los Angeles -area public facility, the 
US Festival had an $18 million budget, 
which contained ample resources for the 
best in sound, lighting and staging. The 
Festival was produced by the UNUSON 
Corporation (An acronym for "Unite Us 
In Song "), which in turn had been set up 
by Steve Wozniak, the multimillionaire 
inventor of the Apple personal corn - 

puter. 
Wozniak explains his criteria for 

choosing a Clair /Showco combination 
to handle sound for the Festival: "No 
compromise ... period! That was it. We 
shopped around until we found someone 
who could give us exactly what we 
wanted without trying to change things, 
and who was willing to work with us. 
And that's what we got. This is essen- 
tially the same system which we used 
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for last year's 'US 82' Festival, but I 
understand that there have been some 
technical improvements." 

An outdoor site such as the one pre- 
pared for the US Festival presents a 
sound system designer with some very 
real problems to solve. Outdoor sound 
requirements for crowds numbering up 
to 300,000 people are very different from 
a typical arena tour. One problem in an 
arena so vast as the US Festival's 54- 
acre site is the speed of sound. Since 
sound waves do not travel quickly 
enough to provide simultaneous deliv- 
ery of the music at both the front and 
rear of the audience area, a series of 
speaker towers that receive a delayed 
signal is necessary. 

Temperature gradients present a 
problem of a different sort; since the 
speaker scaffolding is stacked up into 
the air, sound waves encounter layers of 
warm and cool air. The various alternat- 
ing (and constantly shifting) layers in 
the atmosphere cause changes in the 
system's frequency response. Typically, 
those loudspeaker units at the top of the 
stacks will require a more pronounced 
emphasizing of low and high frequen- 
cies. All of which presents the need for a 
far greater amount of control over the 

system's equalization than would -ur- 
mally be the case in a smaller, indoor 
system. 

Clair House System 
Main house speaker stacks for the US 

Festival were provided by Clair Broth- 
ers Audio, of Lititz, PA. Situated on 
sound wings which were 184 feet wide - 
the entire stage platform from side to 
side totalled 436 feet - the Clair horse 
system comprised 180 S -4 speaker 
cabinets stacked 10 wide and three high, 
in three different tiers on each side of the 
stage (Figure 1). Additionally, a fourth 
upper tier of scaffolding was added that 
contained 32 long -throw high -frequency 
horns per side. 

Roy Clair explains how the US Festi- 
val system was assembled, and details 
some of his philosophy for outdoor 
speaker systems: "This year, we were 
quite lucky. A lot of our tours ended, 
which gave us a lot of available gear 
during this time frame. I can't say that 
we planned it this way, because you cer- 
tainly can't go around telling your 
accounts when to go on the road, but it 
did work out well. 

"We already had several truckloads of 
gear here on the West Coast, which 
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04583 
logistically worked out for us. Last year, 
we scheduled [the Festival] as best we 
could, and we got help from other peo- 
ple. This year, we did not have to farm 
out any parts of the system, although we 
do have Showco providing the delay 
towers again. Last year, Clair had quite 
an advantage during the bidding, polit- 
ically speaking, since a majority of the 
acts on the bill were our touring 
accounts already. So these acts 
requested that Wozniak use Clair. We 
are here again this year primarily 
because everything worked out so well 
last time." 

According to Clair, the US Festival 
tied up sound equipment for more than 
three weeks, although the Festival 
involved only four days of actual live 
music. "The time involved for transpor- 
tation, the week of setup time and sys- 
tem testing, plus the four -day break 
between the rock and the country per- 
formance days, really stretched it out," 
he says. "We have many members of our 
staff who have been working on just this 
project for more than a month. Our 
advance -notice time was about three 
months; then, coordinating the on -site 
arrival of all of the gear, and assem- 
bling four or five different road systems 
into a single large cohesive system, was 
the big job." 

Design of the system was done by 
Clair Bros. after UNUSON informed 
the company of the basic parameters: 
crowd size; budget; and site dimensions. 
"Our cabinets are such that the more of 
them you stack, the better they get," 
Clair offers. "But, with horn -loaded 

Figure 1: Clair house system comprised 
180 S -4 cabinets and 32 long -throw 
constant -coverage long -throw horns; S -4s 
were stacked 10 wide and three high on 
three tiers per side. 

cabinets, that is not always the case. 
What we have done here is to create 
massive line arrays of the same type of 
component, so that the '18s all line up 
-the horns, and so on. The composite 
boxes are like building blocks; they 
make it very easy to assemble a large 
system." 

S -4 Speaker Cabinets 
Since 1971, Clair has been building 

and using the composite loudspeaker 
cabinet known as the S -4. This cabinet 
was considered by many to be unique for 
its time, and still is the standard by 

which other composite units are judged. 
More than just a new packaging con- 
cept, the S -4 was engineered to break the 
concert sound system down into "modu - 
lar" units; one speaker cabinet con- 
tained all of the components that would 
be found in the entire sound system. 

The S -4 is a four -way enclosure, con- 
taining two 18 -inch cone drivers in the 
low- frequency section; four cone drivers 
in the mid -bass region; two compression 
drivers mounted on horns in the mid- 
range section; and compression -type 
HF units on the top end. Type of speak- 
ers used varies from cabinet to cabinet, 
and five or six different variations of the 
S -4 have been produced in the past 12 
years. However, the basic design has 
remained constant. 

"We were really pioneering a new 
concept when we first assembled the S- 
45," Clair concedes. "We wanted some- 
thing that would pack well in the trucks, 
that could be easily handled, that looked 
clean, and would give all of our systems 
a consistent sound. We are constantly 
trying new transducers, new horn 
designs, but I think the all -in -one box 
has proven itself to be the most efficient 
way to carry a concert system from city 
to city." 

The S -4 weighs approximately 425 
pounds fully loaded, and measures 43 by 
45 by 22 inches deep. Each type of 
speaker component within the cabinet 
is grouped in such a way as to create line 
arrays when the cabinets are stacked 
(Figure 2). 

Each of the three tiers of S -4 cabinets 
on each sound wing was split into two, 
separately -controlled systems: half 
were pointed straight ahead; and the 
remaining half on each level were given 
a gentle hemispherical curve to the out- 
side, such that the outermost cabinets in 
each stack were angled away from the 

Figure 2: Transducer alignment of Clair S -4 cabinet, shown left on US Festival stage. and right to illustrate driver configuration. 
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inside cabinets at approximately 45 
degrees (Figure 3). According to Clair, 
each half of each tier had separate cross- 
over feeds, and the input signal to each 
crosssover was processed through the 
company's own third -octave equalizer. 
With each side having four tiers, this 
gave the Clair engineers eight different 
sets of crossover and equalization con- 
trols on each side. (The left stack, for 
example, was split into eight banks of 
speaker cabinets, with one output mix 
going to eight sets of system output 
electronics.) 

"We found it to be really important 
that the engineers have complete con- 
trol over what was coming out of such a 
large loudspeaker array," relates Clair. 
"With this set -up, the lowest tier can 
have its level attenuated greatly so as to 
not harm the ears of the ground -level 
crowd. The middle tiers can be adjusted 
as needed to provide more or less of a 
given frequency range. And the top tier 
can be set to throw the sound all the way 
back to the rear of the site." 

System specifications for the US Fes- 
tival called for 90 to 100 dB average 
sound pressure level of program mate- 
rial at the rear concession -stand area -a distance of nearly a quarter -mile. 

Long -Throw Horns 
The fourth tier on each speaker stack 

was used for the long -throw horn array, 
the 20- by 40- degree fiberglass horns 
being packed four to a box. With a throat 
length of 18 inches, and a mouth size of 
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approximately 6 by 8 inches, the horn 
-manufactured for Clair by Commun- 
ity Light & Sound - represents a new 
concept in long -throw arrays. 

"This is one thing we have added to 
the system since last year's US Festi- 
val," Clair remarks. "This type of 
design is available from several differ- 
ent manufacturers ... JBL calls their 
horn a Bi- Radial; Altec calls their's a 

SHOWCO 
DELAY 
TOWER 

Manta -Ray. I believe Electro -Voice first 
used the term 'constant- coverage' ... it's 
a tradename. After last year, we found 
that the high frequencies were the most 
difficult to get out there, so we are using 
over 60 of these new horns made to our 
specifications. And [the result] is like 
night and day ... it really helps. 

"I must say, that, for the whole indus- 
try, constant- coverage horns may not be 

Figure 3: Speaker cabinets were laid out in a gentle curve so that the outside of each 
speaker stack angled away from the straight -ahead stacks by 45 degrees. (Note cone 
drivers in vertical line array.) 
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Before you invest in 
new studio monitors, 
consider 
all the 
an4es. 

No one has to tell you how impor- 
tant flat frequency response is in a 

studio monitor. But if you judge a 

monitors performance by its on -axis 
response curve, you're only getting 
part of the story 

Most conventional monitors tend to 
narrow their dispersion as frequency 
increases. So while their on -axis 
response may be flat, their off -axis 
response can roll off dramatically, liter- 
ally locking you into the on -axis "sweet 
spot" Even worse, drastic changes in 
the horns directivity contribute signif- 
icantly to horn colorations. 

Introducing the 
JBL Bi- Radial 
Studio Monitors. 

At JI31 we've been investigating 
the relationship between on and off 
axis frequency response for several 
years. The result is a new generation 
of studio monitors that provide flat 
response over an exceptionally wide 
range of horizontal and vertical angles. 
The sweet spot and its traditional 
restrictions are essentially eliminated. 

The key to this improved perfor- 
mance lies in the unique geometry of 
the monitors' Bi- Radial horny Devel- 
oped with the aid of the latest com- 
puter design and analysis techniques. 
the horn provides constant coverage 
from its crossover point of 1000 Hz 
to beyond 16 kHz. The Bi- Radial 
compound flare configuration main- 
tains precise control of the horn's 
wide 100° x 100° coverage angle. 

1. Patent applied for. 

JBL 
Professional 
Products 
Division 

7i/pica/ /1or-l_ osta/ 

Polar response comparison ofa typical two - 
way coaxial studio monitor ani 1111.s new 
4430 B,- Radia/ studio monitor from I kHz 
to It. kHz. 

JBI. 4410 /,,,,,::onta/ 
9 

And the Bi- Radial horn's perfor- 
mance advantages aren't limited to just 
beamwidth control. The horn's rapid 
flare rate. for instance. dramatically 
reduces second harmonic distortion 
and its shallow depth allows for opti- 
mal acoustic alignment of the drivers. 
This alignment lets the monitors fall 
well below the Blauert and Laws 
criteria for minimum audible time 
delay discrepancies. 

But while the Bi- Radial horn 
offers outstanding performance, it's 
only part of the total package. The 
new monitors also incorporate JBI:s 
most advanced high and low fre- 
quency transducers and dividing 
networks. Working together. these 

JBI. J4.;,, 

components provide exceptionally 
smooth response. high power capa- 
city extended bandwidth, and 
extremely low distortion. 

Judge For Yourself 
Of course, the only \\ ay to really 

judge a studio monitor is to listen for 
yourself. So before you invest in new 
monitors, ask your local J131, profes- 
sional products dealer for a Bi- Radial 
monitor demonstration. And consider 
all the angles. 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
850/1 Balboa Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2200 
Northridge, California 91 329 U.S.A. 
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the answer, but they are certainly an 
improvement over that typical 'honk' 
which you get from a traditional radial 
horn." 

Power Amplifier Racks 
Clair's S -4 system requires one amp 

rack for each four speaker cabinets. 
Each rack contains four stereo power 
units: Phase Linear 700 -Bs, or SAE 
2600s, depending upon how recently the 
rack was assembled. "The 2600 ampli- 
fier develops about 600 watts per chan- 
nel into 4 -ohm load," advises Clair 
engineer Mike Wolpert. "We have modi- 
fied each individual amp in our shop. 
Each unit you see that has the Clair 
faceplate has been altered and set up for 
our particular use. The channel which 
runs high- frequency components puts 
out less power, about 400 watts ... it has 
special protection circuitry for the high - 
end devices to safeguard them from 
being destroyed due to excessive 
voltage." 

The amp racks were placed on the 
sound wings in groups of four. Intake 
and exhaust fans on each rack were 
placed under a plywood enclosure that 
served as a cooling chamber. Large 
chunks of dry ice were set on a two -inch 
thick pad of styrofoam, and the chilled 
air contained within the plywood box 
allowed to recirculate through the 
amplifier racks, thus ensuring cooler 
operating temperatures (Figure 4). 

With more than 50 amp racks in use 
for the main speaker stacks, thousands 
of pounds of dry ice were required daily. 
Figure 5: "Laredo" -a delay tower. Texas - 
style. One of four Showco speaker stacks, 
each tower housing 32 Arena System 
cabinets, and eight amp racks. 
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Figure 4: Clair house amp racks were positioned in tight groups of four. Intake and 
exhaust cooling fans were covered by a wooden enclosure, underneath which was 
placed a styrofoam pad that held piles of dry ice for added cooling protection. 

The ice was delivered up to each tier by 
means of a makeshift elevator shaft 
built into the scaffolding: a chain -motor 
hoist was secured to a steel I -beam, and 
served as the motive force to raise and 
lower speaker cabinets, personnel . . . 

and dry ice. 
To "power up" such a large number of 

amplifiers, Clair engineer Rex Ray 
found it easiest to leave all of the amps' 
power switches turned on, and rely on 
circuit breakers to switch the amplifier 
racks on and off. "I leave all of the amps 
on at night when we are ready to shut 
down," he explains. "We kill the racks a 
few at a time by switching off circuit 
breakers, and I stay by the breaker box 

for about five minutes until all the 
capacitors have discharged, then I kill 
the juice at the main disconnect switch. 
Then, in the morning, I reverse the 
procedure, and I listen to the 'thump' 
each time to make sure that every circuit 
goes live. 

"Once, the entire system got turned on 
at once and everyone thought there had 
been an explosion! The sound of 36018 - 
inch speakers thumping at one time was 
something a lot of folks had never heard 
... it echoed through the valley for what 
seemed like days!" 

Press releases reported the US Festi- 
val system's audio power rating as 
being 400,000 watts. The Clair house 

Figure 6: Showco Arena system stack: two identically -sized cabinets utilizing JBL and 
Yamaha components. 
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system's 52 racks, the monitor system's 
8 racks and the Showco delay towers' 
total of 32 racks gave a combined count 
of 92 amplifier racks. With eight chan- 
nels per rack, this would divide out to an 
average of approximately 543 watts per 
channel -a not unlikely figure, consid- 
ering the hefty Phase Linear 700 -Bs, 
Crown PSA -2s and SAE 2600s in use 
during the proceedings. 

AC Power Distribution 
The 1982 US Festival relied entirely 

upon truck -mounted generators for its 
power source. For 1983, special power 
lines were brought in from a mile away, 
and which had been connected to the 
local Consolidated Edison grid. As 
emergency backup, a V -16 Caterpillar 
diesel was constantly idling, ready to 
drive a one million -watt generator set. 

Clair's Rex Ray reports that his com- 
pany's system had 800 -amp, three - 
phase service available. "We are draw- 
ing about 425 to 540 amps per leg out of 
the available 800 - occasional peaks 
are seen to 500 during the loudest acts," 
he says. "We also see occasional peaks 
of over 500 amps on the neutral. Our 

line- voltage monitoring meter has been 
showing a very steady 123 volts, so we 
have pretty good current stability." 

The stage gear received its own 
separate power distribution system, as 
did the Showco delay towers. To minim- 
ize hum problems, the lighting system 
was powered entirely by generator. 
Showlite's Ed Wanabo explains why: 
"We used on -site power generation for 
the two- megawatt lighting system to 
make sure that there was complete iso- 
lation between the lights and the sound 
system ... separate AC source, separate 
grounding, everything. This way, there 
is no potential at all for line -carried 
noise interference - there's just no 
chance for the two grounds to loop 
between each other. Another common 
problem with a lighting system this big 
is RF interference; we solve that by mod- 
ifying all of our dimmer racks in the 
shop before they ever even hit the road. 
Ours are much quieter than the stock 
units, and we rarely get any sort of com- 
plaints from sound companies about RF 
problems." 

To ease logistical difficulties, the 
lighting system came in a full week and 
a half before the sound equipment. 
Overhead trusses were hung and wired 
before the sound trucks ever arrived. 
Additional equipment included 26 spot- 
lights, 13 television cameras (several 
hung on tracks above the stage and 
remote -controlled), and two huge 40- by 
60 -foot Eidophor TV screens flanking 
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Figure 7: Showco speaker cabinets atop 
the "Dallas /Ft. Worth" delay tower, nearly 
40 feet above the crowd. 

the stage on each side. A 20- by 30 -foot 
Diamond Vision screen hung above the 
stage was bright enough to be seen in 
strong sunlight; the two Eidophor 
screens were used only at night. Each of 
the Festival's 34 performing acts agreed 
contractually to be videotaped for a 
potential movie version of the US 
Festival. 

Showco Delay Towers 
With music fans in the rear of the seat- 

ing area able to see the performers from 
a great distance away due to the large - 
screen projection units, delayed -sound 
towers were required to synchronize the 
audio with the video. Showco of Dallas, 
Texas, was contracted to provide addi- 
tional sound reinforcement gear for four 
separate towers, which were situated 
approximately one -eighth of a mile out 
from the stage (Figure 5). With typical 
Texas humor, the Showco crew claimed 
the 54 -acre audience area as property of 
the sovereign state of Texas, and named 
the four towers after four cities in Texas: 
Dallas /Fort Worth, Tyler, Lubbock, and 
Laredo; all cables running to and from 
these towers were accordingly labeled in 
this manner. 

Each delay tower was essentially its 
own little self- contained fortress, a 
1,600 -square -foot area enclosed in eight - 
foot high chain -link fence. On the mid- 
dle level of each tower was situated a 
Showco engineer who monitored the 
power amplifier levels, adjusted delay 
times, and maintained communication 
with the show's production chiefs via a 
headset -type communications system. 
All AC power lines, system -drive leads, 
and intercom connections were run 
through an underground conduit sys- 
tem that had been laid in trenches. 
These were covered over with earth 
months prior to the event, which gave 
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the grass a chance to grow over the dis- 
turbed area. (A portable toilet facility 
also was provided in each enclosure for 
the engineer's convenience, while on the 
other side of the fence from it were thou- 
sands of persons who had to trek a 
quarter -mile back to the public facili- 
ties.) 

The Showco speaker system consisted 
of the new two -box, four -way Arena sys- 
tem (AS) loudspeaker enclosures. Two 
identically -sized, 250 -pound cabinets 
comprise one set of AS speakers (Figure 
6). The bass cabinet contains three 18- 
inch JBL cones, while the mid /high 
cabinet houses two JBL E120 12 -inch 
units, two JBL 2441 compression driv- 
ers mounted on 40 by 60 Bi- Radial plas- 
tic horns, and two Yamaha JA -4281 
Super- Tweets HF units. 

Each of the four towers was stacked 
with 32 cabinets: 16 bass boxes, and 16 
mid /high units. Cabinets were stacked 
in four columns of eight, on two differ- 
ent tiers using a construction crane. The 
top cabinets were nearly 40 feet above 
ground level, and a step ladder provided 
access to the upper levels (Figure 7). 

All power amps were set on the middle 
level (along with the engineer's ice 
chest) for easy access. Showco amplifier 
racks housed Crown DC- 300 -As and 
PSA -2s, each of the eight amp racks per 
tower driving two pair of AS speaker 
cabinets (Figure 8). The bottom amp in 
each rack was bridged into 4 ohms, 
making approximately 1,200 watts 
RMS available to a pair of AS bass 
cabinets. (The Arena System is essen- 
tially the old Showco Pyramid system 
boxes, which have been extensively 
refurbished and re- engineered, then fit- 
ted with the latest in transducers). 

Delay Tower Electronics 
Each delay tower was equipped with 

its own electronics rack, assembled spe- 
cifically for this event. A Showco four - 
way electronic crossover split the signal 
being sent to each tower from the Clair 
house mix position, and an MXR third - 
octave graphic equalizer gave the tower 
engineer control over each speaker 
stack. Delay tower EQ settings were 
essentially flat, with gently -curved, 6 
dB peaks introduced at the one -octave 
regions centered around 100 Hz and 5 
kHz. 

A roving engineer on an ATC (All - 
Terrain Cycle) three -wheeler patrolled 
the audience area perimeter and relayed 
necessary delay and equalization - 
change information to the production 
command post via walkie- talkie. This 
data was then passed on to the appro- 
priate tower by hard -wired communica- 
tions line. ( "Dallas -Fort Worth! Kick up 
your mid -bass just a touch ... wait a 
minute ... more ... dandy! ") 

For the one -eighth mile distance, a 
delay setting of approximately 600 to 
700 milliseconds was required. Three of 
the towers were equipped with a Del - 
taLab ADM -310 digital delay unit 
(claimed by the manufacturer to have a 
frequency response from 20 Hz to 20 

Figure 8: Showco amp racks for the delay towers: Crown DC -300 -A and PSA -2 units, 
eight racks per tower. 

kHz, flat within +1, -3 dB). The fourth 
tower was supplied with a Lexicon 
Prime Time digital delay. 

House Mix Position 
Situated only 150 feet out from the 

downstage edge of the performing area, 
the house mixing platform measured 24 
by 40 feet. Surrounded by chain -link 
fencing, the platform served the light- 

ing and special effects crews as well as 
the sound engineers (Figure 9). Clair 
supplied three of its 40- channel folding 
consoles. Two desks facing the stage 
were used for alternating acts; as one 
engineer mixed his band's set on one 
console, the second was being set up for 
the next act. A third board situated 
behind the engineers served to send out 
the five main output mixes: left stack; 
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right stack; spare left and right; and an 
auxiliary drive rack mix. This last mix 
went to a group of dbx Model 900 limi- 
ters set at unity gain, and used as line 
drivers for eight more isolated mixes. 
These latter included the four delay 
tower sends, a left and right mix to the 
video truck as a reference /backup 
source, and two more sound reinforce- 
ment mixes that went to the auxiliary 
centerfill cabinets, and the backstage 
priority guest seating area. (These two 
mixes were passed through Clair R -4 

boxes, which basically are half -sized S- 
4s with fewer components). Figure 10 
details the output mix flow. 

To record the US Festival on multi- 
track for posterity and profit, Westwood 
One's 45 -foot remote trailer was present 
on site during the proceedings. [For a 
full rundown of the mobile vehicle's 
facilities, see the Spring 1983 issue of 
Audio Production for Broadcast - Ed.] 
Westwood's Dave Faraghcr explains 
what the truck did with splits from the 
on -stage mike inputs: "We are laying 
down multitrack as a reference for 
future sweetened mixes, with crowd 
sounds picked up by audience mikes. At 

Figure 9: Audio section of the spacious 24- by 40 -foot house mixing riser, with three 
Clair consoles. L to R: Clair engineers Dave Kob, Rex Ray, and Bruce Jackson. 

the same time, we are doing a mono 
broadcast mix, which we feed to the 
video truck next door. The Green, Crowe 
and Co. truck then uses our audio mix 
for the videotapes. Additionally, there is 
a satellite feed for a live video broadcast 
to Moscow over the Cable News Net- 
work." (The two mobiles are shown in 
Figures 11 and 12.) 
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Clair House Electronics 
From the primary Clair mix output 

console, program feeds for left and right 
house stacks passed through Clair four - 
way electronic crossovers. Output sig- 
nals from the crossover then hit a rack 
of 20 dbx Model 162 compressor - 
limiters, which served as line drivers, 
monitoring meters, and speaker protec- 
tion for the various tiers of S -4 speaker 
cabinets. Each separate low, mid and 
high feed passed through a 162 unit 
before traveling down the output snakes 
to the amplifier racks onstage. As pre- 
viously stated, other output mixes not 
requiring a Clair crossover split were 
passed through a rack of dbx Model 900 
compressor -limiters. 

System equalization was achieved by 
using White third -octave filter sets, two 
of these units processing the main left 
and right mixes. System frequency 
response was observed graphically on a 
Klark -Teknik DN60 real -time analyzer, 
which input was fed with an AKG C451 
condenser mike positioned directly in 
front of the mixing area. Pink noise and 
pre- recorded music were fed through the 
system for an entire day as the various 
tier levels were set. (Pre -recorded music 
input to the system came from a Sony 
PCM -F1 Digital Audio Processor!) 

Special effects and signal processing 
devices available to mixing engineers at 
the Clair position included an Eventide 
H949 Harmonizer, Lexicon 224 digital 
reverb, Lexicon Super Prime -Time DDL, 
and Orban Parasound devices for 
channel -patching on vocals. Each of the 
two identical mix consoles that saw 
alternating use were provided with sim- 
ilar effects racks. 

Showco House Mix Position 
In addition to Clair's three consoles, 

the house mix platform contained a 
Showco 30 -input "superboard," which 
was used to mix the performance sets 
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Figure 10: US Festival Audio Output Flowchart. 
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given by Van Halen and David Bowie, 
two of Showco's current touring 
accounts. A separate 40 -pair snake 
cable carried stage input lines out to the 
Showco board. (All lines running from 
the stage to the house mix position were 
passed through a 4 -foot diameter 
underground conduit with manhole 
covers and step ladders.) Showco engi- 
neers were able to do a mix on their own 
console for two of the show's most prom- 
inent acts, stereo outputs from this 
board being sent directly to the Clair 
main show console; a separate on -stage 
monitoring system was provided by 
Showco for these same two acts. 

The Showco house mix station was 
equipped with dbx Model 900 
compressor- limiters for individual 
channel patching, MXR 31 -band gra- 
phic equalizers, a Klark -Teknik DN60 
real -time analyzer, and Lexicon digital 
delay devices. Showco engineer Roy 
Snyder cited console familiarity and his 
company's clients' requests as two rea- 
sons for the separate console setup (Fig- 
ure 13). The mixing position was tied 
into the same communications line that 
served the Clair engineers, as well as the 
Showco stage line. 

Communications Systems 
With over 30 engineers and techni- 

cians onsite directly involved with 
audio production for the US Festival - 
12 from Clair, eight from Showco, four 
from Westwood One, and so on -a mul- 
tichannel communications line was 
considered essential. Clair engineers 
ran their own Clear -Corn line, as well as 
another separate intercom system that 
used an amp /speaker combination at 
both the house mix and monitor mix 
positions for a positive talkback device. 

Showco engineers had inter -console 
communications of their own. 

The master production -line intercom 
system was provided under separate 
contract by ' Audiotechniques of Los 

Angeles. A Clear -Corn SB -412 unit gave 
each station a four -by -12 matrix access 
(12 stations; four channels). This sys- 
tem carried signals for the lighting and 
sound crews, as well as an overall tech- 
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nival production line for UNUSON per- 
sonnel, and a private special effects line 
to enable video crew personnel to give 
instructions to the special effects crews 
(lasers, etc.). Each remote truck also had 
its own wireless and hard -wired system 
serving relevant personnel. Walkie- 
talkie devices were used by roving pro- 
duction crew chiefs, and event security 
personnel. 

Onstage Monitor System 
Stage monitoring facilities for nearly 

every act appearing on the US Festival 
bill were provided by Clair Bros., the 
exceptions being Van Halen and David 
Bowie, which were handled by a separ- 
ate Showco monitor system. Clair's 
engineers endeavored to provide each 
band's monitor mix engineer with the 
type of system with which he was famil- 
iar. Clair engineer Bob Weibel explains 
how he approached the complex task of 
providing stage monitors for over 30 dif- 
ferent acts: "We figured that the best 
way to go would be to give each guy 
what he asked for. We put up the mikes 
he wants. We bring them up on the 
board in the order he wants. We patch in 
the extra EQ and compression he wants. 

Fig. 11 (Top): Westwood One's mobile truck 
laid down multitrack for a future reference mix. 
and supplied the video truck with a broadcast 
mix. Fig. 12 (Right): Green. Crowe and Co. 
truck videotaped the Festival, and provided a 
satellite video feed for a live CNN broadcast to 
Moscow. 

That way each engineer is more comfor- 
table when he finally gets right down to 
mixing the monitors. The less he has on 
his mind about figuring out the equip- 
ment the better." 
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Weibel and the rest of the Clair stage 
crew had approximately one hour to do 
each changeover between acts, and he 
felt that only one set of monitor gear 
was necessary. "In the house, they have 
two sets of everything. Here, we are 
right on top of it all, and the change goes 
much more quickly," he offers. "Besides, 
our space up here is more limited, and 
two sets of monitor boards and EQ racks 
just wouldn't work out as well. 
UNUSON officials have given us a 
stage chart and input list for every act 
well ahead of time, and I am trying to 
meet personally with each monitor mix 
engineer to make sure that we know 
what he wants. Advance communica- 
tions make it all go much more 
smoothly." 

The Clair monitor system was based 
around a Midas 24- channel desk, an 
additional Midas 24 being available for 
auxiliary monitor inputs (Figure 14). 
Weibel felt that the Midas was a good 
choice of board for the US Festival: "I 
would be very surprised if most of the 



Figure 13: Showco's auxiliary 30 -input "Superboard" console 
was used for that company's two touring accounts performing 
at the US Festival, and had been positioned above and behind 
the Clair main consoles. 

Figure 14: Clair senior monitor engineer Bob Weibel consults 
input lists for his two Midas monitor mix consoles. Eight moni- 
tor mix outputs were supplied, plus stereo sidefills. 

guys who will be mixing these bands are 
not already familiar with the Midas. It's 
a pretty straight -ahead console, and has 
been around a good while; nothing too 
fancy. 

"I am set up now with the two boards 
paralleled, but as I look at the list of acts 
we are serving, it looks as if no one will 
need the extra console." 

Weibel felt that being prepared for 
unusual last- minute requests would 
ease his job as overall stage supervisor 
for Clair's system: "I have brought in 
more of everything," he explains. "I 

have over 50 floor slants available; we'll 
obviously never use that many, even if 
they all get blown up twice! And the 
extra Midas desk ... I'd rather be able to 
do a bus parallel, and keep all eight 
mixes, than just have a small submixer. 
Plus, this gives me a complete spare 
desk right here in case I need it. Here, we 
are giving these acts everything from 
soup to nuts ... it has to be all there. 

"It is a lot of gear ... it's a far cry from 
the days back when I was in college, and 
we used to just lay a column [speaker] in 
front of the band for a monitor and say, 

'Here, guys, knock yourself out! Now, if 
one of these people needs compressors 
on all his vocal channels and that sort of 
thing, I just reach for a patch cable." 

Monitor Electronics 
The 10 mix outputs from the two par- 

alleled Midas desks were fed into dbx 
Model 162 compressors. White third - 
octave filter sets and /or Klark -Teknik 
graphic equalizers were easily patcha- 
ble into each output line, as per a given 
engineer's preference. A Clair electronic 
crossover split the bi- amplified mixes at 
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1.2 kHz, and lUWS and highs were 
pushed by left and right channels of 
specially modified SAE Model 2600 
power amplifiers (Figure 15). 

Clair engineer Mike Wolpert, who 
usually is found touring with Kenny 
Rogers' system, explains the monitor 
system in further detail (Figure 16). 

"Our floor slants are set up with an 
internal passive crossover," he says. 
"That way, we can always get a good 
sound without even using a crossover. 
By changing a simple jumper, the boxes 
can be run two -way. For the US Festi- 
val, we have all bi -amped mixes set up. 
The floor slants contain a single 15 -inch 
cone, and a TAD 1602 driver mounted 
on a specially -built wooden radial horn. 

"With patch cables, I can quickly 
change any mix output from one area of 
the stage to another. I have extra dbx 
limiters available, extra graphics, even 
a Lexicon delay unit. Pretty much what- 
ever they ask for, I can patch in 
immediately." 

Clair's sidefill monitor stack gave 
every appearance of being able to pro- 
vide adequate coverage for the 56- by 
80 -foot stage: each side contained no 
less than 16 15 -inch speakers. Four 

Figure 15: Racks of SAE 2600 amps, specially modified by Clair, to power the 
bi- amplified monitor mixes. 

cabinets per side each housed four JBL 
speakers, and was referred to as a 4145 
box (Figure 17). Sidefill mids and highs 
were handled by Community Light & 
Sound's new M -4 diaphragm, and JBL 
2441s. 

"The M -4 is a 6 -inch aluminum diaph- 
ragm with no cone at all," Wolpert 
explains. "Just a huge diaphragm sur- 
rounded by styrofoam. They work great 

outdoors ... they sound really natural 
on this stage. We considered overhead 
monitors for a while, but decided 
against it due to the large, hard flat 
stage surface with no carpet on it." 

Power for the huge sidefill stacks 
came from Clair's compact four -in -one 
"Boat Anchor" amp rack (Figure 18). 
"We call it that because it is so heavy for 
its size," Wolpert remarks. "It consists 
of four SAE 1,000 -watt amps, put into 
one case along with cooling fans and an 
electronic crossover. You just run a mike 
cable to it with a mix output signal, plug 
it in, and you have instant sidefills. 
Here, we've put the Boat Anchor on a 
moving dolly right behind the sidefill 
stack, so the whole thing rolls around if 
needed." 

Together, the two large sidefill stacks 
put out such an intense sound -pressure 
level that complaints were yelled out 
from all parts of the 436 -foot wide stag- 
ing area as one band's monitor engineer 
checked his centerstage vocal mike with 
a deafening "Check ... One! Two!" 
Figure 16: Clair engineer Mike Wolpert at 
the monitor mix position. stage left. with 
Klark -Teknik graphics and White filter sets 
available for monitor mix EQ. 
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Figure 17: Clair sidefill stacks: 16. I 5-inch 
cones per side, with Community Light & 
Sound's M -4 diaphragms on the mids, and 
JBL 2441 s on top. 

For heavy -metal drummers, Clair 
engineers had prepared a special moni- 
tor rig: four Crown PSA -2 power ampli- 
fiers built into a small rolling rack, 
which also housed an electronic cros- 
sover set at 250 Hz and 1.2 kHz. When 
wheeled into position by the drum riser, 
this rack powered four Clair R-4 boxes 
(housing the same '18s as the S -4 house 

cabinets), providing a very portable, 
very loud drum monitor set -up which 
needed, once again, only a mike cable 
for input once it was positioned on stage 
using its rolling riser. 

Stage Miking 
With as many as 10 bands appearing 

on the same stage in one day, micro- 
phone cables almost seemed to be flying 
through the air of their own volition. 
Applying a method to this madness was 
Clair engineer Kathy Sander, whose job 
it was to make sure that input line #19 
was kick drum for Wall of Voodoo, for 
example (Figure 19). 

"Just about whatever mike an engi- 
neer requests on a given instrument, 
that's what I have the guys put up 
there," Kathy comments. "Standard for 
vocal mikes are Shure SM -58s or 
Electro -Voice DS -35s, and that's what 
we'll place unless requested otherwise. 
As far as the drum kit, I have Beyer 
M88s, Shure SM -56s and Sennheiser 
MD 421s for toms. For kick, it could be 
an AKG D -12E, an E -V RE -20 ... what- 
ever. For overheads, lots of AKG C451s, 
Sennheiser 409s; lots to pick from. And I 
have plenty of SM -57s for everything 
else." 

Kathy explained that each stage riser 
area was miked up on 6- or 12 -line satel- 
lite stage boxes, and run into the main 
splitter on stage left. "We have two 40- 
line trunks going out to the house, so we 
can pre -set the rolling risers with mikes 

and cables, then make a quick -patch 
with the multiconnector into the correct 
trunk line. That way, we are already 
working behind the scenes on the next 
group's set, while the current act is 
performing." 

In just five minutes, Kathy claimed 
that a major act could go from risers 
rolled into position to her crew being 
ready for mike check. "Normally, it 
would take about a half -hour to be that 
ready," she points out. "Our set changes 
are going a lot faster than that. Then, 
we have about 30 minutes to check lines 
in the house, the monitors, and at the 
recording truck." 

While Kathy personally checked 
input lines for correct numerical desig- 
nation and handled the master stage 
chart list, a crew of four Clair employees 
set mike stands and ran cables, moved 
floor slants, and placed microphones. 

Mixing The Show 
A total of 34 different performing acts 

means probably 34 different house mix 
engineers, and 34 different monitor mix 
engineers. To make certain that these 
individuals' needs were taken care of in 
the house, Clair engineers Mike Wolfe, 
Bruce Jackson, Dave Kob, and Mike 
Stahl took turns minding shop. 

"Basically, when an engineer is mix- 
ing his act out here, he can do whatever 
he wants," Jackson remarks. "We've 
not set ourselves up as some sort of ̀ God 
Committee' to dictate how they will do 

Production qualit 

4 110 

700 Series 
Multichannel 
Audio Mixing 
Console 

The Auditronics 700 Series is one of 
the few multichannel audio mixers 

specifically designed for production 
use. Available in 5 mainframe sizes, 

with or without integral patchbay, and 
in optional shallow depth variations for custom 

installations, the 700 Series has become the console 
for simultaneous production and recording in both 

mobiles and studios and for audio for video production. 

Model shown: 740-36 

Standard Features 
VCA Grouping 
Stereo & Dual Mono Mix Capability 
2 Foldbacks and 4 Effects Sends & Returns 
EQ and HP /LP Filters on each input 
Complete Monitoring and Communications 

C Penney & Giles VCA Controlling Faders 
El Audio Follow Video Capability 

Multichannel Metering 

Available in 8, 16, or 24 outputs. 
Level and Mute Automation optionally available. 

aaucJitronics, inc. 
3750 Old Getwell Rd. 
Memphis, TN 38118 USA 
Tel: ( 1) 362 -1350 
Telex: 533356 
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their job, but they have access to all the 
gear that is here, provided they can 
show us that they know what to do with 
it. 

"We have set the mix position at what 
is relatively the same distance away 
from the stage as these guys would be in 
an arena, which is where most of these 
people are used to mixing their acts. 

"Our biggest problem, you could say, 
comes from guys who are here to mix a 
new act, and have never used such a 
large system as this before. It sort of 
intimidates them, and they get so hyper 
that we spend most of their set trying to 
'ust calm them down so they can work." 

Jackson points out that no single 
individual made all of the decisions 

concerning the huge system's setup and 
operation. "We all talked it out before- 
hand. and discussed different methods 
and strategies," he recalls. "Then we 
each took a walk around the venue, and 
sort of got the levels and EQ set ahead of 
time, communicating back and forth 
with the walkie- talkies. The evening 
before the first day's performance, we 
had a local band do a live set to get a 
final system checkout, and for the video 
crews to adjust their cameras and 
things. Finally, The Clash did what you 
might call a dress rehearsal late that 
night, so we were actually quite pre- 
pared when it came right down to it." 

The "Clair Committee Method" seems 
to have worked out quite well. Mike 
Wolfe was actually project manager, but 
system responsibilities were spread 
amongst several individuals. During 
the event itself, comments concerning 
the sound system were invariably 
positive. 

HARRISON SM -5 MONITOR CONSOLE 
A Cooperative Design Effort between 

Showco, Clair, and Harrison Engineers 
Perhaps the most interesting piece of hardware in use at the recent US Festival was the 

new Harrison 32- channel SM -5 monitor console. Introduced in June of this year, the SM -5 

is probably the most complex console ever to be designed and built for the sound - 
reinforcement market. It is one of the few purpose -built monitor mixers available, and was 
designed from the ground up specifically to provide on -stage monitoring facilities. And, 
perhaps most importantly, the SM -5 represents a concert sound "first ": both Clair and 
Showco engineers collaborated on layout and design specifications for the SM -5, and then 
presented the concept to Harrison for manufacturing. (In the past, both companies have 
either relied on commercially available products, or designed and built their own consoles.) 

The US Festival has the distinction of being the first concert sound project in the United 
States to use the SM -5. Showco provided a stage monitoring system for two of the 
company's major clients, Van Halen and David Bowie, and which was completely separate 
from the Clair monitor set -up that served all other acts on the bill. 

First conceived in mid -1982, the SM -5 went from sketched -out plans and wishes to reality 
in less than a year. A total of 16 boards initially were constructed by Harrison. Showco took 
delivery of 10 SM -5s in May of this year, and Clair ordered six boards. Clair's first console 
was shipped immediately to Europe for use with Rod Stewart's tour; Showco's first console 
was in use on -stage at the US Festival. Showco plans to use the board for all future and 
upcoming tours, including Linda Ronstadt, Peter Gabriel, and Rick James. According to 
Showco owner /partner Jack Maxson, "We've made the decision to concentrate our 
energies on doing shows. We'll let Harrison concentrate on manufacturing." 

The SM -5 weighs approximately 300 pounds, and measures 40 by 71 inches wide by 11 

inches high at the back panel. An internal carbon -steel frame houses 32 input modules, and 
ensures structural integrity; additional inputs can be added via an extender frame. "This 
console is really tough," comments Clair engineer Rex Ray. "It doesn't have any flex to it. 
You could probably run over it with a truck, and not hurt the frame. Four people can lift it 

easily, and the thing looks like it should last forever." 
Other features of the SM -5 include 16 main monitor mixing busses; 16 group re- assign 

busses; four -band, full -parametric equalization on each input channel; a group muting 
matrix; and VCA subgrouping on all 16 output busses. Output LED metering is built into 
the relevant output modules that are mounted in the center of the board. 
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Figure 18: Clair's "Boat Anchor" amp 
rack: four 1.000 -watt power amps in a 

compact box on wheels. complete with 
crossover and cooling fans for use with 
sidefill stacks. 

System User Comments 
Michael George, house mix engineer 

for The Clash, found the quality of the 
system to be excellent: "It was a very 
good -sounding system throughout the 
entire audience area. However, I felt 
that the volume left a little to be desired. 
I did not get an SPI meter reading, but it 
was nowhere near what I expected it to 
be in terms of level. As a matter of fact, 
in my conversations with the engineers 
for Men At Work and The English Beat, 
it came out that they felt the same way." 

Clair engineer Rex Ray explains 
George's comments as follows: "The 
lower tier of our speaker stacks was 
greatly reduced in level compared to the 
upper tiers. At the console, you have to 
realize that a lot of the system's acousti- 
cal energy is actually going right over 
your head, where it should be, so that it 
is hitting the rear of the audience area. 
Looking at that huge pile of speakers, it 
might be a bit disconcerting to not be 
blown away by the sound, but the 
audience heard it just fine." 

Another engineer pleased with the 
system's quality was Showco's Roy 
Snyder, who mixes house for Van 
Halen. "The cooperation between the 
two companies here has been excellent. 
We have a bit of friendly competition, 
but that's healthy." 

Synder remarked that, for him, out- 
door shows were nothing new. "I did the 
Rolling Stones outdoor shows last year. 
However, this is something unusual for 
Van Halen. We almost always tour 
indoor venues ... they are really an 
arena band. For me, as a rule, mixing 
outdoors is easier, since you don't have 
walls and things to clutter up the sound 
with a lot of echo. Outdoors, the sound 
has someplace to go ... you don't get a 
lot of standing waves building up. It is 



Figure 19: "Don't get me mad, or you 
won't have any vocals!" Clair engineer 
Kathy Sander was in charge of which mike 
line went where. Each act's engineers con- 
sulted with her prior to their sets, to ensure 
trouble-free set changes. 

easier to hear what your system is 
doing. 

"On the other side of the coin, there 
are unique problems. Wind conditions 
can really mess you up. You get a mix all 
set, then the wind shifts and you start 
hearing everything different, and have 

to change levels, EQ, everything. But 
here, we have one heck of a system, and 
I, for one, am enjoying myself." 

If Woodstock started it, did the US 
Festival end it? Promoters are split on 
the issue. Can large outdoor rock festi- 
vals still be produced economically as 
they were in the Sixties? 

Today's crowds are more sophisti- 
cated and demanding, and less likely to 
accept the poor -quality audio which 
characterized outdoor shows 15 years 
ago. Problems such as crowd violence, 
ticket counterfeiting, and prohibitive 
local regulations make it more and more 
difficult to predict a successful outdoor 
festival date. UNUSON's Steve Woz- 
niak remarked in advance that, if the 
1983 event lost money like the 1982 US 
Festival, this might be his last. (He 
reportedly lost $10 million on last year's 
Labor Day extravaganza.) 

The 1983 US Festival was a showcase 
for some of today's hottest recording 
acts (demanding hot fees: reportedly, 
Bowie and The Clash each successfully 
negotiated a $1.5 million fee). The latest 
in audio and video hardware was on 
display. To some members of the 
audience, the entire event must have 
seemed like one gigantic live television 
show, with huge viewing screens on 
which to see the performers, who 
appeared as miniscule puppets from the 

rear of the seating area compared to the 
larger- than -life video image. 

As an outdoor exercise in concert 
logistics and engineering, the US Festi- 
val was practically flawless. Hundreds 
of working personnel, millions of dol- 
lars' worth of sound and lighting gear, 
and dozens of trucks were organized 
and orchestrated into a momentous 
event. 

Whether or not such overstated pro- 
duction events will be seen in the future, 
Showco's Jack Maxson feels that, for 
some parties, the US Festival will ulti- 
mately be very profitable. "Right now, 
some of our equipment suppliers are 
already starting to approach us for 
endorsements ... you know, 'The ampli- 
fier which rocked the US Festival' . . . 

that sort of thing. We are having to be 
very careful about who uses our name in 
that respect, and the names of our 
clients in connection with us. However, 
ultimately, the equipment manufactur- 
ers can see that there is a lot of mileage 
to be gained from events like this one. 
The 'glamour' PA companies, the names 
which get linked with major artists .. . 

we all stand to benefit by that sort of 
advertisement, I think. As new products 
are developed for concert sound use by 
the manufacturers, companies such as 
Showco and Clair, along with many 
others, try them out. And an event such 
as the US Festival is one place to find 
out ... does your system work ... or 
doesn't it ?" 

Creanecordin g s Start Here 
Your console is the heart of your studio. When it comes to producing a great recording, your 
choice of equipment makes all the difference. APSI makes that choice easy with the Mode 
3000 Multitrack Recording Console. The Model 3000 will help you maintain control of your 

signals and voices - control that is critical to good recording. 
The Model 3000 provides a powerful and comprehensive operating system with mixing flex- 
ibility and features never before available. It is modular and adaptable to an extraordinary 
degree, and the quality and versatility have been proven over years of use. When every 

signal counts, can you afford to settle for less? 
Make the Model 3000 your choice. Call us and let's discuss your requirements we'll built 

a Model 3000 especially for you. 

See us at fall AES Booth Number 140 October 9.12. 

AUDIO PROCESSING SYSTEMS, INC. 
Innovation and Excellence in Sound 

90 Oak St., 4th Floor, PO Box 8, Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164 (617) 965 -1200 
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Everyone Says They're Better 
We Prove It! 
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Time Delay 
Reverberation 
Crossovers 
Tape Noise Reduction 

Compressor / Limiters 
Expanders 
Spectrum Analyzers 
Parametric EQ 

With all the strong claims by advertisers, it's not easy to distinguish between 
the hot air and the hot products. That's exactly why we prepa:ed this 
demonstration album. In it we show you what our products do and how they 
compare with the best of our competition under identical circumstances. 

You will hear our phenomenal MICROPLATE" Reverb with over 18 KHz 
bandwidth 'n side by side reverb only comparisons with the EMT' Plate on 
percussion nd vocals. No other spring reverb would dare attempt such a 
comparison The cost is incredible too, under $600 mono, $1,200 in stereo! 

We also show our CLX -2 Compressor /Limiter /Expander in side by side 
comparisons with the dbx 165 and illustrate the CLX's audibly superior 
freedom from distortion as well as its other abilities of De- Essing, Expansion, 
Keyed Expansion, Push button Stereo Tracking, and Ducking. 

Other demos feature our exceptionally versatile parametric equalizers, time 
delays and tape noise reduction. Examples are drawn from the master tapes of 
top 40 Hits and show some of the most sophisticated recording tecniques ever 
devised. Letlyour ears decide who sounds best before you buy. Only direct sales 
allow us to Offer a superior product at prices lower than the competition. 

Writ or call for a free 24 page brochure and demo album. 
LT Sound, Dept. RP -1, P.O. Box 338 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 Phone (404) 493 -1258 
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SOUTH STREET VENTURE 
A Multimedia Program Highlighting New York City's 

Redevelopment of the Manhattan Waterfront 

Complex Slide and Film Presentations with 
Timecode Synchronized Multitrack Audio 

by Robert Carr 

1.1 
mewing decayed urban areas 
and restoring historical sites are 
not new phenomena. But the 

latest craze in big -city redevelopment is 
a composite of both approaches. Boston 
tried it first with its harbor area, and the 
enthusiastic reception that the refur- 
bishment received was enough to 
inspire New York City to try the same 
approach with its waterfront in lower 
Manhattan. 

A highlight of the Big Apple's new 
tace is an audio /video production 
entitled South Street Venture, spon- 
sored by Norwalk, Connecticut -based 
Trans -Lux Corporation. Trans -Lux con- 
tracted Rusty Russell Projections to 
write the show and oversee the actual 
production. Having already completed 
a number of similar programs, includ- 
ing Where's Boston? (a salute to the 
Boston Bi- centennial in 1976), Smith- 
sonian's Nation of Nations (Washing- 
ton, D.C.), and John Hancock's 60th 
Floor Observatory (Boston), Russell 
and crew were able to draw upon their 
experience, and incorporate the latest 
advancements in audio and video tech- 
nology to present what promises to be 
the epitome of sight and sound 
presentations. 

"Promises to be" is an appropriate 
phrase, because this article is being pre- 
pared prior to the program's scheduled 
opening sometime toward the end of 
September, 1983. [The production also 
forms part of the Social and Cultural 
Program organized by the AES, a spe- 
cial trip having been arranged for Mon- 

day October 10, during the forthcoming 
Audio Engineering Society Convention, 
New York City - Editor.] 

The best approach to understanding 
the various audio aspects of the 59- 
minute, 55- second South Street Venture 
program is to be provided with an over- 
view of the show itself. Upon entering 
the theater, the audience will see in front 
of them a 65 -foot screen extending 
across the front of the room. The projec- 
tion surface arcs slightly at both ends 
and merges effortlessly with the 
condensed, but proportionate, models of 
local buildings, comprising a scenery 
set that runs to the back of the theater 
along the two side walls. During the 
approximately four minutes allotted for 
the audience to enter and find their 
seats, the audio system plays an intro- 
duction of music, sound effects, and 
background voices. "The idea is to pre- 
pare the audience for the program," 
says soundtrack supervising engineer 
Thom Foley, "and get them used to 
being surrounded by the show." 

Synchronized Film and Video 
The visual portion of South Street 

Venture is a skillful marriage of 64 
Kodak slide projectors and three 
motion- picture projectors, focused not 
only on the front screen, but also on var- 
ious secondary screens throughout the 
auditorium. (Thirty -two slide machines 
cover the front, and the remaining 32 
are scattered around the house for spe- 
cial effects.) The primary film projector, 
a 16mm Elmo containing the image and 

A scheduled visit to South Street Venture has been 
arranged as part of the Social and Cultural Program for the 
forthcoming AES Convention, New York Hilton, October 8 
thru 12. 

voice of the principal narrator, Stephen 
I). Newman, one of the stars of Sophie's 
Choice, is mounted on a lazy -susan -type 
of device that swivels back and forth by 
computer control to give the illusion 
that Newman is walking (or running) 
across the entire screen, or doing 
entrances and exits on and off the 
"stage" area. Synchronized with his 
motion is his narrative audio track (a 
monaural, optical film soundtrack) that 
is panned among five custom Altel 
speakers mounted behind the screen. 

With the aid of a second, unseen nar- 
rator, actress Colleen Dewhurst, New- 
man guides the audience through a tour 
of the neighborhood, and explains the 
historical background and significance 
of particular local landmarks. As he 
talks, points at sites of interest, and 
directs the action, slide presentations of 
various configurations join him on 
stage - sometimes at the opposite end 
of the screen, and sometimes covering 
him completely until he disappears 
from view. 

Once in a while, the narrator decides 
to stroll down behind the sets that cover 
the side wall. (The sound of his footsteps 
and the conversations he has with other 
unseen, but overheard, residents play 
through the appropriate speakers 
mounted in the scenery. In total there 
are 18 TOA Model RS -21M, and two 
Yamaha S3115H monitors for sound 
effects: four under the audience, three 
above, six behind one wall, and seven 
behind the other. Once he's reached the 
correct window, the shutters pop open to 
expose a latex mask covered mannequin 
on which Newman's talking head is pro- 
jected via a second projector; the moni- 
tor speaker behind supplies his voice. 

Other special house effects (there are 
just over 100 in the entire show) include 
little sight and sound gags, like a win- 
dow appearing to burst into flames, and 
a machine in the front of the house that 
creates a light sea fog. Other visual and 
sonic effects include a specially pre- 
pared section of ship's rigging that 
almost falls on the audience, plus 
smoke, lightning, and cannon flashes. 
Kintek sub -woofers support the bone - 
shaking low frequencies that accom- 
pany explosions, and occasionally 
nasty weather. 

The show concludes with a four - 
minute fiesta sequence, which features 
background samba music and credits 
on screen while the audience exits the 
auditorium. The audio for the entire 
presentation is played back by two, 
eight -track Otani MX -5050B MkIII -8 
half -inch machines. While one show 
runs, the other copy is being rewound. 
At 59 minutes and 55 seconds, the tim- 
ing allows five seconds between tapes, 
which is sufficient to switch from one 
machine to the other, and always start 
the next showing on time. In addition, if 
one machine ever breaks down, the 
second eight -track provides an instant 
backup. 

Obviously, a show of this complexity 
comprised several major production 
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steps - separate sessions to record the 
music, sound effects, and narration; and 
to sequence, mix, and ensure that every- 
thing lined up when the project was 
assembled. Without becoming too 
bogged down in details, the production 
schedule can be broken down into 
separate areas, as follows: 

Sound Effects 
Aside from a few pre -recorded original 

sound sources pulled from a personal 
collection, engineer Mary Jane Soule 
was assigned the responsibility of creat- 
ing or recording live all of the sound 
effects for the project. Her choice of 
machine was a two -track Nagra IV -S, as 
it has been for previous projects she's 
worked on for Rusty Russell. She then 
edited and dubbed the resultant tapes 
via a dbx noise- reduction unit to another 
Nagra half -track running at 71/2 IPS. 
The result was a library of more than 60, 
seven -inch reels of assembled and cata- 
loged sound effects recorded at approp- 
riate levels. 

Narration 
Narrators Stephen D. Newman and 

Colleen Dewhurst cut their voice tracks 
at F -V Sound, a New York City narra- 
tion room, with Vernon Sollecito engi- 
neering. Dewhurst recorded her final 
version at this point, because she is 
never seen during the show. However, 
Newman acts as the on- screen host, and 
more care was required to prepare his 
final tracks. This initial session pro- 
duced only a scratch track of his narra- 
tive. Soule then edited and assembled 
both narrations into order on the same 
reel for dubbing at a later time. She also 
put together a transfer of all spoken 
parts (principal narrations and charac- 
ter voices), cut them into sections with 
the approximate timings, and laid down 
guide tones before each segment. Those 
were then sent to San Francisco for use 
as guide tracks to complete the music 
recording. 

Music Tracks 
An historical presentation such as 

South Street Venture demands that 
extensive research be completed to find 
the appropriate period pieces to enhance 
every scene. The arranger /conductor 
chosen for the task was Ed Bogus, a San 

- Supervising engineer Thom Foley - 
Francisco-based music director known 
for his soundtracks behind Fritz the Cat 
and the Garfield movies. Bogus' favor- 
ite Bay Area studio is Russian Hill, a 
24 -track room that became the location 
for music recording. Engineer Richard 
Greene used conventional miking tech- 
niques to capture the music live on an 
Ampex MM -1200 24- track, and a custom 
Helios console; Dolby -A noise reduction 
was used on all tracks throughout the 
entire audio production. Thom Foley 
arrived for the last day and a half of 
recording, and assisted Greene with the 
mixing. 

Recording the music for Venture was 
similar to any soundtrack session for a 
motion picture. The major difference, 
however, becomes apparent when one 
realizes that there was actually no film 
to use as a guide, as would normally be 
the case on a typical scoring stage. 
Instead, Soule's previously prepared 
voice transfer was laid down on track #1 
of the 24- track. Bogus, who had already 
composed the music to a copy of those 
same edited narratives, then, in turn, 
could listen to reference track as he was 
conducting the musicians to record the 
soundtrack. 

"A minute -and -a -half segment of nar- 
ration may be divided into three sec- 
tions," Foley explains. "We would 
record the music tracks for the first sec- 
tion on tracks 1 thru 12; the music for the 
second section on tracks 13 thru 24; and 
switch back to 1 thru 12 for the last sec- 
tion. When we mixed them together, we 

IF Audio Equipment for South Street Venture Presentation 
Narrator Stephen Newman's optical voice track plays through a Kintek optical pre-amp 

Model KT -41; a dbx Model 140, Type lI noise reduction unit; a Yamaha Model 1027 one -third 
octave graphic EQ; an Arion 895 decoder, which pans the sound across five custom -built 
speaker cabinets, supplied by Altel Sound, and powered by five channels of Yamaha PM2100 
amplifiers. Elmo projector carrying Newman's visual presentation is controlled by a Projector 
Control system manufactured by Northern Precision Labs. 

Each of the four principal audio tracks are played through a Dolby -A decoder; and a 

Yamaha Model 1027 third -octave graphic EQ; a Yamaha 511511T speaker cabinet powered 
by one channel of a Yamaha PM2200 amplifier. Bass reinforcement for extreme low 
frequencies is handled by a Kintek KT -90 sub -woofer system, with a built -in, 500 -watt Kintek 
amplifier. 

Each of the two effects tracks runs through a Dolby -A decoder; one channel of a Yamaha 
PM-2100 stereo amplifier; a Yamaha Model 1027 one -third octave graphic EQ; and an Arion 
895 decoder that assigns speaker routing to any combination of the 18 TOA Model RS-21M 
and two Yamaha S31 15H effects cabinets. 000 
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could maintain the illusion of conti- 
nuity by shifting back and forth 
between the two sets of 12 channels." 

Mixing was done to discrete four - 
track assignments on a half -inch 
Ampex AG -440, the recording once 
again encoded with Dolby -A noise 
reduction. Four monitor speakers were 
placed in front of the console to simulate 
the playback layout of the theater where 
the show was eventually going to play. 
All the tracks were sequenced and num- 
bered for future reference. 

Making It All Fit Together 
Once the music was in the can, the 

tough part really began - assembling 
the various components into one final 
master audio reel for use in the show. 
Thom Foley and Rusty Russell flew 
back to the East Coast, and set up shop 
at Northlake Studios in White Plains, 
New York. Basic equipment included an 
MCI JH -114 24- track, and an MCI JH- 
632 console with automation, the latter 
facility considered essential for the pro- 
ject's rigorous mixing demands. 

The work schedule ran from 6 a.m. 
until between 3 to 6 p.m. every evening. 
"Because we were working in a rock 
studio that also did heavy -metal ses- 
sions every night, the [apparent] levels 
on the tape machine would change dras- 
tically from one day to the next," 
remembers Foley. "I had to align the 
24 -track every morning, set up a half - 
track machine for the sound effects, a 
four -track for the music, and a mono 
machine to play back the narration." 
(Remember, both Dewhurst's final ver- 
sion and Newman's "ghost" track are 
on the same reel.) 

Starting with the clean two -inch tape, 
approximately four -and -a -half minutes 
of click track was laid down on channel 
#1 for reference. (The low level of the 
signal eliminated the need for a buffer 
track.) The click track served as the tim- 
ing guide for the walk -in section, which 
would hold the background sound 
effects that entertain the audience as 
they are finding their seats. "We like to 
finish the audio for the whole show," 
Foley says. "And then, knowing what 
we've done, find new sound effects and 
background voices that are reflective of 
the overall mood of the presentation to 
assemble the walk -in." 

At the four -minute mark, the actual 

TRACK ASSIGNMENTS FOR 
MASTER 24 -TRACK MUSIC, 

EFFECTS, AND DIALOG TAPE 
Track #1 - MCI autorisation data and /or 

click -track 
#2 - Narration: Newman guide 

track 
#3 - Character Voices 
#4 - Narration: Dewhurst, plus 

character voices 
#5 - Character Voices 
#6 - Character Voices 

Tracks 7 thru 10 - Music A 
Tracks 11 thru 14 - Music B 
Tracks 15 thru 23 - Sound Effects 
Track #24 - MCI automation data 



$28,000,000.00 
IN SALES lATER- 

MIlAN! AU1)tO'S labs and studios, necessitated the use of one 
quarter million feet of cabling, 1350 
patch points and extensive custom work: 

Milam Audio provided all audio 
equipment, fabrication, installation and 
room tuning, in cooperation with Mr. Jim 
Gundlach of Kirkegaard and Associates of 
Chicago, acoustical and systems designers 
for the project. 

Mr. Martin J. Wilson exemplifies our work- 
ing relationship with our valued clients. 

POSIT! VE REPJJITAT I ON 
AND I 

IN THE INDUSTRY 
REMAINS BUILT 

ON ThE BELIEFTHAT... 
clients deserve professional and 

intelligent respect that is provided 
only through the absence of high 
pressure selling and the use of 
binding sales contracts. 

clients are entitled to know the 
truth about products and 
manufacturers before a sale is made. 

the best application of a client's 
funds is when it enables them to 
compete in their market place within 
their budget. 

a dealer's obligation is to support 
what he sells, relieving clients of 
initial and long range service burdens. 

For the past fifteen years the number of 
major Milam Audio installations and design 
and construction projects has continually 
grown throughout the USA. One recently 
completed project at The Denver Center for 
the Performing Arts in Denver, Colorado, is 

among the finest multi -room, 24 track 
analog + digital recording and research 
facilities in the country. Requirements of the 
recording and video control centers, research 

From the inception of the Denver 
Center's new World Class Recording and 
Research Center, our goal was to produce 
one of the finest, State of the Art, analog / 
digital facilities in the country. Our goal 
certainly has been met with the help of 
professionals like Milam Audio. 

Milam Audio's participation in our 
project involved an enormous amount of 
detail planning and custom work, in addition 
to the supply and support of all audio 
equipment and installation. They delivered 
on time and within budget as promised. Tht 
lack of problems we have encountered since 
start up is evidence of their expertise and 
professionalism." 

Mr. Martin J. Wilson; 
Director of Administration of the 
Recording and Research Center. 

1470 VALLE VISTA BLVD., PEKIN, IL 61554 -6283 
309 - 346 -3161 (SERVICE DEPT. 309 -346 -6431) 
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show begins. Newman's ghost narra- 
tive was recorded on channel #2 of the 
24- track, and used as a guide only. [See 
accompanying sidebar for additional 
track assignments.] No SMPTE time - 
code references were used for this por- 
tion of the mixing. Following the sche- 
dule outlined in a production book put 
together by Russell, the various audio 
elements were added when needed and 
mixed using the MCI console auto- 
mation. 

"We could mix only about a minute of 
soundtrack at a time," Foley remem- 
bers, "because the panning was so intri- 
cate. It took three of us more than 100 
hours to cut and paste the complete hour 
soundtrack. The first pass we'd mix just 
the voices; the second pass would put 
the music with the composite voices. 
The third pass we'd mix and pan the 
effects, and the fourth time through 
we'd update whatever was needed." 

The result was two master reels of 
eight- track, one -inch tape recorded at 15 
IPS with Dolby -A noise reduction. 
Those two reels were, in turn, trans- 
ferred to two reels of half -inch tape at 71/2 

IPS, which were spliced together and 
coded with 24 -frame SMPTE on track 
#7. The final Dolby- encoded, eight -track 
arrangement was as follows: 

Track #1 - Sound effects "A" 
Track #2 - Principal audio (music, 

background voices) 
Track #3 - Principal audio 
Track #4 - Principal audio 
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Track #5 - Principal audio 
Track #6 - Sound effects "B" 
Track #7 - 24 FPS SMPTE timecode 
Track #8 - Arion Corporation 

"Omni -Loc" timecode 

Timecode Reference Points 
Tracks 1 and 6 are individually swit- 

chable to any one of the 20 effects louds- 

peakers. The principal audio tracks are 
tied to four Yamaha speaker cabinets 
located in the front of the theater - one 
track per cabinet. At first, Stephen 
Newman's "ghost" vocal found its way 
on to track #8 of the half -inch tape. "We 
needed Newman's voice and SMPTE as 
references for editing the final visuals. 
Once that was taken care of, we erased 
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FREE RTA 150 
REAL TIME ANALYZER 

WITH CONSOLES PURCHASED 
BY OCT. 15, 1983 
A $1200 VALUE 

INPUT 
Active balanced line in (XLR) 
Stereo 'a" balanced line in 
Line mic switch 
Phase reverse switch 
High pass idler 
Ea in out switch 
Mute switch 
Variable gain (45 dB) 
Two monitor sends 
Two effects sends 
Direct out CO 

PULSAR LABOR 

80 SERIES 
Access in & out f. 
3 level 3 LED 

Cue send 
100 mm fader 

EFFECTS 
Two individual effects 
modules 
5 band Ea dual peak 
reading meters (effects & 
monitors) 
Access in out on effects & 
monitors 

SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES 
100 mm fader 
Effects may be switched into 
the matrix 
LED metering on effects & 
monitors 

TALKBACK 
Priority interrupt cue system 
48 volt phantom power 
Dual stereo headphone jacks 
LED dual peak reading meter 
on cue 

ATORIES, INC. 3200 GILCHRIST RD. 

Extensive headphone 
monitoring 

FEATURES 
Totally modular 
to point wiring 
Active gain stages for low 
noise and extended dynamic 
range 
5 band graphic or 
parametric Ea 
Total patching through access 
in out on all modules 
Solid oak frame steel sub -frame 

MOGADORE, OHIO 44260 

no point 

Optional on board signal 
processing. such as 
comp -limiters, etc. 
Frequency response 20 - 

20 KHZ or -.5d8 
EIN 20 - 20 KHZ . 129 dBV 
Distortion - less than 02% 
Crosstalk - 74 dB (odd pairs) 
Max. mic gain - 105 dB 
Max. line gain - 74 dB 
Max output 26 dBV balanced 
Max output .18 dBV unbalanced 

216/784-8022 
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his rough narration and replaced it with 
the 'Omni -Loc' timecode that would 
sync the soundtrack to the Arion 
decoders." 

Under the technical direction of Tim 
Burnham, three stock Arion decoders 
were installed to handle the switching 
cues. One Arion Model 895 was respon- 
sible for operating Newman's projector: 
the switching for all of the sound effects 
through the TOA and Yamaha speak- 
ers, and the low- frequencies through the 
sub -woofers (when necessary); and 
some of the house effects. Two Arion 
Model 852 units run the 64 slide projec- 
tors, the remaining house effects, and 
movie projectors. Programming of the 
system was done on an IBM Personal 
Computer. 

Of the three motion -picture projectors 
in the set -up, only two were controlled 
via SMPTE timecode: Newman's 16mm, 
and the :35mm machine that provided 
the additional moving sequences, such 
as aerial shots, throughout the film. The 
third projector, a 16mm with no sound- 
track, and responsible for the "talking 
head" that appears in a window of the 
scenery, was simply turned on and off 
by the Arion for the short segment it 
furnished. 

Of particular interest is the manner in 
which film -sync sound engineer John 
Hampton was able to add Newman's 
part to the show. To ensure synchroni- 
zation between voice and visual, the 
narrative had to be laid down on the 
optical track of the film stock. Once the 
music and sound effects were mixed, the 
finished tape was sent back to New York 
City, where Newman recorded his final 
narration in real time against the mas- 
ter audio. For the film shoot, which was 
done at the same time as the narration 
recording, the master audio tape con- 
taining all the program elements and 
SMPTE code were resolved to a tape 
containing a 60 Hz sync tone. That tape 
was played back on a Nagra two-track, 
whose crystal -sync controlled the film 
camera being used to shoot Newman. 
Newman, in turn, wore a wireless 
receiver and earphone so he could hear 
the soundtrack minus his original 
scratch track. His live narration was 
recorded on yet another Nagra held in 
time with the sync tone from the first 
Nagra. After that, the transfer to 16mm 
optical with SMPTE was easy. 

To increase the signal -to -noise ratio. 
and generally improve the sound qual- 
ity of the optical track, Russell Projec- 
tions employed a Kintek pre -amp KT-41 
through a dbx Model 140, Type II noise 
reduction unit, and a Yamaha Model 
1027 third -octave graphic EQ. Initial 
tests indicate that the system functions 
as predicted, and helps cut down 
unwanted hiss and noise from the opti- 
cal soundtrack. 

As mentioned earlier, South Street 
Venture promises to be the epitome of 
sight and sound presentations. We 
should be able to judge for ourselves dur- 
ing the Fall AES Show, and on visits to 
the Big Apple. DO 
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The peavey CS'" Series power amplifiers are well -known for their power lnd 
dependability but not everyone realizes that eachamp has a full complem?rt of 
" intelligent" circuitry designed to meet the rigor°Js demands of today's so Ind 
reinforcement applications. 

Boll- the CS -400'" and CS -800'" feature our crossover network configuraion 
that provides totally modular crossover selection. With or optional PL 

crossover modules, the musician /soundman can pre -select optimized 
crossover points with built -in equalization. Ei- amping. even tri -arrp ng. 

becoins as easy as plugging into the system. 
There's also our exclusive DDT'" compression circuit that "senses" the jrrset 

of clip ing and engages another special circuit that virtually eli ninates the 
poss bility of driving the amplifier into clipping. 

Where the smart circuits end, the heavy -duty -,onstruction begins. Bo h the 
CS -400 " and CS -800'" feature massive cast front panels in fully rack- mourtable 
packages built to give years of rugged dependable service. 

One look at the CS'" Series stereo power amp; will convince any thi iMing 
person " A glance at the price tag reveals the best part of all ... the CS'" Se ies 
are affordable 

Get smart and check out the "intelligent" wattage your author zed Peavey 
Dealer has to offer. r PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

711 A Street / Meridian. MS 39301 / US A. 
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STUDIO OPERATIONS 

PERFORMING MEANINGFUL 
NOISE LEVEL 

MEASUREMENTS IN 
THEORY AND PRACTICE 

by Paul C. Buff, Technical Consultant 
Valley People, Inc. 

G_ he specification and measure- 
ment of audio noise levels, and 
their relationship to signal and 

overload levels, are of utmost impor- 
tance in the sound studio. Yet the engi- 
neer or technician who is prepared to 
accurately define and measure these 
parameters is indeed of a rare breed. 
Perhaps equally rare is commercially 
available equipment capable of per- 
forming the task. 

Which Noise is the Real Noise? 
By definition, noise is anything that 

is not signal. While we are concerned 
with all noise sources, if our measure- 
ments are to be of any value in analyz- 
ing or improving our equipment, we 
should be capable of separating the var- 
ious sources of noise. In characterizing 
the various noise mechanisms we may 
encounter in audio equipment, it is 
important to note that there are two 
primary categories: true thermal noise, 
inescapably present in any system due 
to thermal agitation of the electrons 
themselves; and induced, or error noise, 
such as hum, oscillation, RF pickup, 
power supply noise, etc. When we are 
dealing with a complex system, consist- 
ing of multiple components or modules, 
it is likely that thermal noise is the pre- 
dominant mechanism within the com- 
ponents or subassemblies, while 
induced error noise results from 
extraneous pickup in the system's wir- 
ing and interconnection. By applying 
logic and sensible measurement tech- 
niques, we should be able to determine 
what we are trying to measure, and 
what to do if improvements are to be 
made. 

Thermal or "Gaussian" Noise 
Whenever heat is applied to matter, a 

resultant agitation of electrons takes 
place. When that piece of material - be 
it a conductor, semiconductor or insula- 
tor - is a part of an electronic system, 
the result is random, but predictable 
noise. Without delving deeply into the 
physics of thermal noise, it is important 
that we understand its laws of behav- 
iour. The most important aspect is that 
thermal noise, in a non- frequency- 
selective system, appears with equal 
energy per unit of bandwidth. For 
example, the same amount of thermal 
R -e /p 118 October 1983 

noise energy exists in the frequency 
band from 100 Hz to 110 Hz, as exists in 
the band from 10 kHz to 10.01 kHz; both 
bands are 10 Hz wide. 

But this is unrelated to the nature of 
hearing and how sounds and music are 
created, since we relate what we hear to 
"octaves." The band of, say, 100 Hz to 
200 Hz is given more or less equal impor- 
tance as is the band of 5 kHz to 10 kHz. 
While each of these frequency bands 
forms an octave (or doubling of fre- 
quency), the number of cycles contained 
in the lower octave is only 100, while 
5,000 cycles are contained in the higher 
octave. Thus, while the musical, or aural 
weight, of the two octave examples are 
more or less equal, we find the thermal 
noise energy contained in the 5 to 10 
kHz octave to be some 50 times as great 
as that in the 100 to 200 Hz octave. This 
easily explains why pure thermal noise, 
or "white noise," sounds "hissy," or 

accentuated at higher frequencies, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

If we take the accepted 10- octave 
range of hearing to be one extending 
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and divide it in the 
aural middle, we find five lower octaves 
from 20 Hz to 640 Hz, and 5 upper 
octaves from 640 Hz to 20 kHz. In calcu- 
lating the spectral content of thermal 
noise within this same range, we find 
31/32 of the total noise in the upper five 
octaves and only 1/32 in the lower five. 

The point to be made here is that when 
examining pure thermal noise in a rela- 
tively flat response system, the entire 
lower half of the audio spectrum may be 
filtered out in order to remove error 
noise, such as hum and power supply 
ripple from the measurement. The result 
of using, for example, a 400 Hz high - 
pass filter for this purpose is the intro- 
duction of a negligible error when 
measuring thermal noise. 

Taking the case a bit further, assume 
we have a piece of equipment having 
flat response to 500 kHz, thus designed 
for excellent transient and high - 
frequency phase response. Now, sup- 
pose we measure the residual noise level 
of this equipment with a wide -band 
meter exhibiting equal or greater band- 
width. Because of the nature of the 
thermal noise produced in the equip- 
ment, we will find that 25 times as much 
noise power is present in the ultrasonic 
region above 20 kHz, as is contained in 
the audible portion of the spectrum. 
Such a measurement, then, is purely 
academic, and has little bearing on how 
much noise we will hear when listening 
to the device. Thus, while the ultrasonic 

Figure One: Spectral Density and Loudness of Thermal Noise. Solid Une represents 
spectral density of thermal noise with 0 dB at 1 kHz, while the dotted line represents 
relative loudness of thermal noise in dB SPL at a moderate listening level. 
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The RamsaWR-8118. 
Two of the most versatile 
mixers you'll ever own. ..?A AA C, A 

ititimar .r..% 
First, it's a meticulously 
designed and engineered 
sound reinforcement 
console. Push a button. 
It's now a meticulously 
engineered recording 
console. That's the extra- 
ordinary beauty of the 
Ramsa WR -8118. 

As a PA mixer, it gives 
you the flexibility to 
handle up to 18 mic and 
I ine signals. As a recording 
mixer, the WR -8118 

accepts multiple tape 
inputs and easily handles 
multi -channel recording, 
overdubbing and mixdown. 

Functions like stereo 
tape monitoring are 
switchable to become 
stereo effects sends for 
PA. And PA monitor 
sends can be switched 
to effects sends for 
recording or mixdown. 

And whichever mode 
you're w)rking irl, you'll 
have a t-uly remarkable 
console at ycur finger 
t ps. There's swi`chable 
high ana low EQ with 
continuously variable 
midrange. Twelve-point 
bar grape meters let you 
monitor ever/ signal that 
passes through the 
board. And :ie solo 
Linction lets you isolate 
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and monitor any of the 
18 input or four group 
signals. 

But the only way to 
really appreciate what 
has gone into the Famsa 
WR -8118, or its smaller 
12 channel version, the 
WR -8112, is to see your 
nearest Ramsa dealer for 
a hands -on demonstration. 

The Ramsa WR -8118. 
One versatile mixer that's 
two versatile mixers. 
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Please send me more information about the Ramsa WR -8118 
and WR -8112. 

Name 
PLEASE PR.NT 

Address 

City State 

Phone ( 

7 p 

Return Coupon To: Panasonic Industrial Company, Professional 
Audio Systems, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094. 
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Panasonic® 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS 



KEEP 
YOUR RECORDING 

STUDIO 
COMPETITIVE 

IN AN INDUSTRY 
WITH 

MORE THAN 
33 REVOLUTIONS 

PER MINUTE. 
Find out how, thanks to Sony /MCI, at the Audio Engineering 

Show, Booths 225, 226,733 -740, and 
Suite 529. And at the SMPTE show this November. 

SONY 
A division of Sony Corporation of America. Professional Audio Products. 

Som Communications Products Company. Som' Drive. Park Ridge. New Jersey 07656. © 1983 Som Corp. of America. Som is a registered trademark or the Sony Corp. 
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region may be important to the trans- 
parency and transient response of the 
system, we have no business measuring 
its noise content if your objective is to 
determine how "quiet" the system will 
sound. 

20 Hz to 20 kHz 
"Flat" Noise Measurements 

The basic premise of measuring audio 
noise levels on a flat, or unweighted 
basis, is to restrict the measurement 
bandwidth to the range of human hear- 
ing. Hence, most manufacturers will 
specify an unweighted noise measure- 
ment band of from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Many engineers and technicians make 
the mistake of fitting a pair of passive 
RC filters with -3 dB points at 20 Hz and 
20 kHz to a wideband meter, expecting 
to produce the desired measurement 
bandwidth. Because of the gentle 6 dB 
per octave rolloff of such simple filters, a 
considerable amount of noise energy 
present above and below the desired 
band may be measured. The equivalent 
noise bandwidth is considerably greater 
than that calculated. 

In looking at Table 1, it can be seen 
that the actual filter -3 dB points 
required to simulate a 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
equivalent noise bandwidth are a func- 
tion of the number of poles contained in 
the filters. For simple 6 dB per octave 
filters (single -pole), the correct frequen- 
cies are 31.5 Hz and 12.7 kHz, respec- 
tively. As the no^;;ier of poles is 
increased, the -3 dB points of the filters 
approach the absolute cutoff points that 
would be obtained with infinite pole fil- 
ters. In practice, the sharper the filters, 
the greater the accuracy of obtained 
readings on equipment of various ultra- 
sonic bandwidths. In a practical sense, 
equipment having 18 to 24 dB per octave 
filters, at the appropriate -3 dB points, 
will yield the required accuracy for con- 
fident field readings. 

If the measurement equipment has a 
selectable 400 Hz or similar multipole 
highpass filter, measurements may be 
made with and without the lower audio 
octaves, to determine if the noise 
observed is primarily pure thermal 
noise, or comes from power -line related 
sources. 

Use Your Eyes and Ears 
This author believes the most funda- 

mental mistake made in field measure- 
ments of noise is to simply connect a 
meter, read the answer, and believe it. 
The most versatile measurement equip- 
ment available is with you at all times 
-your ears. Besides holding your head 
together, the ears are very useful in 
determining the nature of what is being 
measured. While a noise meter will tell 
you the total amount of noise within the 
selected band, it will not readily tell you 
whether it is thermal noise, hum, leak- 
age, or what have you. By always moni- 
toring the signal under measurement, 
with the monitor gain set way up, your 
ears will instantly tell you what the 
meter cannot. If hum, buzz, leakage, or 
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Figure Two: Fletcher- Munson Curves (Taken from "Audio Cyclopedia "; Courtesy, 
Acoustical Society of America.) 

oscillation is inducing the error, you will 
hear it. If the system sounds quiet, but 
measures noisy, trust your ears - you 
must have a ground loop or other flaw in 
the meter connection. 

Similarly, your eyes can prove very 
valuable. All serious noise measure- 
ments should be made with a good oscil- 
liscope connected along with the meter, 
so you can see the waveforms being 
measured. If there is hum, or RF, or 
oscillation present, it is pretty hard to 
miss on the 'scope screen. In too many 
cases, an engineer or technician will 
connect a meter to a measurement point, 
without suitable filters and without 
aural and visual monitoring, and come 
up with readings 20 or 30 dB in error. In 
most cases, the error is caused by hum, 
RF, and ground loops in the meter con- 
nection, thus making the whole process 
a waste of time. 

Weighted Noise Measurements 
Any number of studies have been 

conducted over the years to determine 
the nature of human hearing. Typical of 
the results of these endeavors are the 
familiar Fletecher- Munson curves pres- 
ented in Figure 2 (courtesy ASA - The 
Audio Cyclopedia). Here, it is shown 
that the characteristic of the average 
ear is a pronounced area of sensitivity in 
the 2 kHz to 6 kHz region, with reduced 

TABLE 1: FILTER -3 dB POINTS FOR 
EFFECTIVE 20 Hz to 20 kHz NOISE 
BANDWIDTH 

Filter Slope High Pass Low Pass 
6 dB per octave 31.4 Hz 12.7 kHz 

12 dB per octave 25.0 Hz 15.9 kHz 
18 dB per octave 23.2 Hz 17.2 kHz 
24 dB per octave 22.4 Hz 17.9 kHz 
30 dB per octave 21.9 Hz 18.3 kHz 
36 dB per octave 21.6 Hz 18.6 kHz 

Infinite dB 
per octave 20.0 Hz 20.0 kHz 

sensitivity at both the lower and higher 
frequencies. Since the degree of sensitiv- 
ity loss at the spectrum extremes is a 
function of the sound pressure level 
being monitored, it is impossible to 
draw one universal curve of how the ear 
perceives the total frequency spectrum. 
Nevertheless, the spectrum is definitely 
not perceived on a uniform basis. Thus, 
if we are to create a means of noise mea- 
surement that accurately defines what 
the perceived noise level will actually be 
in listening, the non -linear response of 
the ear must be considered. 

In the discussion thus far, we have 
concerned ourselves with essentially 
unequalized equipment, such as record- 
ing consoles and peripherals, including 
limiters and other effects units. Equip- 
ment of this sort is characterized as pro- 
ducing essentially "white" or "Gaus- 
sian" thermal noise as the primary 
component, while low- frequency noise 
sources in such equipment usually are 
considered error noise. Since the noise 
spectrum of unequalized equipment is 
usually predominant in the upper 
octaves, the flat 20 Hz to 20 kHz form of 
measurement provides a reasonable 
basis of comparison, and relates well to 
perceived noise. 

Whenever we are dealing with equip- 
ment that employs considerable equali- 
zation, such as found in tape, disk and 
other systems, the spectral nature of the 
noise can depart dramatically from the 
Gaussian, or equal- energy -per -cycle 
formula. Notably, tape and disk play- 
back systems may employ up to 40 dB of 
low- frequency boost in the equalization 
curve, thus passing large amounts of 
low- frequency thermal noise, as well as 
becoming extremely sensitive to hum 
pickup. Because of the relative insensi- 
tivity of the ear to low and very high 
frequencies, the use of flat, or unweigh- 
ted, measurement techniques on equip - 
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ment employing large amounts of 
equalization leads to measured noise 
figures that relate poorly to the per- 
ceived noise. 

In trying to produce a system of mea- 
surement that better correlates mea- 
sured noise to perceived noise, various 
schemes have been introduced to 
"weight" the measurement curve in a 
fashion similar to the inherent weight- 
ing of the ear. In creating such a weight- 
ing curve, many factors have been con- 
sidered, including a consensus of what a 
"typical" listening level might be, since 
the listening level has a profound effect 
on the required weighting. Most nota- 
ble, and most universally accepted, of 
these attempts are the "A" weighting 
curve shown in Figure 3, and the CCIR- 
ARMS weighting curve of Figure 4. Of 
the two, the "A" curve is the older, and 
most often used in the United States, 
while the CCIR -ARMS curve perhaps 
represents research more directed 
toward current product design. (The 
CCIR -ARMS is a derivation of the 
rather complex original CCIR method, 
and is more adaptable to affordable 
instrumentation.) It is not the intent of 
the author to make a claim in favor of 
any of the methods commonly used for 
measurement, but to present those most 
necessary in the implementation of 
meaningful field measurements of 
today's equipment. 

Noise Measurement Equipment 
In addition to a good set of ears, a 

good oscilloscope, and a knowledge of 
the nature of noise, the serious noise 
analyst needs some form of metering 
equipment suitable for the taQk. Specifi- 
cally, the metering equipment should be 
capable of accurately covering the 
decibel range anticipated and, ideally, 
should have a multipole 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
noise bandwidth position, a selectable 

multipole high -pass filter at about 400 
Hz, and "A" and CCIR -ARMS filter 
positions. For reasons defined later, the 
equipment should have balanced differ- 
ential signal inputs, and a buffered 
input monitor point to allow connection 
of unbalanced monitoring equipment. 
The inclusion of selectable peak, RMS, 
and averaging measurement capability 
can be beneficial, though not entirely 
necessary. 

Such equipment generally is not 
available from "test equipment" manu- 
facturers, since their product lines often 
are directed toward broader segments of 
the electronics industry than the spe- 
cific professional audio market. "State - 
of- the -art" in the majority of test equip- 
ment lines is toward very accurate, 
digital- segmented display gear. While 
these units are very advanced and ver- 
satile types of equipment, they are, per- 
haps, the very worst thing to attempt to 
use in studio measurements. In addition 
to never containing the filters necessary 
for pro -audio noise determination, dig- 
ital displays are nearly impossible to 
read in the ever -changing world of audio 
level measurement. While 0.1 dB resolu- 
tion might be wonderful for the sake of 
esoterica, it becomes rather a joke when 
5, 10, or 20 dB errors pop up due to 
unsuitability of the equipment for the 
task at hand. 

Measurement Technique 
That is where it really takes place. 

There is rarely a case in audio noise 
measurement where the inherent accu- 
racy of the equipment is not a lesser fac- 
tor in the final result than are the tech- 
niques employed. This caveat applies 
particularly when stages or components 
having very low inherent output noise 
are under measurement. This author 
would make the guess that in perhaps 
80% of the cases involving measurement 

of stages or components having output 
noise less than -70 dBv *, considerably 
more technique- induced error noise 
appears on the measuring meter, than 
does actual equipment noise. In perhaps 
another 80% of the cases, the measure- 
ment bandwidth or weighting is proba- 
bly unsuited to the task. 

The most pervasive sources of error 
noise in the measurement of low -noise 
stages are to be found in one of the fol- 
lowing categories: 

1. Inclusion of ground loops in the 
measurement due to: 

A. Unbalanced metering inputs. 
B. Connection to inappropriate cir- 

cuit points. 
C. Power -line AC interference 

caused by inappropriate connections. 
2. Inclusion of RF interference due to: 

A. Unbalanced metering inputs. 
B. Connection to inappropriate cir- 

cuit points. 
C. Inappropriate shielding in the 

metering leads. 
D. Inappropriate filters in the 

metering equipment. 
Other common sources of measure- 

ment error are to be found in equipment 
or metering devices located near intense 
electromagnetic fields (such as power 
transformers); inappropriate grounding 
techniques in the installation itself; and 
inappropriate shielding of low -level 
stages. A potential source of a lot of 
headaches also can be thyristor light 
dimmers in the building, as well as fluo- 
rescent lights and certain office equip- 
ment. A newer problem that can be 
extremely hard to isolate is the pres- 
ence, and particularly connection to, the 
ever growing array of digital equipment 
found in studios. When digital switch- 
ing signals start getting on the ground- 

*In this text, dBv is a voltage measure- 
ment referring to 0 dB at 0.775 VRMS. 

Figure Three: "A" Weighting curve Per ANSI S -1A -1 971 and Figure Four: CCIR Weighting Per CCIR 468 -2. Unity Gain at 2 
IEC 123, IEC 179. kHz Per Dolby ARMS Proposal. 
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ing system (which they always do), they 
can become almost impossible to isolate. 

In order to cope with this list of poten- 
tial problems and error sources, the fol- 
lowing general techniques are offered: 

If the equipment to be measured is a 
peripheral or component that can be 
removed from the studio environment, 
do so. If possible, isolate the equipment 
on a test bench. The latter preferably 
should have an aluminum window 
screen covering the underside and, if 
possible, this screen should be grounded 
to earth. The case ground, or power 
supply ground, of the equipment under 
test also should be connected to the 
same earth ground. The test bench 
should have a good monitor amp and 
speaker(s) capable of good low -end 
response. 

An oscilloscope, preferably with dif- 
ferential input capability, should be 
available. For maximum freedom from 
power -line induced error noise, it may be 
advised that an isolation transformer 
be used to feed all equipment, and that 
all case grounds, or power plug "third 
leads," be connected to a good earth - 
ground, rather than to the AC conduit 
ground. If an isolation transformer is 
unavailable, it is still a good idea to 
route case grounds to earth directly, 
rather than through conduit grounds. 

The importance of excluding power - 
line grounds from the measurement 
loop cannot be stressed too much, since 
this usually is the primary source of 
error noise. To this end, it is strongly 
recommended that the only connection 
made to the output of the equipment 
under test be a bridging differential 
meter connection taken directly across 
the output terminals of the equipment 
being evaluated; such a practice pre- 
cludes the parallel connection of moni- 
tor amps or oscilloscopes to the equip- 
ment output. In order to facilitate the 
connection of unbalanced monitoring 
equipment without introducing error 
loops, it is desirable to have a noise 
meter employing differential inputs and 
buffered monitor output. With this 
structure, unbalanced 'scopes, moni- 
tors, and similar devices may be con- 
nected to the meter's dedicated monitor 
output, such that monitoring can be 
accomplished without making unbal- 
anced connections directly to the 
equipment under test. 

Once the test set -up is in place, it is 
desirable to listen carefully at high 
monitor volume, letting your ears define 
the nature of the noise present. At the 
same time, the 'scope can be viewed for 
the presence of error noises, such as 
hum, buzz, or oscillation. If you hear, or 
see, anything besides clean thermal 
noise, you should try to determine the 
source. While it is possible that these 
error noises are emanating from within 
the equipment under test, it is, perhaps, 
more likely they are being induced from 
light dimmers, strong magnetic fields, 
or powerline ground loops. Only after 
you have become convinced that you are 
measuring only actual equipment noise, 

can you believe what the noise meter 
reads. Beyond this, the use of approp- 
riate filters, monitors, and techniques 
will allow you to define the nature of the 
noise that actually emanates from the 
equipment. For example, if significant 
hum levels prevail, you won't form the 
opinion that the equipment is "noisy "; 
you will realize it has a hum problem. 
Corrective measures would then consist 
of looking for power -supply ripple, poor 
shielding, etc. By the same token, if your 
measurements disagree with the manu- 
facturer's specifications, you will be 
able to make intelligent reports to the 
manufacturer with respect to the 
problem. 

In- Studio Measurements 
The proper techniques for measuring 

equipment hard -wired into an installa- 
tion are much the same as those out- 
lined above, but can be more difficult to 
control. The likelihood of substantial 
error signals induced through wiring 
and grounding flaws is rather high. 
Situations such as these dictate that a 
competent analysis be conducted to iso- 
late real equipment noise from measure- 
ment- and wiring- induced noise. When 
making measurements of a module, or 
component, or sub -system within a con- 
sole, for example, the following general 
procedure is recommended: 

First, try to isolate the section under 
test as best you can; disconnect any 
connections to the section input where 

possible. If it is impossible to disconnect 
inputs, noise levels at the input should 
be metered and monitored to determine 
whether any noise, leakage, or other 
signals are being fed in. As with a test - 
bench measurement, to avoid introduc- 
ing ground loops not normally present 
in the installation, it is most desirable to 
connect only differential input equip- 
ment to the section output. If a noise 
meter with a buffered input monitor 
jack is available, an oscilloscope and 
monitor amp should be connected to this 
point, so that you may see and hear 
exactly what the meter is reading. As 
before, listen and look for error noise, 
and experiment with system grounds 
and connection points to attempt to 
reduce or eliminate error noise. If you 
have digital equipment in the same 
room, you should suspect the probabil- 
ity of switching noises being induced 
into the system. 

In console systems, it is certainly pos- 
sible to encounter an assembly of com- 
ponents with excellent noise levels, yet a 
system that is intolerably noisy. By 
developing techniques that allow the 
causes and types of noise present to be 
pinpointed - as well as the signal flow 
through the system - you will then be 
prepared to explore corrective measures. 

Signal /Noise /Headroom 
Considerations 

Simply determining the residual out- 
put noise level of a piece of equipment 

Lake is giving you a line. 
IACI /Sony is now at Lake. New 
England's largest audio /video 
dealer has just added the com- 
plete line of MCI /Sony tape 
recorders and consoles to their 
list of carefully selected 
products for the profes- 
sional. Lake's service, 
engineering and design 

capabilities are there to serve 
you whether you need a micro- 
phone or a full turn -key system. 

Call the pro audio people at 
Lake Systems Corporation, 
55 Chapel Street, Newton, 

Massachusetts 02160 
(617) 244 -6881. Leasing 

plans are available. 
LAKE 
LAK 
CORPORATIO 

E SYSTEMS 
N 
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will not tell you much about how quiet it 
will sound. You must also consider the 
typical signal levels, the overload or 
clipping point, and the amount of gain 
that follows the stage. In a system 
designed for optimum overall perfor- 
mance, the nominal signal levels are 
placed as close to the overload point as 
is practical, and as determined by the 
variability of input levels anticipated. 
Where the input signal is inherently 
confined to some nominal level, such as 
following a channel, effects send, or 
monitor fader, it is common to allow 
about 20 dB of "headroom" between the 
clipping point and the nominal signal 
level. This sort of headroom will allow 
the passage of highly transient signals 
at levels around 6 dB over the estab- 
lished norm without clipping. In stages 
where levels are not under tight control, 
such as between mike pre -amplifiers 
and faders, greater headroom is indi- 
cated to allow for the wider range of 
anticipated input signals. 

It must be remembered that it is the 
difference between typical signal and 
residual noise that determines the 

actual noise performance of a system. 
Thus, for a stage having a given clip- 
ping point, the higher the nominal sig- 
nal level, the greater the SNR (signal -to- 
noise ratio). Obviously, great care must 
be taken to allow sufficient headroom to 
accommodate the range of signals 
involved without the danger of tran- 
sient clipping. 

Specifications 
Any useable specification of equip- 

ment noise performance must include, 
in some manner, the residual noise 
level, the recommended nominal signal 
level, and the overload point. Addition- 
ally, the specification must include the 
noise measurement bandwidth, or the 
type of weighting filter to be used. Speci- 
fications such as "80 dB SNR" essen- 
tially are meaningless. In equipment 
where the distortion characteristics are 
a function of signal level, it also is 
necessary to have a knowledge of just 
what the distortion /signal level rela- 
tionship is, so that intelligent decisions 
may be made in the trade -off between 
low distortion and noise operation. 

VALLEY PEOPLE ADVANTAGE MODEL 310 
AUDIO NOISE AND LEVEL METER 

Technical Description and Operation Abstracted 
from Manufacturer's Literature 

The Advantage Model 310 Audio Noise and Level Meter is described as the first 
low -cost, noise measurement device incorporating the specific features required for ana- 
lyzing noise performance in modern audio equipment. The device consists of an expanded - 
scale meter that covers -100 to +30 dB (re: 0.775 VRMS) in two ranges, and specially 
designed selectable filter sets that allow measurement of noise in an equivalent 20 Hz to 20 
kHz bandwidth, 400 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth, weighted per ANSI S -1.4 -1971 "A," or to 
CCIR 468-2 per the new Dolby ARMS recommendation. Meter responses are selectable 
for average, true RMS, and peak- responding characteristics. The unit is housed in a 5%- by 
8- by 8% -inch (HxWxD) steel enclosure. 

By using Trans -Amp' technology for the metering inputs, the company claims to 
eliminate several sources of possible noise measurement error inherent in more expensive 
equipment. Inclusion of buffered access points allows connection of oscilloscopes, monitor 
amplifiers, or customized filter networks without affecting the accuracy of the measuring 
device. Use of logarithmic techniques in the basic circuit design, the manufacturer says, 
produces meter scaling that is accurate and easily readable over a 70 dB range, and 
provides sufficient dynamic range to allow level measurements to +30 dB, while retaining 
accuracy and essentially non -frequency -dependent response to less than -100 dB. 

Both the high- and low -pass filter sections used for the unweighted measurements are 
designed to provide the correct indicated equivalent noise bandwidths, a feature which, the 
manufacturer says, enables greater accuracy in evaluating audible noise performance than 
has been previously available in more expensive, general- purpose instruments. ti 

[\ --- 
CON 

ADVANTAGE Model 310 
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Noise Build -up in 
Multichannel Systems 

If the engineer or technician is to 
make meaningful assessments of sig- 
nals and noise in multichannel systems 
he or she must be conscious of how the 
various components build up within the 
system. Starting with signals, there is 
no direct simple relationship between 
levels at individual channels, and sig- 
nal levels resulting from combined 
sources; it is all a function of the compo- 
sition of the music on the various tracks. 
A broad rule of thumb might be that the 
total output signal may be around 6 dB 
higher than the typical signals at each 
individual channel. 

The build -up of multiple noise signals, 
on the other hand, is very predictable. 
Specifically, random noise, such as 
thermal noise, builds up at the rate of 3 
dB increase for each doubling of the 
number of channels summed. Thus, 
with respect to a single channel, two 
channels will result in a 3 dB noise 
increase, four channels is equal to +6 dB, 
eight channels +9 dB, 16 channels +12 
dB, and so forth. When the noise source 
is coherent, rather than random, such 
as is the case in most hum pickup situa- 
tions, the build -up is 6 dB for each dou- 
bling of channels. Thus, a noise level 
increase of 24 dB can result from the 
combination of 16 tracks, where coher- 
ent hum is the noise source. 

In order to exemplify this relation- 
ship, assume we have a 32- channel mix- 
ing console with all inputs active, and 
being summed for a final mix. Assume 
each module has an output noise of -85 
dBv, and a signal level of -2 dBv. If all 
channels are summed at unity gain, it is 
reasonable to predict a 6 dB addition in 
signal level, or a summed output of 
around +4 dBv. If the individual chan- 
nel noise of -85 dBv is the result of pure 
thermal noise, the 32 noncoherent noise 
sources will sum to produce a 15 dB 
increase, a residual noise level of -70 
dBv, and an output SNR of 74 dB. On 
the other hand, if the channel noise were 
predominantly coherent (in- phase) 
hum, the total summed noise would 
increase by 30 dB, to -55 dBv, for a resul- 
tant output SNR of only 59 dB. Thus, it 
is seen that the presence of coherent 
noise on individual channels of a multi- 
channel system must be carefully analyzed. 

dBv versus dBm 
Prior to 1976, there was a prevalent 

trend in the professional audio industry 
to use incorrect terminology in the spec- 
ification of audio voltage levels. Thanks 
to the willingness of R -e/ p to open a con- 
troversy instigated by this author 
around that time ( December 1977 issue; 
"Console Specifications" - Ed.), the 
majority of the industry has realigned 
its method of specification to correct the 
mistaken identity of the term "dBm." 
For those still unclear on the proper 
specification of audio voltage levels, the 
following will briefly explain the termi- 
nology involved. 

... continued on opposite page - 



The term "dBm" was widely used in 
the days when systems commonly 
employed 600 -ohm output impedances 
coupled to 600 -ohm input impedances, 
for the maximum transfer of power, not 
voltage. The term is still widely used in 
systems where power levels are to be 
defined. Specifically, the term "0 dBm" 
indicates a power level of 1 milliwatt, 
and does not define voltage at all. Now, 
it happens that when 0.775 volts RMS 
appears across a 600 -ohm load, the 
power dissipated in that load is 1 mW, 
thus 0 dBm is present. Since 600 ohm 
was the standard load impedance used 
in professional audio systems, voltage 
responsive meters labeled "dBm -600 
ohm" often were used, and which pro- 
duced a zero reading when 0.775 VRMS 
was applied. Now, while the meter actu- 
ally measured a voltage, it did so to 
determine power level dissipated by the 
known 600 -ohm load resistance. 

As audio systems began to depart 
from the 600- ohm /600 -ohm "power 
matched" concept and into mechanisms 
optimized for maximum voltage trans- 
fer (low- impedance outputs coupled 
with high- impedance inputs), the 
erroneous practice of using the term 
"dBm" to specify a voltage level began. 
For instance, if 0.775 VRMS appeared 
across, say, a 10 kohm load, it still was 
often called "0 dBm." Now, the amount 
of power present in this example is not 1 

mW; it is only 0.06 mW. Thus, the power 
level is -12.2 dBm, not the "0 dBm" that 
would be read on a dBm meter. 

Since most modern specifications of 
signal level - including noise specifica- 
tions - represent voltage levels, the 
power term "dBm" is irrelevant, for the 
same reasons that you do not refer to 
your 120V house wiring as a "10,000 
watt" line. The correct, and now com- 
mon, method of specifying audio signal 
voltages is in "dBv, or dB 0.775 VRMS" -a voltage level relative to 0.775 volts 
RMS. When the term "dBv" appears 
alone, it is usually taken to imply a ref- 
erence level of 0.775 VRMS, as is the 
case in this article. When the term 
"dBV" appears (capital "V "), it is the 
European terminology of referencing 
the voltage to 1 VRMS, as opposed to 
0.775 VRMS. 

Average, RMS and Peak 
Most signal and noise measurements 

are taken with averaging -type meters; 
that is, the common VU meter. While 
calibrated to display the RMS value of 
applied waveforms, these meters do not 
actually measure RMS voltage; rather, 
they imply an RMS value based on the 
measured average value. The implied 
RMS value is only accurate when the 
signal is a steady -state sinewave. When 
non -sinusoidal waveforms are pre- 
sented, such as music waveforms, RMS 
reading errors will develop, depending 
upon the waveform complexity and 
transient characteristics involved. For 
this reason, typical music signals con- 
tain significantly more RMS, or effecti- 
ve, energy than is indicated by the 

meter. Along with some error in the 
reading of RMS energy on complex 
waveforms, very serious discrepancies 
exist between the magnitude of wave - 
form's instantaneous peaks, and what 
is indicated on VU -type meters. It is typ- 
ical for waveform peaks to be in the 
region of 15 dB higher than the VU 
meter reading on complex, transient 
music, such as percussion. 

True RMS meters are designed to 
accurately measure the effective energy 
of steady -state waveforms of varying 
complexity. Thus, a steady saxophone 
or violin note, for example, both of 
which produce the same sonic energy, 
will measure the same on a true RMS 
meter. However, non -steady state wave- 
forms, such as percussion, will still con- 
tain considerably more energy than will 
be indicated on RMS meters. Addition- 
ally, there is still no correlation between 
what is read, and the magnitude of the 
waveform peaks, since complex wave- 
forms can have a very high "spike" in 
the waveform, yet still yield low RMS or 
effective power. 

Peak responsive meters, as their 
name suggests, specifically measure the 
value of waveform peaks, without 
regard to the RMS or average values. 
Accordingly, their readings will not 
indicate apparent loudness, but rather 
whether or not waveform peaks are 
approaching circuit clipping points. 

Since system noise ordinarily is a 
steady -state phenomenon, noise -level 

measurements are most accurately per- 
formed by the use of true RMS metering. 
The error induced by reading noise lev- 
els with averaging meters, however, is 
small, amounting to 1.05 dB under - 
reading on thermal noise. 

The use of peak responsive metering 
does have its purpose in the investiga- 
tion of noise sources. For example, if 
noise spikes, such as might result from 
digital signal leakage or from lamp 
dimmer interference are present, 
extraordinarily high peak meter read- 
ings will indicate their existence. 

From the content of this article it 
should now be obvious to the engineer or 
technician that no single combination 
of weighting filters and meter responses 
is universally suited to noise measure- 
ment. In order to correctly specify, iden- 
tify, and analyze the various types of 
noise encountered in audio equipment, 
one must have access to measurement 
devices incorporating specialized fea- 
tures. The adage, "If it's worth doing, 
it's worth doing right," certainly applies 
to the investigation and measurement 
of noise in audio systems. The result of 
using inappropriate equipment and 
techniques is, all too frequently, an 
assemblage of meaningless data. Even 
worse, the data may then be used to 
"correct" equipment flaws that may not 
exist. 

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 

"1. _.a 
._,. ._i - - ,, - .. 

LIP, YIN MISR 

It's been said that the Haber DH -500 is every- 
thing an audiophile power amplifier should 
be ... Musical, Dependable, Affordable. 
Now there is a Hafler amplifier designed for 
the professional. It's called the P -500, and 
like the DH -500, it's destined to become the 
industry standard. 
The P -500 is a full- featured, high -power am- 
plifier that can best be described as "bullet- 
proof". It represents a careful synthesis of 
the sound quality that pleases the audio- 
phile with the features and rugged reliability 
that professionals demand. In addition to 

MOSFET output devices, the P -500 offers tan 
cooling; barrier strip, phone plug and XLR 
connectors; balanced or unbalanced inputs; 
left and right gain controls; signal present 
LED's; clipping indicators, and more! 
With all this, it must be expensive right? 
Wrong! At $949.95' fully assembled, or 
$799.95' partially assembled, the P -500 
could only be described as a truly outstand- 
ing performer. 
For a complete list of features and specifica- 
tions, write to: 

'Suggested list prices. 

h al? 
The David Hafler Company 
Dept. RO, 5910 Crescent Boulevard 
Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109 
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he final months of 1981 pres- 
ented a bleak prospect for any- 
body planning to build a new 

ding facility. Recording budgets 
were following record sales on a down- 
hill slide, while at the same time build- 
ing costs were following interest rates 
up to new peaks. It was not the best of 
times - and it may have been the worst 
of times - to build a deluxe new studio 
from the ground up. The crunch was on. 

Fred Vail and Dave Shipley had little 
choice, however; they had just been 
evicted from their former studio. 

One year earlier, in August 1980, Vail 
and Shipley had opened a modest 24- 
track operation in leased space inside a 
large office building on Nashville's 
Music Row. Operating as Island 
Recorders, the small studio hummed 
with activity for the next year. Then 
word came down about the planned 
resurrection of a huge, unfinished stu- 
dio immediately adjacent to Island in 
the same building. Bullet Recording, a 
state -of- the -art audio /video recording 
complex, was about to be born. [See 
October 1982 issue of R -e /p for a run- 
down of Bullet's design and construc- 
tion - Ed.] 

Island's proprietors, not wanting to 
be overshadowed by this dazzling new 
neighbor (and facing non -renewal of 
their year -to -year lease), reluctantly 
decided to take their fledgling recording 
business elsewhere. Island's lease was 
taken over by Bullet, and the small stu- 
dio was swallowed up, to emerge later as 
Bullet's Studio B. 

Although painful at the time, this 
unforeseen eviction gave Vail and Shi- 
pley the opportunity - albeit under dif- 
ficult circumstances - to actively 
pursue a dream that had been incubat- 
ing for several years: to build their own 
new studio, a facility unlike any other 
existing in or around Nashville. 

Despite all the cards stacked against 
them, Vail and Shipley achieved their 
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TREASURE ISLE 
RECORDING 

A Nashville Facility Featuring a 
Live Acoustic Treatment for 
Control Room and Studio Area 

goal. When Treasure Isle opened in late 
September, 1982, it was immediately 
hailed as "one of a kind" among the 
dozens of studios now operating in 
Music City. Instead of a small, dead 
room, the style in vogue during the stu- 
dio boom, Treasure Isle offers a very live 
30- by 42 -foot room with a 24 -foot ceil- 
ing. Instead of a closet -sized drum 
booth, the studio features a booth the 
size of most apartment living rooms - 
except that most apartments don't have 
13 -foot ceilings. The vocal booth - 
tastefully furnished with couch, lamp, 
and artwork - could easily double as a 
miniature parlor. From the upstairs 
office and producer's hideaway, sliding 
glass doors open out on to a balcony that 
projects out into the studio. The spa- 
cious control room, again tastefully 
decorated, gives Nashville its first 
"LEDE-type" mixing environment. 

And, when clients tire of recording 
chores, they can relax in the brick and 
stained glass atrium, take a shower in 
the restroom, unwind in the whirlpool 
bath and sauna, work out on the exer- 
cise cycle, watch the color TV, mix a 
drink at the bar, cook up a snack in the 
microwave oven, or romp around in the 
public park and playground across the 
street. 

Studio Origins 
Although an impressive facility by 

any standard, Treasure Isle becomes 
downright surprising when you con- 

*Live- End /Dead -EndîM is a trademark 
of Synergetic Audio Concepts, San Juan 
Capistrano, California. Treasure Isle's 
control room was designed strictly 
according to LEDE principles by 
Richard Lee, who is licensed by Syn- 
Aud -Con for LEDE design. However, 
because Treasure Isle has not yet com- 
pleted the full LEDE certification 
procedure, it is referred to as an "LE DE- 
type" control room - SB. 

by Sam Borgerson 

sider how it was financed and built. 
Don't look for any big -time corporate 
backing behind this studio. What's 
more, neither Vail nor Shipley can be 
found on the front of a hit album, and 
neither has written any smash country 
songs. Basically, Treasure Isle is the 
product of two dedicated (should we say 
desperate ?) entrepreneurs who defied 
the economic odds, and proved in the 
process that ordinary people can still 
compete in the state -of -the -art studio 
game. 

Beginning in Sacramento as a disk 
jockey and program director at a radio 
station in the late Fifties, Fred Vail fol- 
lowed a zig -zag path on his way to the 
studio business. While still in California 
he ventured into concert promotion, 
then worked as a producer and national 
sales manager for Teen -Age Fairs, a 
Filmways project. His long association 
with the Beach Boys, which continues 
to this day, included stints in personal 
management, as well as operation of the 
band's label, Brother Records. He also 
served as a promotion executive at RCA 
and Capitol, and worked independently 
as a promotion consultant for the Beach 
Boys, Waylon Jennings, RSO Records, 
and Eric Clapton. 

Migrating to Nashville in 1974, Vail 
hooked up with Dave Shipley. A former 
studio guitarist, Shipley spent several 
years producing custom albums (prim- 
arily for gospel groups) before turning to 
engineering on a full time basis. Vail 
and Shipley soon formed their own pro- 
duction company, Mariner Productions, 
leasing the results to record labels. Dur- 
ing these struggling years the pair dis- 
covered two essential facts about inde- 
pendent production: first, you make 
very little money if the record is not a 
hit; and, second, you can spend a great 
deal of money just paying for studio 
time. 

"Owning our own studio seemed a leg- 
itimate, reliable way to have a steady 
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RM1608 
SPECIFICATIONS 

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (T.H.D.) 
Less than 0.1% at +4dB *output, 20Hz to 20kHz (all Faders and controls at nominal) 

HUM & NOISE (20Hz to 20kHz) Rs = 150 ohms 
(INPUT GAIN "- 60") 

- 128dB Equivalent Input Noise (E.I.N.) 
- 95dB residual output noise: all Faders down. 
- 80dB (84dB S /N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and all CH PGM assign switches off. 
- 64dB (68dB S /N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and one CH Fader at nominal level. 
- 73dB (77dB S /N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and all CH STEREO level controls at minimum level. - 64dB (68dB S /N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and one CH STEREO level control at nominal level. - 80dB (70dB S /N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and all CH ECHO volumes at minimum level. 
- 75dB (65dB S /N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and one CH ECHO volume at nominal level. 

CROSSTALK 
- 70db at 1kHz: adjacent Input. 
- 70db at 1kHz: Input to Output. 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GAIN (INPUT GAIN "- 60") 
PGM 74dB: MIC IN to PGM OUT ECHO 70dB: MIC IN to ECHO SEND. 

24dB: TAPE IN to PGM OUT C/R 74dB: MIC IN to C/R OUT 
34dB: ECHO RETURN to PGM OUT. 24dB: 2 TRK IN to C/R OUT 
14dB: PGM SUB IN to PGM OUT STUDIO 74dB: MIC IN to STUDIO OUT 

STEREO 74dB: MIC IN to STEREO OUT 24dB: 2 TRK IN to STUDIO OUT 
24dB: TAPE IN to STEREO OUT 
34dB: ECHO RETURN to STEREO OUT 

CHANNEL EQUALIZATION 
± 15 dB maximum 
HIGH: from 2k to 20kHz PEAKING. MID: from 0.35k to 5kHz PEAKING. LOW: from 50 to 700 Hz PEAKING. 

HIGH PASS FILTER - 12dB/octave cut off below 80Hz. 
OSCILLATOR Switchable sine wave 100Hz,lkHz,10Hz 
PHANTOM POWER 48V DC is applied to XLR type connector's 2 pin and 3 pin for powering condenser microphone. 
DIMENSION (W x H x D) 37 -1/2" x 11" x 30 -1/4" (953 mm x 279.6 mm x 769 mm) 

OdB i, referent ed to 0. ; i 5V R\1S. 

The specs speak for themselves. But they can't tell you how natural, logical and 
easy the RM1608 is to work. All the controls and switches are logically arranged to help 
you get the job done quickly and accurately. 

And in the tradition of Yamaha's sound reinforcement mixers, the RM1608 sets 
new standards of reliability as well as ease of operation. For complete information, 
write: Yamaha International Corporation, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. 
In Canada,Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. MIS 3R1. 
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income while we still pursued our own 
production projects," Vail says. "So in 
1979 we took an option on a piece of 
property in Berry Hill, a Nashville sub- 
urb. We though if we are real lucky, we'll 
build a small studio out there someday. 
If not, we could buy it as an investment, 
or convert it into an office. 

"Then, in early 1980, we put some 
costs together for building a small but 
very high quality studio. A friend of 
mine who has a studio in Las Vegas, 
Jon Parks, said he would help me put 
together the financing. We spent several 
months working out the pro formas. We 
had costs; we had proposals; we even 
had letters of recommendation from 
clients who said they would use it. We 
also had estimates from architects, con- 
tractors, and equipment suppliers. We 
ended up with a 35 -page document, but 
eventually we had to give up. It never 
came through." 

A few months later, while engineering 
a project at Paul Richey's Richey House 
Studio, Shipley learned that the small 
24 -track operation was up for sale. The 
two partners, seizing what seemed to be 
a perfect opportunity, quickly put a 
proposal together to buy him out. Vail 
raised some money within his family, 
Shipley borrowed a modest sum on his 
'66 Mercedes, and they closed the deal. 
Richey already had sold his MCI 24- 
track before the papers were signed, so 
the new owners quickly went further in 
the hole with the purchase of a Studer 
A8OVU multitrack. They assumed 
Richey's bank note on the remaining 
equipment, which included a Harrison 
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console, and took over the year -to -year 
lease agreement offered by the build- 
ing's owner, Financial Institution Ser- 
vices, Inc. 

Of course Vail and Shipley were both 
aware of the cavernous, unfinished stu- 
dio - vacant for the past six years - 
located next door. They simply assumed 
it would remain vacant for at least three 

STUDIO DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION IN THE EIGHTIES 
Impressions from Treasure Isle designer Richard Lee 

Currently vice president and general manager of Criteria Studios in Miami, Richard Lee 
began his wide- ranging career in recording as an 
assistant engineer at Motown studios in his native 
Detroit, a job he held on a part-time basis while still 
in high school. After completing the Electrical Engi- 
neering program at Michigan State, Lee spent sev- 
eral years as a freelance recording and sound rein- 
forcement engineer, working for Fanfare Sound and 
Metro Audio, among others. In 1977 he joined the 
staff at Criteria as assistant chief engineer, and in 
1978 he was appointed general manager of Compass Point Studio, in the Bahamas. While 
at Compass Point he designed and supervised the construction of the facility's second 
studio. During the year 1980 -81 he served as manager of consulting services at Valley 
People, in Nashville, a position which soon led to a full -time job designing Jimmy Swaggert's 
teleproduction complex in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Lee assumed his present duties at 
Criteria earlier this year. 

During the course of interviews for the accompanying article on the design and construc- 
tion of Treasure Isle studios, Lee had some cogent observations to make on topics of 
current interest. 

On the Design and Construction of Compass Point 
"Compass Point was a large budget project, and that was fortunate because there were 

some special problems which led to special design considerations. We had a major airport 
less than a mile away, so we had a high airborne noise level to deal with. Depending on wind 
direction, we could be very close to the direct flight path on takeoff, and the traffic was 
heavy, running the gamut from light planes to 747s. Also, the whole island is one solid piece 
of bedrock, so we had a lot of structural vibration to deal with. 

"The basic idea at Compass Point was to use a building within a building. We had a totally 
isolated and floating inner studio and control room made from poured concrete and 

more years, at which time they could 
once again consider building a new 
facility. At least that was the plan. 

Less than one year later they were 
back out on the streets. 

"First we considered all the alterna- 
tives," Vail continues. "We could buy an 
existing studio, but it would be less than 
what we really wanted to work in. No 
good studios were for sale. Or we could 
go into an existing building, and again 
put our money into a leaseholding 
arrangement, and make improvements 
that we could not carry with us. Neither 
option was acceptable. So we decided to 
shut down our business and go out to our 
Berry Hill property. 

"It was a daring move because a com- 
plete new studio had not been attempted 
in Nashville for about five years. New 
studios had been opened in converted 
houses and other buildings, but no stu- 
dio structures had been built from 
scratch. But we decided that, despite the 
economic situation, we'd just jump in 
with both feet and hope for the best." 

"We really had no choice," adds Shi- 
pley. "We had looked at some old houses 
and considered ways we could make a 
studio by tearing out some walls, and 
adding on here and there. But there's 
really no way around it. You can sink 
thousands of dollars into a house, but 
when you're done you still have a studio 
in a house. It's a compromise." 

Such were the beginnings. They had a 
pie- shaped lot - 60 -foot front, 70 -foot 
back, 170 feet deep - with an existing 
two- bedroom house covering about 
1,000 square feet. The partners also had 
some rough drawings of a general stu- 
dio floor plan dating from the pre - 
Richey House days. And they had the 
equipment from their old studio, most of 
which would be leased to Bullet during 
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the interim period. What they did not - 
have is what they needed most: money 
to build the new studio. 

One Step at a Time 
The construction of Treasure Isle 

began with less than $50,000 of ready 
capital on hand. Most of this money was 
raised through Morgan Vail, Fred's 
brother, who is a California -based 
financial planner. He found a group of 
nine investors looking for investments 
with good potential for tax write -offs. 
Vail steered them toward Treasure Isle, 
though he did not tell them they were 
investing in a recording studio. As far 
as the investors were concerned, their 
money was going into real estate and 

property improvements. 
Since they already had this substan- 

tial "front money," in addition to the 
equity in their studio equipment, the two 
partners assumed they would have little 
trouble finding bank financing for the 
balance needed for construction. They 
were wrong. The banks tended to see 
them as two rookie entrepreneurs with 
less than a year's experience in a busi- 
ness (Nashville was rife with rumor), 
and supposedly headed into a serious 
slump. What's more, they had few 
assets that could not easily be removed 
in a large van in the middle of the night. 

After hearing a lot of No's, and facing 
a variety of closed doors, the partners 
finally found a sympathetic ear at First 

STUDIO DESIGN IN THE EIGHTIES ... continued - 
eight-inch block, with no coupling between the two shells. The floors were completely 
decoupled using kinetics isolator systems. There were two separate concrete slab ceilings 
-- one for the studio, and one for the control room. We were able to achieve an STC 
number of approximately 55 using that technique. 

"We also added some special support systems when we built the second studio, whic 
the first one didn't have. One was a 150 -kilowatt Caterpillar generating system. This wan 
practically a necessity since the whole island is subject to multiple power failures on a 
semi -regular basis. So this 150 -kilowatt, three -phase filtered system ended up in many 
cases being the primary power source. 

"The room treatment, as far as the basic shells are concerned, was pretty much the same 
at Compass Point and Treasure Isle. At Compass Point we didn't use the offset [non - 
symmetrical] concrete block walls strutures because we were not able to convince the 
structural engineers to do it. So we had to start with some rectangles with dimensions that 
were basically prime number ratios and, with stud -wall construction, we built our own wall 
offsets and slanted roof structures. That obviously brought the cost way up because of ail 
the labor and materials involved. 

"The Compass Point studio was designed primarily for rock and reggae, although the 
control room is really suited for any type of music production. It was laid out to be a 
46 -track room, so we always had dual multitracks in mind when plotting the acoustic 
treatment. The monitoring system was designed to deliver plenty of low- frequency 
response to accommodate the reggae clients, yet it gives a very true representation of what 
is actually on tape. We used polycylindrical diffusers along the back wall, all of which were 
constructed in our own carpentry shop using multiple layers of hand - milled cypress. 

"The new studio room at Compass Point is basically just a scaled -down version of the 
room that was already there. It is very live in the front half, with a vaulted ceiling, and it is 
heavily trapped in the back, using ceiling and side wall traps. They wanted a very hard 
sound in the front and a very controlled sound in the back. And for a lot of reggae work, that 
proved to be the best solution." 

On Studios for Digital Recording 
"I've been involved in some digital projects over the past few months, and I've seen some 

aspects of studio design and construction that were moderately important with analog 
recording suddenly become critical with digital. With digital you have almost 30 dB of 
[additional] signal -to -noise that you don't have with analog, and that opens up a whole new 
spectrum of things you have to listen for. If your room is masking those problems, you 
won't hear them until it's too late. 

"I see some radical changes ahead in the studio design game. People will have to be so 
much more noise conscious than they ever have been before. People will be forced to 
reconsider the way the signal flows around the room. Microphone cables will have to be 
shortened to the absolute minimum, and all wiring practices will have to be as close to the 
optimum state of technology as is possible. People will also have to get into sophisticated 
RF and hum -field shielding in their equipment rooms. Mechanical systems will have to be 
addressed to find equipment that is much quieter. 

"We're going to need a whole new generation of digital studios. I'd say 90% of the studios 
out there now are unfit for working with digital technology; it's going to be a rude awakening 
for studio owners. 

"With digital technology the tape machine suddenly becomes the strongest link, and the 
console and the studio systems become the weak links. In addition, you've got all your 
outboard gear and echo devices which degrade the signal. All of a sudden you've got a great 
tape machine, but everything else you've got to think about scrapping. It's a tough one to 

Ilow,jt it's a the vendors out there, provided they can come 
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Treasure Isle partners Fred Vail (left) and 
Dave Shipley In the facility's Trident/Studer- 

equipped control room. 

Tennessee Bank. According to Vail, 
"One officer there, Bob Bussey, really 
took an interest in Dave and I person - 
nally, and in our position. As vice - 
president he had the authority to put the 
loan through, and we're indebted to him 
forever - uh, figuratively speaking!" 

Even with backing from the Califor- 
nia investors and the bank, Vail and 
Shipley had barely enough money to 
keep the project underway. Adequate 
cash flow was a constant problem, as 
were some frustrating contractor cost 
overruns. "I'll be frank with you," con- 
fesses Vail. "There were times during 
construction when I was going out to get 
cash advances on my Master Card just 
to keep us from grinding to a halt." 

Despite limited resources, the two 
partners realized it would be penny -wise 
and pound -foolish to skimp on the 
design phase of the project. Although 
they both had plenty of practical 
insight, through observation, into what 
makes a good -sounding studio, neither 
had any formal experience in acoustic 
design. They had mapped out what they 
wanted in general terms; now they 
needed somebody who could put it all 
together and make it sound right. 

Acoustic Design Parameters 
"We started calling around various 

places after we lost our lease at Island," 
Shipley recalls. "We talked to Tom Hid - 
ley's people about design, and a couple 
of others. Then Tom Behrens, a friend of 
ours at Valley People, said we ought to 
talk to Richard Lee, who was working 
for them at the time. We met with him, 
worked out a financial arrangement, 
gave him our basic design ideas, and 
then he went to work. He made a set of 
blueprints, then updated them as 
changes had to be made. He had a free 
hand in the sense that he didn't have to 
fix any problems stemming from an 
already existing building. 

"We had already determined the basic 
building size, where we wanted isola- 
tion booths, the kind of live sound we 
wanted, the control room layout, and we 
also told him we wanted a control room 
without a compression ceiling. From 
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STUDIO DESIGN IN THE EIGHTIES ... continued - 
up with good new products - and provided the studios can afford to do all of this 
re- equipping. 

On His "Dream Studio" 
"Location would be one of the most important factors. You can only spend so much time 

in the studio, so the surroundings once you get out of the studio are very important. I would 
want a very large room, something on the order of 50 -by -70 or 30- by -60, with very high 
ceilings. For the control room I would stick with the kind of design I'm presently using: the 
LEDE- concept with floors about 20- by -22, and with a ceiling of perhaps 16 feet. I think that 
would be optimum for most people." 

On London Studios 
"There's a whole different philosophy in England. In London there is no space left, so the 

majority of studios are renovations of existing buildings. But rather than going into an office 
structure with, at best, 12 -foot ceilings, most of the successful English studios go into places 
like old churches and movie theatres, where there is already a large volume of space. The 
English are more conscious, as a rule, of the 'room sound' being part of the overall sound of 
the record. The American engineer is more geared toward effects and technique rather 
than the true art of recording, which is mike selection and placement. 

"In England there's not as much attention to specific schools of acoustic design. There 
are only one or two people in London who specialize in that kind of work, and the majority 
of studios don't even use them. They tend to draw on the ideas of their own engineers, 
rather than adopt, say, a standard design. That can be good or it can be bad, depending on 
the background of the people they have." 

On Caribbean Studios 
"The Caribbean is a unique recording market. For the most part, it's 'mom- and -pop' 

operations. They are outgrowths of musicians and local entrepeneurs. Most of them are 
technically as [bad] as you can get, but they have some special people who know how to 
work in that environment and really create the magic. Kingston is like Nashville, in the 
sense that it's not a huge city and there is practically a studio on every corner. Because the 
dream of all the groups in Jamaica is to own their own studio. The rooms are usually very 
small, with minimum acoustic treatments." MIN 

J 
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there he fell right into it. There was good 
communication from the start. He made 
suggestions about the best way to go 
about it, and then calculated the specific 
dimensions for optimum acoustic 
results, such as precise wall angles, and 
exact ceiling heights. For example, we 
might say we wanted a 25 -foot ceiling, 
and he'd come back and say it would 
work better if it were only 23 or 24." 

Years before, Vail and Shipley had 
done some research to determine the 
ideal room size. Drawing on their own 
observations, and by checking maga- 
zines and directories, they discovered 
that a room roughly 30 feet by 40 feet 
seemed to be the most common among 
successful pop /rock studios. 

"We definitely emphasized a pop 
direction in our planning," Shipley 
offers. "Not that we were excluding 
country, but you have to have a certain 
type of studio to do rock 'n' roll. There 
are more and more people in town now 
who are looking for that kind of sound, 
and you can only get it with a large, 
high -ceilinged room." 

The decision to go with a big room 
dramatically increased the overall size 
of the facility. According to Vail, the 
concept didn't change that much from 
the pre- eviction days; it just grew in size. 
"We originally thought of adding on to 
the house with a 700 to 800 square -foot 
studio and control room. As it turned 
out, we added on about 4,100 square feet, 
so with the house it's now about 5,100 
square feet." 

Before construction began, the two 
partners decided to open the new facility 
with a new name: Treasure Isle. It's not 
that they didn't like the old name, 
Island Recorders. But it seems that 
Island Records didn't like the old name, 

CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT 
Console: Trident 32 -in/24 -out Series 80, 
with separate 24- channel monitor section 
assignable to input for mixing. 
Tape Machines: Studer A8OVU 24- track; 
Studer A80 RC half -inch two -track; Studer 
B67 quarter -inch two- track; Nakamichi 
cassette deck. 
Monitor Speakers: Custom two -way with 
dual JBL Model 2235 15 -inch woofers, and 
TAD drivers with Northwest horns. 
Monitor Amplifiers: UREI 6500 for low 
frequency drivers; and Revox A740 for HF 
horns. 
Close Reference Monitors: JBL 4311; 
Tannoy; Electro -Voice Sentry 100; Little 
Reds; Big Reds with Mastering Lab crossov- 
ers; Auratones. 
Reverberation: AKG BX20 spring reverb; 
Sony DRE2000 digital reverb; 2,000-square- 
foot live chamber; Sound Technologies 
Ecoplate reverb. 
Outboard Effects: two Lexicon Prime 
Times; Audio + Design Scamp rack with 13 

effects modules; ADR Vocal Stressor; four 
dbx limiters; three UREI limiters; Eventide 
Harmonizer; Eventide Instant Flanger; 
Orban De- Esser; 24 tracks of Dolby and dbx 
noise reduction. 
Microphones: Wide selection of Neumann, 
AKG, Shure, E -V, Crown PZM, Sony, RCA, 
Bruel and Kjaer models. 
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and had begun legal action to express 
their corporate displeasure. Although 
confident they were in the right, Vail 
and Shipley checked the legal defense 
fund, counted the pennies, and decided 
the name "Treasure Isle" sounded just 
fine. 

Construction and Fabrication 
Groundbreaking for the new studio 

took place in October, 1981. The site was 
cleared and levelled, crushed rock sub- 
base put down, and PVC conduit laid for 
all electrical and audio cabelling. 
Separate concrete slabs then were 
poured for the drum booth, studio floor, 
control room, and lounge /bathroom 
area. All four slabs were isolated from 
one another for minimum transmission 
of sound vibrations. The control room 
floor was raised for further decoupling, 
but double flooring was not deemed 
necessary for the studio, since the build- 
ing is located in a quiet neighborhood 
distant from major traffic arteries. 

The outer concrete block shell is per- 
haps the most unique - and most strik- 
ing - aspect of Treasure Isle's design. 
Instead of building a rectangular outer 
structure with acoustic treatment on the 
inside, Lee recommended building the 
entire outer structure with multi -angled, 
non -parallel walls. All walls were con- 
structed from 12 -inch block to meet 
Lee's acoustic specifications, and were 
then filled to the top with a total of 120 
tons of sand. 

Studio interior with view into the control room, and illustrating the "nautical air" of the 
acoustic treatment and Fred Vail's detail finish. 

"It was really amazing when we got 
the masons out here to do it," says Vail. 
"They were old, traditional guys - one 
in his fifties, the other in his sixties. 
They could not believe we were actually 
building walls at these weird angles, 
and then filling them with sand as we 
went up!" 

Since the reflective angles already 
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305 -921 -1536 
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were set by the block walls, the interior 
was finished by simply attaching 2x4 
studs over the block, adding a layer of 
plywood, and then putting on the finish 
layer of pine. The soft areas were fin- 
ished with 2x4 studs, and four inches of 
á703 fiberglass covered with fabric. 

The studio ceiling is suspended from 
the wood trusses that support the outer 
roof. Air conditioning ducts are placed 
below the trusses, and then an outer ceil- 
ing with a layer of soundboard (dense 
fiber panels) and sheetrock seals off the 
duct area. Next comes a three -foot space 
with hanging fiberglass batts at differ- 
ent angles, with fabric stretched over 
the bottom. The ceiling is acoustically 
dead except for an area of about 17- by 
30 -foot (the string area), which has a 
hard ceiling of plywood and finished 
pine. Floors are parquet and carpet 
throughout, with large area rugs avail- 
able for selective deadening. 

The extra -large drum booth (12- by 14- 
foot, with a 13 -foot ceiling) is built with 
double thickness layers of sheetrock 
inside and out. Building Nashville's 
largest drum booth was primarily Shi- 
pley's idea. "We wanted the drum booth 

Central 14- by 1 2-foot drum booth 
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TENTIRE AUDIO INDUSTFY IS MOVING 
RAPIDLY INTO THE AGE OF DIGITAL RECORDING 
AND SIGNAL TRANSMISSION. THAT S WHY 
SIGNAL PROCESSORS PURCHASED TODAY MUST 
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to be large enough to let the drums 
'breathe,' " he states. "We wanted to 
have the effect of having the drums out 
in the room, yet still retain complete 
isolation." 

The studio, control room, and lounge/ 
bathroom structures are completely 
decoupled, with approximately one -inch 
of machine rubber separating the con- 
crete block walls. "It's a bit scary," Vail 
admits, "but we're still waiting for the 
first Berry Hill earthquake!" 

Control Room Design 
Design of the control room represents 

a happy marriage of Shipley's monitor- 
ing preferences, and Lee's firm belief in 
the advantages of the LEDETM 
approach. "We decided that we did not 
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AND CABLE TROUGH DETAIL 

want a compression ceiling," says Shi- 
pley. "We wanted to have direct speaker 
sound, without it reflecting off hard sur- 
faces. Naturally that required deaden- 
ing the area in front of the console. But 
we didn't want to be mixing in an 
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universal 
mounting 
systems 

They hang tough, but you can 
push them around -beautifully. 

Once in a very long time, an 
answer to a special need 
comes along that is so right 
for the job it has to do, all you 
have to say is: 

"It's Here! 
What's here is the Omnimount 

System. doing things for you that no 
other mounting system can do. You 
can use it in ways almost without 
limit -limited only by your own 
ingenuity. 

The key to Omnimount's omni- 
directional movement is its artfully 
simple. patented. ball & clamp 
assembly. It gives a capability that 
goes very far beyond the usual pan - 
and-tilt function. With an extra dimen- 
sion, too. in lateral movement. The 
tube section of the assembly can be 
turned laterally and locked into place 
at any point on its revolving axis. 

And if beauty is truth. Omni- 
mount is truthful indeed. Its 
good looks and good 
work go together. The *i 
obtrusive "nuts & bolts 
look is gone, and in its 
place is a straightforward. 
aesthetically pleasing line and 
contour. 

Omnimount looks great of itself. 
When you can see it Its job is not 
really to be seen. but to make all the 

things you put on it, look and work 
their best -suspended as if 

magically in mid air. 
The Omnimount System stands 

alone. one of a kind. And it is, at long 
last. here. 

The Omnimount System is 
the kind of problem solver 
that's so effective, you could 
easily forget you ever had the 
problem in the first place. 

Problem: How to hang a heavy load 
through a suspended ceiling. 
Answer. Omnimount's "Plumbing Pipe 
Connection." 
Problem: How to hide the wiring. for 
aesthetic as well as security reasons. 
Answer. Omnimount's through -the- 
assembly wiring capability. 
Problem: How to hang any extra -heavy 
object. weighing even a thousand 
lbs. -and make it look good. 
Answer. Omnimount's Cable /Mount'" 
joined with the Omnimount Series 200 
Assembly. No unsightly eye -bolts. 
cable clamps and turnbuckles. 
This is only a sampling. The odds are 
that if you have a problem -any kind of 
a problem -in mounting, hanging, 
securing, supporting . we've 
got answers for you. 

SEE US AT THE AES SHOW AT THE NEW YORK HILTON 
© 1983 Omnimount Systems. Patents Issued & Pending Specifications subject to change 
without notice. Detailed information on all our Omnimount products and the accessories that 
complement them. along with the name of your nearest authorized dealer. are yours for the 
asking. Please ask. Omnimount Systems /10850 Vanowen St. /N. Hollywood. CA 91605 

anechoic chamber; we wanted some 
'life' in the room. We explained that to 
Richard, and he said what we want is a 
Live- End /Dead -End room. I hadn't read 
much about the theory behind it at the 
time; it just seemed to evolve naturally 
from the kind of sound we were looking 
for." 

Treasure Isle's control room, measur- 
ing 22 feet by 24 feet, is very spacious, 
allowing free movement around the 
console area. The 13 -foot ceiling gives 
an effect of airy openness, which is in 
marked contrast to the closed -in feel of 
many mixing rooms. 

"The high ceiling is part of my stand- 
ard design approach," says Lee. "In 
LEDE design there are some fixed rules 
for length and width in relation to the 
console area, but ceiling height doesn't 
really enter into it. I like to go for the 
12 -to 14 -foot unfinished ceiling. It gives 

Vocal and overdub booth 

the low frequencies enough room to 
expand. You don't have room modes 
overlapping, so you get true low - 
frequency propagation." 

The soffit on the dead end is con- 
structed from 2x6 framing, sheet rock, 
Soundboard, and other dense materials. 
For maximum rigidity, all framing is 
done with bolts, and fastened with 0.22 - 
inch cartridge- driven fasteners. The 
frame is covered with two layers of 5/8- 

inch sheetrock, with three inches of 
Sonex acoustic foam glued to the top. 
According to Lee, the wedged surface of 
Sonex has four times the surface area of 
flat foam, and thus gives the material 
an extremely high sound absorption 
coefficient. 

The "live," or rear, end of the room 
also was rigidly framed, with all inward 
facing surfaces carefully placed to con- 
form with LEDE design rules. The live 
surfaces, some of which double as 
cabinet doors, are covered with shee- 
trock, a layer of half -inch plywood, and 
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UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE ATAN AFFORDABLE PRICE! 
For yeas, companies have tried 

tc deelop a self- contained, 
rack -mount reverb of professional 
quality that would sell for under 
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The XL -210 operates in true 
stereo as well as full mono. This 
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console or can be connected in the 
mair signal path. The versatile EQ 
allows lie user to effectively 
simulate the reverberant sounds 
of a liva chamber, plate or concert 
hall. ThE XL-210 is ruggedly built for 
road us?, and is triple -isolated to 
prevert acoustic feedback. 

The MASTER-ROMP" name has 
long been synonymous with the 
highes- in professional quality 
reve-b3-ation and can be found in 

the mcst respected studios and 
on tour throughout the wcr d 
The XL -210 provides performance 
that is far superior tc what has 
previously been considered the 
best of inexpensive reverbs and 
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excellence in systems pricec below 
$1,000. 
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dealer =or a very reveaing 
demonstration of reve-beration 
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The remarkable low cost noise gate that is 
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applications for them every day. 

Use one 
channel for each 
mike in your P.A. 
System and drastically increase loudness without 
feedback. Gate your echo returns to adjust 
decay time without running to the chamber. 
Gate your cue feeds and rid the head- 
phones of distracting hum and noise. Gate each 
mike on the drum kit, the sound is spectacular! 

For the full story and a list of dealers call or write 
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finished pine. 
Because all reflections from the rear 

must be taken into account in LEDE 
design, Treasure Isle's multitrack (a 
"wide- body" Studer A8OVU with all 24 
tracks of electonics in the penthouse) 
received special consideration. Accord- 
ing to Lee, because the Studer is such a 
"densely- made" machine [read: "solid" - Ed.], it acts as a good acoustic reflec- 
tor. Consequently, placement of the 
recorder became an integral part of the 
room's acoustic design. 

Monitoring System 
Designing the room monitors for 

Treasure Isle required some preliminary 
detective work by Shipley. "We liked the 
Westlake -style double woofer system," 
he says, "but we didn't particularly care 
for the wooden horn. I had heard some 
speakers over at Sound Stage Studio, in 
the back room, that George Augspurger 
had designed. I thought they sounded 
great, but I didn't recognize the horns in 
them. I spent a month and about $100 in 
phone calls trying to find out who made 
these horns. I ended up calling Augs- 
purger, though I felt funny about it since 
we couldn't pay him to do our speakers. 
But he was real nice about it. It turns out 
they were made by Northwest Sound." 

The two -way speaker enclosures were 
designed by Lee in conjunction with 
Shipley. The woofers are JBL Model 
2235 low- frequency drivers, and the 
horns are mounted on TAD drivers. The 
13- cubic -foot enclosures are isolated 
from the soffit by spring and neoprene 
mechanical isolators made by Mason 
Industries. This decoupling prevents 
very low frequency signals from travel- 
ling through the structure ( "early -early 
sound "), and arriving before the signal 
coming through the airspace. 

After the enclosures were mounted in 
the soffits, the high- frequency drivers 
were physically aligned with relation to 
phase and time by mounting them on a 
sled arrangement, so they could be 
moved back and forth. Program mate- 
rial was swept through in the octave 
surrounding the crossover point (800 
Hz) while the horns were moved, which 
caused "burbling" when the woofer and 
the horn were working the same fre- 
quency out of phase. The drivers then 
were fixed at the point of minimum 
burbling. 

Another interesting offering at Trea- 
sure Isle is the planned "wet" reverb 
chamber. As a dedicated follower of 
recent English rock albums (the Alan 
Parsons Project, in particular), Shipley 
was intrigued by the reverberation 
sound on many of these records, a sound 
which seemed distinctly different from 
all reverb devices he'd heard. Inquiring 
about, he heard rumors that one of the 
studios in question had underground 
live chambers which, through seepage, 
had partially filled with water. 
Although unable to confirm this theory, 
he figured it would be worth a try, so a 
"wet" reverb chamber became part of 
the Treasure Isle design. 
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Building shell with multi -angled walls. 

The partners originally had hoped to 
put the chamber underground, but the 
solid bedrock a few inches below the sur- 
face made this option prohibitively 
expensive. Instead, the 2,000- cubic -foot 
chamber ended up sitting astride a hall- 
way, with special structural supports 
underneath to allow the addition of up 
to six inches of water. (As of this writing 
the chamber had yet to be "baptized," so 
the outcome of this experiment is still 
pending.) 

Treasure Isle's electrical system con- 
sists of both standard and tech power 
systems. The tech power is a 100 -amp 
feed from the main power line, which 
passes through an isolation trans- 
former. All recording equipment is on 
this circuit, and tech power may also be 
accessed in the studio through outlets 
designated by stainless steel covers. 

To prevent noise bleed -through, three 
separate air -conditioning units are 
used: one for the studio; one for the con- 
trol room; and one for the lounge area. 

From the outset, the entire Treasure 
Isle complex was conceived as a total 
recording environment. If you want to 
set up drums by the Jacuzzi, and put 
your guitar amp in the tape storage 
room, it's no problem. More than 65 
mike inputs are spread around the 
building; 32 run direct to the console, the 
remaining inputs being patchable. Nine 
headphone distribution boxes, each 
with three outputs for the two separate 
cue systems, also are spread throughout 
the studio, control room, lounge, and 
whirlpool /sauna room. The PVC con- 
duit runs for electrical, cue, and micro- 
phones are completely separate and 
spaced as widely as possible. Wiring 
diagrams for Treasure Isle were done by 
Tom Behrens of Valley People, in con- 
sultation with Richard Lee. Installation 
was done by Shipley, Treasure Isle's 
former staff engineer Dave Hieronym- 
ous, Tom Behrens, Jeff West, Richard 
Achor, and Deborah Bradley. 

First Sessions 
After a few months of fine- tuning and 

finishing touches - and after signing a 
new 20 -year mortagage to retire their 
construction debts - Shipley and Vail 
now consider their mission accomp- 
lished. The studio already is drawing a 
growing list of Nashville clients, and 
out -of -town producers and artists from 
Los Angeles, New York, Florida, and 

Washington have completed projects at 
Treasure Isle. It was a risky venture in 
the beginning, but the duo felt sure they 
would pull it off - just as long as they 
were not forced to compromise. 

' I always felt there was room for 
anothergreat studio in Nashville," says 
Shipley. "If I'd thought we'd have to 
compete at the same level as most stu- 
dios here - or around the country, for 
that matter - I might have given up 
somewhere along the line. But I knew 
we could come up with something bet. ter. 
There's really no big secret to it. It's just 
a matter of concentration, of paying 
attention to what people want, and 
really caring about doing a better job." 

In this regard, it's often the little 
touches that separate the extraordinary 

studios from the run -of- the -mill opera- 
tions. Consider, for example, the small 
brass plates adorning the doorways at 
Treasure Isle. Located by Fred Vail in a 
ship's store in New Orleans, the door 
plates were scavenged from an old ship. 
The one over the bar states succinctly, 
"Cert. For Liquor Locker." On the door 
of the drum booth another proclaims, 
with multiple connotations, "Head 
Room." Although no propellers or 
machinery are stored in the studio sau- 
na, whirlpool room, the door plate reads 
quizzically, "Screw Room." And finally, 
considering all Shipley and Vail have 
endured in the course of construction, 
the brass inscription over the control 
room door is most appropriate: "Cert. 
For Mental Ward." SON 
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THE BROCCOLI RABE RECORDING STUDIO COMPLEX (North Haledon, New Jersey) has relocated its recording studios, 
record company, and publishing company under one roof at its newly opened 40,000 square foot facility located nearby the Caldwell 
Airport. The new complex offers office space, rehearsal rooms, recording studios, and a video studio. The music control room features an 
Otan MTR -90 16/24 -track with remote and autolocator, and Tascam two -track mastering machines, fed through a Tascam M -15 24/24 
console. Outboards include 28 channels of dbx noise reduction, a complete line of dbx compressor /limiters, MICMIX Master Room XL -305 
reverb, a Delta Lab DL -2 Acousticomputer, Roland Space Echo, and a Valley People effects rack. Mikes are by Shure, AKG, Neumann, and 
Sennheiser. The instrument list boasts Ludwig and Slingerland drum kits, two Yamaha grand pianos, Yamaha CP -30 electric piano, 
Hammond M -3 organ with Leslie, and wide selection of percussion instruments, including Roto -toms, according to studio president Brian 
Drago. 184 Ballentine Drive, North Haledon, NJ 07508. (201) 427 -8316. 

BAYSIDE SOUND (New York City) has completed installation of an MCI /Sony JH -636 automated console, and a JH -24 24 -track 
machine. The installation, supplied by Audiotechniques, also included an Eventide H910 Harmonizer, UREI LN 1176limiters, Valley People 
Dyna -Mite gates, and an Otan MX -5050 two -track, according to studio manager David Eng. Currently on order is an MCI /Sony JH -110 
half -inch two -track mastering machine. 200 -70 39th Avenue, New York, NY 11361. (212) 225 -4292. 

WESTRAX RECORDING (New York City) in a recent upgrade from 8- to 16- track, now boasts a Sound Workshop Series 30 console 
interfaced with a Tascam 85 -16B 16 -track equipped with dbx noise reduction. Outboards include a Lexicon PCM -42 digital delay unit, and 
an Orban parametric EQ. In addition, a new isolation booth is nearing completion. Peter Link is the owner at Westrax, while Bob Lowe 
serves as managing director, and Jesse Plumely head engineer. Manhattan Plaza, Basement Level, 484 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 
10036. (212) 947 -0533. 

ALPHA INTERNATIONAL (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) has fitted Valley People ECG202 Class A VCAs in both of the facility's 
Harrison 4032 and 2824 consoles, and also restructured the patch -point signal levels. New equipment includes an E -mu Systems Emulator, 
Dyno My Piano and Tri Stereo Chorus Rack, Oberheim DMX digital drum machine, and outboards from Lexicon, Valley People, Aphex, 
AKG, Carver and Tascam. 2001 West Moyamensing Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19145. (215) 271 -7333. 

Southeast. 
OMEGA RECORDING (Kensington, Maryland), has acquired a second 24 -track music studio located in downtown Washington, D.C. 

Formerly know as "Room 10," the new facility is still serving its regular clientele, while also handling the overflow business from Omega's 
suburban studios. According to owner Bob Yesbek, the new studio features MCI console and tape machines, and UREI monitors. Omega 
plans to centralize both of its operations into one large three -studio complex in the near future. 10518 Connecticut Avenue, Kensington, MD 
20795. (301) 946 -4686. 

Sauthcentral. 
SIERRA RECORDING (Fort Worth, Texas) has added a Sound Technologies Ecoplate III reverb unit, two UREI LA -4 limiters, an 

Orban 6228 stereo parametric equalizer, and an Orban Model 245E Stereo Synthesizer. The 24 -track studio, opened in October 1982, has 
gained a reputation for Spanish language recording with clients from the US, Mexico, and South America. 669 Seminary South, Fort Worth, 
TX 76115. (817) 921 -3881. 

BULLET RECORDING (Nashville) currently is gearing its operation for a transition from an audio and video hardware rental house, to 

3M AND MITSUBISHI DIGITAL DELIVERIES 
THE BENNETT HOUSE (Franklin, Tennessee) has 

installed a second 32 -track 3M Digital Mastering System, 
which joins the first digital 32-track delivered three months 
ago. The facility also boasts a pair of 3M digital four -tracks 
for mixdown, and a full 3M Digital Editing System. The 
two -room complex, which features a 28 /24 Trident A -Range 
console in one room. and a 32.24 Trident Series 80 in the 
other, recently upgraded its control -room monitors with the 
installation of John Meyer Model 833 systems that utilize a 
MS15 15 -inch woofer on the bottom -end, and an MS1404 
driver for the upper frequencies. Commenting on the recent 
acquisition of a second digital multitrack, studio president 
Norbert Putnam says, "We went with 3M because the 
company recently has made a tremendous price reduction, 
and the digital system is now very cost -effective. In the past 
we used to lock up for 46 -track sessions, but the cost of a pair 
of 24- tracks, plus the SMPTE synchronizer, is pretty high 
these days. But the 3M 32 -track has a good price advantage. 
Now that there are around 100 3M systems in use around the 
world, compatibility between studios is less of a problem 
-we have clients that want to take their tapes to London, 
New York, and so on. It's the best sounding recorder I've 
ever heard. Since we went digital, the demand on studio time 
has tripled - we've never had to turn away so much busi- 
ness before!" 134 4th Avenue North, Franklin, TN 37064. 
(615) 790 -8696. 

LION SHARE STUDIOS (Los Angeles) has installed a 
Mitsubishi digital recording system, comprising a Model 
X -800 32- channel recorder, and X -80 portable and X80A con- 
sole two -channel mastering machines; an XE -1 electronic 
editing system is scheduled for delivery in the near future. 
The total contract was supplied by Digital Entertain- 
ment Corporation, and is said to be the first Mitsubishi 
digital audio recording package to be installed at a major 
studio. The choice of Mitsubishi digital by Lion Share is due, 

according to Terry Williams, Lion Share studio director, to 
the extraordinary sound quality. together with the ability to 
record :32 tracks of digital audio, and the electronic editing 
system's ability to work with both multitrack and two -track 
formats. Lion Share now has the capability of maintaining 
first -generation audio from multitrack through the complete 
studio chain, including disk and cassette mastering all the 
way to the consumer via Compact Disc. In the facility's 
Studio A, an US Festival '83 project recently was completed 
where 24 -track audio, using a Neve NECAM automation 
system and an Ampex VPR2 one -inch VTR, was mixed to 
picture. Overdubs also were added. At the same time, Studio 
B is equipped to mix, overdub and sweeten to picture by 
linking the studio to the video facility. 8255 Beverly Blvd.. 
Los Angeles 90048. (213) 658 -5990. 

LION SHARE - Mitsubishi X -800 digital mulitrack 
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Every 
sound engineers tool kit 
should have one. 
The Ursa Major Space Station is one of those basic 
sound processing tools every sound engineer needs. 
It's a reverberation system. A delay line. An echo 
generator. A voice enhancer. A stereo simulator. An 
incredibly versatile special effects device. 

In fact, the Space Station will let you create an 
almost infinite variety of acoustic spaces and 
time -delay effects. And this versatility doesn't come 
at the expense of sound quality or ease of use -both 
are exceptional. 

The price? A very reasonable $2.195 (U.S. only). 
We invite you to write us soon for detailed Space 

Station specifications, and for the name of an Ursa 
Major dealer near you who will arrange a hands -on 
demonstration. 

Because without the Space Station, your tool kit 
lust isn't complete. 

The SPACE STATION 
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a creative production company for both film and music. The new company, Bullet Creative Group, Inc., will include on the staff Dallas -based 
film director Bill Buhcanan, Merissa Ide as production manager, and Lora L. Brown as assistant to company president Randy Holland. 
49 Music Square W. Nashville, TN 37203. (615) 327 -4621. 

Midwest: 
LANSING SOUND STUDIOS (Lansing, Michigan) has opened its brand new Studio B, a "state -of- the -art" eight -track recording 

facility located in the new WSFL -TV building. The facility is designed for commercial and small scale music production. Bob Baldori is the 
owner /operator of Lansing Sound, with Studio A located in Okemos. 616 West St. Joseph, Lansing, MI. 

STAIRWAY RECORDING STUDIO (North Kansas City, Missouri) is an eight -track facility 
featuring a TEAC 80-8 multitrack and a 25-2 mastering machine, both equipped with dbx noise 
reduction, interfaced with a Tascam Model 5A -5EX console. Monitoring is handled by JBL 4311s 
and Auratones powered by a Yamaha P2200 amp. Outboard gear included a Lexicon Prime Time 
Model 93 digital delay, Orban 111B Reverb, Bi -Amp Quad Limiter, Nikko 10 -band graphic EQ, and 
Ross noise gates. Mikes are by Sennheiser, Shure, Sony, and Electro- Voice. The instrument list 
boasts a Stage 73 Rhodes electric piano, Roland Juno 60 synthesizer, and Rodgers drum set. Record 
pressing services also are available, according to studio manager Mark Hubble. 204 East 18th 
Avenue, North Kansas, MO 64116. (816) 421 -1180. 

STUDIO B (Rockford, Illinois) has expanded to eight -track operation with the addition of a new 
Tascam 38 multitrack. The Allen & Heath 16/4/2 mixer also has been recently custom modified to 

STUDIO B - new Tascam 38 eight -track handle eight -track sessions. The studio features Bi -Amp compressors and reverbs, an MXR 
Flanger /Doubler, Shure mikes, and a Real -Time cassette duplication system. The studio is owned by 
producer /engineer Michael Castronovo, and his wife Deborah. 2215 Wilmette Drive, Rockford, 
IL 61108. (815) 398 -4477. 

QCA RECORDING STUDIO (Cincinnati, Ohio) has added a Studer A80 -VU 24- track, an 
Advanced Music Systems RMX -16 digital reverberation system, and four Aphex CX -1 

compressor /expanders. 2832 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45225. (513) 681 -8400. 
AUDIO VILLAGE (Bloomington, Indiana) recently updated with the installation of an Allen & 

Heath Syncon discrete 28x24 console, equipped with quasi -parametric EQ and 16 submix channels. 
Also purchased: Neumann SM -69, Neumann SM -2 and AKG C -24 stereo vacuum tube 
microphones. In addition, a van has been purchased for location recording, and a computerized 
labeling system for cassettes, according to Wayne Gunn, studio manager. 1000 West 17th Street, 
Bloomington, 1N47402. (812) 332 -7475. AUDIO VILLAGE - AHB Syncon desk 

SOLID SOUND RECORDING STUDIO (Hoffman Estates, Illinois) has re- designed its control room, and added a new monitoring 
system featuring UREI 813 -B Time -Aligned monitors, and a newly designed crossover network. Other new gear includes a Delta -Lab DL -4 

digital delay, Orban De- essers, UREI Digital Metronome, and a package of Neumann, Sennheiser, and AKG microphones. 2400 West 
Hassell Road, Suite 430, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195. (312) 882-7446. 

RAINBOW RECORDING (Omaha, Nebraska) has upgraded its facility with a newly remodeled control room and 24 -track capability 
featuring the Otani MTR -90 Series II. Operations center around a Stevenson Interface 30- channel console. Also now available is a Lexicon 
PCM -42 DDL with extended memory option. Instruments include a Sequential Circuits Prophet 5 with sequencer, Linn Drum Machine, and 
a Baldwin seven -foot concert grand piano. Rick Schwartz is the studio manager. 2322 South 64th Avenue, Omaha, NE 68106. 

AUDIOGRAPH PRODUCTIONS (Okemos, Michigan) has opened a newly upgraded facility, which features a Studer A80 MkIII 
24- track, Studer A810 two -track, and a Studer A710 cassette deck. Mixing is handled by a Neotek Series II 32/24 console complemented by 
an outboard rack offering a full line of compressors, EQ units, delay systems, and Valley People Gain Brain compressors. The new facility 
was designed by chief engineer Glenn Brown, and features variable acoustics (0.7- to 0.45- second RT60 broadband) with louvered traps. 
UREI 813 -A Time -Aligned units handle the monitoring. Doug Monson is studio president. 2810 Bennett Road, Okemos, MI 48864. (517) 
3323272. 

Mountain. 
COLORADO SOUND RECORDING (Westminister, Colorado) has opened a new facility featuring a Trident mixing console feeding 

an Ampex 24- track, with monitoring handled by JBL 4311s and UREI 813 -As. The 450 -square -foot control room overlooks a 550- square -foot 
live recording area, and a 600- square -foot rhythm room with a large drum booth. The studio was designed by Milam Audio, and features an 
organ and a grand piano on its instrument list. 3100 West 71st Avenue, Westminster, CO 80030. 

Southern California: 
ALPHA STUDIOS (North Hollywood) has expanded its facilities with the addition of a BTX Softtouch SMPTE synchronization system. 

The new gear was demonstrated on John Cassavetes' new film Love Streams, music and vocals being pre-recorded in the studio for actors 
and actresses to lip -sync to during filming. SMPTE was utilized from 24 -track master to Nagra % -inch copy, through the transfer to 
three -stripe 35mm mag stock for film editing. Editing will be completed on 34 -inch video at Alpha. A new 360 Systems Digital Synthesizer, 
capable of digitally storing pre-recorded acoustic instruments, including full bandwidth and attack, was utilized furing scoring of the film. 
North Hollywood, CA. (213) 760-2825. 

Northern California: 
HYDE STREET STUDIOS (San Francisco) is now set up for 16 -track as well as 24 -track mixdowns with the acquisition of a 16 -track 

playback head for the facility's Otani MTR -90, which also can be locked up with the studio's MCI multitrack to handle 30 -track mixing. 245 

Hyde Street, Son Francisco, CA 94102. (415) 441 -8934. 
TRES VIRGOS STUDIOS (San Rafael) has added another Ampex ATR -100 mastering machine. According to studio manager Christa 

Corvo, the deck is equipped with Strategic Sound's new transformerless input /output cards. New units in the mike line -up include two 
Crown PZM 315S, RCA 77DX, AKG D20 (Serial #10), AKG D45, and two ST &C 4038s. 1925 Francisco Boulevard, San Rafael, CA 94901. 
(415) 456 -7666. 

Australia: 
STUDIOS 301 (Sydney, New South Wales) has purchased a Sony PCM- 1610 digital audio processor, dedicated for use in audiophile 

cassette and disk mastering. An additional upgrading to one -inch analog mastering tape for cassette duplication is said to provide greater 
phase stability and dynamic range. An analog improvement includes the availability of half -inch two-track Studer A80 tape machines for disk 
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SWEET LITTLE SIXTEEN 
The world's first 16 -track Recorder /Reproducer 

to use 1/2 -inch tape. It's quiet (built -in NR), 
potable (smaller than a guitar amp), 

pre -wi-ed for SMPTE interlock and very affordable 
($5900.00 *). Contact Mark Cohen 

at (213) 921 -1112 and find out how sweet it is. 

Fostex 
PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK 

1983 FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA 15431 Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650 (213) 921-1112 

Suggested fist price. 
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cutting and cassette mastering. Digitál recording is also available at Studios 301. 301 Castlereagh 
Street, Sydney, NSW, Australia 2000. Telephone: 20912. 

Japan: 
HITOKUCHI -ZAKA STUDIO (Tokyo) has opened its new Kawaguchi -ko Studio about 60 

miles outside the city, near Mount Fuji and Lake Kawaguchi. The facility is equipped with a 

customized API 2824 console interfaced with two Studer A800 24- and 16- tracks, and two Studer 
A80 two -track decks for mastering. Monitoring is handled by Super Red double -woofer speakers 
powered by McIntosh amplifiers. Outboard gear is by Dolby, dbx, UREI, and ADR. Orban compres- 
sor /limiters and EMT -140 and EMT -240 reverbs also are to be found in the rack. Effects devices 
include an Eventide Harmonizer, Lexicon Prime Time Model 93, URSA MAJOR SST -282 Space 
Station, and MXR phaser. A Fender Rhodes, and Yamaha acoustic and electric pianos also are 
offered. Mikes are by Neumann, Schoeps, AKG, Sennheiser, Electro- Voice, and Sony. Yasuji Ono is the facility's director of engineering. 
4-3-31 Kudan -Kits, Chiyoda -Ku, Tokyo 102, Japan. (03) 263 -1097. 

HITOKUCHI -ZAKA - multitrack studio 

Great Britain. 
CTS STUDIOS (Wembley, England) has completed the first stage of its digital upgrading with the acquisition of the Sony PCM -3324 

digital 24- track, and Sony PCM -1610 digital audio processor. The second phase of the re- equipping will take place in early 1984, when a Neve 
DPS digital console is installed in CTS Studio #1. The Music Centre, Engineers Way, Wembley, 
Middlesex, England, HA9 ODR. (01) 903 -4611. 

ABBEY ROAD STUDIO 2 (London) has opened following a summer -long renovation of its 
control room, including the installation of an SSL 4000E Series Master Studio system, equipped with 
48 channels of SSL Total Recall input /output modules, to provide full reset capability on up to 96 
inputs during mixing operations. According to Ken Townshend, Abbey Road's GM, the contract 
for the new desk was awarded to SSL after a poll of the artists and producers who have used the 
facility in the past, as well as those acts who are signed to EMI's various labels. During renovation, 
Studio 2 was open to the public for the first time, visitors being treated to unique memorabilia, film 
footage and unreleased material by the Beatles, who made the studio their own during most of the 

ABBEY ROAD - Townshend 6 Colin Sanders 
Sixties. While the control room has ben completely reworked, the acoustics of the studio itself have 
been left alone, since it was felt that no improvements could be made. A second SSL System already 

is on order for Studio 1, the facility's orchestral scoring stage. This console will also be equipped with Total Recall computers, allowing 
complete freedom and continuity in moving projects between the two rooms. 3 Abbey Road, London NE8 9A Y, England. (01) 286 -1161. 

- AUDIO /VIDEO UPDATE - 
Eastern Activity: 

DU ART FILM LABS (New York City) has installed a new Harrison TV -3 audio mixing console, which will form the center of a recent 
re- recording room upgrading that includes new mag dubbers, a four -track 35mm recorder, JBL 4430 
Bi- Radial monitors, various outboard equipment, a new projection screen, and a new footage 
counter. Martin Audio, Harrison's New York representative, supplied and installed the new desk, 
including a special monitor and remote -control designed by Martin engineers. According to Du Art 
chief engineer, Dominick Tavella, "we bought the Harrison because it offers more function and 
flexibility than any other console we considered, and does so at a very reasonable price." 245 West 
55th Street, New York, NY 10019. 
D ARTISAN RECORDERS (Pompano Beach, Florida) provided a 40- channel live mix of this 
year's Reggae Sunsplash in Montego Bay, Jamaica, presented by Synergy Productions, Ltd. 
Among the acts appearing were Musical Youth, Third World, Rita Marley, Black Uhuru, and Steel 
Pulse. Peter J. Yianilos engineered with the assistance of the Artisan crew: Larry Janus, Kevin 
Ryan, Stan Johnson, Vince Oliveri, Rey Monzon, and Mike Drozd. Trillion, the London -based DU ART FILM - Harrison TV -3 console 
production company, handled the filming of the event. 1421 South West 12th Avenue, Pompano Beach, FL 33060. (305) 786 -0660. 

NATIONAL VIDEO CENTER (New York City) provided audio mixing for Johnston Film's award -winning VII International 
Tchaikovsky Competition, recently picked up by MasterVision as the premiere offering in its Beta HiFi and VHS stereo videocassette 
series, which features improved -quality audio playback. New York, NY. 

Central Activity: 
D EYE & EAR TELECORP (Chicago, Illinois) is the new, fully -equipped film and video tape house aiming at the video -music market. Eye 
& Ear boasts a new 2,000 -square -foot office and recording facility, and a 20 -foot mobile video recording unit featuring one -inch VTR for 
multicamera shoots, a 16- channel audio board and 16 -track machine. The mobile unit is housed in a refurbished Superior Motor Coach 
truck. Other in -house gear include Ikegami broadcast cameras, and a CMX SMPTE timecode editing controller. Recent projects have been 
a music -video for Disco de Tinga artists Bohemia, and live shoots for the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Larry Coryell, and Bauhaus. 612 
North Michigan Avenue, Suite 802, Chicago, IL 60611. (312) 337-5050. 
D OMEGA AUDIO (Dallas, Texas) recently provided audio services for the video taping of the Stars For Children syndicated television 
special. The show was held at the Reunion Arena, Dallas, where Omega supplied 24 -track SMPTE -encoded recording, while Tele -Image of 
Dallas handled the video shoot. Post -production was also provided by Omega at its 24/48 -track studio at Dallas Love Field. Appearing at the 
concert were The Commadores, Roseanne Cash, Charlene Tilton, and hosts The Oak Ridge Boys. 8036 Aviation Place, Box 71, 
Dallas, TX 75235. (214) 350 -9066. 

Western Activity: 
D BONNEVILLE PRODUCTIONS (Salt Lake City, Utah) handled all the audio post- production for the Osmond Family's July 4th 
Extravaganza, The Glory of America, performed live at Couger Stadium in Provo, Utah, and televised on the Ted Turner Cable Network 
and Armed Forces Network. Audio post- production was handled at Bonneville's 24 -track Studio C, which features an Audio- Kinetics 
Q.Lock synchronizer, 36- channel Neotek console, and Ampex multitracks. Audio layover and layback operations were done via direct 
cable connection between Video West and Bonneville, to eliminate tape- generation problems. 130 Social Hall Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT 
84111. (801) 237 -2600. 
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 THE COMPLEX (Los Angeles) provided sound stage facilities for the filming of Paul Kantner's upcoming music- video, Planet Earth 
Rock 'n' Roll Orchestra. Grace Slick and Kantner and Slick's daughter China also are featured on the piece, directed by Arthur Ellis for 
Limelight Productions. 2323 Corinth Street, West Los Angeles, CA 90064. (213) 477 -1938. 

HARLEQUIN STUDIOS (Northridge, California) has completed its new video complex featuring a full two -story, 35- by 40 -foot main 
studio, two dressing rooms, and control rooms with Sony half -, %-, and one -inch videotape formats. 19347 Londelius Street, Northridge, CA 
91324. (213) 993 -4778. 

ON THE STUDIO TRAIL 
Mel Lambert at Large this month in Chicago's Commercials Production Scene 

While many would consider the Big Apple to be this country's 
advertising and commercials capital, there is little doubt that in 

terms of multipurpose production facilities at least, Chicago handles 
a large proportion of the TV and radio jingle recording business. As I 

discovered during a recent visit to the Windy City, the commercials 
production market currently is in a very healthy and competitive 
state, with many studios looking to increase their share of this 
lucrative market. The facilities I managed to visit while in Chicago 
included Audio Mixers, Universal Recording, Streeterville 
Studios, and Chicago Recordings. 

As well as handling audio recording for educational and industrial 
multimedia productions, Audio Mixer's owner Steve Schwartz tells 
me that his studio has played host to several scoring sessions for 
commercials and film soundtracks. Bookings run about 50% for 
radio and television commercials, the remainder being taken up 
with audio /visual work. His Rush Street facility comprises a com- 
pact studio with drum booth, plus a separate isolation /vocal booth. 
Although the main room isn't exactly huge, Schwartz says that with 
careful mike techniques he can easily accommodate 30 -piece 
choirs. 

Recording hardware centers around an 18- channel Tangent con- 
sole linked to a Tascam 80 -8 half -inch eight -track with dbx, and 
several Ampex AG350 mono /stereo mastering decks (also 
equipped with dbx noise reduction); outboards include an Audio + 

Design Compex compressor /limiter, a pair of UREI LN1176 limi- 
ters, Orban Stereo synthesizer and Sibilance Controller, and an 
Eventide H910 Harmonizer. Monitoring is handled by Crown - 
powered JBLs. 

Schwartz offers that for commercials dates, eight -track is the 
minimum format he would consider. His track sheet for such ses- 
sions looks something like this: narration on track #1; music tracks 
A and B across tracks 2 and 3 (or 2 thru 5 if both were tracked in 
stereo), to allow for cross segues between musical phrases; sound 
effects (wind, traffic noise, etc) on another track; isolated spot 
effects (door slams, phone rings, and all the rest) on another; and 
remaining tracks as required. Music tracks are taken from needle - 
drop libraries, or recorded eight -track in the studio, mixed to mono 
or stereo, and then laid back onto the eight -track for later addition of 
pre- recorded effects (from disk libraries or reel -to -reel) and live 
narration. ... continued overleaf - 

WE'RE PLANNING FOR YOUR FUTURE 

The development of an entertainment facility requires the 
efficient integration of many diverse elements -from design 
through completion. Experienced planning is the key. 

For over twenty -two years, Lakeside Associates has 
been involved in the design, construction, and management 
of sound recording, video, and motion picture facilities. This 
experience can provide the insight vital to the planning and 
successful execution of your project -helping to avoid costly 
mistakes, minimizing delays and anticipating future needs. 

This approach has already worked for our clients around 
the world: 

Cannell- Heumann & Associates-Los Angeles Richard 

Chamberlain -Los Angeles Discos Gas- MexicoGty Eckel- 
New York John Farrar -Los Angeles Kenny Rogers' 
Lion Share Studios -Los Angeles Luxury Audio 
Workshop -Las Vegas New World Audio -San Diego 

Pierce Arrow Recorders -Chicago Premore, Inc. - 
Los Angeles Rocshire Productions -Anaheim Select 
Sound Studio -Buffalo Sierra Recordings, S.A.- Athens 

Studio Marcadet -Paris Sunwood Studio - 
Reno The Fort -Los Angeles Thunder Road Studios -Cal 
gary Unicorn Records -Santa Monica United Audio 
Recorders -San Antonio Yamaha Research and Develop 
ment Studios -Glendale. 

Whatever the size of your project, Lakeside's experience 
will work for you. Please contact Steve Fouce or Carl 
Yanchar: 

LAKESIDE ASSOCIATES, INC. 
27939 Chiclana 
Mission Viejo, CA 92692 
714 - 855 -3171 

LAKESIDE L7 

Acoustic Design /Electronic Systems Design and Installation /Construction /Consultation 
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AUDIO MIXERS /Steve Schwartz 

Currently, he uses stopwatch timing when mixing audio for video, 
although at the time of my visit Schwartz was considering the new 
Tascam Model 58 eight -track for locking up multitrack audio to a 
videocassette transport via SMPTE timecode interlock for more 
demanding synchronization sessions. 

Regarding processing and recording techniques for radio and TV, 
Schwartz offers that broadcast audio invariably ends up being heav- 
ily compressed by the station. It is essential, he feels, that a certain 
amount of compression be added during the mix stage, if only to 
judge how the music /narration balance will be affected by subse- 
quent broad -band compression. Also, to help a voice track cut 
through a background music bed, he inserts an EQ notch in the 
latter at the center of the announcer's vocal range, and then further 
boosts the voice in the final mix. 

Across town at Universal Recording, Murray Allen gave me a 
conducted tour of his diversified facility, which stretches across a 
couple floors in adjacent buildings on East Walton, and includes 
several production and recording studios, 16 and 35mm mag and 
optical transfer rooms, two film theaters, various copy rooms, resi- 
dential apartments for visiting producers, a woodwork shop, and a 
tape- duplication plant. A separate building in the downtown area 
also houses a couple of commercial production rooms. The facility 
even keeps a drum technician on staff to look after all the studio - 
owned trap sets. 

Allen reports that 70% of studio time is taken up by commercial 
and jingle production, and 30% on "conventional" record dates. 
Studio A comprises an extremely large recording area capable of 
accommodating 40 to 50 string players, and featuring a movable 
drum booth, working into a spacious control room that houses a 
Neve 8048/78 console with NECAM disk -based automation, and a 
pair of MCI JH -24 multitracks. A BTX Shadow SMPTE synchron- 
izer provides interlock between videocassette decks and the 24- 
tracks, the latter having been modified, Allen says, to operate in 
chase mode at 80IPS for faster setups. Studio B - the "SSL Room" - also is equipped to handle 24- or 46 -track sessions, and is located 
beneath a 35mm projection room which, in addition, houses a 3M 
32 -track Digital Mastering System capable of being patched and 
operated from either Studio A or B. 

Other rooms of interest around the complex include the "Back 
Room," which is equipped for overdubs, remix and audio layback to 
two -inch Quad or one -inch C- Format videotape. Production hard- 
ware centers around an automated 28 -input MCI JH -628 console, 
Ampex MM -1200 and MCI JH -24 multitracks, BTX SMPTE syn- 
chronizer, and UREI 813 monitors. A small room and a couple of 
isolation booths attached to the control room enables voice -overs 
and small rhythm sections to be recorded without occupying one of 

STREETERVILLE /Jim Dolan, Jr. 

CHICAGO RECORDING /Hank Neuberger 

the larger studios. 
Turning to the subject of digital recording for commercials pro- 

duction, Allen is a strong believer in utilizing the improved sound 
quality and dynamic range available with the 3M 32 -track digital 
system. Although rhythm tracks might be laid on analog to achieve 
the familiar kind of sound that a producer is after, the basics then 
would be transferred to digital for overdubbing. With digital, he 
offers, you have many more tracks available for basics plus vocal 
and solo overdubs. In addition, vocals can be laid off onto four -track 
digital, and then slipped to another part of the multitrack digital tape 
against SMPTE timecode locations, without any degradation in 
signal quality. Also, if a client is looking to record, for example, 
several versions of a particular commercial that share common 
music tracks, with maybe different vocal treatments and/or lyrics, 
identical digital copies can be made of the basic tracks without the 
quality losses associated with analog -to- analog dubbing. Digital also 
enables tracks to be recorded without compression, and still have 
up to 40 dB of extra dynamic range, available during remix to add 
extra EQ for effect. 

At Streeterville Studios on East Grand, studio manager Jim 
Dolan, Jr. showed me over the five -room complex which, he says, 
offers "compatible room acoustics" to make it easier for a project to 
move between studios without the sound character of tracks alter- 
ing from environment to environment - all of which can help speed 
up a session, he feels, and maintain continuity between recording 
basic rhythm tracks in one room, and string/horn /vocal overdubs in 
another. Acoustic design in the various rooms has been towards 
what Dolan refers to as "controlled ambience" - open drum cages, 
tall ceilings, and plenty of working space. 

"Music 1" features a large recording area with drum and isolation 
booths, coupled to a control room equipped with an automated 
48 -input Neve 8108 console with NECAM II, MCI JH -24, UREI 813 
monitors, and Sony UMatic videocassette for sweeting or mixing to 
picture. "Music 2" is laid out as a self-contained facility separate 
from traffic in the rest of the complex, and features a 40 -input 
Harrison 4032C Series transformerless console, and a large studio 
area complete with skylight and isolation booth for a piano or small 
string section. Studios B and C are smaller four -track rooms 
designed for radio, TV, and multimedia production, and feature 
identical custom consoles with interchangeable EQ modules, 
Studer A80 four -track on half -inch machines, and B67 mastering 
decks. 

The "Remix Suite" is set up for both conventional music mix - 
down, and /or video sweetening, and houses a 40 -input Harrison 
4032B console with Auto -Set automation, a pair of MCI JH -24 
multitracks, Sony BVU -800 U- Matic, Audio Kinetics Q.Lock 3.10 
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SMPTE synchronizer, Otani MTR -10 four -track mastering deck, 
and UREI 813 monitors. An associated studio is capable of hosting a 
6- or 8 -piece string or brass sections, or for use during vocal 
overdubs. 

And regarding the type of mix balance and processing required 
for radio and television commercials, as opposed to conventional 
record dates, Dolan says that while there is a definite sense of 
"mixing for the medium," this depends to a great degree on the 
"taste of the producer - he or she might be looking for a 'record 
style' mix, or wish to emphasize a band arrangement, or vocal 
treatment," he offers. "But quite often a commercials producer will 
come up with several different types /styles of mix, which he'll play to 
an agency, and then come back and make a few vocal or mix 
changes. In this industry, console automation is a real must, 
because we might go through as many as 20 or so different mixes 
until the client is happy with the end result. That's also why it makes 
sense for us to have a dedicated remix room, so that a studio won't 
be tied up when the producer has to rework a mix. 

"Audio will always be important to television commercials," 
Dolan concludes. "People don't go around humming the picture 
-it's always the song or the tagline that people remember!" 

Alan Kubicka's Chicago Recording ranges across several floors 
of adjacent buildings on Michigan Avenue. The entire complex 
comprises a multitude of recording and production studios, plus a 

35mm mag transfer room. Starting my tour in Studio A, operations 
manager Hank Neuberger pointed out that the control room 
recently had been enlarged by removing the pair of rear -mounted 
quad speakers, and extending the back wall about six feet. The 
control room, he recalls, was the last environment designed by Tom 
Hidley under the Westlake guise (prior to his relocation to Europe. 
and Eastlake persona). Currently the room, which houses an MCI 
JH -532 console and JH -24 multitrack, is used about 40% of the time 
for record dates, and the remainder for scoring, commercials, voice - 
over, and audio /video sweetening. 

Studio B, which sees more record sessions that other rooms the 
facility, centers around a Neve 8068 with NECAM automation and 
in -line monitoring, Studer A80 and MCI JH -24 multitracks, BTX 
Shadow synchronizer (an MCI JH -45 synchronizer being on hand 
for JH- 24- to -JH -24 lockups), and Cadac monitors. (The entire 
control-room package is scheduled to be relocated to a different 
building during this Fall; Studio B will be re- equipped at that time 
with as yet unspecified hardware.) 

Studio D features a large string area, complete with tall ceilings, 
hard -wood floors, and mirrored walls. Two isolation booths and a 
drum booth also are available, enabling a full orchestra, horn/ 
rhythm and vocal sections to be tracked simultaneously, if neces- 
sary. Control -room hardware includes a Cadac 32/32 console, MCI 
JH -24, UREI 813 monitors, % -inch U -Matic videodeck for interlock 
to picture, and a Sony one -inch videotape transport for audio 
layback. 

A collection of purpose-built production studios -a couple in the 
main complex, and three in an adjoining building - accommodate a 
variety of commercials work. MCI J11-110 eight -, four -, and two - 
tracks handle recording duties, while the consoles include a custom - 
designed model, a Sphere, a Neotek, and a Trident Trimix. 

With such a wide range of recording and production environ- 
ments at a client's disposal, it would appear to be no idle boast when 
Neuberger says that Chicago Recording "handles more commer- 
cials work than any other recording complex in the city. We have 
four of the six busiest production studios in Chicago, equipped with 
up to eight -track facilities for voice -over and multi -effects work. 
Also, CRC records a great deal of original music for radio and 
television commercials. Unlike other cities around the country, 
Chicago wasn't as affected by the recent lull in record label work 
that happened throughout the entire studio industry. Studios in this 
city have neuer lived or died by record business; the demand for 
jingles and commercials always has remained healthy." 

Next issue: London's cosmopolitan studio community. DOD 
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hen Star Wars opened in the 
summer of 1977, the public 
seemed to embrace not only the 

movie, but the complete mythological 
world that it created. The unique sound- 
track - ranging from R2 -D2's beeps 
and Chewbacca the Wookiee's grunts to 
the cracks of the laser swords - made a 
contribution that undoubtedly was 
every bit as essential to the film's 
impact as the revolutionary motion - 
control effects photography. (Seen on 
the streets of Los Angeles was a car 
bumper proudly proclaiming: "I Heard 
Star Wars at the Chinese. ") 

The sound of the Star Wars saga has 
been guided from the very beginning by 
Ben Burtt. Writer -director George Lucas 
and producer Gary Kurtz knew that the 
soundtrack needed a fresh approach, 
and in 1975, two years before the first 
film would open, the duo hired sound 
effects fanatic Burtt from their film 
school alma mater, USC. 

Burtt spent over a year collecting the 
sounds needed for Star Wars, recording 
anything that could be turned upside 
down and backwards to make Lucas' 
world come alive. Early on, he and 
Lucas established the style of the 
soundtrack that would define Burtt's 
modus operandi: "In my first discussion 
with George [Lucas] about the film, he 
said - and I concurred with him - that 
we wanted an 'organic,' as opposed to 
electronic and artificial, soundtrack. 
Since we were going to design a visual 
world that had rust and dents and dirt, 
we wanted a sound world which had 

squeaks and motors that may not be 
smooth -sounding or quiet. Therefore we 
wanted to draw upon raw material from 
the real world: real motors, real squeaky 
door, real animal sounds, real insects; 
this sort of thing. The basic thing I do in 
all of these films is to create something 
that sounds believable to everyone, 
because it's composed of familiar things 
that you can't quite recognize 
immediately. 

"You don't know exactly that you're 
hearing a coffee blender. But the fact 
that you know what a coffee blender 
sounds like, and you know it has a motor 
with this much power, makes the door 
with a motor seem to be real. You under- 
stand from the sound that it must be 
heavy, and made of iron, etc. The card- 
board doors that slide on the [space] 
ship no longer seem like cardboard; 
they're solid steel. We emphasize the 
fact that we record real sounds, and 
camouflage these familiar items in a 
way so that the whole ambience of a film 
seems believable." 

Burtt's responsibility on Star Wars 
was to create specifically unusual 
sounds - weapons, vehicles, character 
and key backgrounds. To do this work 
he had relatively simple equipment that 
he "put together with a bunch of RCA 
cords" in his apartment: TEAC four - 
and two -track decks, a stereo Nagra, 
some basic outboard gear, and a 35mm 
mag transport to make his own 
transfers. The rest of the sound editing, 
Foley, and dialog cutting, was handled 
by sound editor Sam Shaw's crew. 

For the second part in the Star Wars 
trilogy, The Empire Strikes Back, Burtt 
supervised both the sound design and 
all sound editing. The film was mixed by 
Bill Varney, Steve Maslow, and Gregg 
Landaker at Samuel Goldwyn Studios, 
Hollywood, as were two other Burtt 
sound projects, More American Graffiti, 
and Raiders of the Lost Ark. Burtt was 
also responsible for the voice design of 
E.T. 

Chapter VI of the Star Wars saga. 
Return of the Jedi, would mark Burtt's 
first time as re- recording mixer. How- 
ever, his work began before the produc- 
tion shooting in England, over a year 
and a half before the film was to open. 

Recording Production Sound 
in the Studio 

Ben Burtt went over to England in 
advance of the shooting of Return of the 
Jedi, to interview prospective produc- 
tion mixers. One of the requests /de- 
mands was that the production tracks 
be recorded with Dolby A -type noise 
reduction, an idea that many film mix- 
ers greeted with "Thanks, but no 
thanks." "In practice," Burtt says, 
"most production mixers didn't want to 
use Dolby A. It added another piece of 
equipment to the chain." 

Finally chosen was Tony Dawe, who 
came with a good recommendation from 
Burtt's sound designer friend Dale 
Strumpell, who had been very pleased 
with Dawe's production tracks on Dra- 
gonslayer. (Four weeks of shooting in 
the U.S. were recorded by Bay Area 
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mixer Randy Thom.) 
All of the stage shooting in England 

was Dolby A -type encoded, using cus- 
tom boxes made by Lucasfilm chief 
engineer Tom Holman. (It should be 
noted that Dolby Laboratories does not 
require, or even recommend, that pro- 
duction tracks be encoded, and, indeed, 
Jedi is probably the first major feature 
to use Dolby noise reduction in produc- 
tion.) 

Since this custom box contained 
Dolby Cat. No. 55 noise reduction cards, 
access to AC power was needed which, 
because the units only would be used for 
stage shooting, should not seem to be a 
problem. Yet, as Burtt explains, 
"Believe it or not, there's difficulty in 
England in getting mains power on the 
stage for sound equipment. I witnessed 
it many times. They'll use up all the 
outlets for lights. There were several 
times when we couldn't set up because 
we couldn't plug in the sound equipment 
on the stage." 

The idea behind the use of Dolby noise 
reduction on production had little to do 
with reducing tape hiss, since the back- 
ground level of even the quietest set is 
still above the noise level of a Nagra. 
Instead, Dolby encoding of production 
tapes was looked upon as a way of com- 
bating print -through, which sometimes 
is a major problem with dialog record- 
ing. In retrospect though, Tom Holman 
is not so sure that it was worth the trou- 
ble; not because print- through wasn't 
reduced, but because so little production 
dialog made it into the finished film. 

Among the suggestions made by 
Burtt and Holman in a memo to the pro- 
duction crew were that, to avoid making 
noisy footsteps, the actors wear padding 
on their feet when they couldn't be seen 
on- camera; that costumes have pouches 
for radio mikes; and that Sonex acoustic 
foam and other sound -absorbing mate- 
rial be used to deaden an interior space- 
ship set to remove unwanted echo; and 
so on. The latter materials were pur- 
chased, but never used. 

"There is a tremendous cost, per min- 
ute, on the set," offers Burtt. "And, since 
people know that you can loop a film 
later [to replace dialog], it is judged more 
economical not to waste valuable time 
on the set trying to get usable sound. 

"The most 'successful' soundman in 
the business seems to be the guy who 
can stay out of the way of the camera 
crew, and not complain or slow things 
down. He's kind of off in the corner 
somewhere with his radio receivers, not 
causing anyone trouble. 

"Sound, you have to realize, has no 
status in production - at least not in the 
production of our films." 

On one filmed sequence, when Burtt 
got an opportunity to be a boom opera- 
tor for a day, he had a chance to expe- 
rience first -hand the problems faced by 

production sound people. Initially, the 
scene was shot with two cameras, one of 
which was set up on such a wide angle 
that his boom could get no closer than 
six or seven feet. When the cameras 
moved in for the close -ups, Burtt 
thought that here was his chance to get 
the tracks. On four successive takes he 
encountered: take #1, a smoke machine 
making mist and noise; take #2, the 
script girl's watch ticking, plus the 
director of photography's watch beep- 
ing the hour; take #3, the prop man 
spraying trees right before cameras 
rolled, resulting in the "plop, plop" of 
water throughout the take; and, on the 
fourth and last take, a noisy camera 
magazine. 

While this scene initially was looped, 
George Lucas liked the original perfor- 
mance of one of the characters, so noise 
had to be added to the looped character's 
background to match that of the produc- 
tion track. In the end, music that was 
intended to begin later in the scene was 
brought in earlier, because there was 
nothing else that could be done about 
the noise. 

Part of the production plan was to use 
Schoeps mikes for dialog, an increas- 
ingly popular choice on film sets. How- 
ever, noise problems on sets were bad 
enough that the extra reach of a Sen- 
nheiser MKH815 shotgun mike often 
was needed. "Ultimately the goal 
became just to get an intelligible track. 
We never had pristine conditions," says 
Burtt. 

Even though all of the non -English 
creature voices are created in post - 
production, Burtt found it helpful to give 
the human beings in the bodies of these 
creatures some idea of what they would 
sound like. For example, he played tapes 
of early sketches of Jabba the Hutt for 
its three operators, to give them a sense 
of how the creature would sound in the 
final movie. 

For Burtt the largest amount of new 
work on Return of the Jedi was to create 

a language for the Ewoks, the inhabit- 
ants of the forest moon of Endor that aid 
the rebels in their fight against the 
Empire. Since the little creatures had 
mouths and were often seen in close -up, 
Burtt had to give the actors a sense of 
how they should look while speaking. 

"I got them together and told them 
what I'd be doing in post production," 
he recalls. "I played them some samples 
of the Ewok voices I had at that time, so 
they got a sense of the pace of it. I gave 
them certain instructions in general, 
and they kind of followed it: not speak- 
ing in long paragraphs; getting it over 
in three or four moves; and doing a lot of 
body language where you can hide the 
lack of sync." 

During shooting of Star Wars and The 
Empire Strikes Back, Chewbacca spoke 
English, but now he imitates the sound 
as he thinks it will be in the final movie. 
The problem is that sometimes his pro- 
duction groans will cover an actor's 
lines, resulting in the scene having to be 
looped. 

Return of the Jedi director Richard 
Marquand, a former actor, read Darth 
Vader's lines from off -camera. On the 
first two films the lines were read by 
David Prowse, who is the "body" of 
Vader. 

"C-3P0 is generally radio -miked dur- 
ing original shooting," says Burtt, 
"because he talks a lot, and his move- 
ments and body language sync up with 
a great deal of what he says. It's impor- 
tant to have a reasonably good wild 
track. Later on, it's re- recorded wild to 
his original guide track. 

"Of course, with a film like this[where 
we have] several main characters with 
no mouth, often the dialog gets rewrit- 
ten to fill in the exposition that's miss- 
ing. Once the film gets [put] together 
you always go to 3PO and Vader to clear 
up the story line. They can say any- 
thing: 'Yes, Luke, I remember earlier in 
the film ... ' That literally happens, and 
is one of the saviors of this type of film." 

Sound designer Ben Burtt (left) and Lucasfilm chief engineer Tom Holman. 
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RETURN & jEDI 
Adds re- recording engineer Gary 

Summers: "I wouldn't be surprised if 
George [Lucas] had a scene in his back 
pocket where 3P0 and Vader meet and 
talk." (They met only once in the series, 
briefly, in the carbon -freezing chamber 
in Empire.) 

Sound Effects Working 
Methods and Techniques 

Having started recording effects for 
Jedi in 1981, and with principal photo 

graphy finished, the next step for Ben 
Burtt was to create sound effects 
against an early cut of the film. Such an 
early start - over six months before 
beginning the final mix - not only gave 
Burtt the time to do as much as possible 
by himself, but it also provided the other 
filmmakers - visual effects supervi- 
sors, picture editors and, of course, 
director and producer - with early ver- 
sions of the soundtrack to fit to their 
work. 

This work is essential, as Burtt 
explains: "With this kind of picture you 
have to wait until you complete a whole 

SPROCKET SYSTEMS DUBBING 
AND POST -PRODUCTION STAGES 
Neve Film Re- recording Console with 

NECAM Il and Otani MTR -90 Multitrack 
Head Up Equipment Complement 

The dubbing stage at Sprocket Systems, designed by Jeff Cooper, was built in late 
1981 /early 1982. The first film to be mixed there was listen ... , produced by Dolby 
Laboratories and designed to be shown as a short in commercial theaters. Before Return of 
the Jedi, only one other feature film used the new facility: Twice Upon a Time, the animated 
film directed by John Korty and Charles Swenson, and executive produced by George 
Lucas. 

Needless to say, a TI-IX Monitor Loudspeaker System is installed in the room. Inputs to 
each of the six Boston Acoustics A -200 surround speakers is separately accessible, 
facilitating any conceivable surround sound experimentation. 

A Neve 8108 32/24 console with NECAM If floppy -disk automation was selected by 
Holman because of its "quality and flexibility. We are doing many odd configurations of the 
board that would be impossible with more traditional film re- recording console. " This is the 
first Neve board used in film dubbing in the United States, and also the second use of 
NECAM ll in a film dubbing situation, the first one being at Bavaria Atelier studios in 
Germany, where Das Boot was mixed. 

The machine room contains 12 Magna Tech Electronics dubbers for playback of 16mm 
and 35mm magelements, with a 13th unit running SMPTE timecode for NECAM synchron- 
ization. Two six -track 35mm recorders, an Otani MTR -90 24- track, and 56 channels of 
Dolby noise reduction round out the primary equipment list. 

Holman has worked on, but not had a chance to implement because they have been busy 
"making movies," a custom pre -amplifier for the playback dubbers that would have 
head -bump compensation and taloring of the high -end response, to get it "very, very flat." 
In addition, a separate pre -amp would be assigned to every track format, one each for six -, 
four -, three -, and single -track heads, making a grand total of 14 pre -amplifier channels. 
"Machine -room time in a changeover is such an important issue," Holman says. "It would 
permit us to align the machine electronically, and just mount heads when changing formats, 
allowing you to roll almost instantly." 

Ben Burtt's dubbing room, with Sound Workshop console, Otani multitrack. 
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mix of a reel before you can even say, 
'Does it work as a dramatic piece of 
film?' You have to get it almost done to 
be able to say if it works. If it's Ordinary 
People. you can kinda tell in the rough 
cut if the picture is going to work, 
because the basic content of the picture 
is dialog. You may add music, and 
smooth things out to enhance what is 
there, hut you can basically judge, 
'Yeah, dramatically it will work.' 

"But if you have a 10- minute sequence 
with all aliens and opticals - which of 
course have no sound when shot - you 
can't even see if it is going to work visu- 
ally until you've got it in a form where it 
sounds like a movie." 

To judge camera placement and 
movement before committing them- 
selves to expensive film shooting and 
optical printing, the staff at Industrial 
Light and Magic, Lucasfilm's visual 
effects division, now is making use of 
the Ultimatte video system. This allows 
the effects crew to matte together space- 
ships, planets, etc., using the conven- 
tional chroma -key principle. Having a 
close approximation of what the fin- 
ished optical will look like gives the pic- 
ture editor a good idea of what will be 
needed to cut a scene together. 

The premier set piece for both visual 
and sound effects in Jedi is the "speeder 
hike" chase through the forest of Endor. 
Burtt's first contact with this scene was 
through these "videomatics." "Initially, 
I cut a version which had no finished 
opticals, and was all videomatics, with 
ships on sticks flying up against a 
chroma -key screen," he recalls. "It was 
a mocked -up version that gave the edi- 
tors something to cut to. So they can 
say, 'Okay, we want a shot of it going 
left to right, lasting so many frames.' 
Then II,M would actually animate and 
photograph the real thing. 

"George and [ picture editor] Duwayne 
Dunham sat down and cut this surro- 
gate version months before ILM actu- 
ally shot the scene. I knew that the tim- 
ings would change for whatever sound I 
did to that version. But I did cut some 
sounds, and it gave me a foothold as to 
what the bikes might sound like. I 
started out having them sound more like 
rockets and jet planes but, as it deve- 
loped, it became more and more like 
motorcycles with gear shifts and 
combustion -engine sounds." 

Sounds for the 21/2- minute bike chase 
were created and edited by Burtt almost 
exclusively using a 24 -track recorder 
and Audio Kinetics Q.Lock 3.10 syn- 
chronizer in his mix studio. Having 
assembled a set of work tapes contain- 
ing sounds that would serve as the start- 
ing point of what would eventually 
become speeder bikes, etc., Burtt would 
spin effects in sync onto the 24 -track 
using SMPTE timecode on the % -inch 
tape. [For further details, see the 
accompanying sidebar.] 

Each aspect of the sound for this 
scene - hike pass -bys, hike crashes, 
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the charts faster because it duplicates your sounds 
more perfectly than any other brand. Technically speaking, 
BASF Eire Chrome offers extended high frequency Maxi- 
mum Output Level (MOL), plus the world's lowest back- 
ground noise. And our exclusive Pure Chrome formulation is 
extreme'.y clean and stable at even the highest duplicating 
speeds. The payoff? Audio performance that's virtually indis- 
tinguishable from a studio master recorded at 15 I.P.S. 

Best of all, just about anyone can 
change over from ferric oxide to BASF 
Pure Chrome with the greatest of ease 
-and without any need for additional 
equipment or expenses. 

Find out why such major names as 
RCA Red Seal Digital, Sine Qua Non, Van- 

guard and Inner City aL' put their trust in us. Switch 
to BASF Pure Chrome duplic<tin,g tape. Because when 
you put "CrQ" on your label 
you're not just guaranteeing 
the public the pure music 
they're paying for. You're pav- 
ing your way to platinum with 
BASF Pure Chrome. 

'0 BASF 
Chrome Audio & Video Tapes 
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RETURN EDI 
motor noises, etc. - was mixed to a 
35mm three- track, left -center -right pre - 
dub that went to the final mix. Thus, 
having the sound for the scene on 35mm 
mag made the editing problems of the 
24 -track format a moot point, and 
enabled Burtt to use the multitrack 
medium where it would help him best. 
"The main advantage of the 24- track" 
he says, "is when you are dealing with a. 
scene in the movie for which you are 
going to invent the sound, and for which 
there's no precedent. You can add a 
sound and evaluate it. And add the next 
layer, and the next, and the next." 

Another example of the use of the 24- 
track occurred at the beginning of the 
film, when C -3P0 and R2 -D2 are at the 
door to Jabba's stronghold, and it 

opens. "I developed a sound for the 
whole door as a stereo pre -dub, effec- 
tively exactly what we were going to 
need in the final ]mix]. I knew that shot 
was going to be in the movie. I didn't 
know the exact footage but, a year later, 
when the reel was locked, I took that 
pre -dub and cut it in. Had I had to wait a 
year with all of the individual tracks, I 
would never have had time. I might 
have said, 'Put in a door from the last 
film.' 

"This way, when the giant door 
opened, I first added a rumble, then a 
crunching sound, then some squeaking. 
So, instead of cutting 20 tracks, and 
then waiting for a month until I got to 
the stage to see whether I did it right, I 

can evaluate right then and there, and 
say, 'Yeah, that's as far as I need to go. 

"It's a correct monitoring environ 
men t, decoding through the f Dolby Ste 

reo] matrix, and maybe you even have 
the dialog and music right there on the 
24 -track as reference, so you can tell how 
it's going to sound in context. 

"When I get to the stage [at the final 
dubbing session] maybe 80 to 90% of the 
decisions have been made, and now it's 
just a matter of finessing it. For a film 
like this, when you are inventing so 
many things, it's an invaluable tool." 

Despite its great help with creating 
complex sound effects, Burtt emphas- 
izes that the 24 -track format would not 
be a practical system for cutting in, for 
example, door slams or Foley. "If you're 
working with one sound at a time, and 
you knew that the sound was going to 
work [because] it was just a matter of 
synchronizing it, then I think film is 
faster, and speed becomes important." 

As noted earlier, since all the sound 
effects in Jedi go to the dubbing stage on 
35mm mag film, the editing problems of 
the 24 -track format never have to be 
considered. Nevertheless, the act of 
recutting the 35mm elements was still a 
daily problem for Burtt. "When they 
change the picture cut I'll have to mod- 
ify, recut or resync," he says. "There's 
no consideration for sound in the pro- 
cess; the visuals come first. We spend a 
vast percentage of our time resynching 
and remixing. I'd say certainly 25 to 30% 
of our time, overall, is spent redoing 
things, because the picture sync has 
changed; it might be a cosmetic thing, 
such as smoothing a bump in the track 
because something has been cut out." 

In keeping with a philosophy set forth 
at the start in 1975, almost all of the 
sounds that comprise components of the 
sound effects used in the Star Wars 
films begin life as live, acoustic events, 
and not electronic synthesis. However, 
there are exceptions, as Burtt points out: 
"Occasionally, for an `undercurrent' 
tone in a room I'll combine a tone from a 
synthesizer with wind [sounds]. I don't 
think of it first. I'll usually play around 
with various sounds: air -conditioner 
backgrounds, or elevator motors slowed 
down. If it doesn't seem right I might 
add a tone to fill up an area. 

"People are surprised when they come 
in there, and don't see a lot of electronic 
equipment and computers. We basically 
rely on just a Nagra and some micro- 
phones to capture the initial raw 
material." ... continued overleaf - 

SPROCKET SYSTEMS DUBBING STAGES - continued .. . 

Holman felt fortunate in securing the services of Brian Kelley, who previously had been 
the West Coast representative for Neve, and had installed the Lucasfilm board. Among the 
modifications that Kelley helped Holman make to the board was enabling the small monitor 
faders to be used either as additional inputs during a mix (but not under automation 
control), or to play pre -mixes through the monitors only, facilitating what Holman calls 
"mixing in context." 

Usually, if all 32 main inputs are being used, so are the 12 available dubbers. Which 
means that if the 24 monitor faders are brought into service, additional elements can be 
transferred to the facility's Otani MTR -90 24- track. 

Holman also modified the 8108's panpots: "It's not a standard sine /cosine panpot. Ours 
is modified to work well with the Dolby matrix, and has certain bumps in it. Actually, it is 
only 2/3 modified for the matrix; otherwise we would compromise the pans in the discrete 
mode too much." 

Ben Burtt's Personal -Use Dubbing Room 
Perhaps the most unique part of the Sprockets System facility is the small dubbing room 

that serves as a "high -tech Moviola" for Ben Burtt. The heart of the system is an Audio 
Kinetics 3.10 Q.Lock synchronizer featuring custom software modifications written by 
Steve Waldman of Screen Sound in L.A. [now president of Audio Kinetics U.S.] to Burtt's 
specifications and requirements. As he says, Burtt was looking for an answer to a long-time 
desire: "A KEM with 24 sound heads that I could use to make evaluations of what I was 
working on." [According to Waldman, the original KEMulator software forms the basis for 
Audio Kinetics' current Q.Soft SFX software - Ed.] 

Rather than locking a videocassette player to a 24 -track recorder, as is standard video 
sweetening practice, Burtt's system involves interfacing a film chain, including 35mm 
projector and mag recorder, along with, in various combinations, %a -inch SMPTE time - 
coded tape, 35mm mag elements on three film dubbers, and a 24 -track tape recorder. 

In fact, the only item Burtt does not lock up tb is a videocassette recorder, since he uses a 
black and white 35mm "dirty dupe" of the editor's color workprint. Using standard 35mm 
projection allows him to see and hear the correct relationship between stereo sound and 
wide -screen picture. Burtt further simulates theatrical presentation by pressing a button on 
his console that places his four -track mix through the Dolby Stereo matrix. 

The 1/4-inch timecode system used at Lucasfilm was devised by Tom Holman and Howie 
Hammermann in 1981 and, as it turns out, has almost identical track width and SMPTE 
timecode level to the system used by Studer in its new A810 recorder. "We both picked as 
high a level as we could get away with," notes Holman. [Studer] did it because they wanted 
to be able to run at 1/20 speed and be able to detect it. Our biggest problem is that Ben has a 
lot of recordings of thunder crashes and things like that which have a lot of bass crosstalk, 
head -to -head, [which] gets into the timecode channel and screws up the code." 

One difference between the two systems is that Lucasfilm does not use a delay line to 
sync the output from the timecode head with the record and playback heads. The reason is 
that the Lucasfilm library bears no relationship to picture; timecode only is used to run the 
14 -inch tape along with the film chain for synchronization. Because of this, the timecode is 
applied to the sound effects tapes after they are recorded, thus doing away with the need 
for a timecode generator in the field. Practically all sound effects recordings at Lucasfilm 
are made with Dolby A -type noise reduction, as are all transfers to 1/4-inch and to 35mm 
mag. 
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Wait until you hear how good 
you sound with a new Audio- 
Ted-mica AT831 picking up your 
guitar. mandolin, viols , or other 
acoustic instrument. And, if 
yo-.1 t:zink all ultra- min_ature 
mikes are about alike, read on. 

The AT831 is a cardioid 
(directional pickup) microphone. 
Which means it picks up more 
of you and less cf the stage 
noise arourxl you. It also means 
better feedback cont_ol, even 
when you're playing-poop.lt'S a 
more intimate sound well 

balanced and smooth with just 
enough presenze to clarify with- 
out harshness. And the sound 
stays constant no matter how 
or where you move. 

There's a major bonus only 
with the AT831. Want a "fatter," 
fuller sound? Just slide it closer 
to the strings on its adjustable 
mount. Want a 'leaner" sound? 
Simply slide the AT831 further 
away. The felt-covered slip -on 
mount holds with gentle pres- 
sure, so there's nothing to mar 
the finish of your instrument. 

Or you can use the traditional 
"tie clasp" mount to put the 
AT831 almost anywhere you can 
imagine (even on a tie, if you're 
into hat) ! And with eight feet 
of super -flexible cable between 
microphone and battery module, 
your freedom to move is assured. 

Better sound and more conven- 
ience...:ust what you've come 
to expect from Audio -Technica. 
Find out more at your nearest 
dealer, or write for our latest 
catalog. Your audience will love 
you for it! 

New AT831 Directional 
ultra- miniature electret 

microphone with adjustable 
slip-on mount. 

Under $120. 

audiotechnica. 
AUDIO- -ECHNI U.S., INC ., 1221 Commerce Dr, Stow, OH 44.224 216/686 -2600 
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RETURN'JEDI 
Creature Creation 

Ben Burtt undoubtedly is very happy 
that only a minute percentage of the six 
million languages that C -3P0 speaks 
have been heard so far in the Star Wars 
saga. The most work that he had, 
language -wise, on Jedi was the creation 
of the Ewokese language. Here he des- 
cribes some basic components of their 
language, plus general guidelines he fol- 
lows when creating a new tongue: "I 
started by recording the Tibetan, Mon- 
golian, and Nepali languages. I broke 
the sounds down phonetically, and re- 
edited them together to make composite 
words and sentences. I would always 
use a fair amount of the actual lan- 
guages, combined with purely made -up 
words. With a new language, the most 
important goal is to create emotional 
clarity. 

"Most of the attempts I do at making a 
voice I try to generate in front of a mic- 
rophone. There might be some kind of 
futzing of it later, but usually the most 
successful one is performed live with a 
minimum of processing. 

"People spend all of their lives learn- 
ing to identify voices. You become an 
expert at that, whether you know it or 
not. It's very difficult, and somewhat 
impossible, to electronically process the 
human voice and eliminate the human 
characteristic, and retain the necessary 
emotion. To fool the audience into 
believing this is a real character, you 
kind of have to have one character as 
the basis of the sound, although you 
may sprinkle other things in there. 
There's no formula. It varies from char- 
acter to character. 

"The general process is one of a very 
few number of tracks, with maximum 
effort at selecting the individual sound 
and recording them in the first place. 
It's not a difficult mixing process; it's 
more of an editorial process." 

The other big challenge for Burtt on 
Jedi was the "vile gangster," Jabba the 
Hutt, who had Han Solo frozen in car - 
bonite for non -payment of debt. (This, 
presumably, is what was done "a long 
time ago, far, far away," instead of giv- 
ing someone "cement shoes." Jabba 
had actually been filmed for Star Wars, 
but Lucas was not pleased with his 
appearance, and cut his scene.) 

In Star Wars, audiences did get a taste 
of his language - Huttese - as spoken 
by the hit man, Greedo. Burtt worked 
with Larry Ward, then a student at UC 
Berkeley, near San Francisco, in devis- 
ing Huttese; Ward, who speaks many 
languages, was the voice of greedo and, 
later, Jabba. 

Burtt and Ward phonetically wrote 
out lines for the latter to speak, match- 
ing the production track of the puppet- 
eer who had said Jabba's lines in Eng- 
lish during production. Dialog coord- 
inator Laurel Ladevich cut these lines 

Lucasfilm machine 
room houses two 
MagnaTech 35mm 
mag 4/6 -track record- 
ers. and a Dolby CP- 
200 cinema processor. 
Below: Five of the 13 
Magna -Tech 35mm 
playback dubbers. 

into time -honored loops, with beeps 
leading up to a line, for which Ward 
would then try to improvise a syllable - 
for- syllable match. Both versions were 
recorded on V -inch tape for later selec- 
tion and transfer to 35mm. "Much of 
what Jabba said may have been con- 
tracted from pieces of things Larry 
Ward said over a period of six or seven 
months," recalls Ladevich. "Providing 
that the recording quality matched, I 
would put them into one sentence." 

This replacement work originally was 
done in the summer of 1982, and used for 
a temp dub recorded in July. Later recut - 
ting of scenes necessitated bringing 
back Ward for more work on Jabba. 
"Not only was this expensive and time - 
consuming," Ladevich notes, "but eve- 
ryone had become attached to the way 
Jabba was in the temp mix." 

Other notable vocal contributions 
were made by Eric Bauersfield, who 
dubbed Admiral Ackbar and Bibb For- 
tuna (the creature with the snake grow- 
ing out of his head), and Kip Sang 
Rotich, who played Nien Nubb, Lando 
Calrissian's co -pilot in the space battle. 
Most of what comes out of Nien Nubb's 
mouth is Kikuyu, Rotich's native tongue 
back in Kenya. Burtt had Rotich pre- 
tend he was a commander leading his 
troops - which presumably were not 
battling in space - and put parts of the 
story in Nien Nubb's mouth. 

Just as Burtt connects sound effects to 
reality using actual recordings, often 
the reality "hook" of a language comes 
not from a part of an existing language, 
but from a sprinkling of pidgin English 
here and there, as when Bibb Fortuna 
said "Bargon no wachonga" - which, 
of course, means "There will be no bar- 
gain." (Students of such wordplay 
should see The Dove, the hysterical 
short parody of Ingmar Bergman's 
films. Most of the words that people 
speak are English, with " -ska" added. 
For example, "Peachy black nightska" 
was subtitled as "Darkness. ") 

For security reasons, none of the peo- 
ple who voiced Jedi characters saw any 
footage from the film. Laurel Ladevich 
believes that this works well, because 
"when you're dealing with people who 
don't loop every day, and you showed 
them a picture, and had a track, and 
they had something to say, it would be 
too much. People like Harrison Ford, 
Carrie Fisher, and Mark Hamill are 
familiar with looping, and when they go 
on the stage it doesn't intimidate them 
to see a great big picture of themselves." 

As Burtt's responsibilities have 
increased over the three Star Wars 
films, so has the style of the sound been 
established. This allows him to pick and 
choose the areas to cut personally, and 
to leave the remainder to his staff of 
editors. "I basically roam around doing 
the things I know I can do best," he 
says, "and that I couldn't explain easily 
to anyone else. My style and technique 
is already reflected in the library. I'll 
check and modify and sweeten, but the 
bulk of the work goes to someone else. 
One exception is R2 -D2. I could farm 
him out, but I have always done R2, and 
reserve that one thing for myself." 

Sounds for R2 -D2 also are an excep- 
tion to Burtt's general rule against the 
use of synthesizers, since about 50% of 
the droid's voice is generated electroni- 
cally; the rest is a combination of water 
pipes, whistles, and vocalizations by 
Burtt. Tried, but rejected because of its 
over familiarity to movie audiences, 
was a Touch -Tone phone. 

Like most of the creatures. R2 -D2's 
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Introducing the New 
Electro-Voice RE30 omni 

and RE34 cardioid 
ENG /EFP microphones 

"Sophisticated 
microphones that simplify 
field production :' 

Action doesn't wait. The constant 
deadlines faced by news gathering and 
field production crews demand equip- 
ment compatibility, fast set -ups, simple 
operation and absolute reliability. 

Electro -Voice knows. 
We've designed and built the broad- 

cast microphones that have set perfor- 
mance and reliability standards, and we 

stand behind EV Professional Micro- 
phones with a warranty and service 
policy that's second to none. 

And EV listens. 
Properly designed broadcast products 

are the result of pooled efforts. That's 
why EV devoted years to research, by 
working with network and local broad- 
casters to engineer all of the desired fea- 
tures into a pair of rather revolutionary 
new microphones for ENG and EFP. 

EV confirmed that field microphones 
should incorporate low handling noise, 
resistance to humidity and moisture 
problems, extreme durability, and the 
same reliability and level of performance 
that the industry has become accus- 
tomed to expect from EV microphones 
like the phenomenal 635A and RE20. 

Introducing the RE30 and RE34. 
Because remotes present a variety of 

acoustic environments, EV engineered 
the RE30 with an omnidirectional 
pickup pattern, and the RE34 with a 
cardioid pattern. Except for their polar 
patterns, each model has the same 
features. 

Both the RE30 and RE34 have switch - 
able outputs- either line level or micro- 
phone level. No longer will field crews 

a'uItûn company 

be stuck without the right signal level. 
A flick of the recessed switch adjusts the 
output level, producing instant compati- 
bility without the need for extra equip- 
ment or cables. The low distortion line - 
level amplifier allows direct interface 
with line -level inputs such as those com- 
mon on microwave and fiber optic 
transmitters. 

Additionally, the RE30 and RE34 will 

drive and hold telephone lines 
F.C.C. approved interconnect may he required. 

ElecfroVoice 
SOUND IN ACTION 

For additional information circle #105 

Each microphone includes a low - 
distortion limiter which functions at 
either output level. 

The RE30 and RE34 can be powered 
by either phantom power or a standard, 
available anywhere, 9 -volt "transistor 
radio" battery. With both power sources 
present, the battery becomes a redun- 
dancy powering system that instantly 
and silently takes over if ever required. 

An LED, mounted so as to be easily 
visible to the talent only, serves several 
important functions...it shows the pres- 
ence of phantom power, monitors bat- 
tery condition, and offers the world's 
first hand -held "tally light" to signal 
on -air personalities from off- camera. 

Get the whole story. 
No advertisement can hope to explain 

all of the features of these incredible 
new microphones. Complete engi- 
neering data sheets describing the many 
features and benefits of the RE30 and 
RE34 are available free upon request. 

Many Electro -Voice Professional 
Microphone Dealers can arrange a 
hands -on trial at no cost to you. For 
more information please write to: 
Greg Silsby, Market Development 
Manager/ Professional Markets, 
Electro- Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street, 
Buchanan, Michigan 49107. 
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sound is cut on 35mm mag. I n the spring 
of 1982, Burtt spent a month cutting the 
effects: "First I will make up a sentence 
and word lists on four- or eight -track 
tape. I will then do variations of that, 
transfer it all to film, and cut pieces out 
to fit the timing of the scene. R2 is usu- 
ally no more than one or two tracks. 

"I cut R2 on film, because it is the kind 
of process where you are going back and 
forth between actor's lines, and timing 
is crucial. It's linear, and doesn't relate 
to anything but the dialog track, which I 
run along on the KEM. The 24 -track sys- 
tem is not as efficient for a sound which 
is one linear sound all by itself." 

One component of R2 -D2 that Burtt 
doesn't cut are his motors, which are cut 
by Terry Eckton, who also cut Chew - 
bacca the Wookiee for Jedi. R2 and C-3- 
PO's motors take two people between six 
and seven weeks to cut, covering every 
move. "They get buried most of the 
time," notes Burtt. "But when they do 
surface, it helps keep a consistent tex- 
ture that tells you this is really a robot. 

"In case of things like the Wookiee 
-something where you're constructing 
the voice out of pieces of animal sounds - that's a whole different matter. You 
have bits and fragments of animal 
sounds which you've collected and put 
into lists: here's an affectionate sound, 

Executive producer George Lucas. "Return of the Jedi" cast, and director Richard Marquand. 

here's an angry sound and, just like 
with R2, they're clipped together and 
blended. With a Wookiee, you might end 
up with five or six tracks, sometimes, to 
get the flow of the sentence." 

Music Recording 
John Williams' music for all three 

Star Wars films has been recorded by 

40,000 MPH* 
'40,000 MILES PER HEAD of tape travel - routine per'ormance 
for Saki premium quality audio heads. 1Ib= are the world's leading 
manufacturer of professional long -lite aid D and instrumentation 
heads. Ask about our 2- track, 1i7 inch format. 

Visit our AES 
Booth #105 

8850 HAYDEN PLACE, CULVERÇI ! -;' ,. to0) 
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Eric Tomlinson in England. Music for 
both Star Wars and The Empire Strikes 
Back were recorded at the Anvil Studios 
in Denham, near London. Since that 
time Anvil has been based at Abbey 
Road Studios, in north London. 

Tomlinson's standard orchestral set- 
up employs three Schoeps omnidirec- 
tional as primary feed, plus additional 
spot microphones on each session. 
Although a three -track monitor mix is 
recorded on 35mm mag during each ses- 
sion, what is heard in all three films has 
been mixed from the 24 -track master. 

Observant viewers might notice that 
the speeder -bike chase through Endor 
has no music, which is notable because 
the Star Wars films have acquired a 
reputation for wall -to -wall music, espe- 
cially in battle scenes. During the "spot - 
ting" of the film, when George Lucas, 
John Williams, and Ben Burtt ran the 
rough cut of the film on a KEM editing 
machine to discuss where the music 
should go, and where it should not, 
Burtt suggested that there be no music 
during that scene, because he felt "the 
intensity of the scene would be more 
pronounced if we surprised the audience 
with just a point of view reality of vis- 
ceral bike sounds. I felt it was unneces- 
sary to have music tell the audience that 
it was exciting. Johnny Williams agreed 
and George threw up his hands and 
said, 'Okay, if you guys say so.' " 

In those instances when the music is 
ready, and cut some time in advance of 
the final dub, Burtt uses his 24 -track 
system to good advantage. "In Raiders 
of the Lost Ark we had the whole first 
reel of music ahead of time," he 
explains, "so the whole thing was built 
up on a 24- track, with the music there as 
a bed. You would know what to put 
where, and you'd stop putting in a rum- 
ble if you knew that it wouldn't read 
anymore, or the music was carrying 



enough of the emotion. The first reel of 
Raiders was mixed in one afternoon at 
Goldwyn. Three passes: two rehearsals 
and a take. It was a very complicated 
reel, and we might have spent a long 
time on it otherwise." 

In case anyone thought that the pro- 
jectionist had the fader too low when 
Return of the Jedi begins, it should be 
noted that the Twentieth Century -Fox 
fanfare at the beginning of the film was 
recorded at a low level on purpose, to 
make the opening sting of John Willi- 
ams' Star Wars theme pop out of the 
speakers. 

s** 

In part two of this article, to be 
published in the December issue, 
Larry Blake will continue with his 
detailed description of the sound 
design for Return of the Jedi, 
including stereo dialog, music and 
multiple effects for the final mix; 
surround and boom channel infor- 
mation; problems encountered with 
the restricted dynamic range of 
movie theaters; and foreign - 
language dubs. Also included in the 
conclusion to this article will be an 
extensive sidebar detailing the 
THX loudspeaker system for movie 
theaters, designed by Lucasfilm's 
chief engineer, Tom Holman. 

DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSING 
DEVELOPMENTS AT LUCASFILM 

Having been in use since George Eastman first began manufacturing film for Thomas 
Edison in the 1890s, the 35mm four -perforations -per -frame format is still the worldwide 
standard for motion picture production and exhibition. Simply put, every 35mm projector 
in the world can play back any film produced anywhere in the past 70 years, a fact which 
earns the four -pert format a place next to the Philips Compact Cassette, and the 33 -1/3 LP 
in the "Standardization Hall of Fame." 

The reason for this longevity is clear: synchronization is a very simple, mechanical 
process that has changed very little equipment -wise since the coming of sound. 

However, in the real world you don't get something for nothing, and the 35mm film 
format (like all other gauges) trades simplicity for speed and flexibility. An obvious compar- 
ison can be made between the on -line editing of one -inch videotape masters, and its 
equivalent in the film world: negative matching, cutting and color balancing; and printing, 
processing and viewing the first answer print. But what may take only a few hours in an 
on -line editing suite takes days in a film laboratory. This is not to mention the greatly 
increased flexibility of the video process, which translates to the ability to change one's 
mind at the last moment. 

In a 1981 interview in the magazine Film Comment, George Lucas spoke for filmmakers 
worldwide when he summed up his reasons for funding the use of electronic technology in 
motion pictures: "Anybody who's worked with film, especially anybody who has edited 
film, realizes what a stupid, 19th Century idea film is. Anybody who has torn sprocket 
holes, or tried to show a first rough cut, knows the only thing they worry about - they don't 
even see the movie - is if the film's going to break. I mean, it's just not what you'd call a 
sophisticated setup." 

To paraphrase Mark Twain, everybody knows this, but only George Lucas seems to be 
doing something about it. For the past three years, the Sprocket Systems division of 
Lucasfilm Ltd. has been researching and developing the use of computers in all aspects of 
filmmaking: picture and sound editing, sound mixing, and film printing. 

The computer group is headed by Ed Catmull, with separate projects researching video 
editing (led by Ralph Guggenheim), high -resolution laser scanning (a.k.a. digital film 
printer) (David DiFrancisco), and computer games (Peter Langston). The largest depart- 
ment is the graphics division, led by Alvy Ray Smith, and some of its work already has been 
seen in Star Trek II: The Wrath of Kahn, and Return of the Jedi. 

The digital sound project has been led since its inception in 1980 by Andy Moorer, who 
was the co-founder of the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics at 
Stanford. [See R -e /p December 1978 issue - Ed.] Moorer and his staff of four are putting 
the finished touches on their prototype ASP (Audio Signal Processor), which they define as 
"a large special -purpose computing device for digitized audio." The ASP uses the UNIX 
operating system, running Lucasfilm FMX (Film MiX) program software, which was 
written by Curtis Abbott. Working with Moorer, who does hardware design and system 
support documentation, and Abbott, who is chief programmer, are: Alan Marr, user 
interface programming; Jim Lawson, UNIX system support; and John Snell, console 
hardware design. 

The first software to be written for the ASP concerned the creation of sound effects, to 
aid Ben Burtt in concocting his aural worlds. However, the experience of mixing Return of 
the Jedi in -house under extreme time pressures has led to the recutting software receiving 
higher priority than originally intended. "Re- cutting for the digital system is just editing a 
text file, and Ben feels that the system as it stands now is better in some cases than 35mm, 
in terms of meeting the demands of changing the sound elements to conform to picture 
changes," says Moorer. 

Hand -in -hand with the problem of recutting is the appearance at the final mix of new (i.e., 
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not pre -mixed) sound effects. Such "sweet- 
ener" tracks mean extra inputs are needed to 
accommodate these late changes. With this 
in mind, Moorer now expects the number of 
tracks that can be processed at one time to 
extend to 64. This figure should be distin- 
guished from the number of channel faders, 
which Moorer hopes to keep to a maximum 
of 32. 

The cleaning up of production dialog 
tracks also has been the subject of rrt.ch 
post -Jedi attention. At this point in their 
research, Moorer is expecting speech syn- 
thesis to be "the real solution" to the dialog 
clean -up problem. This would entail sampling 
and analyzing a segment of production dia- 
log, and then synthesizing the voice sans 

noise. To facilitate this procedure. Moorer 
would like to see some production recordings 
made with two microphones - one captur- 
ing the dialog plus the noise, and the other 
just the noise. 

Digital Storage of Film Sound Elements 
Until recently, Moorer has been using 

standard 300- megabyte disks for all storage, 
playback, and recording. Since their capacity 
is similar to that of a 1,000 -foot reel of 35mm 
mag film - each disk only stores 10 minutes 
of four -track sound (or 40 minutes of mono 
sound) - there would probably be a 1:1 ratio 
between the reels of 35mm mag film that are 
used today, and the disk packs needed for 
such a system. Thus, using such a disk -based 

THE INIMITABLE SYNCHRONISER 

Q.LOCK's control of video, audit or Em 
machines allows the engineer to coraentrate 
on the performance, not on the -3gnipment. 
Easy to operate, with interfaces to viru.I ally 
all tape transports, Q.LOCK can hardie all 
the routine tasks of machine conino:, and 
offer precise synchronisation. 
New Options control software 
permits the operator to 
configure operational routines 
to his own requirements 
through the Q.LOCK 
control keyboard. 

The / 4¡ experience 
of hundreds of 
Q LOCK leers 

has led :o specialist 
software control packages 

y for applications such as Video 
Audio Post Production (VAPF), 

Sound Effects Assembly (SFX) and 
Automatic Dialogue Replacement 

CADR). Containing its own multistandard 
tirrrecode generator, readers, auto -locator 
functions, automatic record functions, and 

supplied complete with the necessary interfaces, 
intercom-ect.na cables and connectors, Q.LOCK 

is the complete control Synchronising system. 
We want to discuss your requirerr erts. 
Contact us for further details of hcw 
Q.LOCK can help you. 
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Andy Moorer with prototype ASP. 

system, the sound for a film would have to be 
stored on scores of packs, which would need 
to be mounted and dismounted during edit- 
ing and mixing. 

However, as any personal computer 
owner knows, the cost of mass storage con- 
tinues to fall, as the capacity increases, and 
this Fall Moorer is looking forward to receiv- 
ing two demonstrator units of a new disk 
drive that holds almost three times the data, 
and which are 50% faster, than the drives 
currently in use. (The figures work out to be 
110 minutes of mono sound, or 18 minutes of 
six -track.) Also, as might be expected, the 
new units are much smaller: they take up only 
10 inches of 19 -inch rack space, while the 
previous drives were roughly the size of a 

24 -track recorder. 
The only drawback presented by the new 

technology is that the storage medium is 

fixed, and cannot be removed. Therefore, 
dozens of drives would have to be dedicated 
to all the dialog, music, and sound effects 
required during the post -production of a fea- 
ture -a very expensive proposition, even for 
Lucasfilm. 

An obvious solution appeared this year in 
the form of the 24- track, half -inch digital 
recording format, which at this present time 
is represented only by the Sony PCM -3324. 
The storage media costs are particularly 
attractive to Moorer: at the 48 kHz sampling 
frequency, a 14 -inch reel of half -inch tape 
stores 60 minutes of 24 -track sound. To give 
a sense of perspective, as few as six reels 
could store all the elements required for a 

complex stereo mix - instead of the 200, 
1,000 -foot 35mm mag rolls that might be used 
today. The money saved by not having to 
align 35mm dubbers with pink noise and 
Dolby tones would alone be substantial. 

Use of a digital multitrack recorder would 
entail transferring the material needed for 
that day to random -access disk drives, which 
then serves as a temporary working store. At 
night, the day's work would be recorded onto 
24 -track digital tape(s) in preparation for the 
final mix. 

A third digital storage medium - the 
recently introduced Compact Disc - is 

being considered to store Lucasfilm's exten- 
sive sound effects library. Instead of reels of 
1/4-inch tape occupying a whole wall, every- 



thing will fit neatly onto one shelf crammed 
with about 100 Compact Discs. Thus, all 
sound editors at the facility will have the 
entire sound library at their fingertips. 

Current plans at Lucasfilm call for the ASP 
to use the current professional standard 
sampling frequency of 48 kHz. As was 
reported in R -e /p last year [October 1982 
issue], describing developments in digital 
sound for motion pictures, Moorer earlier 
had thought that 35 kHz might be a suffi- 
ciently high sampling frequency, because 
information above 15 kHz is of negligible 
importance to theatrical presentation. How- 
ever, he notes that since "the new disks are 
so much faster and larger, there is less and 
less reason to go to something lower [than 48 
kHz] to 'conserve' space." 

For dialog processing and clean-up that will 
involve "huge, grotesque amounts of pro- 
cessing, things that would keep a Cray 
['supercomputer' costing $7.5 million each] 
occupied for a year," Moorer anticipates 
using sampling rates as low as 25 kHz. "The 
dialog [in these instances] would already be 
so awful, and there will already have been so 
much damage to the sound, that anything we 
would do to it would help." 

Initial Installations of ASP System 
A modest version of the ASP will be 

installed next to the Neve 8108 film console 
on the Sprocket Systems dubbing stage, 
which location will serve as the testing 
ground for its use as a mixing station. It 
should be noted that the ASP will only be 
used for specific tasks, such as dialog clean- 
up and effects creation; the 35mm mag for- 
mat will continue to be used for all editing and 
mixing. The first film to utilize the digital 
audio processor, albeit in a limited manner, 
will be Indiana Jones and the Temple of 
Doom, the sequel to Raiders of the Lost Ark. 

The complete system will be available for 
purchase, with delivery of functioning sys- 
tems expected to begin around Christmas 
1984, in -house use having begun six months 
earlier. Moorer is quick to note that, if one 
considers "the whole environment" - mix- 
ing desks, automation, patch bays, outboard 
equipment, recording and playback units, 
etc. - the Lucasfilm ASP will be able to 
compete with a standard all- analog film dub- 
bing studio on a "dollar- for -dollar basis." 

He foresees sale of the system to a new 
generation of "technocrat" production facili- 
ties serving the independent producer, and is 

especially pleased that, as a result, low - 
budget movies will be able to afford cleaner 
sound. 

It should be obvious that such a system 
would reduce greatly the number of people 
needed to produce a soundtrack by blurring 
the distinctions between the auditioning, 
transferring, editing, and mixing of sounds. 
Thus, with less personnel able to do more 
work, the "time is money" aphorism will, 
hopefully, no longer prevent any filmmaker 
from obtaining a clean, creative stereo 
soundtrack. 

Digital Music Synthesis Applications 
The 35- second trailer which announces the 

installation of the Lucasfilm THX louds- 
peaker system at a theater also marks the 
uncredited public debut, on the soundtrack, 
of the Lucasfilm ASP. Composed by Andy 
Moorer, the music for the trailer consists of 
30 synthetic "instruments" playing simul- 
taneously in real time, a task far beyond the 
reach of today's analog synthesizers. 

Moorer had a perfect chance to demon- 
strate the flexible editing capabilities of the 
ASP when the picture cut was changed at the 
last moment. It took him all of 10 minutes to 
re -cut his score, something that might have 
taken hours had the music been recorded on 
35mm magnetic film. Such speed will be a 

godsend on feature-length films, not only in 
the editing of finished, synthesized scores like 
this one, but ii the creation of standard sym- 
phonic Lnderscore, such as John Williams' 
music for the Star Wars film. 

Instead of writing out what amounts to little 
more than a piano score, and giving it to an 
orchestrator, all working under the gun to 
meet a last- minute deadline, computer -aided 
manuscript editing wall allow the composer to 
hear different trial orchestrations via synthe- 
sis. This perhaps was possible in the days 
when each studio had its own orchestra, but 
those days are long gone. In the end though, 
Moorer expects live orchestras to continue 
to be used for the added "oomph" that only 
human beings can give. 
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The most sophisticated audio- vice 
playback system in the world is not 
located in New York or Hollywood. It's 
in Florida, just south of Orlando, at the 
new EPCO'I' (Experimental Prototype 
Community of Tomorrow) Center at 
Walt Disney World. Visitors to the 260- 
acre complex are constantly bombarded 
by sound and images - from soaring 
pseudo -Korngold movie music, to the 
bloops and bleeps of a "How-it-Works" 
computer show; from full -color 3 -I) 
movies, to a stair -climbing Audio - 
Animatronics figure of Ben Franklin. 

But the assault on the senses here is 
very different from the random caco- 
phony of a typical amusement park. 
Instead, everything the visitor sees and 
hears is carefully predetermined and 
controlled by a large network of compu- 
ters called EPCOT Central, located in a 
building in the Future World section of 
the park known as Communicore East. 

There are 16 major structures at 
EPCOT (with several more planned for 
the near future), divided into two areas: 
Future World, whose buildings cluster 
around a small area close to the 
entrance gate: and World Showcase, 
which surrounds a 40 -acre lagoon. Each 
of the buildings contains from one to 
several dozen audio /visual presenta- 
tions, which range in complexity from 
simple audio playback systems, to elab- 
orate multimedia theatrical events. 

Program Sources 
It doesn't take long before the visitor 

realizes that very little of the entertain - 
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ment to be had here is live - everything, 
from the "actors" at American Adven- 
ture. to the bird calls at Canada, is 
canned. But what a can it is. At the 
heart of this audio video extravaganza 
is a custom mainframe computer made 
by Sperry. The computer is surrounded 
by, and controls, literally hundreds of 
video and audio playback units at 
EPCOT Central, while its electronic 
tentacles reach out to control dozens 
more devices spread out around the 
grounds. There is an astounding 
amount of program material stored on 
various media at EPCOT Central. 
(Although there is a Neve- and Ampex - 
equipped production studio in place at 
the nearby Magic Kingdom, all of 
EPCOT's program material was pro- 
duced elsewhere, as detailed in an 
accompanying sidebar.) 

There are 22 channels of background 
music, each emanating from its own 
L.J. Scully 14 -inch playback deck, and 
routed to speakers concealed in the 
grounds, trees, and buildings via a 70- 
volt distribution system. Each area of 
the park has its own background music - 30 minutes of it - which was com- 
posed and recorded expressly for this 
application. 

Within each of the buildings, espe- 
cially at Future World, are brief displays 
using animated figures, touch -sensitive 
video screens, and other active and 
interactive media. Regardless of their 
location, most of the displays are fed by 
equipment at EPCOT Central, consist- 
ing of five -deck audio cartridge units, 

Sony interactive videodisk players, and 
shuttling Sony U -Matie VCRs. There 
also are still stores, and graphics 
generators. 

Many Of these smaller exhibits are 
much more complex than the "push -a- 
button -and- see -a -film" displays typical 
of a Worlds' Fair, or a science museum. 
In the Future Choice Theater, for exam- 
ple, 17)) people sit in chairs whose arms 
contain five membrane buttons. A live 
host, standing on a platform under- 
neath a video -projection screen, 
explains to the audience that they are to 
use the buttons to respond to what they 
see and hear during the presentation. 
'l'hen a number of national and interna- 
tional issues are presented and dis- 
cussed, using prerecorded interviews 
and newsclips on videodisk. and the 
audience is asked its opinion on each 
issue. in the form of multiple -choice 
questions. The response from the arm- 
chair buttons is instantly tabulated by 
the computer, and the results displayed 
on the video screen. 

Running the shows is just part of the 
computer's function. It also is responsi- 
ble for managing environmental, 
energy, and communications systems 
in the park. Among the last are several 
"WordKey Information Services" 
kiosks scattered about the park that 
provide visitors information on exhib- 
its, services, and activities throughout 
Walt Disney World, using touch - 
sensitive video screens, and two -way 
audio video systems. 

All told there are 108 movie projectors 



Why Beyer microphones give you more extraordinary 
performance for the most ordinary applications. 

Bcyer M 1y 

There are other microphone 
alternatives when high 

sound pressure is a factor. 

As Sennheiser claims, the MD 421 
undoubtedly stands up to extremely 
high decibel levels and has other 
features that have contributed to 
its popularity. But if you're already 
using the MD 421 to mike loud 
instruments or voices, we suggest 
that you investigate the Beyer M 88. 

The Beyer Dynamic M 88's 
frequency response (30 to 20,000 Hz) 
enhances your ability to capture the 
true personality( including exaggerated 
transients) of bass drums, amplified 
instruments and self - indulgent lead 
vocalists. 

The Beyer M 88 features a matte 
black, chromium -plated brass 
case for the ultimate in structural 
integrity. Beyer microphones are 
designed for specific recording and 
sound reinforcement applications. 

When you need a rugged and 
versatile microphone, 

consider the alternatives. 

For over 10 years, engineers have 
used mics like Shure's SM57 for the 
widest variety of applications in the 
studio. And we feel that one of the 
main reasons more engineers don't 
use the Beyer M 201 in this context 
is simply because they don't know 
about it. Those who have tried 
it in the full gamut of recording 
situations have discovered how it can 
distinguish itself when miking 
anything from vocals to acoustic 
guitar to tom toms. 

The M 201's Hyper -Cardioid 
pattern means that you get focussed, 
accurate reproduction. Its wide 
and smooth frequency response 
(40 to 18,000 Hz) provides excellent 
definition for the greatest number 
of possible recording and sound 
reinforcement situations. 

Each Beyer Dynamic microphone 
has its own custom -designed element 
to optimize the mic's performance for 
its intended use. 

You may not always need a 
condenser microphone for 

"critical" recording applications. 

Some engineers prefer condenser 
microphones like the AKG C 414 
to accurately capture the subtle 
nuances of a violin or acoustic piano. 
But should you have to deal with 
the complexity of a condenser system 
every time this kind of situation 
comes up? 

The Beyer Dynamic M 160 
features a double -ribbon element 
for the unique transparency of 
sound image that ribbon mics are 
known for. While its performance is 
comparable to the finest condenser 
microphones, the M 160's compact 
size and ingenious design offers 
significant practical advantages for 
critical applications. 

Beyer Dynamic microphones offer 
state -of -the- design technology and 
precision German craftsmanship for 
the full spectrum of recording and 
sound reinforcement applications. 
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- 35mm and 70mm - in use at EPCOT, 
along with countless video screens. 
Over at the Magic Kingdom, which 
opened 10 years before EPCOT, 16mm 
film equipment is also used, but during 
the design of EPCOT the decision was 
made, in the interest of longevity of the 
medium and ease of handling, to 
transfer all of the film shot in 16mm for 
EPCOT to videotape and disk. 

Multitrack, Multimedia, and 
Synchronization 

Dominating much of the floor at 
EPCOT Central are 36 loop -bin tape 
decks; there also is space for 12 more. As 
with all of the equipment at EPCOT, the 
loop -bin decks were built to specifica- 
tions of the park's creators. WED (Wal- 
ter Elias Disney) Enterprises - in this 
case, by Pacific Recorders, of San Diego, 
California - and are said to be the first 
loop -bins built to handle two -inch tape. 
The tape is stored in a horizontal bin 
whose size and vacuum pressure are 
continuously variable to accommodate 
a wide range of loop lengths - up to 
2,100 feet, or 28 minutes at 15 ¡PS - and 
also cleans the tape as it passes. Like 
everything else in the room, the decks 
are painted orange and gray to match 
the color scheme of the Sperry main- 
frame equipment, which make EPCOT 
Central the first totally color - 
coordinated audio/ video installation 
this reporter has encountered. (The 
Loop -bin decks are so unique that they 
are the only major piece of American - 
built audio hardware in use at the 
brand -new Tokyo Disneyland - every- 
thing else on the audio side there is 
made in Japan.) 

The loop -bins feed audio and control 
signals (through 150 -ohm balanced 
lines that are up to two miles long) to the 
major exhibits, including the Circle- 

L.J. Scully background music replay 
transports with 14-inch reel capacity. 

Vision theaters at the Canadian and 
Chinese pavilions, and the film /audio- 
animatronics show at American 
Adventure. The Canadian film is a 
travelogue, with nine screens set in a 
circle, each with its own amplifier and 
speaker, while a 10th speaker hangs 
from the ceiling. Besides the 10 audio 
tracks, the tape loops contain foreign - 
language narration tracks (which we'll 
get to in a moment), and a modified 
SMPTE timecode track. 

The operation of the theater is sim- 
plicity itself: the audience files in, and 
attendant closes the doors, reads an 
announcement, and then pushes a but- 
ton. Back at EPCOT Central, the loop - 
bin starts up. A computer at the theater, 
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known as a MINIDACS, starts reading 
the timecode, and its memory unit 
issues commands that turn off the lights 
and start the projectors (not all at the 
same time), while the music swells and 
the narration begins. 

The show at American Adventure is 
presented on a wide proscenium stage, 
and uses rear -projection on a scrim, and 
several other movie and slide projectors. 
Here the timecode track cues a custom - 
made hard -disk animation 
computer built by Data General, which 
opens and closes a main curtain, flies 
and moves sets in and out, and handles 
the incredibly fluid, 24 actions per 
second, audio -animatronics sequences: 
figures of Will Rogers, Mark Twain, and 
other famous and anonymous historical 
characters speak, move, and do neat 
tricks like play banjos and twirl lariats. 

In the Universe of Energy, audio - 
animatronic dinosaurs romp through a 
primeval setting, and the timecode 
triggers a "smellitzer" device, which 
helps set the scene by releasing pseudo - 
sulfurous fumes. In other exhibits, the 
timecode is fed back to EPCOT Central, 
and used to trigger interactive videodisc 
players in a proprietary process that is, 
apparently, a first. 

Everywhere, the sound at EPCOT is 
excellent. This is due in part to the fact 
that all of the tapes being used are first - 
generation analog dubs from digital 
masters, and also to the quality of the 
playback equipment in the theaters 
themselves. All of the amplifiers and 
speakers were designed, according to 
WED engineer Dave Spencer, to have as 
flat a response as possible. "It's very 
different than a normal movie theater," 
he says. "There's no Academy roll -off on 
the audio." Some of the installations use 
subwoofers to ensure solid bass, which 
comes in handy for many of the natural- 
istic sound effects. The signal - 

processing equipment only controls 
level, and some equalization; located 
both at EPCOT Central and in some of 
the theaters, the processing gear is 
adjusted infrequently. 

Wireless Systems 
The first hint that the EPCOT visitor 

is in for exposure to some interesting 



Consistant with = airlight's policy of 
always peoviding the musician a choice, 
the CMI offe-E no less than three 
composit on3I programs: a real -time 

Multitrack Sequencer ',Page 9), a non -real time 
Music Composition _anguage (Page C) and :he 
revolJtionary Real -Ti-re Composer (Page R). 
Each is specifically designed to suit differert 
styles and methods 3- composition. Together, 
they are the -nos: ccrnplete compositional 
package available today. 
The Real -Time Multitrack Sequencer records 
perfcrmances from the CMI's six octave 
dynamic keyboards -ogether with all expressive 
nuances from eider tie keys or the six real - 
time controllers. ThE recorder is organized in 
such a way that -hew is no limit to the number 
of tracks that may be laid down or overdubted, 
and -ctal storage capacity is in excess of 5C,000 
notes. After recording each track may be easily 
"patched" to any of the CMI's voice channels 
for re- orches:rating - even while the music is 
replaying. 
MCL is a non real -time Music Composition 
Language that allows the non -piano playing 
corrposerlproducer complete access through 
the CMI typewriter Iyboard. The MCL's 
powerful editing abiity allows the user to locate 
and alter any part of a composition quickly and 
easily. It also incorporates an error detection 
prog-am that ideitif es error in notation. 
The Real -Time Composer is our most recent 
development, and cortinues to cause 
considerable exdtenent among CMI users. This 
high -speed funct on allows rapid development 
of complex phrases, making it particularly 
suitable for rhythmic compositions. All pitch, 
timirc and dynamic information is recorded and 
displayed while an automatic quantizing facility 
corrects playing naccuracies. Editing may be 
performed live or though the typewriter 
keyboard. 

Each of the Eight channels of the CMI 
benefit from separate audio outputs, allowing 
independent chains) processing. All three 
composition lancuages may be synchronized for 
multi --rack recording. 

Once you've used the Fairlight CMI, you'll 
realize why many of tie world's leading music 
professionals now use it as their main 
comJosition- produc-ion tool. For the composer) 
producer there is simply no production system 
more complete a versatile. Extend your 
compositional coat v ty, contact the Fairlight 
office nearest you for a demonstration 
appointment. 

NEWS! The rew Series 1l voice card opt;on 
(20K Hz bandwidth, 5'5 dB dynamic range) 
designed for CD reco rding, is now available for 
all Fairlights as a retrofit. Price $2,750. 
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radio technology comes when you turn 
off Interstate 4 on to one of the three 
interchanges that serve the 43- square- 
mile Walt Disney World. Signs instruct 
you to turn on the car radio for parking 
information. All told there are four low - 
power AM systems in use covering the 
highway network, and which explain to 
visitors how to get in and out, and where 
to park, eat, shop, sleep, and play. 

At the EPCOT entrance, hearing - 
impaired and non -English- speaking 
visitors can pick up headphone sets 
known as "Personal Audio Listening 
Systems." In most of the theaters and 
rides, frequency -modulated infrared 
transmitters, mounted in the ceilings, 
over the curtain, or in the tracks 
beneath the ride vehicles (the vehicles 
themselves have built -in re- 
transmitters), broadcast narration 
and /or dialog for the show, which is 
picked up by the headphone set. At the 
time of writing this article there are only 
three languages available, each on its 
own channel, but the system, made for 
Disney by Sennheiser, is capable of car- 
rying nine, with an audio bandwidth of 
at least 12 kHz. Extra tracks on the loop - 
bin tapes and VCRs, or additional audio 
cartridge decks, supply the source 
material. 

The transmission frequencies used in 
all of the exhibits are identical, so one 
receiver serves the visitor for the whole 
day. Selection of the receiving fre- 
quency (and the language) is made 
when the visitor gets their receiver - 
instead of there being different receivers 
for the different channels, the tuning 
elements are in the rechargeable battery 
packs. All the attendant has to do is 
select the right battery, and snap it in. 

A complex two -way wireless system is 
used for parades through World Show- 
case, which originally were scheduled 
for twice daily, but have had to be cut 
back drastically due to the unexpectedly 

One of 36 two -inch loopbin masters made for EPCOT Center by Pacific Recorders. 

large crowds drawn by the park. Each 
parade float carries an FM receiver, 
along with an audio amplifier and 
speaker system. On top of the American 
Adventure building is an FM transmit- 
ter with 11 separate wide- spectrum 
audio channels, which are fed from an 
Ampex MM -1200 24 -track at EPCOT 
Central. 

The receiver on each float is locked on 
to one channel, which it plays continu- 
ously throughout the parade. Each float 
also carries a low- powered FM trans- 
mitter (operating on a different band) 
that continuously broadcasts an identi- 
fication code, based on an ASCII char- 
acter set. This signal is received by 
antennas embedded in the concrete 
beneath the parade route, and serves to 
relay to the central computer the float's 

location. The computer fades out the 
background music (coming from the 
L.J. Scully decks) in the permanent 
speakers in the immediate vicinity of 
the float, and ramps up a different audio 
signal - the same track of the multi- 
track deck that is feeding the float itself. 
The result is that parade watchers hear 
only one audio track at a time, coming 
both from the float, and the permanent 
speakers. 

Maintenance and Operation 
With all of the film, video, audio, and 

switching equipment, connected by 
hundreds of impossibly long cable pairs, 
EPCOT could be a maintenance engi- 
neer's nightmare. If something goes 
wrong during a major show, hundreds 
of people who may have waited in line 

Below: A bank of interactive videodisk players in the central equipment room. Right: One -inch and shuttling' /4 -inch video transports. 
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for over an hour to see it could be very 
disappointed. 7'o keep problems at a 
minimum, there are at least 11 engi- 
neers stationed at EPCOT Central dur- 
ing each shift to monitor trouble calls, 
and another 10 or so in the field, ready to 
jump at a moment's notice. 

Less -technical personnel operate and 
monitor the individual attractions, but 
they too are trained to respond quickly 
to trouble. An employee at each theater 
monitors all of the operations of the 
show on a small video screen; if a mal- 
function occurs, he or she notifies the 
engineers at Central. The operators 
decide whether the problem is serious 
enough to cancel the show, or whether it 
can be fixed while the show is running. 
or between shows. 

For example, a blank rear screen at 
the Canadian theater, where the prim- 
ary audience focus is towards the front, 
would not be cause for stopping the 
show, although the crew would take 
care of the problem before starting the 
next one. On the other hand, at the 
China pavilion, where the audience 
constantly changes its focus, a burned - 
out projection bulb might be considered 
grounds for aborting the presentation. 
Says EPCOT project manager Jerry 
Aldrich, "We'd rather give the guests no 
show at all than a had one." 

When trouble occurs, a radio call goes 
out to one of the field maintenance 
teams, each of which is responsible for a 
small area of the park, and is no more 

Overview of EPCOT Central with two -inch loopbin desks and control equipment. 

than five minutes away. The quickest 
response time is at the China pavilion 
-the projection shop is located right in 
that building. 

A more sophisticated trouble - 
monitoring system should be on -line 
any time now. The individual video 
monitors in each theater will be wired 
back to EPCOT Central, where an oper- 
ator can call up the data from each 
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theater on his own touch -sensitive video 
screen. At the same time, the audio out- 
put, as it appears at the speakers in the 
theater, will be fed back to Central and 
switched to the operator's headphones 
so that he can do "real- world" confirma- 
tion of signal presence, level, and purity. 
The new system will allow Central 
operators to reach "go no -go" decisions 
faster, and will speed up maintenance - 
team response time. 

Unforeseen Problems 
1)espite all the painstaking technical 

planning and development, there was 
one factor that was not wholly taken 
into account during EPCOT's design: 
the hugh number of people (referred to 
as "guest acceptance" in Disney par- 
lance) who have flocked here since its 
opening in October 1982. Last December 
28, for example, paid admission to all of 
Walt Disney World was 123,000 - 50% 
higher than the figure the "Official 
Guide" to the place describes as "body to 
body." 

Among other things, such popularity 
has forced a re- arrangement of mainte- 
nance schedules. "Originally, Future 
World was to be open from 9 a.m. to 6 
p.m. The day shift would clean projec- 
tors and film at World Showcase, while 
the second shift could maintain the 
equipment at Central, and clean the pro- 
jectors at Futureworld. But due to the 
demand, we have to keep both areas 
open all the time, so we've had to reroute 
and reschedule the staff, and do all of 
the maintenance work after midnight." 

Another problem is that the ebb and 
flow of absorbent human bodies causes 
sound levels to constantly shift, particu- 
larly in the outdoor areas. In the theat- 
ers, sound levels are carefully main- 
tained by WED engineers who come to 
EPCOT once a month and test each 
space with an SPL meter. The outside 
areas, however, although they are kept 
at constant electrical levels, are trickier. 



"A common complaint we get from 
guests," Aldrich offers, "is that every- 
thing is so loud. It may be too loud in one 
spot at the beginning of the day, until 
600 people crowd in, and then it's fine. 
We tried some automatic level adjust- 
ment at Magic Kingdom, but it never 
worked. We used Altec and TOA auto- 
matic mixers, but we would get unpre- 
dictable level drops. It may have had 

something to do with the sound (-hang- 
ing as it went through the transformers 
in the distribution system, or the horses 
and trolleys on Main Street affected the 
levels. 

"It would be easier at EPCOT, 
because we could program the compu- 
ters to adjust the levels according to the 
time of day. Of course, then you're gam- 
bling that the crowd will flow the sanie 

way and peak at the same time every 
day. In reality, they just seem to stay all 
the time. The other alternative would be 
to put feedback equipment at the com- 
puter or the output end." 

A Changing Environment 
Although EPCOT is far from the 

"Prototype Community" that Walt Dis- 
ney envisioned for this Florida land 

SOUND PRODUCTION FOR EPCOT 
Although glimpses of the technology for presenting audio and 

video material at EPCOT are available to the paying customers, the 
artistic and technical forces that went into the creation of the 
program material are far less visible. "People who know film see the 
Canadian theater and say, 'It's just a two -reeler,' " offers Nelson 
Meacham of Walt Disney Studios. "What they forget is that there 
are nine screens, so it's actually an 18- reeler." 

Producing the multimedia programs for EPCOT was a collabora- 
tive effort between two arms of the Disney empire: Walt Disney 
Studios of Burbank, California, the filmmaking operation whose 
movie accomplishments have ranged from Steamboat Willie to 
TRON; and WED Enterprises of Glendale, CA, which has primary 
responsibility for the theme parks and their equipment. The com- 
plexity of the project was a challenge even to the formidable 
resources of both companies. 

Meacham, who is a supervising engineer in the studio's sound 
department, and Shawn Murphy, supervising mixer on the EPCOT 
film projects, explain how they met the challenge. "We had no 
dubbing theater with nine screens," Meacham recalls, "so we built a 
scaled -down version of a Circle -Vision theater with nine video 
projection screens, each one perforated so a speaker could to 
placed behind it. [Another speaker, for narration tracks, was hung 
overhead.] We didn't want to fool ourselves by trying to do it in a 

recording studio - we wanted to simulate the real thing as much as 
possible." 

The films were transferred to Betamax videocassettes, with 
timecode, of course, and played back on the new dubbing stage 
with nine Sony Cinemascope video projectors. "WED developed a 
code format for dubbing and scoring," says Murphy. "lt was basi- 
cally non -drop SMPTE, but with a footage counter - running at 
either 24 or 30 frames -per -second - in the user -bit positions. The 
zero mark for the footage corresponded with the one -hour mark on 
the SMPTE [timecode]. That's so when we backed up past the star t 
point, the SMPTE readers wouldn't be looking at 'before- midnigh-' 
numbers, and get lost." The generators and readers utilized during 
the project were built by Gray Engineering Laboratories. 

The recordings used on the final film tracks came from many 
sources. Some sound was recorded in the field while the cameras 
were rolling, on mono or stereo Nagras, but not much. More effects 
were recorded after the fact on location by Disney engineers, whila 
others came from the studio library, were recorded on the Disney 
or Goldwyn studio Foley stages, or were generated synthetically. 
"Ninety -five percent of the effects were recorded analog," says 
Murphy. "They were copied with Dolby, and then cut, before being 
transferred to the digital dubbing masters." On the other hand, 90% 
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before his death - after all, except for 
the guests in the 14 hotels, villas, and 
campgrounds at the site, nobody actu- 
ally lives here - it is a new concept in 
entertainment; a kind of ongoing 
Worlds' Fair, designed primarily for 
entertainment, and secondarily for edu- 
cation, whose operation is almost 
totally automated. 

There's a lot of corporate advertising 
going on, of course (Kodak, General 
Motors, American Express, Kra fl. And 

Sperry are just some of the companies 
who -ponsored and collaborated on the 
exhibits), but it is all filtered through the 
minds and design concepts of Disney's 
own ' Imagineers." 

More importantly, it is not static - 
new attractions will open old ones will 
be replaced or refurbished while the 
technology of the presentations will get 
further and further out. Omnisphere, for 
example, a ride scheduled to open in the 
Fall of 1983, will use a 4,000 -line video 

projector to show images from the Land - 
sat satellite on the inside of a giant 
dome. At the Equatorial Africa pavil- 
ion, still in the planning stage, laser 
graphics and film projection will be 
combined under computer control. 

The technology - audio, video, and 
computer - already in place is designed 
to handle all of the needs of the center, 
both present and future. It should be 
interesting to check hack in a few years 
to see how it's holding up. . 
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SOUND PRODUCTION FOR EPCOT 
of the music tracks (and all of the narration) was recorded directly 
on 3M Digital Mastering equipment. 

Digital Recording and Editing 
Sometimes, the digital recording stages involved some effort. For 

music at the American Adventure, for example, the Philadelphia 
Orchestra was recorded in its home, the Academy of Music, on a 
3M digital multitrack belonging to, and brought across the country 
by, Disney. Supervising the sessions was Jack Renner of Telarc 
Records, who specialize in digital symphonic recordings. For other 
exhibits, the Royal Philharmonic and the National Philharmonic of 
London were recorded by Eric Tomlinson at EMI Abbey Road 
Studios, using at various times a 3M machine belonging to the 
studio, and one of Disney's. All remixing of the various digital 

... continued - 
multitrack tapes was done in Burbank. 

The number of tracks that had to be assembled for the master 
tapes was large. "Each screen of a nine -panel show has music, 
dialog, ADR, guide tracks, hard effects, and Foley effects," says 
Meacham. "Sometimes several units of each." The tracks were 
preassembled on 32 -track digital tape, which took two or three 
passes before their number was reduced to a manageable level. In 
the dubbing studio were located three 3M 32 -track machines, and 
one four -track deck. "The four -track was a transfer machine for 
slipping tracks," Murphy recalls. "We know we were going to have 
to adjust things, and we didn't want to have to worry about genera- 
tion noise." 

The four -track digital machine had another use, early in the 
process of putting together the audio tracks. For some of the 

awe 

Above from left: Walt 
Disney Studio's central mix- 
ing room, equipped with a 

Harrison TV -3 console and 
360 -degree, multichannel 
monitoring; three of the 
nine video projection 
screens; narration monitor 
speakers mounted above 

the console area. 
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SOUND PRODUCTION FOR EPCOT 
less- complex exhibits, audio from the 3M digital was transferred to 
a Soundstream digital recorder, using a data interface convertor 
developed by Soundstream for the digital -to- digital transfer 
process. 

"Editing on the 3M is time consuming," says WED's Date 
Spencer. "We wanted to be able to put, for example, 17 loops of a 

one -minute program on a single cartridge. The 3M system would 
have had to do that in real time, while Soundstream's computer [a 
complex digital editing system, Instant Access, based at the com- 
pany's Hollywood location] could just spit the data out." 

After the editing, the finished loop was transferred back to the 
3M digital format to make a printing master - "We wanted to keep 
all the masters in the same format," says Spencer. The 
Soundstream- designed computer could handle up to eight digital 
tracks, but wasn't called upon to deal with more than four at a time. 

Post -Production and Mixing 
Keeping the nine video and four audio machines on the dubbing 

stage in sync was the job of a rack of BTX Shadow synchronization 
equipment. A Hewlett- Packard 9826 computer was used, in turn, to 
control the Shadows. "Since they're software -oriented," says Mea- 
cham, "The BTX units could be addressed rapidly by a computer. 
With standard SMPTE you could get everything to start together, 
but with the computer and our code, each synchronizer could be 
addressed individually, in either SMPTE or footage numbers, and 
the computer could handle offsets for each unit." 

Special considerations had to be made for the dubbing console 
as well. Disney Studio's 40 -input Harrison TV -3 was modified so 
that its eight stereo subgroups could be used as additional monitor 
channels. "The console has 24 bus outputs," says Murphy, "which 
should be enough for a 10- channel master, but there weren't 
enough faders." The TV -3 board also was equipped with direct 
outputs, to free up more faders, and was rewired so that it could 
simultaneously record - on the same piece of 32 -track digital tape 
-music -and effects -only mixes. This provision enabled the engi- 

... continued - 
neers to make last-minute changes in any part of the presentation, 
without disturbing the other mixes. 

The Harrison TV -3 proved adequate for the pre -dubs, but for the 
master mixes a second console had to be rented and brought in. 
Depending on the project, this was either another Harrison, an 
Auditronics, or a Sphere, with between 40 and 48 inputs. 

"The sound effects came up on the rental console," explains 
Murphy, "while we used the main console for music, narration, and 
dialog." 

None of the consoles used automation: two pairs of hands were 
required for the pre -dub stage, while the final mixes took three 
engineers working together. Besides Murphy, also working or the 
mixes were Andy Bass and Richard Portman. 

The final 32 -track digital master was dubbed, track for track, on 
to two -inch analog tape at 15 IPS with no noise reduction for use in 
the loop -bin decks at EPCOT, using a 24 -track Ampex MM -1200 
deck. While there are only 10 main audio tracks for each show, 
"The analog tapes are pretty full," according to Murphy. There are 
additional tracks for announcements, pre -show music, foreign 
language narration, and timecode to cue the computers that con- 
trol EPCOT's projection and animation systems. The code, which 
is inserted at the final digital stage, is yet another custom SMPTE 
modificaiton: since the show computers are designed to read the 
clock and update themselves 24 times each second, the code 
counts 24 frames -per- second instead of 30 FPS. 

During the mixing stages no attempt was made to compensate 
for room acoustics at the EPCOT pavilions. Instead, the first analog 
dubs were taken to Florida and played back in the theaters through 
a portable filter set. An engineer would dial in whatever equalization 
was needed, and call the numbers back to California. Then, a 

matching set of filters was hooked up, the numbers dialled in, and 
the digital tapes redubbed to analog, through the filters. "The 
amount of compensation was minimal in all of the theaters," says 
Meacham, "except China - there, the tape matched the room 
exactly." 
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CIRCUIT DESIGN AND EVALUATION 

THE COMPUTER AS A 
CIRCUIT DESIGN TOOL 

... OR ADVENTURES IN FANTASYLAND 

Detailing the Multiple Applications of COMTRAN 
Program Software Configured to Run on 
Hewlett- Packard Desk -Top Computers 

by Peter Butt 
Computers have always held a 
fascination for those who con- 
sider themselves technically in- 

clined. Speaking personally, the advent 
of the minicomputer caught my interest 
in a voyeuristic sort of way from the 
onset of my awareness of such a device 
circa 1977. A fairly brief examination of 
the periodicals dealing with the minis of 
that time did not show any indication of 
early delivery on the promise of affor- 
dable numerical manipulative power in 
a convenient package. The majority of 
the micros of that day were bread -board 
enterprises undertaken by those seekers 
of knowledge blessed with sufficient 
time to work out the bugs in both hard- 
ware and software, so that the persnick- 
ity creatures would work in some way 
that could be interpreted as serving a 
kind of useful purpose. The micropro- 
cessor of those days was substantially 
an end in itself, as far as the owner /tin- 
kerer was concerned. 

Projects of this kind have the air of 
what might be called The Time -and- 
Money -Sink Syndrome. This writer had 
confronted similar situations during 
those years past when the installation 
of outlandishly huge engines in auto- 
mobile bodies of indefinite vintage was 
one of his vices. What was once an infa- 
tuation has progressed, alas, to afflic- 
tion and, anon, to phobia. The memory 
of the passage of that honeymoon 
remains with me even now. As in the 
case of the reformed profligate, the 
memories of diseases, past, serve to 
inhibit adventures, present. Although, 
lookin' never hurt nobody, you under- 
stand. 

My awareness of the minicomputer 
remained little more than that over the 
intervening years when my attentions 
were directed more toward hand -to- 
mouth concerns leading to near -term 
gratifications (i.e.: survival). 

That has been the case ... until fairly 
recently. 

Earlier this year my infrequent 
reconnoiters through the local computer 
stores brought me to the realization that 
the mini has been growing to be a tool 
whose time may indeed be upon us. The 
maturity of the Tandy TRS -80, the DEC 
PDP -11, LSI -11, the Apple IIe and Lisa - machines that now have the capabil- 
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ity of performing really useful tasks 
beyond solipsistic video games. Then, of 
course, when IBM jumps into the ring, 
you know something's up! 

Well, folks, could be. 
Before we are carried away by the 

passion of the moment and rush head- 
long into the arms of our friendly, 
neighborhood computer vendor attempt- 
ing to force him /her into submission 
with fistfuls of cash, it is well to 
remember that the hardware is rarely 
the whole package. As in the case of the 
Hot -Rod Analogy outlined above, the 
practical utility of the machinery is a 
very real consideration for the pragmat- 
ically oriented. Eleven -to -one compres- 
sion ratios are less exciting when the 
volatility of predominantly available 
motor fuel resembles that of warmed - 
over cherries jubilee. So, too, computers 
are less appealing when the available 
software directed towards electronic 
engineering applications are more spe- 
cific rather than general; sparse rather 
than plentiful. 

Cherche le Software 
Inspection of the listings of available 

software for the Apple II +, 11e, III 
machines' reveals nothing for engineer- 
ing applications, and only a few utility 
programs for minor math and statistics 
functions, plus a couple of plotting and 
graphics routines. The collected listing 
of TRS -80 programs' shows about a 
dozen programs oriented toward elec- 
tronic analysis and design problem - 
solving. 

These programs appear to be rather 
disjointed, likely requiring that pro- 
grams be loaded, run, results stored, any 
subsequently required program be 
loaded, stored data be re- entered and 
run, results stored, etc., ad nauseum. If 
you don't want to do a resistive attenua- 
tor or a third -order Chebychev in a par- 
ticular topology, with active elements of 
anonymous choice, then you've come to 
the wrong place. Program repertoire for 
the DEC machines doesn't appear to be 
readily available to the vulgar and, as of 
this writing, IBM PC programs seem to 
be primarily business and game 
applications. 

The nature of the programs described 
in the TRS-80 catalog appear to be sim- 

ilar in function to many of the Hewlett - 
Packard Users' Library of programs for 
the company's HP -67, HP -97, and HP -41 

hand -held programmable calculators'. 
As a higotted HP -67 owner and user for 
several years, it is hard to generate 
enthusiasm for computation systems 
that don't seem to clearly offer a great 
deal more than the romance of a CRT 
display, a printer, and perhaps a slight 
speed advantage over my friendly men- 
tal prosthetic for half a dogs' age.* 

This state of affairs is enough to cool 
one's ardor. Still ... they do look nice. 

What is required for the efficient 
doing of useful electronic circuit analy- 
sis and design is an integrated package 
of capabilities that do not restrict the 
user to specific circuit topologies, such 
as ladder networks, attenuator designs, 
active and passive filter networks, or 
other narrowly -defined computational 
chores that might fall into one's daily 
design routine ... or not . .. as the case 
may be. Such a program would lend 
itself to more general application, by 
approaching circuit modeling from a 
nodal viewpoint that allows for flexibil- 
ity in selection of components, and 
introduction of current and /or voltage 
sources controllable from assignable 
nodes. 

IBM offered a program matching this 
description over 10 (15?) years ago. It 
was called "Electronic Circuit Analysis 
Program" - ECAP for short - ran in 
Fortran IV, and was not "user- friendly" 
to any overwhelming extent. (Perhaps 
"user- aggressive" might be a more apt 
term.) I used this program for a time 
during involvement in the military - 
industrial complex in the days of my 
misspent youth. If memory serves, the 
ECAP experience was an awkward one. 
It was run on a time -shared multi -user 
system, and took hours to complete 
what are now fairly elementary circuit 
analysis problems of only two or three 
stages. 

It turns out that my old friend, ECAP, 
has been transcended by an enterpris- 
ing soul by the name of Deane Jensen 
(of transformer fame). Jensen has writ- 
ten, and continues to write, a program, 
known as COMTRAN, which does 
everything ECAP does and, as they 
sometimes say on TV, much, much 
more'. COMTRAN is the blanket name 

*It should be pointed out, however, that 
those of us who already own an Apple, 
Atari, Commodore 64, VIC 20, Radio 
Shack TSR -80, IBM PC, and similar 
micros capable of running BASIC and 
similar "user- friendly" languages, can 
write a certain amount of their own, 
customized engineering software. 
Ethan Winer's recent series of articles - 
in particular his Applesoft BASIC 
listings for calculating op -amp resistor 
networks, published in the April 1983 
issue of R -e /p, and pad and attenuator 
circuits, to be published in the December 
issue - contain useful, easily modified 
programs for the inveterate circuit 
designer and builder -Editor. 



If you demand absolutely the best audio transformer, 
insist on a Jensen! 

1 

Choose From a Wide Variety 
of Types and Packages 

Microphone Input 
Microphone Bridging 
Line Input 
Direct Bcx 
Low Frec. Crossover 
M.C. Car. Step -up 

Electret Mic Output 
Bridging 
Repeat Coil 
Line Output 
Special Types 

Superb specifications, consistent performance, 
and unsurpassed reliability have earred Jensen a 
solid reputation as the world's preeminent manufac- 
turer of audio transformers. 

We control every facet of design and construc- 
tion, from co-e alloy up, using sophisticated com- 
puter modeling techniques. With 5 years software 
development background, including an AC circuit 
analysis for Hewlett -Packard's 9845 desk top com- 
puter, we now market our own advanced circuit opti- 
mization programs. Because Jensen transformers 
are designed to function as an integral part of the 

circuit, not as an afterthought, all parameters can be 
optimized. The result is a clearly audible improve- 
ment in transformer technology. For example, our 
Model JE-115K-E mic input -ransformer has under 
1% overshoot with no RC damping network (bridged 
output), and exceptional magnitude and phase 
response. 

Our highly qualified technical staff is eager to 
assist you with expert applications engineering. Dis- 
cerning engineers have field proven our trans- 
formers, by the tens of thousands, in the most 
demanding environments- professional recording 
studios, fixed and mobile broadcast facilities, and 
touring sound systems. That returns and failu -es are 
rare is no accident; we place strong emphasis on 
quality control. 

We carefully inspect every -ransformer before and 
after encapsulation. Then, in our computerized auto- 
mated test lab, we verify tha: each and every trans- 
former meets or exceeds its specs. 

We take this extra care because we are dedicated 
to excellence. So next time you need a transformer, 
'insist on the best - insist on a Jensen. 

; 

ensen transformers 
By REICHENBACH ENGINEERING 

10735 Burbank Boulevard /N. Hollywood, CA 91601/(213) 876 -0059 
Write or call for information. Visitors by appointment only (closed Fridays). 
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for a number of analysis programs and 
utilities that are loaded into RAM, and 
accessed as required by the user. 

Basic "kernel" of the software cluster 
is the AC Circuit Analysis Program. 
AC -CAP allows construction of a circuit 
model in a nodal configuration consist- 
ing of resistors, capacitors, inductors, 
and voltage -controlled current sources. 
Input and output nodes are selectable, 
with node "0" being permanently assig- 
ned as reference, or "ground." The 
"hitch" is that COMTRAN is config- 
ured to run on the Hewlett- Packard 
desk -top computers - 9845B/C, 9816S, 
9826, 9836, and 9000 frames - which 
are the "heavy iron" compared with the 
denisons of ye neighborhoode computer 
store. Minimum 16 -bit RAM required to 
run COMTRAN on a 9845B is 187 kilo- 
bytes. Casual perusal of your HP 
catalog will apprise you that the cost of 
these systems starts at around $10,500, 
and proceeds upward from there. If you 
choose the 9816S, it also might be nice to 
have the low -cost 82905B printer, and a 
cute little plotter such as the 7470A. Of 
course, a mass storage device such as 
the 9121A flexible disc drive would be a 
necessity. 

It's only money. 
This may sound like the gold -plated 

Rolls -Royce approach to the mainframe 
problem, I will readily admit. The fact is 
though, that to be able to cope with 
electronic- circuit simulation problems 
of any really useful complexity, while 
utilizing the sophisticated graphics 
output features and data matrix opera- 
tions capability that facile program 
manipulation requires, coupled with the 
human -factor need for tangible results 
in a fairly short computation time, there 
is no other real choice. 

If one is in this game for the sake of 
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Figure l A: System Block Diagram. 
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Figure I B: Anti -aliasing Filter detail showing scaled component values for a 

20.5 kHz passband. 

one's beans & hot dog ration, then one 
needs to understand that productivity 
and cash flow rest on the quality and 
reliability of one's tools. It did not take 
many forays to the local computer 
stores to establish that Hewlett - 
Packard, as my parochial instincts sug- 
gested, is the only game in town as far 
as engineering applications of compu- 
ters are concerned. A 16 -bit frame is de 
rigeur for all HP machines. A 750 kilo- 
byte RAM complement installed in the 
9816S allows processing of networks 
having up to 95 nodes and a maximum 
of 400 components. This magnitude of 
computing hardware just isn't out there 
in the Personal Computer market of 
1983. 

But, Dear Reader, let us not be morbid. 

Figure 2: Real filter 1 kHz square-wave response. Larger trace is the filter input: wavy 
trace the filter output. Vertical scale: normalized. Horizontal scale: 0.1 millisecond per 
division; 46.73 microsecond delay at half height. 
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AC Circuit Analysis Program 
There's more to COMTRAN than AC- 

CAP, but we'll get to that later. Briefly, 
AC -CAP enables the user to enter, via 
the computer keyboard, a circuit con- 
sisting of passive circuit components, 
circuit junction nodes, and voltage - 
controlled current sources. Any circuit 
can be entered this way or loaded from, 
or printed to, mass storage; it also can be 
edited with infinite flexibility after 
entry by either means. Component 
values may be either positive or nega- 
tive, non -zero values. Active or passive 
components can be added or deleted or 
modified at any time during the model- 
ing process. Input and output nodes can 
be selected or edited at any time during 
the modeling process, and the results of 
the circuit response with respect to 
magnitude, phase, phase delay, group 
delay, and complex impedance versus 
frequency can be determined and dis- 
played at any time as a rectilinear two - 
dimensional graphic CRT display, or as 
a CRT or printer tabulation. Frequency 
points displayed can be selected in 
either linear or logarithmic intervals. 
Graph vertical scales invariably are 
shown as linear decibels for magnitude 
plots; in linear electrical degrees for 
phase graphs; and in linear seconds for 
phase delay and group delay plots. All 
AC -CAP data displays are in the fre- 
quency domain; it is possible to choose 
scales and scale graduations for each of 
the six frequency- domain plots. If the 
effects of component changes or nodal 
changes are to be observed compara- 
tively, the necessary edits can be made 
without destroying traces previously 
run - this permits the effect of such 
changes to be observed progressively, 
overlaid on the same grid. 

Not only can the center values of 
components be specified as well as 
edited, the tolerance of that value may 
be specified on a component -by- 
component basis. AC -CAP's Tolerance 
Mode function permits graphic display 



Garfield Electronics 

0 D CT ri 
The Doctor Click Rhythm Controller makes it possible for the first time to synchronize the world of 
sequencer. drum machine, synthesizer composition with any one of the systems on the market or com- 
binations of the systems on the market. Furthermore, the Doctor Click will cause sequencers. drum 
machines and synthesizers to play in time with a human drummer. It will also read click tracks and sync 
codes. The internal metronome provides both beats per minute and frames per beat calibrations. 

THE DOCTOR CLICK RHYTHM CONTROLLER BREAKS THE BRAND BARRIER 
SEQUENCERS DRUM MACHINES SYNTHESIZERS 

DSX Bass Line TB303 Linn LM -1 CR5000 Prophet 5 Modular Moog Juno 6 
Prophet 10 CSQ600 LinnDrum CR8000 Prophet 10 OBX Juno 60 
Polysequencer SH101 DMX CR68 Prophet 600 OBXa Polysix 
Pro One Emulator Drum ulator CR78 Prophet T8 OB8 Poly 61 
Model 800 Fairlight TR808 KPR-77 Minimoog JP4 Voyetra -8 
Microcomposer MC4 Synclavier Drumatics TR606 Memorymoog JP8 
Chroma 

(VCA. VCF, VCO. Gate. Trigger or Arpeggiator as provided on each unit.) 

Arp. 
/ Measures 

171/2 "x 11 "x41/2 "x25/1 ". 
Weight is 8 pounds. 
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Warranty is one year. 
Call or write for location 

of your nearest dealer 

ONE DOCTOR CLICK CONTAINS ALL OF THESE PROBLEM SOLVING DEVICES 
4 Fixed Clock Outputs 
2 Variable Clock Outputs 
2 Metronomes 
2 FSK Sync Code Decoders 

(Covers Linn, Oberheim. Roland) 

2 Rhythm Envelopes 
Pulse Counter 
Pulse Shaper 
Gate Output 

The brand to brand problems of timebase. voltage level and polarity 
are solved by the Doctor Click's diverse output capability. 
The ability of the Doctor Click to connect to many units at once 
coupled with Its footswitch control capability makes It ideal for multi- 
ple sequencer. drum machine. synthesizer live applications. 
Since the Doctor Click metronome produces beats per minute and 
frames per beat calibrations it is always convenient to get Just the tem- 
po you need. It Is even possible to get fractional tempos such as 1181/2 
beats per minute. 
The Doctor Click's two independent rhythm actuated envelopes allow 
VCF. VCA and VCO parameters of synthesizers to be modulated In 32 
rhythm values ranging from four measure cycle to 64th note triplet with 
variable attack. decay. sustain and amount. This eliminates the prob- 
lem of rhythmic drift when using a conventional LFO. 

The ability of the Doctor Click to transform metronome click tracks 
into timebase clocks allows frames per beat music film work to be 

Headphone /Speaker Output 
Roland 5 Pin DIN Sync Output 
External Clock Input 
Footswitch Controls 

done with virtually any sequencer. drum machine or synthesizer. 
The ability of the Doctor Click to read live tracks allows sequencers. 
drum machines and synthesizers to play in sync with the varying tem- 
pos of a human drummer or a built click track. 
The ability of the Doctor Click to accept external clocking or either of 
the types of FSK sync to tape codes allows sequencers. drum 
machines and synthesizers to be synced to any existing track. 
The pulse shaper circuit turns a pulse from an instrument into a trig- 
ger waveform allowing synthesizers to sync to a drum fill. 
The headphone output allows click tracks in multiples of the tempo to 
be generated and is capable of driving a speaker. 

The pulse counter can be used to program sequencers in higher 
timebases. quickly combining greater rhythmic resolution with step 
programming accuracy. 
The step programming switch can be used to step program se- 
quencers that normally do not have this capability. 

Used on tracks by Brian Banks, Tony Basil, John Berkman, Michael Boddicker, Kim Carnes, Suzanne Ciani, Joe Conlan, 
Chris Cross, Bill Cuomo, Jim Cypherd, Paul Delph, Barry DeVorzon, Don Felder, Paul Fox, Dominic Frontier, Terry Fryer, 
Albhy Galuten, Lou Garisto, Herbie Hancock, Johnny Harris. Hawk, James Homer, Thelma Houston, Michael Jackson, 
Quincy Jones, Jeffrey Kawalek, Gordon Lightfoot, Jerry Liliedahl, Johnny Mandel, Manhattan Transfer, Paul Marcus, 
Jason Miles, NBC Movie of the Week, Randy Newman, Keith Olsen, Paramount, Joel Peskin, Oscar Peterson, Greg 
Phillingalnes, Jean -Luc Ponte, Steve Porcaro, Phil Ramone. Lee Ritenour, Steve Schaeffer, Mike Sembello, Mark Shifman, 
John Stdnhoff, Sound Arts, Ian Underwood, Universal, Donna Washington, Stevie Winwood, Pia Zadora. 
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GARFIELD ELECTRONICS P.O.B. 1941, BURBANK. CA 91507 (213) 840 -8939 
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of the effects of random tolerance varia- 
tions on the circuit performance. The 
results of tolerance variations on the 
circuit under evaluation then are plotted 
as a dual trace, showing the high and 
low limits of circuit performance on the 
appropriate frequency domain graph 
previously selected by the user. The 
value of this feature is obvious to those 
who must wrestle with component 
budgets and need to isolate the critical 
tolerance parts, as well as to determine 
the limits that tolerances can be allowed 
to have and still maintain specified cir- 
cuit performance. 

The AC -CAP Impedance Mode func- 
tion permits determination of the mag- 
nitude of the real and imaginary com- 
ponents of the complex impedance 
appearing at a single node of choice to 
be plotted on a graph versus frequency, 
or in tabular form on the CRT or printer 
showing magnitude and phase angle 
versus frequency. Any node may be 
selected for impedance determination, 
including the specified input and output 
nodes. Only one impedance node may 
selected at any given time, and the 
impedance is always indicated with 
respect to the ground, node O. 

Square -Wave Response 
Once a circuit appears to be perform- 

ing as required in the frequency domain, 
it is usually of interest to take a look at it 
on the of scope, and see how a square 
wave looks. COMTRAN has this capa- 
bility, too. It's done by generating the 
circuit transfer function in the form of 
amplitude and phase response data over 
a range of frequencies that are 128, 256, 
or 512 multiples of the reciprocal of the 
time window of interest. For a 1 kHz 
square wave, we would choose a time 
window of 1 millisecond, since such a 
period implies a frequency of 1 kHz as 
its lowest frequency component. The 
128, 256, or 512 points of magnitude and 
phase response data, starting at the 
base frequency, are stored as input for 
inverse Fourier transformation, and 
displayed as time- domain data graphic 
plots by the companion to the AC -CAP 
program called S -WAVE: more about 
that later. 

Perhaps the COMTRAN program's 
most novel capability is its Optimiza- 
tion Mode. Given optimization- objective 
data in the form of discrete points or 
band -defined information in the fre- 
quency domain, a circuit can be optim- 
ized, through the variation of specific 
components selected by the user, until 
the target data is matched by the circuit 
response. This is an incredibly powerful 
capability to have, since it permits the 

user to synthesize a system having 
desired magnitude, phase, and impe- 
dance response; such a task would be 
mind -numbing if a large number of 
components are involved, and raw 
brain power is the only tool at hand. 

As the optimization process proceeds, 
the program displays its progress as 
each iteration of the optimization is 
completed. Latest values of the optim- 
ized components are displayed, along 
with a number for each called "Gra- 
dient," which shows the relative sensi- 
tivity of that particular component with 
respect to its effect on the system 
parameters being optimized. Such 
information is useful in spotting com- 
ponents that have greater or lesser 
impact on the desired circuit perfor- 
mance. Appropriate component toler- 
ances then can be specified, and their 
acceptability verified with a Tolerance 
run. 

CIRCUIT DESIGN EXAMPLE: 
Digital Anti -Aliasing Filter 

The major point to be illustrated here 
is that the capabilities of this computer - 
based system are often boggling. By 
way of an example of AC -CAP's poten- 
tial, a recent project concerned the gen- 
eration of an elliptical anti -aliasing fil- 
ter similar to the one shown in Figures 

Figure 3: Optimized Model Filter 1 kHz square -wave response 
after 24 optimizations. 
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Figure 5: Magnitude Response of optimized filter after 24 
optimizations, ±2% component value tolerances. 
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f igure 4A: Starting Model for filter magnitude response. Figure 4B: Starting Model for filter Absolute phase response. 
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Figure 6: Absolute Phase response of optimized filter after 24 
iterations; +2% component tolerance limits. 

Figure 7: Absolute Group Delay of optimized model filter (24 
iterations). 

lA and 1B. The aware will recognize 
this block as typical analog interface 
system for a digital audio reproducer 
output stage. The problem motivating 
such scrutiny is the fact that, as origi- 
nally figured, the audio signal produced 
by this system fell considerably short of 
the startling impact we've all been led to 
expect from digital technology. 

The nature of the problem- solving 
process requires, that first, the problem 
be defined. The key element is the anti - 
aliasing filter which, in this case, has 

been executed in a thick -film hybrid 
design. Specifications for the filter exist 
only as amplitude tolerance -band ver- 
sus frequency data. Direct empirical 
amplitude and phase response measure- 
ments had to be made and recorded 
manually to arrive at a more detailed 
filter performance characteristic. A 
multipole elliptic filter whose circuit file 
happens to be included as a demonstra- 
tion item on the COMTRAN program 
disk looked like it roughly approxi- 
mated the observed actual filter 

TABLE 1A: MAGNITUDE AND ABSOLUTE 
FILTER AND THE REAL FILTER TARGET 

PHASE DATA OF FIRST APPROXIMATION 
DATA. 

Voltage Galn Magnitude: 
Frequency Actual (dB) Target (dB) Error (dB) 

1.00 kHz -6.71 dB -6.80 dB 92.10 mdB 
1.60 kHz -6.66 dB -6.75 dB 88.68 mdB 
2.00 kHz -6.66 dB -6.75 dB 89.33 mdB 
2.50 kHz -6.67 dB -6.70 dB 29.20 mdB 
3.15 kHz -6.69 dB -6.70 dB 10.68 mdB 
4.00 kHz -6.71 dB -6.70 dB -8.65 mdB 
5.00 kHz -6.71 dB -6.65 dB -60.76 mdB 
6.30 kHz -6.67 dB -6.60 dB -73.60 mdB 
7.50 kHz -6.62 dB -6.60 dB -16.32 mdB 
8.00 kHz -6.59 dB -6.60 dB 5.91 mdB 
9.00 kHz -6.57 dB -6.60 dB 33.83 mdB 

10.00 kHz -6.57 dB -6.60 dB 31.00 mdB 
12.50 kHz -6.63 dB -6.60 dB -33.87 mdB 
15.00 kHz -6.59 dB -6.60 dB 13.35 mdB 
17.00 kHz -6.59 dB -6.70 dB 109.87 mdB 
18.00 kHz -6.61 dB -6.60 dB -9.95 mdB 
19.00 kHz -6.85 dB -6.55 dB -302.43 mdB 
20.00 kHz -6.94 dB -6.60 dB -336.86 mdB 
21.00 kHz -12.13 dB -14.50 dB 2.37 dB 

Voltage Gain Phase: 
Frequency Actual (deg) Target (deg) Error (deg) 

1.00 kHz -12.98 deg -12.75 deg -226.48 mdeg 
1.60 kHz -23.08 deg -23.60 deg 517.63 mdeg 
2.00 kHz -29.55 deg -30.60 deg 1.05 deg 
2.50 kHz -37.49 deg -38.90 deg 1.41 deg 
3.15 kHz -47.67 deg -49.80 deg 2.13 deg 
4.00 kHz -60.92 deg -64.60 deg 3.68 deg 
5.00 kHz -76.57 deg -80.50 deg 3.93 deg 
6.30 kHz -97.40 deg -102.90 deg 5.50 deg 
7.50 kHz -117.46 deg -124.80 deg 7.34 deg 
8.00 kHz -126.12 deg -134.40 deg 8.28 deg 
9.00 kHz -144.00 deg -153.40 deg 9.40 deg 

10.00 kHz -162.64 deg -173.20 deg 10.56 deg 
12.50 kHz 147.20 deg 134.60 deg 12.60 deg 
15.00 kHz 87.76 deg 71.50 deg 16.26 deg 
17.00 kHz 27.60 deg 9.50 deg 18.10 deg 
18.00 kHz -9.99 deg -28.40 deg 18.41 deg 
19.00 kHz -55.92 deg -75.80 deg 19.88 deg 
20.00 kHz -115.47 deg -145.00 deg 29.53 deg 
21.00 kHz 135.03 deg 114.80 deg 20.23 deg 

response. Very roughly. 
The sample filter circuit was scaled in 

proportion to the ratio of the sample - 
filter's bandwidth to that of the real fil- 
ter. All capacitors and inductors were 
multiplied by a constant factor of0.9738 
as a starting point for the optimization 
program to begin. (This factor being 
based on the ratio between the model 
filter's bandwidth at 7.9 dB below the 
average pass -band plateau at the upper 
band edge, and the same relative 
response frequency for the empirical 
case.) 

The magnitude and phase versus fre- 
quency data for the empirical filter are 
given in Table 1A, along with the data 
for the scaled first- approximation model 
filter. The -7.9 dB point was selected 
because the response point happened to 
fall at exactly 21.000 kHz for the empiri- 
cal case, and provided a convenient 
point for a comparative band -edge ref- 
erence. The observed filter data was 
used as target magnitude and response 
data for optimization of the initial trial 
filter between 1 kHz and 21 kHz. Inspec- 
tion of the real filter phase target 
response data will indicate that the real 
filter showed a -180 degree shift at 10.35 
kHz, and a -360 degree shift at 17.29 
kHz. Things get worse from there on out; 
the real filter exhibits more than 1.5 full 
phase rotations within its pass -band. 

The purpose of this exercise is to be 
able to synthesize a "fantasy filter" 
model whose behavior is sufficiently 
like that of the empirical model to be 
used as a substitute for it in the ensuing 
calculations. The object here is not to 
arrive at a filter that is even realizable 
physically. 

It seems that many of the objection- 
able results of anti -aliasing filter tech- 
niques necessary in digital audio tech- 
nology can be attributed to signal 
delays that vary with frequency 
through the pass -band of the filter, 
because of the progressively greater 
phase lag with frequency that is a 
necessary consequence of the extremely 
sharp filter response slopes5. 

As can be seen in the data given in 
Table lA for both the empirical and 
model filters, the phase -lag through the 
pass -band continues to lag at an 
increasing rate with frequency. The 
consequence of this fact is the relatively 
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Figure 8: single -pole, all -pass filter configuration. 
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Figure 9: Relative Phase response. Bottom curve: model filter; 
top: optimized all -pass filter; center: corrected system. 

greater time delay of higher frequencies, 
while lower frequencies are delayed less. 
One can visualize a group of signals of 
differing frequency entering the filter at 
its input simultaneously, and emerging 
dispersed in time at the output. Which is 
the cause of the ragged- looking response 
the filter has for a square -wave input 
signal, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 
represents a plot of the normalized 1 

kHz square -wave time domain response 
resulting from the transfer function of 
the 24th optimization trial filter. 
Although the detail of Figure 2 shows 
the general character is there as a dem- 
onstration of the power of this method. 

The optimization took the computer, 
an HP 9845B, about eight hours of 
crunch and grind to accomplish, after 
several unsuccessful initial trials of cir- 

TABLE 16: MAGNITUDE AND ABSOLUTE PHASE DATA OF THE 24TH ITERATION 
OPTIMIZED "FANTASY" FILTER AND REAL FILTER TARGET DATA. 

Voltage Gain Magnitude: 
Frequency Actual (dB) Target (dB) Error (dB) 

1.00 kHz -6.45 dB -6.80 dB 347.35 mdB 
1.60 kHz -6.42 dB -6.75 dB 330.73 mdB 
2.00 kHz -6.43 dB -6.75dB 321.67 mdB 
2.50 kHz -6.45 dB -6.70 dB 249.12 mdB 
3.15 kHz -6.48 dB -6.70 dB 215.93 mdB 
4.00 kHz -6.52 dB -6.70 dB 184.02 mdB 
5.00 kHz -6.52 dB -6.65 dB 131.59 mdB 
6.30 kHz -6.46 dB -6.60 dB 142.06 mdB 
7.50 kHz -6.37 dB -6.60 dB 232.21 mdB 
8.00 kHz -6.33 dB -6.60 dB 266.36 mdB 
9.00 kHz -6.29 dB -6.60dB 307.55 mdB 

10.00 kHz -6.30 dB -6.60 dB 300.81 mdB 
12.50 kHz -6.40 dB -6.60 dB 202.98 mdB 
15.00 kHz -6.35 dB -6.60 dB 245.09 mdB 
17.00 kHz -6.40 dB -6.70 dB 301.34 mdB 
18.00 kHz -6.44 dB -6.60 dB 160.48 mdB 
19.00 kHz -6.58 dB -6.55 dB -26.43 mdB 
20.00 kHz -6.54 dB -6.60 dB 61.34 mdB 
21.00 kHz -14.69 dB -14.50 dB -185.08 mdB 

Voltage Galn Phase: 
Frequency Actual (deg) Target (deg) Error (deg) 

1.00 kHz -14.08 deg -12.75 deg -1.33 deg 
1.60 kHz -24.77 deg -23.60 deg -1.17 deg 
2.00 kHz -31.61 deg -30.60 deg -1.01 deg 
2.50 kHz -40.00 deg -38.90 deg -1.10 deg 
3.15 kHz -50.74 deg -49.80 deg -935.62 mdeg 
4.00 kHz -64.65 deg -64.60 deg -45.29 mdeg 
5.00 kHz -81.06 deg -80.50 deg -557.65 mdeg 
6.30 kHz -102.95 deg -102.90 deg -47.98 mdeg 
7.50 kHz -124.17 deg -124.80 deg 631.91 mdeg 
8.00 kHz -133.37 deg -134.40 deg 1.03 deg 
9.00 kHz -152.40 deg -153.40 deg 1.00 deg 

10.00 kHz -172.21 deg -173.20 deg 992.10 mdeg 
12.50 kHz 134.87 deg 134.60 deg 267.61 mdeg 
15.00 kHz 72.40 deg 71.50 deg 903.22 mdeg 
17.00 kHz 9.59 deg 9.50 deg 85.93 mdeg 
18.00 kHz -29.29 deg -28.40 deg -892.97 mdeg 
19.00 kHz -76.60 deg -75.80 deg -798.96 mdeg 
20.00 kHz -144.02 deg -145.00 deg 977.90 mdeg 
21.00 Khz 115.14 deg 114.80 deg 340.98 mdeg 
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cuit models and different sets of pass - 
band target data. It seems that if the 
starting approximation of the filter is 
too far from the final result, and /or if 
the data points used as targets are too 
far dispersed in critical parts of the 
pass -band, the results can be rather 
deviant from what we would desire as a 
final result. Certainly, eight hours is a 
long time to wait for results. For this 
situation there was no other easy 
approach to obtain the necessary filter 
data. In normal circuit synthesis situa- 
tions, where one proceeds from the other 
direction and already knows the nature 
of the circuit topology to fairly high 
degree -and for which the optimization 
involves only a few components and a 
smaller field of target data points - the 
time required generally is only a few minutes. 

Figure 4A shows the magnitude 
response of the filter circuit used as the 
basis for the eight -hour optimization. 
Figure 4B shows the Absolute phase 
response of the same filter. Note that the 
first 180- degree lag occurs beyond 11 
kHz, where our real filter showed the 
180 -degree shift at 10.35 kHz, and 
lagged to 360 degrees at 17.29 kHz. The 
initial model filter shows a -360 degree 
occurring at about 18 kHz; not quite 
close enough for the purposes at hand. 

Manual synthesis of a filter having 
these phase and amplitude characteris- 
tics to any accuracy at all would have 
taken this writer a whole lot longer than 
the time taken by friend computer. If the 
truth be known, I would never attempt 
solution of this kind of problem without 
very high -powered numerical assis- 
tance. 

Group Delay Response 
I feel it is important to emphasize that 

an analysis of the group delay proper- 
ties of the filter is absolutely necessary 
to the definition of the problem to be 
solved in this example. The final result- 
ing fantasy filter performance is com- 
pared to the real filter- derived target 
data as shown in Table 1B. Note that 
final amplitude response errors are less 
than ,0.35 dB, and Absolute phase 
response errors are less than ±1.3 
degrees. 



In practice, the measurement of group 
delay is a complicated business. The 
majority of instrumentation collections 
generally available will not easily yield 
such data. The system transfer function 
as a frequency- domain plot or tabula- 
tion of gain and Absolute phase is, in 
fact, fairly easy to arrive at. Possession 
of a good phase meter is a prerequisite, 
but those are rentable if you don't 
happen to have one on your bench. 

By way of yet still further demonstra- 
tion of the validity and precision of this 
particular optimization, Figures5 and 6 
show the magnitude and phase 
response, respectively, over a passband 
of 1 Hz to 30 kHz. The double traces, in 
each case, show a 10- trial, 2'No tolerance 
run, again demonstrating the agree- 
ment between the empirically- derived 
data points, and the 2% tolerance bands 
of the optimized filter model. 

The real purpose of all the effort up to 
this point is to be able to arrive at what 
we've been looking for all along: the 
Absolute Group Delay curve of our real 
filter, shown in Figure 7. The analysis 
technique involves using a computer - 
derived linear frequency versus Abso- 
lute group delay display for a determi- 
nation of the region where the group 
delay is relatively constant with fre- 
quency. Having determined the value of 
the filter group delay in this region to be 
about 45.4 microseconds, we can then 
generate a graphic plot of the Relative 
phase response of the fantasy filter 
resulting from our many iterations; this 
Relative phase plot is shown in the 
lower -most curve of Figure 9. The Rela- 
tive phase starts out at about zero 
degrees, and lags at an ever increasing 
rate as the driving frequency increases. 
If we can devise some means of provid- 
ing a system whose Relative phase 
response is one that leads at an ever - 
increasing rate with increasing driving 
frequency, we may be able to cancel out 
much of the troublesome Relative phase 
lag of the filter we are bound by the 
defined limits of this problem. 

There is a solution to the constant - 
time delay problem. The basic element, 
called a first- order, all -pass filter or, 
sometimes, a phase -lag network, is 
shown in Figure 86 7 ". The success of our 
strategy of generating a network hav- 
ing an ever -increasing leading phase 
characteristic depends on an obscure 
property of this all -pass filter. Although 
the classic all -pass filter does have a 
lagging Absolute phase response with 
increasing frequency, it does so in a way 
that approaches -180 degrees as a limit 
at some very high frequency. The all - 
pass network exhibits a constant Abso- 
lute group delay characteristic below 
some frequency, dependent upon one's 
choice of component values. If this 
Absolute group delay value is used as 
the correction value for the Relative 
phase plot, it will be seen that the Rela- 
tive phase characteristic of the all -pass 
filter actually leads the input by an 
increasing amount as the driving fre- 
quency rises. 

Therefore, it would appear that the 
installation of a properly chosen all - 
pass filter in cascade with the output of 
our fantasy filter should enable us to 
cancel out the Relative phase lag intro- 
duced by our problem filter. The addi- 
tion of the all -pass network in this way 
will result in an increase of signal prop - 
ogation time through the entire system, 
but the various frequency components 
of the complex audio signal will have 
some chance of emerging at the output 
port at approximately the same time. 

With a little application of judicious 
choice of RC values for our initial lag 
network, we should be able to provide a 
complementary phase lead that will act 
to accomplish the task at hand. The 

question becomes, then, what are the 
component values that will result in the 
optimal cancellation of the anti -aliasing 
filter's Relative phase lag? The answer 
to this question and, indeed, many oth- 
ers, can be determined using the COM- 
TRAN Optimization feature. 

First, the amplitude and Relative 
phase data are determined by use of the 
45.4 microsecond delay correction con- 
stant in the region of constant group 
delay of the optimized low -pass filter to 
be compensated. This computation is 
achieved with AC -CAP single - 
frequency function, and the data veri- 
fied using the Relative phase graph plot. 
The fantasy filter Relative phase data 
are given in Table 2A. These points are 
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TABLE 2A: FANTASY FILTER RELATIVE PHASE VERSUS FREQUENCY AND 
MAGNITUDE DATA TO BE USED AS TARGET DATA FOR THE DELAY CORRECTION 
FILTER OPTIMIZATION. 

Swcep 
Start Frequency 
End Frequency 
Delay Correction 
Output on 
Intervals 
Voltage Gain is 

:Linear 
:0 Hz 
:20 kHz 
:45.4 microseconds 
:CRT 
:8 
:Source Cain 

Frequency Magnitude Relative Phase Phase Delay Group Delay 
2.50 kHz -6.45 dB 861.15 mdeg 956.84 ns 800.64 ns 
5.00 kHz -6.52 dB 663.31 mdeg 368.50 ns 548.31 ns 
7.50 kHz -6.37 dB -1.59 deg 587.63 ns 5.18 us 

10.00 kHz -6.30 dB -8.77 deg 2.43 us 10.71 us 
12.50 kHz -6.40 dB -20.83 deg 4.63 us 17.35 us 
15.00 kHz -6.35 dB -42.43 deg 7.86 us 33.14 us 
17.50 kHz -6.41 dB -82.95 deg 13.17 us 64.00 us 
20.00 kHz -6.54 dB -177.13 deg 24.60 us 233.46 us 

noted for later entry as target data 
points for optimization of the all -pass 
correction network. The target data is 
entered into the Optimization routine 
for the all -pass filter, with the phase 
data having the opposite sign of that of 
the true fantasy filter Relative phase 
response. This is done because it is the 
Relative phase response of the fantasy 
filter that we wish to cancel out; there- 
fore we wish to obtain a network whose 
Relative phase response is a leading one 
with frequency at a rate exactly oppo- 
site that of the fantasy filter. For the 

case of the all -pass filter, the gain is 
substantially unity over a wide pass - 
hand from DC, so the gain part of the 
target data can be zero decibels 
throughout. 

All of this computation takes place 
after the entry of the circuit model of the 
all -pass filter using values for R3 and 
Cl , as determined in the equation below, 
based on the relation given in reference 
#5: 

C= 1/(21T Rf) x tan (-tf TI ) 

Where: t = desired delay time in 
seconds; -45.4 microseconds in this 

TABLE 2B: DELAY CORRECTION FILTER 
RELATIVE PHASE RESPONSE AFTER 
OPTIMIZATION. NOTE THAT TARGET 
RELATIVE PHASE DATA IS THE SAME 
VALUE AS FOR REAL FILTER RELATIVE 
PHASE RESPONSE OF TABLE 2A, WITH 
SIGN REVERSED. 

Delay Correction : 

Phase Weight . 

The Target Data Is: 
Frequency 

2.50 kHz 
5.00 kHz 
7.50 kHz 

10.00 kHz 
12.50 kHz 
15.00 kHz 
17.50 kHz 

45.4 microseconds 
1 

Relative Phase (deg) 
-861.15 mdeg 
-663.31 mdeg 

1.59 deg 
8.77 deg 

20.83 deg 
42.43 deg 
82.95 deg 

case. 
f = lower band edge of the constant filter 
group delay region; taken as 2.5 kHz. 
R = value of R3, in ohms, taken as 8 
kohms. 
C = value of Cl, in Farads. 

The value C, or Cl, then works out to 
be about 2.9 nanoFarads (2.9 nF) as an 
initial trial value. 

Relative versus Absolute 
Phase Response 

Illustration of the essence of what was 
to be accomplished here can be 
explained by reference to Figure 9, 
which shows a plot of the Relative 
phase characteristics for three cases. 
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The first case is the bottom curve that 
intercepts the -180 degree point at about 
20 kHz, and is the Relative phase char- 
acteristic of the fantasy filter with the 
45.4 microsecond Absolute group delay 
time converted to electrical degrees, and 
subtracted from each Absolute phase 
value before plotting as the Relative 
phase value shown. The top curve is the 
Relative phase properties of the all -pass 
delay correction network, which can be 
derived, again, by subtracting the all - 
pass Absolute group delay time, con- 
verted to electrical degrees at that fre- 
quency, from the Absolute phase value 
of the corresponding point on its Abso- 
lute phase curve. The center curve is the 
Relative phase response of the fantasy 
filter and the all -pass in cascade, cor- 
rected for their combined (45.4 + 33.071) 
microsecond Absolute group delay. 

The words "Relative" and "Absolute" 
are very important to keep separate. 
(The term "Absolute phase," used by 
some to refer to what I insist upon cal- 
ling "polarity," means to the phase 
relationship of the output signal of a 
system referred to the signal at its input 
as used here.) Absolute phase, meaning 
"absolute time difference" as used in 
the context of this article, clearly has 
nothing to do with the polarity of the 
signal, or indeed, of anything else; 
phase is only another synonym for 
times. 

It should be noted that the Absolute 
phase response of the all -pass is, in fact, 
lagging, starting at zero degrees at DC 
and descending to -180 degrees at some 
very high frequency. The Relative phase 
plot illustrated only advances in the 
positive direction because the delay cor- 
rection time representing the all -pass 
group delay properties of 33.071 
microseconds is being converted to the 
equivalent phase plot illustrated then 
advances in the positive direction 
because the delay correction time 
representing the all -pass group delay 
properties of 33.071 microseconds is 
being converted to the equivalent phase 
angle at each frequency point, and sub- 
tracted from the Absolute phase to yield 
the points forming the trace shown. 
This is the end that is to justify these 
means. 

Still referring to Figure 9, it will be 
noted that the total Relative phase 
response is fairly flat and close to zero 
degrees below a frequency of about 17 
kHz. It is the closeness of complemen- 
tary fit of the two individual filter Rela- 
tive phase responses that make this cor- 
rection approach work at all. 

This example should adequately serve 
to illustrate that it is not politics that is 
the true art of compromise. It is 
engineering. 
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In the conclusion of this article, to 
be published in the December issue, 
Peter Butt will consider COM- 
TRAN's optimization process of 
circuit delay times, time- and 
frequency- domain transforma- 
tions, and real -world circuit 
response (the latter using a dig- 
itized live cymbal crash). As will be 
seen from the data and graphs to be 
presented in part two, computer- 
ized modelling can provide an 
extremely valuable analytical tool 
to the circuit designer - Editor. 
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With the development and intro - 
duction of digital SMPTE time- 
code, the Society of Motion Pic- 

ture and Television Engineers touched 
off a technological revolution that today 
still is in its embryonic stage. SMPTE 
timecode facilitates easy synchroniza- 
tion of audio, video, and film transports. 
Although intended initially for video 
editing and post -production, timecode 
soon found many useful applications in 
other fields. Indeed, television, film, and 
audio professionals all developed their 
own areas of expertise in the use of time- 
code. In recent years, these different 
segments of the industry have been 
brought into closer collaboration, lar- 
gely due to economic and artistic devel- 
opments that have taken place within 
the music business. The result has been 
some stunning custom applications of 
timecode. Indeed, it would appear that 
the prospect of custom interfacing, via 
SMPTE timecode, of equipment pre- 
viously thought of as incompatible is 
just beginning to take off as a practical 
reality. 

"Over the years, we will see a great 
variety of custom 
applications of 
SMPTE timecode," 
states Ed Lever, 
president and foun- 
der of Los Angeles' 
Canyon Recorders. 
Lever has been res- 
ponsible for some of 
the more adventur= 
()us applications of ED LEVER 

timecode over the past several years, 
including the soundtrack for The Band's 
farewell movie, The Last Waltz (des - 
cribed in detail in the August 1978 issue 
of R -e/ p - Ed.]. 

"There are advantages," Lever con- 
tinues, "to being able to interlock differ- 
ent forms of sound and picture that only 
now are being realized. Each new appli- 
cation will produce a new effect that 
will, in many cases, lead to another 
application. We're in the early stages, 
but fortunately the SMPTE equipment 
and techniques now in use are readily 
adaptable to future industry needs." 
October 1983 R -e/ p 184 
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POST -PRODUCTION 
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and James Riordan 

there have been new 
developments," con- 
cedes Guy Costa, 
manager of Motown' - 
Hitsville Studios, Hol- 
lywood, considered by 
many to be one of the 
industry's best- equip- 
ped synchronization 
facilities. "Hut the 
question is: Have 

GUY COSTA there been any new 
developments in the general use of the 
code, or has it been more a case of spe- 
cific developments for specific require- 
ments? I don't really feel there's been 
any recent novel or unique applications 
within the use of the code itself at the 
general level. But there have been some 
interesting developments for custom 
applications." 

Timecode Basics 
'l'o review some basics, SMI'T'E time- 

code is a system for precisely locating 
and keeping track of discrete points on a 
length of audio or video tape, and syn- 
chronizing each numbered address to 
the corresponding address on one or 
more other pieces of tape. It is a digital 
code that's recorded serially on to the 
tape, much in the same manner that an 
audio signal is recorded. Eighty bits of 
SMP'l'E timecode information are 
recorded in sequence on approximately 
half -an -inch of tape at 15 IPS, corres- 
ponding to a time span of about 1/30 ofa 
second. Timecode is generated (encoded) 
and read (decoded) by a sophisticated 
range of devices developed by a hand - 
full of manufacturers (see accompany- 
ing sidebars to this article). 

SMPTE timecode is a Binary Coded 
Decimal ( B(7D) system, whereby bits for 
the numerical values 1, 2, 4, and 8 can 
represent frame numbers, minutes and 
seconds of clock time, or a number of 
other things. A combination of the 
second and fourth bits, for example, 
would signify frame #6; 1 and 8 signify 
frame #9. In addition to these dedicated 
bits, some "blank" user bits are included 
at certain points within the serial code; 
recently these user bits have become a 

field of experimentation for designers of 
custom software applications of time- 
code. 

Interface designers have had to deal 
with the fact that SMPTE timecode 
exists in several formats, corresponding 
to the nature and requirements of the 
different media that use it. The original 
SMPTE timecode was established for 
monochrome video, which runs at a 
speed of 30 frames per second ( FPS), and 
was based on a 60 Hz reference fre- 
quency. Each frame of the monochrome 
video tape has an odd and an even field, 
each field corresponding to one corn- 
plete 60 Hz cycle necessary to produce 
half of a full 525 -line video picture. 

With the advent of NTSC color televi- 
sion, it was found that color videotape 
could not operate at the 60 -Hz field rate 
of monochrome video, because of color 
subcarrier frequency problems result- 
ing in picture distortion. As a result, a 
slightly lower frequency, 59.94 Hz, was 
established as the reference standard 
for NTSC color video recording. In order 
to reconcile color video's slightly slower 
running speed with SMPTE timecode's 
60 -Hz /30 -FPS reference frequency 
(based on the monochrome field rate), it 
became necessary to devise a new code. 
For this second timecode standard, the 
first two frames of each minute of tape, 
with the exception of every 10th minute, 
are ignored, or dropped; hence the name 
for this second SMPTE timecode - 
!hop-frame. ( For the mathematically in- 
clined, 59.94 and 60 Hz timecode differ 
by about 31/2 seconds per hour.) 

Often a sour( -e of confusion for 
SMPTE novices, Drop -frame code is 
more easily understood in the terms 
offered by Rodney Pearson of Audio 
Kinetics, manufacturer of Q.Lock 
synchronizers. 

"In order to make your SMPTE time- 
code frames match the clock on the 
wall," Pearson explains, "you have to 
eliminate the first two frames every 
minute. All you are really doing is 
changing the names of the frames. Bas- 
ically, the generator that is putting out 
these numbered frames doesn't "manu- 
facture" the two frames. In other words, 
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you're not eliminating any audio or 
video; you're only changing the names 
of the frames." 

Apart from the standard 30 FPS and 
29.97 FPS Drop -frame code formats, 
and a few film formats which we will get 
to later, a further distinction must be 
made between the manner in which 
SMPTE timecode is printed on different 
media - i.e. audio versus videotape. As 
will be readily appreciated, timecode is 
printed longitudinally on audio tape, 
usually on track #24 of a multitrack. 
That is, it is recorded continuously 
along the length of the tape with no 
breaks in the code, the 80 -bit code 
printed in this manner is known as 
Longitudinal Timecode (LTC). 

While timecode also can he printed 
longitudinally on the cue tracks of a 
videotape, there are occasions when it 
may not be printed continuously. Since 
a video picture is made up of two fields 

per frame, there will be a "blanking 
interval" -comprised of some 20 -odd 
lines of the video picture - during 
which the electron beam "writing" the 
picture across the face of the video 
monitor /receiver is moved back to the 
top of the screen to begin the next field. 
Often this blank interval, which 
obviously is not used for video informa- 
tion, provides space for a 90 -bit timecode 
called, appropriately enough, Vertical 
Interval Timecode; many SMPTE syn- 
chronizers can be set up to recognize 
VIT(', and handle mixed code formats 
from audio and video transports. 

One of the operational advantages 
claimed for VITC is that timecode can 
be read in video still -frame mode. Also, 
no additional videotape track is needed 
to contain the code and, since it is 
recorded along with the video informa- 
tion, it will automatically follow when 
ever the picture is transferred and /or 
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and Q.Soft OPTION 64, which allows the user to instantly select between operating programs, 
such as ADR or SFX, and to further refine or customize operating procedures to suit a user's 
specific requirements. In addition, Q. Link Data Interface allows an external computer to access 
and control all Q.Lock functions via RS- 232/422 serial communication links. The external 
computer can be another 3.10 - enabling five -machine lock -up via a single central control unit 
-or, for example, a mixing console automation system. Further additions to the Q.Soft family 
will include Edit Decision List management, and CP /M operating software. ODD 
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edited. While early VITC code readers 
could not handle code at more than a 
few times play speed, current units are 
said to be able to follow code at 40 times 
play speed. And if faster reading speeds 
are required, a combination code reader - which utilizes LTC for high -speed 
search, and VITC for play speed lock -up - might he appropriate for certain 
video applications. 

Custom Applications 
For technicians needing to work with 

material in both LTC and VITC for- 
mats, devices such as the Adams -Smith 
Model 260(1 Time Code Reader and 
Translator Interface can provide a con- 
venient solution. But recently, Stevie 
Wonder's Los Angeles studio, Wonder- 
land, in conjunction with Adams- Smith, 
came up with an interesting custom 
application of the Adams -Smith 2600 
System. Wonderland wanted to use its 
new 3M DMS :32 -track digital multi- 
track with its Neve NECAM computer - 
aided mixing system. The digital multi- 
track only generated LTC at play speed, 
however, while the NECAM system 
required I.TC at all speeds for tape cue- 
ing and parking. (The reason is obvious, 
since 3M elected to record the SMPTE 
code track digitally, which hence can- 
not he read outside of play speeds.) 

"Everything you do on the console is 
referenced to the timecode stripe on the 
tape." explains Wonderland's technical 
director, Lon Neumann. "The NECAM 
system will send out to floppy) disk the 
fact that you moved such and such a 
fader at such and such an address on the 
tape, as indicated by the timecode. Well, 
that's all well and good at play speed on 
the :3M recorder; it's just a normal situa- 
tion as it would he with any analog 
machine. 

"But there are several functions that 
the NECAM performs where it needs to 
have timecode at fast foreward or 
rewind. Now, with the digital 3M 
machine, the phase lock loop or window 
of the digital system is limited - you 
can only go so fast or slow, and still be 
able to read the digital timecode back off 
tape. Whereas with an analog machine, 
as long as you have wide -hand amplifi- 
ers that are able to read the timecode, 
you can go quite a bit farther in speed. 

"Basically, with the digital recorder, 
you can just read the timecode right 
around play speed. So rather than give 
you garbage at fast foreward or rewind, 
the machine just mutes. The output of 
your timecode channel is not available 
for anything, but the NECAM system 
needs it." 

The solution, Wonderland engineers 
discovered, was to regenerate timecode 
at the problem speeds using Adams - 
Smith equipment (normally used for 
translating VITC), and then feed that 
regenerated code to the NECAM sys- 
tem. A 2600 Reader Module was con- 
nected to the 3M multitrack, which gen- 
erates tach pulses via a rotating optical 
wheel attached to an idler on the tape 
machine. The tach pulses served as the 
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Yesterday's editing systems just 
can't meet today's demand for high 
quality audio. Automated Studio 
Technologies solves this problem 
by introducing computerized 
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Canyon's Edit 1 houses a Grass Valley 1600-3K video switcher, E -Mem effects memory unit, Ha-ris Epic video editing system, and Quantum QM -8P 
console. SMPTE timecode locations from the Epic computer control all video transport and switcher commands, plus audio levels via VCA channels. 

basis for regenerating timecode at fast 
forward and rewind speeds. 

"Through some very sophisticated 
software," Neumann explains, "credit 
for which is rightfully due to the soft- 
ware people at Adams -Smith, they gen- 
erated what results in regenerated time- 
code that is either incremented or 
decremented according to the direction - 
sense signal coming from the 3M 
machine. So the NECAM thinks it is 
getting timecode from the tape, but in 
fact it is regenerated timecode via the 
2600 System. 

"The code the NECAM gets is correct; 
its not arbitrary. The Adams -Smith 
takes the last known good address and, 
if you're rewinding, for example, it will 
start counting down from there with the 
tach pulse. As the tach pulses get faster 
and faster, the timecode starts counting 
down faster. Thereby, the NECAM can 
keep track of the tape at fast shuttle 
speeds. 

As is often the case with custom 
applications of this nature, the 
Wonderland/Adams-Smith system may 
have uses that go beyond the original 
scope of the modification. "The same 
type of system we put together here," 
Neumann suggests, "would be useful for 
people with conventional analog -type 
recorders as well, and who find them- 
selves with bad code on tape that they 
still need to use. This system switches 
automatically. As soon as it sees that 
timecode isn't there, for whatever rea- 
son -a dropout on the analog tape, for 
example - it would automatically 
switch to regenerated timecode and fill 
in the blanks, so to speak. It will then 
switch back, smoothly and unnoticea- 
bly, as soon as the timecode on tape is 
good again." 

Up until recently, the application of 
SMPTE timecode in the music recording 
industry has been confined to a few use 
ful, but relatively modest procedures 

EECO MQS -100A MULTICUE SYNCHRONIZER 
The EECO Model MQS -100A will synchronize up to three audio /video transports via 

SMPTE/EBU timecode (in intermixed drop -frame and non drop -frame formats, if necessary). 
Two models of the Multicue synchronizer are available: Model MQS -102A contains a main unit 
electronics, and customer choice of two transport interface assemblies; while the Model MQS - 

103A comes with a choice of three machine interfaces. 

.......o 
:....UUD ...... o ®REoao 

Additional features of the MQS System include the provision of 24 -hour offsets between all 
transports; code -restore circuit for add -on and dubbing applications; timed -event closures for 
control of external processors and ancillary audio sources; remote operation capability; a 
"Follow -the -Master" chase capability; built -in scratch pad memories for storing timecode loca 
tions entered manually, or on the fly; and an RS -232 UART serial port for external computer 
control. 
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Perhaps the most well -known is inter- 
locking two multitrack tape machines 
via timecode printed on one track of 
each machine, for control by a single, 
master machine to yield 46 (or:30) avail- 
able tape tracks. 

SMPTE timecode also has found 
increasing use as an editing tool for 
music sessions. A musical passage, 
such as the bridge or chorus to a song, 
can be laid off on to a separate piece of 
tape and then, using the timecode 
numbers as a precise dubbing guide, 
"slipped" or repositioned at another 
part of the song. 

"Its being done quite a bit more," says 
Motown's Guy Costa, "now that you 
have almost universal use of the Linn 
Drum Machines and other equipment, 
where you have sync tracks and can lay 
the two things together. We have often 
done that here at Hitsville, but to me it's 
more of an effect than a creative tool. 
It's often a matter of getting out of trou- 
ble if somebody screws up. Most of our 
editing, though, is done on a digital 
editor." 

Another musical application of 
SMPTE timecode is 
explained by Joel 
Fein, manager of 
The Village, a Los 
Angeles facility that 
offers full interlock 
between its four 
recording studios. 
theater, and video 
edit bay, via a choice 
of Studer, Audio- JOEL FEIN 

Kinetics, or BTX equipment. Fein has 
done such pioneering work as the live 
soundtrack recording for The Buddy 
Holly Story, and the all -Fairlight CMI 
soundtracks for Shelly Duval's "Faerie- 
tale Theatre" cable TV program. He 
often uses SMPTE timecode as a tool to 
save wear and tear on recording tape. 

"After you record a basic track," Fein 
explains, and you're going to start doing 
something like vocals or synthesizers, 
you will be making a lot of passes on the 
tape. So, rather than continually run- 
ning the master tape, start wearing the 
oxide off and lose high -end, I'll make a 
slave copy of the basic tracks - which is 
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t Here at Sound Design, we've worked for 
many years to become the best studio a 
rock band could desire. That requires a 
great room, the best equipment, and a 
tot of experience. 

"We're never completely satisfied, but 
we're confident that we do excellent work 
for our clients. 

"Over the years, we've grown through 4 -, 
8 -, and 16- track improving as we went. Now 
we're 24 -track with a new machine that we 
and our clients have dreamed of using -a 
Studer A80 24 -track recorder We can con- 
firm what many of you know: Studer equip- 
ment is the ultimate. 

"It's also surprisingly affordable. 
"We bought the machine from our good 

friends -we like to think of them as our 
partners -at Cramer Cramer has been 
appointed New England's exclusive Studer 
dealer We're not surprised. 

"They have high standards, up -to -date 
knowledge, understanding of the services a 

3 6OMCOD MOM 
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8(1 rear Cambridge Street / Harlington. MA (11803 /6 17 273. 1548 

serious studio needs, and a thorough stock 
of equipment and supplies. Not least, they 
act with kindness and efficiency, especially 
in the heat of an emergency. 

"With Cramer's help, we've chosen 
equipment like JBL 4430's, two fully- loaded 
Lexicon 224's, a Panscan by Audio & 
Design, two Harmonizers, a dbx rack 

Partners 
inadicam. 

classic microphones, and much, 
much more. 

"They've outfitted mobile stu- 
dios and huge JBL and Altec sound systems 
for some of our bigger clients. Like our new 
Studer Cramer is a welcome partner in our 
work and will be for many years to come. 

"If you're near New England and have 
recording to do, we invite you to call us at 
Sound Design. Wherever you are, call 
Cramer as your source for equipment 
and advice." 
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just everything on the master reduced to 
two or three tracks on the slave. i'll tie it 
in with the master using SMPTE time - 
codee to make the transfer', and 1 hen put 
the master away. We'll go hack and do 
the vocals, synthesizers - everything 
that's going to take a lot of passes - and 
put them on the slave. 

"Later, we'll tie that back up with the 
master. You can either transfer back 
the slave tracks' to the original tape. or 

mix with two machines. My preference 
is to transfer back, and mix on one 
machine. You can lock the two machines 
up and have them run together, but then 
you're still dealing with two discrete 24- 
track machines. Whereas you may well 
have room I on the original, master mul- 
titrack tape' to combine and bounce 
down information from the slave. You 
may have eight tracks of vocals on the 
slave, for example, which could easily 

STUDER TLS2000 /11 SYNCHRONIZATION AND EDITING SYSTEM 
The Studer Tape Lock System 200Q Mk11 will synchronize two audio /video transports, and 

provide stop /start control of up to four effects machines against any timecode start location. 
Synchronization can be achieved against any SMPTE /EBU timecode and user bit information of 
24, 25, 29.97 (drop -frame) or 30 FPS formats. 
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Interface /controller modules are available for both Studer A80 and A800 multitrack trans- 
ports, as well as for various one -inch VTRs, U -Matic format videocassette, and outboard effects 
machines. In addition, by cascading two or more TLS controllers, multimachine master /slave 
combinations can be established. 

SMPTE Timecode for Stereo Mastering 
The new Studer A810 microprocessor -controlled, quarter -inch stereo mastering machine can 

be supplied with the capability of printing and reading standard SMPTE timecode on a 0.4mm 
(0.157 -inch) center track between the two audio channels. Specially designed combination 
heads, placed either side of the audio record and reproduce heads, are employed for recording 
and reading timecode. A combination head located on the left -hand side of the headblock 
contains the timecode reproduce gap, and audio erase gap; a second combination head on the 
right-hand side contains timecode erase and record gaps. Because timecode and audio heads are 
totally separate, Studer claims a crosstalk rejection of better than 90 dB. 
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To maintain sync between audio and timecode locations, a special delay line is built into the 
A810 to compensate for the travel time between the timecode and audio record heads. Similarly, 
during playback the delay line holds the code signal until it is in exact sync with the audio material. 
Compensation is automatic at all four operating speeds (3% to 30 iPS), even in varispeed mode. 
Because there is zero time offset between code and audio tracks, offset correction need not be 
introduced into the synchronization system; also, tapes may be spliced in the normal way 
without fear of cutting off the corresponding timecode information. DOD 
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be reduced to two vocal tracks on the 
master. So you simply mix on to your 
master, and when you run your mix, you 
only run one machine. Its simpler that 
way." 

Film and Video Procedures 
While for some time SMPTE timecode 

has had applications like those detailed 
above in the recording studio, it is the 
marriage of the latest audio techniques 
with film and video technology that has 
brought about some of the most fruitful 
and resourceful uses of timecode. in 
reality, such a pooling of knowledge can 
be attributed to three factors; 11) the 
overall economic recession in the music 
industry - and. as a result, the record- 
ing studio business - which has led 
many recording studios into video post - 
production work; 12) the advent of pro- 
motional rock videos; and (3) the grow- 
ing popularity of rock -oriented films, 
such as the recent Rolling Stones' con- 
cert film, Let's Spend the Night 
Together 'see December 1982 and Feb- 
ruary 1983 issues of R -c p - Ed.] and 
the highly successful Flashdance 
movie. 

"Working with film may indeed be a 
life saver to many recording studios," 
according to C'anyon's Ed Lever. 
"There's going to be a lot more film work 
this coming year as Fox, Paramount, 
MGM, and many others double and tri- 
ple production schedules. They're also 
slashing budgets. No more $20 and $3() 
million movies. They're trying to keep 
everything down to between $7 and $10 
mil liffn, and that means being real 
economical. 

"One of the ways film companies can 
do that is to use more of the audio stu- 
dios that in the past have only been 
doing records. Such work can be great 
for our business at a time when we need 
it most. The biggest advantage to be 
gained from an understanding of 
SMPTE timecode's various applications 
is for those of us in the music business 
who want to expand our horizons into 
other areas. 

"There are techniques we have 
learned in music recording that can be 
applied very advantageously to film 
and television, once we understand how 
their post -production sound is done. We 
can learn some of their techniques, and 
embellish upon them by drawing on our 
experience." 

Film work brings with it yet another 
set of SMPTE numbers. Film runs at 24 
FPS, and there is, according to Guy 
Costa, a 24 FPS SMPTE format time- 
code. "Twenty- four -frame timecode was 
developed so that the frame numbers 
used would be identical to the footage or 
film frame numbers. If you use standard 
30 FPS timecode for film work, there is 
always a discrepency between the 
SMPTE code numbers and the film - 
footage numbers. With 24 -frame time- 
code, however, the code numbers match 
exactly with the film numbers." 

"Twenty -four frame is not what I 
would call an industry standard," Costa 
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adds. "it has been standardized by use. 
But I don't think SMPTE acknowledges 
its existence. Audio Kinetics and Gray 
Engineering are about the only people 
Ilknow of' who make the equipment to 
run 24 FPS timecode. We are equipped to 
use 24 FPS code because we have Audio 
Kinetics equipment." 

With t his equipment, moreover, 
Motown. Hitsville also can handle the 
25 FPS EB1,1 code, which is based on the 
European standard PAL and PAL -M So 
Hz frame rate. 

Costa prefers not to work with the 24 
FPS code, and indeed notes a tendency 
in the industry away from it, because 

the slower frame rate makes for less pre- 
cision in editing. "Muting and things 
are not as ... 'tight' is the word, I guess. 
You've only got 24 frames per second as 
opposed to 30, and even all is marginal 
when you start doing pickups and clean- 
ing tracks, and things like that. Also, 
your automation is that much slower on 
the 24 FPS system." 

There are a number of alternatives to 
using 24 FPS code. One is simply to 
raise the standard frame rate for filin. 
"I've heard a number of people saying 
that they're going to go up to :311 frame 
per -second film," Costa offers. "In fact, 
a number of commercials that have 

PRACTICAL HINTS AND TIPS 
FOR USING SMPTE TIMECODE 

Listed below are some of the more important aspects to bear in mind when working with 
SMPTE timecode for audio, video, and film production. It contains hints and tips garnered 
from the various individuals whose comments are included in the accompanying article. 

Printing Time Code 
The most important parameter to watch for when recording timecode on audio or 

videotape is to print it at a high enough level to survive dubbing, but yet not so hot that it 
bleeds on to adjacent tracks. Motown's Guy Costa recommends a level of -10 dB for audio 
tape, while Joel Fein, of Village Recorders, says that he prints timecode at about -6 dB. The 
conventional location for timecode is on the last track of your multitrack machine - track 
#24 or track #16, depending on the format in which you're working. As for printing 
timecode on videotape, Costa says, "We try to go +3 if possible - almost close to 
saturation. This is mainly because the [video] editing systems need to have a +3 code level 
in order to work; it has nothing to do with our equipment. But when we either get material in 
here at Hitsville, or ship tapes out that have video laid over on it, we have to have as hot a 
code as we can get." 

Printing a Reference Tone 
it is practical and customary to print the appropriate field -rate frequency on the track 

immediately adjacent to the timecode track on audio tape. 
"Laying on a 59.94 Hz reference is an essential step for using timecode in television 

applications," according to Costa. "Most recording studios are not equipped with what 
video people term "house sync," which generates a 59.94 Hz synchronization signal." One 
solution is to use a field -rate converter which allows you to put a video signal in, and get 
59.94 Hz out, Costa explains. "Other products take in a timecode signal and reshape it, 
giving you back timecode and a 59.94 resolve tone." 

"In video work," adds Canyon Recorders, Ed Lever, "SMPTE timecode must be printed 
so that for every so many control -track pulses, there is one and only one unique timecode 
number or frame. It is very important, therefore, to reference the timecode to a source of 
synchronization, and to record both the code and the reference tone at the same time to 
ensure reliable, repeatable lockup." 

"Our standard procedure calls for 30 seconds of reference pre- and post -roll," says 
Costa. "This way you can reconstitute the timecode later on if you have to. Also, we always 
attempt to start at a one -hour rate for the downbeat, to make things compatible with 
systems like the NECAM [console automation system] that don't go from zero. There is a 
tendency when we're working on an album to start each tune at a different hour rate, so we 
can distinguish among the tunes." 

Adjacent Tracks 
The best procedure, according to Costa, is to always use the track adjacent to the 

timecode for your video sync reference tone. "Nobody likes to use track #23 anyway, 
because of problems with the timecode and program material leaking into one another. 
Laying your 59.94 Hz tone on to the adjacent track will keep everybody out of trouble." 

Should you have to lay program material right next to the timecode for some reason, it 
can be done if you exercise caution. Both Costa and Fein acknowledge having run signal 
against timecode with no problems. 

Copying Timecode 
"Always reshape timecode when you go to make a copy or a slave," Costa advises. 

"Always go for a reshaper and, as much as possible, use a slew -limited code to minimize 
crosstalk problems. A common mistake people make is to try and record SMPTE timecode 
on a master while also making a slave tape, so that both timecodes are first generation. This 
will not work. Always make your master first." 000 
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come through here have been at a 30 
FPS rate. It's just a different linear 
speed." 

Also on the horizon are several tech- 
niques for printing timecode directly on 
to the unused areas of the film itself. 
Depending on what type of film stock is 
used, the code could be laid in the space 
either just outside or inside the sprocket 
holes. Kodak is developing a system 
that puts a magnetic coating containing 
timecode over the film stock. There also 
is a system, known as Digital Floures- 
centsound, which involves an invisible 
flourescent timecode layer superim- 
posed on the film stock, and shows up 
under ultraviolet light. I See page 126 of 
the October 1982 issue of R -e, p for 
further details of this digital sound 
development - Ed. 

'l'he most common procedure at this 
point, however, is to transfer the filmed 
image to videotape, and interlock using 
the standard SMPTE code for video. 
Costa indicates that most of Hitsville's 
film -scoring projects are done this way, 
and Joel Fein concurs that the situation 
at The Village is very much the same. 
"When we score a film using videotape," 
Fein says, "the film is transferred to 
videotape, and a lock is established at 30 
FPS. When it is transferred back to film, 
it is transferred back to the 24 FPS for- 
mat. So we're only working in one or the 
other 1frame rate) at any given time." 

Even so, users wishing to keep track 
of the film frame rate while editing with 
the standard video timecode rate can do 
so by employing the user bits left open in 
SMI'T'E code. 

"In order to do rough -cut editing," 
Costa offers, "a lot of people are putting 
information detailing feet and frames 
into the user bits. They just view the 
user bits either on an insert mode super- 
imposed on to the picture, or they actu- 
ally put them into the picture. This 
allows the feet and frame 'technique,' if 
you will, to be used in rough cut editing, 
scoring, and overdubbing." 

Customized SMPTE Interfaces 
The transferring of film to videotape 

allowed for some 
fancy SMPTE foot- 
work on the part of 
engineer Lee DeCar- 
lo during post pro- 
duction of the Flash - 

dance film sound- 
track. DeCarlo used 
SMPTE timecode to 
interlock two 24- 
track machines and 

a `a -inch U-Matic videocassette re- 
('order, with the Total Recall automa- 
tion system fitted to one of the Los 
Angeles Record Plant's Solid State 
Logic consoles. Interlock was achieved 
by interfacing three Apple II computers, 
each one driving one of the audio or 
video transports, with the SSL automa- 
tion system. 

"We could just press one button," 
I)eCarlo states, "and say, `go to the first 
verse,' then all the machines - includ- 

LEE DECARLO 



ing the video deck - would go to that 
SMPTE location, stop, and park. The 
automation system would then say, ̀ Ah, 
we're at the first verse,' and every knob 
on the console [under control of the SSL 
Total Recall] could be reset in position 
for the first verse. 

"This was using the Apple computers 
and the SSL console, which is a disk - 
based, real -time system. It was unique 
because nobody had ever been able to 
interface all these different kinds of 
machines before. We worked at it a cou- 
ple of days trying different interfaces, 
and changing the software around just 
to get the machines to talk to one 
another. The one thing that computers 
really like to do is talk to one another. 
They've got good internal communica- 
tion because they're all seeing the same 
signal - the SMPTE timecode. This 
makes it a lot easier when you want to 
break it down." 

The transfer of film to video, and the 
use of a custom interface, yield many 
advantages, according to DeCarlo, for 
both tracking and mixing. For one 
thing, such techniques replace the 
clumsy mechanics of film projection for 
scoring with the ease of video monitor- 
ing. A video monitor was placed right 
above the console during mixdown of 
Flashdance, allowing detailed panning, 
volume shifts, and so on to be closely 
linked to picture. For tracking, DeCarlo 
says, "you can have a whole bunch of 
[video] monitors lying around. You can 
sit one in front of the drummer, one in 
front of your string section ... and you 
don't have to all be facing in the same 
direction." 

Perhaps more importantly, DeCarlo's 
system drastically cuts down on the 
rewinding time of 35mm mag dubbers 
and film projectors. "Hours of studio 
time are wasted on rewinding film," he 
says. "The time for one rewind is some- 
thing like 15 minutes, by the time they 
get everything cued up and everybody is 
ready to go. In the time they take to 
rewind once, we can do three or four dif- 
ferent takes just by using a 24 -track 
machine, a television monitor, and a 
computer." 

And such a system, DeCarlo feels, 
also can be applied outside music 
recording in such areas as dialog loop- 
ing where, he estimates, "only 10% of 
the time is actual performing time - the 
actor reading his lines. The other 90% is 
[spent] rewinding, and getting ready." 

Apart from the convenience, DeCar- 
lo's system allowed him at one point 
while scoring Flashdance to salvage a 
dance sequence that accidently had 
been shot to completely the wrong 
tempo. DeCarlo had sent director 
Adrian Lyne, who was shooting in New 
York, some rough audio cassettes of 
music for demo purposes only. Due to a 
misunderstanding within Lyne's staff, 
the audio was transferred to a Nagra 
portable tape machine using a cassette 
deck that ran at an inconsistent speed, 
and film was then shot to replay from 
the Nagra. As a result, the videotape of 

the dance sequence that was sent back 
to DeCarlo for final music dubbing 
ended about /5 seconds before the 
actual 24 -track score did! 

"You couldn't compensate with the 
varispeed control on the tape machine," 
DeCarlo recalls, "because the speed 
variation on the cassette wasn't con- 
stant; it speeded up and slowed down 
randomly. The problem was to get that 
random aspect] to occur with the 24- 
track machines at the same time that it 

occurred on the film." 
'l'he solution worked out by DeCarlo 

and soundtrack producer Phil Ramone 
was quite ingenious. As DeCarlo 
explains, "I got one of those Clap Trap 
machines that are on all the new disco 
records, and recorded it on to one of the 
three ]audio] tracks of the video 
machine. Every time the snare drum hit 
on the version of the song that was on 
the videetape, I hit the Clap Trap man- 
ually along with it. 1 recorded the same 

ADAMS-SMITH SYSTEM 2600 MODULAR SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM 
Currently comprising a family of 18 reader /translator /control interface modules, the Adams - 

Smith System 2600 can be configured to handle individual or mixed SMPTE (LTC) and VITC 
timecode and user -bit formats, as well as connection to external computers via serial (RS- 

232/422) and parallel interface ports. Unlike comparable lock -up systems that can accommodate 
both LTC and VITC code for video synchronization, but which utilize LTC for actual editing 
purposes, the company claims that System 2600 enables VITC code to be used for bott edit 

decision and execution, including shuttling, cueing, parking, syncing, and locking. 
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VITC code tracks can be recovered at any tape speed - from still -frame to 45 -times play 

speed - in bidirectional mode; the recovered VITC also can be translated into LTC code and fed 

to existing electronic video editors. Recovery of conventional LTC tracks is in the range from 
1/20- to 100 -times play speed, in either transport wind direction. 

System 2600 modules measure one or two inches in width by 5% inches high, and are 15 inches 
deep including rear -mounting connectors. Virtually any combination of modules can be arranged 
to suit the audio /video synchronization task to be undertaken. DOD 
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thing on to an open channel of the 24- 
track, again manually reproducing the 
incorrectly timed drum heats from the 
videotape. By hitting the ('lap Trap 
manually, and not using the automatic 
timing on the machine, I got the same 
timing errors on both pieces of tape. 

"I then introduced two more compu- 
ters to the interface, feeding the Clap 
track beats from the video machine into 
one computer, and :hose from the 24- 

track into the second. The computers 
measured the time discrepencies be- 
tween each beat. If beat #22 came five 
milliseconds later than beat #21, the 
computer would register that fact, and 
compute the number of frames by which 
the beat was off, using the :30 FPS 
standard. This information was fed into 
the Audio Kinetics Q.Lock, which in 
turn governed the machines." 

DeCarlo also found it necessary to 

BTX SHADOW H, CYPHER, AND SOFTOUCH SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEMS 
The BTX Shadow II system, comprising the Model 4730 command console and Model 4700 

rack -mount electronics unit, will control two audio or video transports, and offers all the features 
of the Shadow synchronizer, plus, according to the manufacturer, improved code reading and 
easy front -panel access to all calibration functions. 

The Model 6000 Cypher modular timecode system is designed specifically to be interfaced 
with products supporting an RS-232 serial interface bus, and can be configured to generate, read, 
display, character genet ate, and jam -sync SMPTE code and user data; vertical interval timecode 
(VITC) and "standard" LTC formats also can be accommodated. A companion unit, designated 
Model 6200, allows the user to generate, read, and jam sync VITC; the unit's VITC reader offers 
automatic VITC to SMPTE LTC code switching and conversion for editing purposes. 

The company's recently introduced Softouch"' System comprises three distributed intelli 
gence modules: the Softouch Controller /Editor, Shadow II synchronizer, and the Cypher 
timecode system, all interfaced via RS -232 serial busses. The system will control up to four 
audio /video transports (while supporting additional transports in chase -lock mode), plus a 
maximum of 16 other devices requiring triggering via timecode -controlled contact closures. 
Generating or reading SMPTE, EBU (25 FPS), VITC, or 24 FPS timecode, regenerating code or 
lam- syncing code can be accomplished at the touch of a command key. 

Being software- based, Softouch allows frequently performed multistep routines to be commit - 
ed to a Softkey memory, and executed repeatedly at the touch of a single key. (The user can 

define, edit, and store as many as 16 Softkeys at a time during a complex post- production 
sessions.) Sufficient memory is available to contain all pre- and post -roll, plus "beep-tone" trim, 
mark in/out, and record in/out data for up to 100 loops. 

In addition, the system allows separate record assignments for each transport, as well as 
master record enable; full "wild- machine" control; the ability to autolocate any transport inde- 
pendently of any other activity; and control of the record window during looping functions. 
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Motown /Hitsville's machine room. 

modify the Audio Kinetics synchron- 
izer. "On the new Audio Kinetics 
[Q.Lock 3.101," he states, there are three 
channels - a master, and two slaves. 
SMPTE on the first machine tells the 
other two where it's at, and the other two 
chase. I didn't want that though, 
because there would always be a lag 
between the master and the slaves 
(since the latter purposely would be 
running slow, because of timing differ- 
ences. So, in essence, what I did was 
make it so that there was no master, and 
all three machines became slaves. This 
way, all three would move at the same 
time, as opposed to having two chase 
the other one. 

"Guided by the Audio Kinetics, which 
was getting SMPTF, timecode informa- 
tion on all the speed discrepencies on the 
videotape copy of the film, all the 24- 
track machines moved with the video- 
tape all the way down the line. That's 
how the real music got synced up to 
picture." 

Timecode Confusion 
I)eCarlo is an outspoken critic of some 

of the ways in which SMPTE timecode 
has been administered up to now. 
"SMPTE is one of my pet peeves," he 
says. "There's about 8 million different 
kinds of SMPTE out there in this world. 
I've no idea why. There is a special Cze- 
choslovakian SMPTF, timecode! Now, 
where did they come up with that? A lot 
of the people who are setting the stand- 
ards for things like SMPTE timecode 
are not the people sitting in the rooms 
using the equipment. So a lot of unreal- 
istic things go on." 

"But SMPTE is our friend," he adds. 
"It can be used to link everything 
together with everything else, and make 
sure it all works properly - as long as 
you do it with some sort of discretion, 
and realize that you've got to have some 
form of standards you can work with." 

In DeCarlo's opinion, the audio indus- 
try has a lot to contribute to film produc- 
tion techniques. He cites the time his 
computer system saves on rewinds as 
an example. "Audio technology is miles 
ahead of film technology," he concedes. 
"For the most part, the film industry is 
using the same equipment and tech- 
niques they've been using for 20 or 30 
years, and hasn't really moved with the 
times. But it is still the movie and video 
people who are dictating what SMPTE 



Canyon's ADR Room centers around a Quan- 
tum QM -12D, Ampex MM -1200 and ATR104, 

Q.Lock 3.10. and Sony BVU -800. 

timecode and things like that are." 
Because of SMPTE timecode, it has 

now become feasible for the musical 
portion of rock movies and videos to be 
recorded and mixed in the way this 
music was intended to be - in an audio 
recording studio or remote truck - 
rather than on alien equipment in a 
facility geared for film or video work. 
Such was the case with the recent Rol- 
ling Stones' concert film, Let's Spend 
the Night Together, directed by Hal 
Ashby. 

The Stones' movie was shot on film, 
an edit -decision list created via video- 
tape copies, and the final edited film 
transferred to video, along with a copy 
of the edit -decision list, to enable the 
multitrack audio to be conformed to 
picture. 

According to Rodney Pearson of 
Audio Kinetics, the company which 
provided custom software for the pro- 
ject, "The soundtrack was actually 
mixed at the Power Station in New 
York. They were able to mix the sound to 
the Stones' live concerts in a recording 
studio using an engineer, Bob Clear - 
mountain, with whom the band was 
familiar. It was dubbed at a film studio, 
but they were able to do the actual mix- 
ing under the very circumstances that 
had prevailed when they did the accom- 
panying live album. 

"In the past, the group would have 
probably had to compromise on the 
music for the film. This system gave 
them a great deal more flexibility, and is 
the kind of thing that will happen as 
more people become familar with 
SMPTE applications." 

Production of the soundtrack for the 
Stones movie also called for some cus- 
tom software applications using 
SMPTE timecode. According to Pear- 
son, "the production crew [headed by 
director Hal Ashby] wanted to be able to 
rewind the film at play speed, and have 
an audio machine ]Ampex ATR -124] 
run with it in sync. Instead of rewinding 
at two or three times play speed, which 
is normally dead time, they wanted to 
run at play speed and check levels and 
so forth during rewind. Admittedly, 
they had a longer rewind time, but they 
were able to make more use of it. 

"Audio Kinetics was able to develop 
custom software specifically for that 
application. Custom software is defi- 
nitely the wave of the future. There is 

now a wider variety of machines that 
can be synchronized, and the applica- 
tions involve multiple systems being 
used in a variety of ways. ' l'hai means 
more custom work, rather than any 
form of standardization." 

A comparison of the different 
approaches taken to the problem of dead 
rewind time on the Flashdanee project 
and Let's Spend the Night Together 
illustrates the truth of Pearsons' com- 
ments. While I)e('arlo and the Flash- 

dance crew sought to drastically reduce 
rewind time via the use of videotape and 
a custom computer interface, the crew 
working on Let's Spend the Night 
Together used custom software to actu- 
ally prolong film rewind time, while put- 
ting it to good use. As is shown by the 
many custom applications to date, 
SMPTE timecode is well on its way to 
becoming a personal production tool 
limited only by the user's creativity. 

AUTOMATED STUDIO TECHNOLOGIES SMPTE -BASED EDITING SYSTEM 
The AST Editing System, currently being distributed by Harvey Professional Audio /Video, is a 

SMPTE timecode -based controller for use in either audio or video post- production. Standard 
features include control of up to 12 tape transports, 999 event list management, and a Library 
function to store timecode locations of sound effects, theme music, or a shot list. Options include 
production switcher interfaces and control over as many as 10 outboard audio processors. 

Direct serial or parallel control of tape transports is supported. Where no such address ports 
are available, the controller may be interfaced to the BTX Shadow synchronizer. In this case, 

varispeed, shuttle, and track assignment switching is provided on machine specific "personality 
cards." 

The controller is described as being especially easy to use and understand. List management, 
for example, is accomplished by moving an "entry window" through the edit list. The position of 
this "entry window" on the screen determines whether an in- or out -point is being designated. 
Since record and play machines are automatically kept in the appropriate column, a single Enter 
key replaces the usual Record In, Record Out, Mark In, Mark Out entries. 

Two- machine record capability permits A,'B roll video editing while recording basic tracks on a 

synchronized multitrack. Video editing facilities now have the option of expanding in -house 

audio services, or providing clients with first- generation masters for sweetening elsewhere. 
The Library feature provides a means to catalog and store SMPTE timecode locations of 

theme music and sound effects collections. Once a particular selection has been found, its 
timecode location can be entered into the Edit List by a single keystroke. At the same time, the 
complete description and reel number are entered into a companion Text file for reference. In 

this way an engineer can view a video tape or film and accurately "spot" the music and effects to 
be recorded later. Library selections can be found directly by name, or by searching in an 
alphabetic directory; in addition, families of related sounds may be organized into Files. 

MCI JH -45 AUTOLOCK SYNCHRONIZER 
A single -unit SMPTE /EBU generator /reader /synchronizer and AutoLocator, the JH -45 

slaves any MCI tape transport to audio /video /film master machines providing a SMPTE /EBU or 
video "house sync" source. The unit generates SMPTE, EBU, video drop -frame (59.94 Hz) 
codes, and codes synced to 50/60 Hz external power frequency, composite video signal with 
selections of odd /even field, and vertical serration user programmable. Also, user bits can be 

changed as code is being generated, without affecting code continuity, and frame mode slew rate 
is said to be limited only by fast forward /rewind speed. 

By reading either tach pulses, or high-speed timecode for chase function, no wide -band replay 
amps are required. A code display indicates absolute difference between master and slave, while 
"park- slave" capability allows the machine to stop within a frame of timecode display. In addition, 
punch in /out record can be set up at a selected programmable sequence. 

In AutoLocator mode the unit provides automatic read/write of tape position counter and 10 

memory locations recorded on an unused portion of the tape (approximately 30 seconds) for use 

in later sessions, without having to enter it manually. Also, a shuttle function is provided between 
two points. 

Compatible and simple interfaces are available for all MCI transports; interfaces for other 
audio /video equipment can be supplied on request. 
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FENDER UNVEILS FULL LINE OF 

MIXERS, POWER AMPLIFIERS, & MICROPHONES 
The first 16 products from Fender's 

newly created Pro Sound Products div- 
ision comprise three mixing consoles, 
five powered mixing consoles, two ste- 
reo power amplifiers, and three new ser- 
ies of microphones. "Our objective with 
this line was not to create another 'me 
too' series of PA gear," stressed division 
marketing director Steve Woolley. "We 
drew upon Fender's strength and expe- 
rience in equipment for live perfor- 
mance - and approached it from the 
standpoint that whoever's operating 
the sound system is giving a perfor- 
mance, too." 

According to Woolley, the company 
used outside consultants, as well as its 
own engineering talent, to identify key 
areas for improvement over currently 
available gear. Examples cited included 
professional 48-volt phantom powering 
in all mixers, to allow the use of studio - 
quality condenser microphones; the use 
of balanced differential input circuitry 
to eliminate the distortion associated 
with typical mike input transformers; 
and the provision of signal present and 
peak LEI) indicators on every input 
channel to quickly pinpoint problems. 

The company's two new power ampli- 
fiers - as well as the power stages in 
powered mixers - are designed to oper- 
ate with load impedances as low as two 
ohms. "Typically in the real world, a 
band will just keep plugging in speaker 
cabinets until they run out of cords. You 
have to design amplifiers to handle it," 
Woolley observes. Particular care was 
taken in anticipating and eliminating 
possible problems in interfacing Fender 
mixers and amplifiers with other elec- 
tronics, including careful design of each 
component's internal grounding sys- 
tem, and the inclusion of signal buffers 
at inputs and outputs. 

The new Pro Sound line breaks down 
as follows: 

Powered Mixers 
A total of five models with built -in 

power amplifiers is headed up by Model 
3106 six -channel mono unit with 200W 
output, separate monitor and effects 

busses, and a patchable nine -band gra- 
phic equalizer. (Suggested MRP is $895.1 
The remaining four models are stereo 
units with two, 200W power sections 
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(patchable for stereo left right, house - 

monitor. etc.). The :3206 has six inputs, 
two independent monitor mixing 
busses, and two patchable graphic 
equalizers; models 3208, 3212, and :1216 
incorporate four graphics and 8, 12, and 
lfi inputs respectively. Prices range 
from $1,195 to $2,095. 

Stereo Mixing Consoles 
Designed for permanent installations 

or touring setups using separate power 
amplifiers. the Models 4208, 4212, and 
4216 are 8-, 12 -, and 16- channel stereo 
mixers with such features as a signal 
insertion patch point on each input, four 
auxiliary inputs (two with panning). 

e. 
dual monitor mixing busses, a built -in 
headphone amp, and +24 dlm 
transformer -isolated line outputs. The 
top -of- the -line Model 4216 adds a 
cue. solo capability and switchable 
high -pass filters on each channel. Sug- 
gested retail prices are $995, $1,195, and 
$1,895, respectively. 

Power Amplifiers 
Two dual- channel units, designated 

Model 2244 (440W per channel into 4 
ohms) and the Model 2224 (240W per 
channel), feature variable -speed forced 
cooling, and high -current output stages 

that are said to eliminate the need for 
triggering of VI limiting in any con- 
ceivable application. Electronically 
balanced transformerless bridging 
inputs are standard, while a mode 
switch selects stereo, mono Iwhich 
allows driving both channels from a 
single input), or bridging mono, which 
allows the Model 2244 to develop 84 
volts HMS (880 watts) into ä ohms. A 12 
dB per octave high -pass filter may be 
switched in at 20 or 40 Hz. Suggested 
retails are $1,150 for the Model 2244, 
and $795 for the 2224. 

I )y namic and Condenser 
Microphones 

The 1)- Series of three dynamic car - 
dioid mikes feature characteristics tai- 
lored to enhance vocals. with a slight 
presence lift and a predictable bass - 
proximity effect. Prices range from $70 
for the Model I) -1. to $149 for the 1) -3, 
which is specially designed for applica- 
tions such as female vocals. 

The l'- Series of-permanently charged 
condensers -are said to deliver the wide, 
flat response and the accurate, neutral 
sound of studio -quality condenser mic- 
rophones. plus the ruggedness of a 
dynamic. The Model l' -2 retails for $99, 
while the P -1, priced at $220, features 
switch -selectable response tailoring, 
undistorted 150+ dB capability, and 
internal battery or phantom powering. 

Designed to solve difficult miking 
problems, such as acoustic instruments 
and drums, the Model M -1 miniature 
mike consists of a capsule only slightly 
larger than a pencil tip. The unit's pre - 
amp pack features a tunable notch filter 
(ideal for suppressing the runaway 
resonant "boom" on amplified acoustic 
guitars), a runoff and on Iff switches. 
Capable of being powered by its own 
internal batteries, or external phantom 
Power, the M-1 's I5(14 dBSPI.capability 
enables it to be used inches from drum- 
heads (even kick drum) and cymbals for 
excellent separation without distortion. 
The. Model M -1 is priced at $175. 

FENDER MUSICAi. 
INSTRUMENTS 

1300 E. VALENCIA i)RIVE 
FULLER'l'ON. CA 9263.4 

(714) 879 -4080 
For additional information circle #126 

STUDER DEBUTS 
MODEL 2706 MONITOR SYSTEM 

Designed to serve as the primary 
audio monitoring system in small to 
mid -sized control rooms, the new Studer 
2706 monitor is said to be particularly 
suited for use in radio studios and tele- 
vision post -production suites, and also 
may be utilized as a close reference mon- 
itor in larger mixing rooms. 

A three -way system, the 2706 incorpo- 
rates a 12.5 -inch woofer, a 2 -inch dome 
midrange, and a 1 -inch dome tweeter in 
a bass reflex enclosure. Crossover fre- 



In test and troubleshooting, 
the solution rests with the equipment! 

There's no substitute for good 
logic and sensible measurement 
techniques when specifying and 
measuring audio noise and levels. 
But, without equipment 
incorporating the specific features 
required for analyzing noise perform- 
ance in modern audio equipment, 
even the most accomplished engi- 
neer faces an insurmountable task. 

The Advantage 310 Audio 
Noise and Level Meter was created 
to provide recording studios and 
broadcast facilities with a low cost, 
high quality measurement device 
capable of delivering greater accu- 
racy than that achievable with more 
expensive general purpose 
instruments. 

Consider the advantages 
offered by the Model 310: 

Isolated, balanced, Trans -Amp' 
differential inputs -To eliminate un- 
wanted noise, RF, and hum pickup 
while allowing measurement of ex- 
tremely low level signals. 
10 Hz to 100 Hz "wide band" filter 
-Allows insertion of an external 
weighting network as required by 

user's measurement application. 
20 Hz to 20 kHz multiple pole fil- 
ter -Tip achieve accurate measure- 
ment of noise in an actual 19,980 
cycle bandwidth through incorpora- 
tion of 18 dB /octave filters with ap- 
propriate - 3 dB points. 
400 Hz to 20 kHz multiple pole fil- 
ter -To remove the lower four Oc- 

taves of the audio spectrum in order 
to eliminate measurement errors 
caused by ground loops and other 
low frequency noise sources. 
"A" weighting filter -Correlates 
noise measurement to loudness as 
perceived by the human ear. 
CCIR weighting filter -Allows noise 
measurement to he equated to cur- 
rent European standards. 
Average dectector response -Indi- 
cates reading in commonly accepted 
volumetric units (vu). 

ADVANTAGE Model 310 

With the Model 310 Audio Noise 
and Level Meter, the Advantage is 
in your corner! It has the features 
you need, at a price you can afford, 
so you get the sound you desire. 

VA LLEY PEOPLE, INC. 
P.O. Box 40306 2817 Erica l'alce 

Nashville, Tenn. 37204 615 -383 -4737 
TELEX 5iS6I0 VAL PEOPLE NAS 

For additional information circle a127 

RMS detector response -To accu- 
rately measure the effective energy 
of steady -state waveforms of varying 
complexity. 
Peak detector response -Allows ac- 
curate measurement of the magni- 
tude of waveform peaks. 

Large, east -to -read, dual scale ana- 
log meter -Accurately displays a 

wide 70 dB range in 1 dB incre- 
ments, allowing the user to easily 
interpret the nature of the noise 
being measured without changing 
the range. 
Full scale range select -Two ranges 
allow measurements from - 100 dB to 
+ 30 dB, thereby encompassing the 
entire spectrum of aniticipated noise 
and signal levels common in audio 
equipment. 
Detector output -Provides for indi- 
cation of input signal level by an os- 
cilloscope or other outboard 
recording devices. 
Preamplifier output /return- Allows 
connection of monitor amplifier and 
speakers without interfering with 
the measurement process. 
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quencies are 720 líz and 2.5 kHz. 
Anechoic chamber frequency response 
(90 dB SPL at 1 kHz, sinewave sweep) is 
quoted as 42 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB. 

The Model 2706's woofer is designed 
so that the magnetic field remains con- 
stant over the entire excursion range of 
the voice coil. This is said to ensure very 
high linearity to just below the clip 
point, thus reducing distortion. Mid- 
range and high frequencies are handled 
by newly developed, high -power dome 
transducers with carefully defined polar 
patterns. Filter slopes of the crossover 
network were selected to precisely 

match the corresponding mechanical 
properties of the three transducers. 

Nominal impedance of the 2706 is 4 

ohms, maximum output level 104 dB 
SPL, and dimensions are 24 by 15 by 

QUESTION: 
Which range of studio monitors, apart from 
the new Tannoy SyncSourceTM Series, 
provides a single point sound source for all 
monitoring applications? 

ANSWER: 

The New SRM Series with 
SyncSourceTM A range of 
four time compensated 
single point sound source 
monitors with consistent 
characteristics from: 

Tannoy Ltd., Beadman Street, 
West Norwood, London SE27OPW 
England. 
Telephone 01 -670 1131 
Telex 291065 

The Name for Loudspeakers 
Tannoy Crown, 
97 Victoria Street N, Kitchener, 
Ontario, Canada N2H 5C1. 
Telephone (519) 745 1158 
Telex 069 55328 
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131/2 inches (H x W x D). Price for the 
Studer 2706 is $690 each. 
STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC. 

1425 ELM HILL PIKE 
NASHVILLE, TN 37210 

(615) 254 -5651 
For additional information circle #128 

PULSAR 80 AND 40 
SERIES MIXING CONSOLES 

Total modularity of the new mixer ser- 
ies provides the user option of adding 
signal processing modules, such as the 
company's four -channel Comp- Limiter, 
dual 10 -band EQ, reverb and dual stereo 
mixdown module. Full patching is 
accomplished by access in and out jacks 
on all modules. 

Both the80 and 40 Series boards have 
a flexible matrix mixing capability. A 
matrix mix allows eight independent 
mixes of eight groupings to be set up 
simultaneously and independently of 
one another. These eight vertical 
(matrix outs) and eight horizontal 
(group receives) comprise a total of 64 
controls. Each of the volume controls 

can represent inputs 1 thru 32, provid- 
ing almost limitless flexibility. For 
example, if a band can't afford a main 
and monitor mixer, the main board can 
double as both: matrix Mix #1 could be 
the house mix, Mix #2 the side -fill mix, 
Mix #3 monitor #1, Mix #4 monitor #2, 
and so on. 

PULSAR LABS, INC. 
3200 GILCHRIST ROAD 
MOGADORE, OH 44260 

(216) 784 -8022 
For additional information circle #129 

WHITE ANNOUNCES 
MODEL 4520 THIRD OCTAVE 

PASSIVE EQUALIZER 
The new equalizer features 27 single - 

tuned, L -C filters on ISO third -octave 
frequency centers from 40 Hz to 16 kHz. 
The filters are individually tuned to a 
tolerance of ±3% of center frequency, 
and continuously adjustable to a maxi- 
mum insertion of 10 dB. All controls are 
MIL -spec, conductive plastic, rotary 
potentiometers. 

MOM 
The Model 4520 features two outputs 

and an accessory octal socket into 
which optional, low -level crossover 
networks may be installed for bi -amp 
operation. The company offers a full 
line of audio filters and crossover net- 
works, including crossovers optimized 
for constant directivity horns. 

The unit, which weighs only six 



pounds and requires only 31/2 inches of 
rack space, has a suggested retail price 
of $725. 

WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 698 

AUSTIN, TX 78767 
(512) 892 -0752 

For additional information circle #131 

SESCOM MODEL 
ADA -1 FOUR -CHANNEL 

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 
Packaged in a 1 % -inch rack mount 

enclosure, the AI)A -1 is designed as a 
four -channel, line -level distribution 
amplifier, or as four individual line 
amplifiers. The common input feed is 
balanced -bridging. A set of unbalanced 
inputs also are provided by way of four 
I/4 -inch phone jacks that interrupt the 
corresponding line amplifier and all 
higher number amplifiers from the 
common feed. 

Specifications include maximum 
input level of +18 dBv; gain of zero to +30 
dB; noise 101 dB below rated output; and 
distortion less than 0.2% at 20 Hz max- 
imum rated output. 

User price of the ADA -1 is $195. 
SESCOM, INC. 

1111 LAS VEGAS BLVD. NORTH 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101 

(702) 384-0993 
For addition al information circle #132 

SHURE EXPANDS PE SERIES 
WITH PE86 AND PE66 

According to Shure design engineers, 
the new models offer a level of perfor- 
mance comparable to that of the com- 
pany's SM microphones. "Every effort 
has been made to give the PE86 and 
PE66 the same distinctive, punchy 
sound that has been the hallmark of 
Shure's famous vocal microphones," 
said Travis Ludwig, Shure's technical 
coordinator. "The new models have the 
same ruggedness, reliability, and crisp, 
clean sound." 

Both microphones are cardioid patt- 
erned, dual -low impedance models with 
shock -mounted cartridges for quiet 
operation. The PE86 has a frequency 
response of 50 Hz to 15 kHz; the PE66's 

is 40 Hz to 15 kHz. Both models feature a 
fixed bass rolloff, and an upper mid- 
range presence peak. The PE86 also fea- 
tures a built -in spherical windscreen to 
minimize wind and breath noise. 

User net prices are $125.00 for the 
PE86L -LC, and $109.25 for the 
PE66L -LC. 

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 
222 HARTREY AVENUE 

EVANSTON, IL 60204 
(312) 866 -2553 

For additional information circle #133 

"THE MATCHBOX" ACTIVE 
INTERFACE AMPLIFIER 

FROM HENRY ENGINEERING 
Designed to solve the common engi- 

neering headache of interfacing semi- 
pro or consumer equipment with profes- 

sional studio systems. The Matchbox is 
a hi- directional, stereo device employing 
four independent amplifiers to provide 
simultaneous stereo inputs and outputs. 

HENRY EN7INEERINß b.. Got el . !.: 

Two amplifiers convert a stereo high - 

impedance, unbalanced source to low - 
impedance, balanced outputs at studio 
operating level. A second pair of ampli- 
fiers converts a stereo balanced studio 

GE 27 STATE VARIABLE THIRD OCTAVE 

EQUALIZER 

MI? 

o 

THE NEW STANDARD IN GRAPHICS 
The GE 27 State Variable filters maintain a constant 1/3 octave 
bandwidth at all slider positions, unlike all other graphic designs 

which suffer increasing bandwidth war' decreas- 
ing amounts of bocst or cut. The consisten- 
precision of the GE 27 allows significantly greater 
feedback control w,thout adverse effect or. 
overall sound quality. And it yields a much higher 
degree of system accuracy In less time, due -o l reduced adjacent f ter overlap at moderate 

Ofhersl; Y to amounts of boost /cut...a difference yo..1 can 
hear and appreciate. 

The GE 27 State Variable design has irdeed 
revolutionized the' /: octave format creating a 
new standard against which all other graphic 

equalizers will be compared, regard ess of cost. Anc yet the 
GE 27 is only $449 suggested list price . 

Which proves that smart technology doesn't have to be expensive. 

RÑE 
C O R P O R A T I O N 

6510 D 216th SW 

Mountlake Terrace 

WA 98043 (206) 77L -7309 
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You do better 
with sound system 
components and 
accessories from 
Communications 

Company! 

Room Audio 
Director 

RAD -30 Provides expandable 
(movable -wall) meeting room 
facilities with the ultimate con- 
trol for combining audio areas 
You get touch -button audio 
status control in each area. 

Programmable 
Intercom 

IC -28 1 rigs economical 
reliable versatile dual channel 
amplifier is perfect for fast food 
service systems. ticket window. 
teller cages. etc 

Projector Patch 
PP -2255 For quick. effective 
interfacing into sound systems 
from protectors or any audio in- 
put device in a sound system 

Record Patch 
RP -3030 For connection to 
speaker level line 25v -70v or 
voice coil impedence. Trans- 
former and resistor isolation 
against interference between 
source and up to tour 
ecorders 

News Media Audio 
Distribution 
Amplifier 

MADA -1 Amplifier-mixer- 
distribution press patch 
eliminates mic congestion on 
lecterns. Serves up to 10 mic or 
line level outputs and can be 
cascaded to serve more. 

SEND FOR OUR FULL LINE CATALOG 

AND LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE AND 

OTHER SOUND SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

AND TEST EQUIPMENT ... DESIGNED 

BY A SOUND CONTRACTOR FOR SOUND 

CONTRACTORS. 

communicATions 
COMPORT 

1ÌK. 
3490 Noetl Street 

San Diego. CA 92110 

)619) 297 -3261 
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line source to unbalanced outputs suita- 
ble for connection to the inputs of a 
semi -pro device. 

All circuitry is active and direct - 
coupled for sonic transparency. The 
Matchbox contains an internal regu- 
lated power supply, and is small enough 
to allow it to be mounted to most 
cassette decks, VTRs, portable mixers, 
and similar equipment. 

HENRY ENGINEERING 
750 E. 5TH STREET UNIT 83 

AZUSA, CA 91702 
(213) 334 -5580 

For additional information circle #136 

NEW FAMILY OF CROSSOVERS 
FROM BIAMP 

The new series, which comprises the 
SX /35 five -way mono /three -way stereo, 
the SX /23 three -way mono /two -way 
stereo, and the MX /2, a mono version of 
the SX /23, feature 18 dB per octave 
slopes, and are switchable (normal or 
x10) to expand and select the crossover 
points with greater accuracy. 

All inputs and outputs are floating 
and balanced to maintain low noise, 
high slew rate, high level- output and 
complete isolation without transfor- 
mers. 

Other features include phase switch- 
ing on HE outputs; input level control 
with +12 dB gain; subsonic filter (20 Hz); 
plus signal, power and peak indicator 
LEDs. 

Frequency response is a quoted ±0.1 
dB (20 Hz to 20 kHz), THD less than 
0.01% (20 Hz to 20 kHz), and hum and 
noise, less than -87 dBm. 

BIAMP SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 728 

BEAVEH'l'ON, OR 97075 
(503) 641 -6767 

For additional information circle #137 

EFFECTRON II SERIES OF 
DIGITAL EFFECTS DEVICES 

FROM DELTALAB 
An enhanced Effectron series, up- 

graded features include increased flang- 
ing range, external infinite repeat, 
increased input range, stereo output, 
and lower prices. The Effectron II series 
consists of three models: the ADM-64, 
AI)M -256 and the AI)M -1024, with sug- 
gested retail prices of $299, $449 and 
$599, respectively. 

The ADM -69 provides a full three 
octaves of flanging (8:1 flange ratio), 
and includes an internal envelope fol- 

lower to provide additional flanging 
effects. Doubling and short echoes also 
can be achieved, with a delay range 
from 16 to 64 milliseconds. 

The ADM -256 offers from 0.25 to 256 
milliseconds of delay, while the ADM - 
1024 has a delay range of 0.25 to 1024 
milliseconds. Both units will provide a 
range of effects, such as flanging, dou- 
bling, chorusing, and echo. By adding 
feedback and VCO, the following fea- 
tures also are possible: vibrato, tremolo, 
chorusing and multiple echoes. Each 
unit also includes an infinite (non - 
deteriorating) repeat button. 

Unlike most other delay units, the 
Effectron II series units are said to 
maintain full audio bandwidth (16 kHz) 
and full dynamic range (90 dB typical) 
at all delay settings. 

DELTALAB RESEARCH, INC. 
19 ALl'HA ROAD 

CHELMSFORD, MA 01824 
(617) 256 -9034 

For additional information circle #138 

NEW SERIES 20 
TWO -TRACK TAPE MACHINE 

FROM SOUNDCRAFT 
The Soundcraft Magnetics Series 20 

two -track master recorder, available 
with center -track option for timecode, is 
fully controlled by a microprocessor, 
and will automatically align itself for 
five different types of tape, and three EQ 
standards at any one of three speeds. All 
this information may be entered or 
altered by the operator and, once stored, 
the machine will align to the required 
settings at the touch of a button. 

Standard features include a remote 
control unit, Dolby switching outputs, 
14 -inch reel capacity, varispeed, edit 
and dump modes, new membrane -type 
switches, and a headphone monitor 
socket. 

SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS 
1517 20TH STREET 

SANTA MONICA, CA 90404 
(213) 453 -4591 

For additional information circle #139 

AUDIO + DESIGN PROPAK 
INTERFACE UNIT WITH TIME 
CORRECTION FOR DIGITAL 
As well as the recently launched 

Propak I unit for interfacing domestic 
and semi -pro equipment operating at 



-10 dBV levels, with +4 dBm systems, 
the new Propak II with CTCTM (Coinci- 
dent Time Correction) features +24 dBm 
headroom at inputs and outputs, and 
also is switchable for use with digital 
recorders operating to the EIAJ stand- 
ard leg. Sony PCM -F1) to produce a 
tirre- coincident digital stereo track. 

Normally, with the EIAJ format 
in.ruts and outputs are multiplexed so 
that the recording has a time delay 
between channels. When reproduced 
through the 1) /A this is corrected. How - 
('v.'r, the possibility of taking a direct 
di.fital output means that tapes 
recorded this way are not PCM -1610 or 
Compact Disc compatible, because the 
sit nals are not time coincident. Propak 
II s said to provide a cost- effective solu- 
tion, while maintaining playback com- 
patibility with the Sony PCM -F1 

suggested price of the Propak I is 
$2.10; and the Propak II is $290. 

AUDIO + DESIGN RECORDING 
P.O. BOX 786 

BREMERTON, WA 98310 
(206) 275 -5009 

For additional information circle #140 

JBA -207 ISOLATION PRE -AMP 
FROM JBA RESEARCH 

The new "Iso- balanced" pre -amp util- 
izr s a discrete bipolar transistor design 
to provide a high degree of isolation, 
w:thout the use of any transformer cou- 
pling. Designed specifically to interface 
any musical instrument with a mixing 
console, the iso- balanced design is said 
to surpass conventional balanced sys- 
tems, providing up to 50 dB greater 
rejection of annoying ground -loop noise. 
This eliminates the need for any type of 
transformer coupling, thus eliminating 
tr tnsformer distortion. 

The JBA -207 has two outputs: a high - 
impedance Veinch phone plug; and a 
low- impedance X LR "iso- balanced" 
output. The pre -amp may be powered by 
either a 9V battery, or by phantom 
power. Other features include a ground 
lift switch; input impedance greater 
than 1 megohm, handling a 3V peak -to- 
peak input; and THD less than 0.01 %. 
Unity voltage gain is provided at the 
high -impedance output, and 10 dB of 
gain into a 600 -ohm load at the low - 
in- pedance output. 

JBA RESEARCH, LTI). 
P.O. BOX 9632 

MADISON, WI 53715 
(608) 255 -7100 

For additional information circle #141 

FURMAN ANNOUNCES LINE OF 
RACK -MOUNT AUDIO MIXERS 
The new MM -4 is a low cost four -input 

m ino mixer with effects send and 

November 7th 
87 CZ114upR11t) " Records 

3,000 Sound Effects 

12,000 Cross References 

Individually Slated 

Individually Banded 

Alphabetical & Sequential Catalogue 

$850.00 if you prepay 

$950.00 if we invoice you 

Refund Guarantee 

Call or write to reserve 

your complete set 

1111111111111 .-- . 

4429 Morena Boulevard, San Diego. California 92117 Toll Free 800- .554 -2C75 

The Affordable 
Way to 

Eliminate 
Audio System 

and Room Drift 

The GOLDLINE Model 30 
Digital, Real -Time, Spectrum 
Analyzer is the affordable and easy - 

to -use instrument that takes the 
guesswork out of audio system 
calibration including frequency 
response measurement of consoles 
and tape machines, as well as 

monitor system calibration 

Affordable 
at Just: 81895.00. Now available with the 

Option 020 Printer Interface Board to provide hard 

copy of all test parameters used during RTA measurements. 

The Model 30 is the ultimate studio and audio system "tweaking machine" 

Full 30 Bands Six Memories Quartz Controlled Switched Capacitive Filtering to Eliminate 

Drift Ruggedized for Road Use Microprocessor Controlled Built -in Pink Noise Source 

"Flat." "A." or "User Defined" Weighted Curves may be employed ROM User Curves Available 

Lean how easy the Model 30 is to use. Return the coupon below. or circle the reader service 

number to receive the Goldline catalog of products. 

GOLD LINE 
P.O. Box 115 West Redding, CT 06896 

(203) 938 -2588 

NAME 

COMPANY 

Streit1 

CI :Y 

STATE ZIP 
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cw prodi cts 
receive, and offers four high -impedance 
inputs suitable for use with a wide var- 
iety of signals. Gain adjusting channel 
level controls provide optimum signal - 
to -noise for a wide range of input levels. 
A switchable 100 Hz low -cut filter on 
each channel helps eliminate wind 
noise. lowfrequency stage noise, and 
compensates for the low- frequency 
boost of cardioid microphones used for 
close miking. 

Effects send controls on each channel 
are mixed to a line -level effects output, 

while the effects return input is summed 
to the main output bus. Alternatively, 
the effects send output can be used to 
provide a separate mix for cue and fold - 
back. A high- output headphone amp, 

with a separate level control, permits 
monitoring even in noisy environments. 
Both balanced and unbalanced outputs 
are provided, and can be used simul- 

NEW ADVANCES FROM INTERFACE 

..rrrreexyry7 +.+;,;ti r `.i.i.i.i.íid.4.4.4.4.i.i i.4i.3.i,3.3,i 
i'Irrlw 

SERIES 300 FOR 16-TRACK RECORDING: Series 300 mixers can provide for 16 to 48 Type 
J or TYPE B input modules (more elaborate equalizers) and frames can be ordered filled or partly filled if 
desired to be filled later. Dual modular slider track masters have send and pan to monitor, mixer /play- 
back switch, solo to monitor, and effects returns for each track. Type NA stereo control -room monitor 
module also has outputs for phones and for studio. and talkback/slate. 
SERIES 300 WITH MATRIX FOR THEATRE: Configured as a theatre mixer, the Series 300 
is as above with 8 submixes, each with a slider submaster feeding any number of type NXV matrix mix - 
down modules (for example 12) feeding different places. The NXV modules have 8 insert pots each with 
off /on and a slider master with VCA (standard) for output control grouping in up to 8 VCA control 
groups. Type NA operator's monitor module makes a mixdown of the submixes and can also listen to 
any input, any submix, any output, or any Cue /effects using the SOLO, as well as providing talkback. 
SERIES 300 AS A UVE CONCERT HOUSE MIXER: Configured as a "house mixer" the 
Series 300 is the same as the Theatre mixer (above) but without the output matrix. Eight submixes pan 
into the NA module for a stereo house output with slider master. Operator can listen via phones to the 
house mix or to any input or submix or cue mix using the SOLO. 

SERIES310:modular and plug -in and is built in 
frame sections of 6 modules, can be assembled for 
12 to 48 inputs. Makes 8 output mixes plus a side - 
fill pair with send and panpot. Transformerless 
input, four equalizers (2 tuneable, with wide /narrow 
switch,) high and low cutoffs, five level LED indica- 
tors on each input and 10 level LED indicators on 
Masters, solo to operator's monitor, master solo, 
return solo to listen to signal after processing, 
slider masters, panic buttons, splitters: everything 
needed for Professional Stage Monitoring. 

MODEL 200B, latest in this series, for location record- 
ing includes eight to 12 inputs, two outputs plus 2 
Cue/Effects outputs, battery or AC operation (exter- 
nal PP1290 12 v rechargeable battery included pro- 
vides 10. 12 hours operating time on a charge), Dun- 
can or P&G sliders, transformer or electronically 
balanced inputs and outputs, three equalizers, solo 
and playback to monitor, setup oscillator, both 48 volt 
and 12 "T" microphone powering, very low output 
noise level (100 db below zero VU typical). Fully plug - 
in modular in rugged case with lid, external battery 
with charger, AC supply is an option. 

VIsIt our AES Booth #187 

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS 
6710 ALDER HOUSTON, TEXAS 77081 (7131 660-0100 
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taneously. 
The MM -4B is the same as the MM -4, 

except with the addition of low - 
impedance balanced inputs. Balanced 
and unbalanced inputs can be used 
simultaneously to mix up to eight signal 
sources. 

The MM -8 is a stereo mixer with the 
same features as the MM -4, except for 
the addition of a second main summing 
bus and panpots to provide stereo (4x2) 
mixing; Model MM -8B is a stereo ver- 
sion of the MM -4B mixer. 

FURMAN SOUND, INC. 
30 RICH STREET 

GREENBRAE, CA 94904 
(415) 927 -1225 

For additional information circle #144 

STL TEST TAPES FOR 
1500 SERIES INSTRUMENTS 
A complete line of special test tapes 

and films for use with the Sound Tech- 
nology 1500 Series test instruments - 
Models 1500A and 1510A - are availa- 
ble in all popular widths and speeds for 
reel -to -reel, broadcast cartridge, cassette 
and film formats. 

Used in conjunction with the Sound 
Technology system, these new tapes 
provide measurement of level, azimuth 
and frequency response of any tape or 
film transport. Flutter /speed test tapes 
also are available. 
STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY 
26120 EDEN LANDING ROAD #5 

HAYWARD, CA 94545 
(415) 786 -3546 

For additional information circle #145 

CARVER UNVEILS 450 -WATT 
MODEL PM -1.5 POWER AMP 

Weighing just 21 pounds, and measur- 
ing only 19 inches wide, 31/2 inches high, 
and 10.1/4 inches deep, the Carver Mag- 
netic Field Power Amplifier PM -1.5 is 
described as a professional low - 
feedback, high- headroom amplifier 
capable of delivering 450 watts per 
channel. 

11=11111111g: 

Special features include fully propor- 
tional fan cooling; no "thermalling 
out "; recessed front panel controls; 
adjustable speaker protection circuit 
thresholds; remote turn -on sequencer 
with soft -start "power -up" mode; 
dynamic headroom controller; and rein- 



forced front and rear rack mounts. 
Power rating is a quoted 450 watts per 

channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to to 20 kHz, 
both channels driven, with less than 
0.1% THD; less than 0.1% SMPTE IM 
d stortion; frequency response -3 dB at 3 
Hz and at80 kHz; and damping of 200 at 
1 kHz. 

Suggested retail price of the PM -1.5 is 
$995. 

CARVER CORPORATION 
14304 N.E. 193RD PLACE 
WOODINVILLE, WA 98072 

(206) 483 -1202 
For additional information circle #147 

FOSTEX DEBUTS 
X -15 MULTITRACKER 

FOUR -TRACK CASSETTE 
The X -15 can record on up to two 

tracks at a time with individual tone 
and level controls; a built -in four -by -two 
mixer is used for monitoring during 
recording, and for setting pan and gain 
for each track during remix. The trans- 
port features soft touch controls, and 
tape format is compatible with the 
standard two -track Compact Cassette. 
Dolby -B noise reduction is integral to 
the unit. 

"One of the most important features 
of the X -15 is that battery operation is 
standard," Fostex VP Mark Cohen 
explains. "Which makes it as handy 
and available for musicians and songw- 
riters, as is the artist's sketch pad or 
reporter's notebook." 

Retail price of the X -15 M u I titracker is 
$495. 

FOSTEX CORP. OF AMERICA 
15431 BLACKBURN AVENUE 

NORWALK, CA 90650 
(213) 921 -1112 

For additional information circle #148 

SYMETRIX MODEL 511 
STEREO NOISE REDUCTION 
According to the manufacturer, the 

511 is a "non- complementary" or 
"single- ended" type system, which 
means that the unit does not rely upon 
an encode -decode process to accomplish 
the noise reduction function. An obvious 
advantage to the user is that the device 
may be used to remove existing noise 
from prerecorded tapes or, for that mat- 
ter, from virtually any audio source, 
including noisy mixing boards, effects 
and processing devices, etc. 

In operation, the 511 works to elimi- 
nate noise by incorporating a "soft - 
knee," voltage -controlled filter in series 

... continued overleaf 

WHAT'S BEHIND THIS TELEPHONE NUMBER? 
There's a whole world of service behind the Sam Ash telephone 

number. 
Like quick delivery. We know that once you've made up your 

mind on an item, you want it NOW. So we keep $5 million dollars 
worth of merchandise on hand to insure that almost everything is 

in stock. 
Another plus: Sam Ash telephone sales people are all profes- 

sional musicians. They know wl at they're talking about and you can 
trust their advice. Even our packers are specialists in musical near 
quality checking every shipment before it goes out. What a pleasure to 
get service like this! Call the Sam Ash Hot Line -and enjoy. 

IN NEW YORK CITY: (212) 34'/ -7757 Since 1920 

IN NY STATE: (800) 632 -2322 

ON LONG ISLAND: (516) 485 -2122 
TWX 510-222-1630 SAM ASH HEMP 

MUSIC STORES 
124 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 

The British Are Coming! 

.. ..a 

The British 
are here! 

Coles 40.38, the 
ribbon microphone 
par excellence of the 
BBC, is now available 
exclusively through 
Audio Engineering 
Associates. The Coles 
4038 produces that warm 
ribbon sound without sacri- 

ficing highs. It features high 

output, low self- noise, excellent 
hum shielding, smooth frequency 
response, and uniform polar patt 

Call AEA for details. as* 
audio npinoonn9 
as/motor as/motor 
029 1 north allen avenue 

pasadena, ca 91104 

(213) 798 - 9127 

User list available upon r equest. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Check out the Coles 4038 at Booth 120 at 
the N.Y. AES 

erns. 

Introductory 
price: $445 
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ew )roc ucts 
with a "soft- knee" downward expander. 
The user may select to use either circuit 

The two channels may be used either 
as independent mono channels, or in the 
stereo link mode where exactly equal 
amounts of noise reduction will occur in 
both channels. 

Manufacturer's suggested retail price 
for the unit is $595.00. 

_ --- r -, 
sn _ = = , i _ , 

element independently, or both at once. 
The amount of actual noise reduction is 
controlled by a single variable thre- 
shold control, and visual indicators are 
provided for both filter and expander 
circuit operation. 

SYMETRIX, INC. 
109 BELL STREET 

SEATTLE, WA 98121 
(206) 624 -5012 

For additional information circle #152 

It is a well kept secret that telcom c4DM attains the dynamic range of digital 
recording techniques, yet clearly , much better sonic quality. 
This exceptional compander, 
which has found application 
in recording studios, satellite 
transmissions, and video 
recording, is now available at the 
affordable price of 650' 
per telcom c4DM card 

Here are some 
of the most substantial 
advantages featured in 
telcom c4DM: 

no dynamic faults caused by faulty level align 
no level alignment due to db- linear cohlpa 

ratio /slope 4 
100 db overall dynamic range availabl , 

TELE reduction of distortion from tale 
FUN true natural sound 
KEN You really have to hear it to believe it. 

Contact: Solway, Inc., P.O. Box 7647, Hollywood, P. 33081 
Tel: (305) 962 -8650, Telex 467257 

'Price subject to change. 
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TASCAM LA -85 AND LA -40 
LINE AMPLIFIERS 

The LA -85 is designed to convert85 -16 
and 85-16B multitracks to interface with 
+4 dBm balanced signals from three - 
wire, XLR -type connectors. The LA-40 
matches balanced and unbalanced cir- 
cuits, and serves as an adaptor between 
mismatched line levels or impedances. 
Both input and output circuits of the LA- 
85 are transformerless, and fully bal- 
anced. The balanced output stage of the 
self -powered LA -85 delivers 19.5V into a 
600 -ohm circuit that can drive long 
cable lines without suffering from HF 
signal loss. 

The four -channel LA -40 permits 
interconnection between +4 dBm, -20 
dBm and -10 dBV inputs and outputs, 
and also provides compatibility between 
Tascam or similar -10 dBV unbalanced 
inputs and outputs and almost all other 
audio equipment. Each of the four 
channels actually is two circuits back - 
to -back. By plugging a jumper across 
the RCA -in and -out jacks, the LA -40 
isolates a line or converts from unbal- 
anced to balanced operation when both 
the output and input are at the same +4 
or -20 dBm nominal level. All connec- 
tions are on the rear panel, and the 
phone jacks are on the front panel where 
they can be used in conjunction with a 
standard TRS jack patch hay. 

56;y69;9á 

-t-. 
Two individually switch -selected 

options are available for output operat- 
ing level on the LA -85: +4 or +8 dBm. 
Output signal -to -noise is quoted at 100 
dB, referenced to +4 with the DIN 20 Hz 
to 20 kHz filter, and crosstalk between 
sections 80 dB. 

TASCAM 
7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD 
MONTEBELLO, CA 90640 

(213) 726 -0303 
For additional information circle #153 

ECHOTRON DIGITAL DELAY 
FROM DELTALAB FEATURES 

4- SECOND CAPABILITY 
Described as having been designed 

for customers wanting a solid -state dig- 

ital delay loop with long delay capabil- 
ity, the delay range of the EchotronTM is 
from 256 to 4096 milliseconds, all at full 
16 kHz bandwidth. 

The unit also offers Infinite Repeat 
capabilities for storing sound digitally, 



without signal degradation. Sound -on- 
sound can be added by using the feed- 
back control, in conjunction with the 
Infinite Repeat, allowing an engineer to 
produce over four seconds of repetitive 
audio. 

Manufacturer's suggested retail of the 
Echotron is $699. 

DELTALAB RESEARCH, INC. 
19 ALPHA ROAD 

CHELMSFORD, MA 01824 
(617) 256 -9034 

For additional information circle #154 

MODULAR SPECTRAL SHAPING 
FILTERS FROM TROISI 

Three fully parametric equalizer sec- 
tions cover the audio spectrum, with 
enough overlap to allow concentrated 
control within each frequency hand. 
Each section's bandwidth range is var- 
iable from 1. 12 to over three octaves 
wide, with low- and high- frequency sec- 
tions switchable from peaking to varia- 
bly damped shelving response of 6 to 24 
dB per octave. 

EQ range is adjustable from infinite 
cut to 15 dB boost (Model 517 has 12 dB 
max boost) with center -off positions 
that remove the filter circuits from the 
internal signal path. A fourth -band, 
second -order filter is included to selec- 
tively remove unwanted portions of the 
audio spectrum. A continuously varia- 
ble frequency control covers the nine 
octave range from 31 Hz to 16 kHz for 
either low -pass, high -pass or notch filter 
modes. 

Both models come in a variety of 
package formats allowing for direct 
replacement of many Vii'-; -inch equalizer 
modules; Model 517 features thumb - 
wheel cut boost, while the otherwise 
identical Model 518 offers continuously 
variable controls. LInpackaged modules 
are available for OEM use and console 
retrofit, and custom packaging can be 
configured for special applications. 
Each equalizer module is priced below 
$400 in single quantities. 

TROISI ENGINEERING & 
DESIGN CO. 

27 RIVER STREET 
WESTFORD, MA 01886 

(617) 692 -7768 
For additional information circle #155 

LOFT MODEL 400 QUAD 
LIMITER & NOISE GATE 

The Model 400 is a combination four - 
channel, feed -forward limiter and noise 
gate whose front -panel controls include 

XLR connectors with electronically 
balanced inputs and oitputs and/ or 
recessed panel controls. 

Suggested retail price of the Model 400 
is $649. 

noise gate threshold (minus -infinity to() 
dBv); limiter threshold ( -12 to +12 dBv); 
and limiter attack /release time (1 mil- 
lisecond to 1 second). A phase -reversal 
switch also is included on each channel. 

A rack mount unit that occupies one, 
11/4-inch rack space, the device comes 
standard with balanced inputs and '/- 
inch phone connectors. Options include 

PHOENIX AUDIO LABORATORY 
91 ELM STREET 

MANCHESTER, CT 06040 
(203) 649-1199 

For additional information circle #156 

ELECTRO -VOICE UPGRADES 
EVM SPEAKER LINE 

According to Greg Hockman, EV's 
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Choose from five new models... 
For more information see your dealer, phone o19 -297 -2820, or write Dept QSVr2 

AURATONE CORPORATION P.O. BOX 698 CORONADO CALIFORNIA í2118 U.S.A. 



director of marketing/ music products, 
the new EVM Pro -Line Series of loud- 
speakers offer increased power han- 
dling capability over existing Series II 
units, and are aimed at those wanting 
the ultimate in low- frequency reproduc- 
tion in PA and sound reinforcement 
systems. 

Several factors in the design, includ- 
ing heat -resistant materials, low -mass 
edgewound flat -wire voice coil construc- 
tion, and proprietary manufacturing 
techniques, are said to account for the 
speakers' improved performance. The 

Pro -Line assemblies are driven by EV's 
largest 16 -pound magnetic structure. 
Both the voice coil and the magnetic 
structure are vented to maximize heat 
dissipation in the voice coil area. 

The new EVMs are available in three 
sizes and five models to fit virtually any 
design application. The 15- and 18 -inch 
models can handle 400 watts continu- 
ous power (per EIA Standard RS -426A) 
and short- duration program peaks of up 
to 1,600 watts. The 12 -inch EVM Pro - 
Line speakers are rated at 300 watts 
continuous, with 1,200 -watt program 
peaks under the same test conditions. 

The EVM -12L Pro -Line loudspeaker 
is intended for extended -range sound 
reinforcement applications. Almost 
identical to the EVM -12L, the EVM -12S 

Presenting the 
Otari 5050 Mark III /S 

...with Service 

Service .. . Xi.mor s#\ The key to your success 
when purchasing a 

professional multi- track. 
With this in mind, PRS provides a 

quality assurance program in which every machine 
is individually tested and calibrated. This ensures 

trouble free operation and maximizes performance. 
Service ... it's what PRS is all about. 
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Professional Recording and Sound 
1616 Soldiers Field Road 
Boston, MA 02135 
617 254 -2110 
outside MA. 800 343 -3001 

A Group Four Company 

is designed for more emphasis in the 2 to 
3 kHz range for added brilliance and 
punch in full -range uses. The EVM -15B 
and EVM -15L are intended for general 
purpose, low- frequency reproduction, 
the latter for systems which also require 
response above 3.5 kHz. The EVM -18B 
Pro -Line offers enhanced low- frequency 
performance, including heavy funda- 
mentals in the 30 to 40 Hz range. 

The EVM Pro -Line characteristics are 
appropriate for both vented (bass reflex) 
and horn enclosures. Six optimally - 
vented enclosures have been designed 
by EV engineers specifically for the new 
speakers, and span low -frequency limits 
(3 dB down) from 38 to 83 Hz, and inter- 
nal volumes from L3 to 13.0 cubic feet. 

Pro -net prices of the new EVM Pro - 
Line are as follows: EVM -12S and -12L, 
$200; EVM -15B and -15L, $220; and 
EMV -18B, $330. 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. 
600 CECIL STREET 

BUCHANAN, MI 49107 
(616) 695 -6831 

For additional information circle #159 

TANGENT ANNOUNCES 
MODEL SX -12 LOW-COST 

STEREO MIXER 
Three independent sends are provided 

in addition to the stereo mix. Adding a 
separate effects bus to the usual reverb 
and monitor busses enables an inde- 
pendent mix to be sent to a phaser, 
flanger or digital delay line. Or, with a 
simple modification, the extra effects 
bus can be converted into an extra mon- 
itor bus. 

Standard features include 48 -volt 
phantom power; three -band equaliza- 
tion on each input channel (100 Hz, 1.5 
kHz, and 10 kHz); separate insertion 
jacks for patching external effects into 
individual channels; and a sloping rear 
panel for easy operation while in a road 
case. 



Suggested retail price of the SX -12 is 
$1,200. 

TANGENT 
8206 NORTH DREAMY DRAW 

PHOENIX, AZ 85020 
(602) 997 -4308 

For additional information circle #160 

AUDIO + DESIGN LAUNCHING 
RANGE OF AMBISONIC 

SURROUND -SOUND MODULES 
Designed to convert or transcode 

Ambisonic surround -sound information 
gathered from a Calrec Soundfield mic- 
rophone system, or from conventional 
mono /stereo mikes for inclusion in four - 
or three -channel B- Format mixes, the 
new units include an Ambisonic Profes- 
sional Decoder for decoding two - 
channel UHJ, and /or transcoding two 
stereo pairs or "quadraphonic" material 
to "quasi" surround sound, and for 
panning mono material in the sound- 
field; and an Ambisonic Multitrack 
Pan- Rotate unit that enables the posi- 
tioning of a sound source anywhere in 
the horizontal or periphonic (three - 
dimensional) soundfield, and the rota- 
tion of one soundfield within another. 
AUDIO + DESIGN RECORDING 

P.O. BOX 786 
BREMERTON, WA 98310 

(206) 275 -5009 
For additional information circle #161 

MODEL PEQ -1 PROGRAMMABLE 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

FROM POLYFUSION 
The Model PEQ -1 Pro -Graph is a 16- 

band, programmable monophonic gra- 
phic capable of storing 64 response 
curves in its memory. Each curve is 
created or manipulated via step up /step 
down buttons under each frequency 
band. The variable intensity screen is 
comprised of a lighted graticule and a 
matrix of 240 LEDs, which are said to 
produce a display easily visible from 
across the room. 

An A/B switch is provided to allow 
instantaneous comparison of the direct 
and equalized signals. The unit offers 
both "balance" and "unbalanced" 
inputs and outputs, while circuit tech- 
nology ensures extremely low noise and 
distortion. 

Pro -Graph comes equipped with two 
data input /output ports, allowing the 
unit to be remotely controlled by the 
optional PRC -1 Remcon unit, an auto- 
mated mixing board, a computer, or 
other Pro -Graphs in a "daisy- chain" 
arrangement. 

Frequency response is a quoted ±1 dB, 
10 Hz to 20 kHz, signal -to -noise ratio 105 
dB (unweighted), noise: -85 dBm, and 
THD: 0.0018, typical. 

Boost/ cut range is ±14 dB in 2 dB 

THE FINEST DIRECT BC 
Simon Systems proudly introduces the DB -1 A Active Direct Box and n 

this challenge. Test this DI against any other, and discover why many I _ _ 

artists and studios refer to it as "The Finest Direct Box." State of the art 
specifications, unique features, and affordable pricing set new standards 
for the industry. Features 8 Specifications 

No insertion loss 
3 pos Gain /Att Switch allows line-level 

output 
3 -way power scheme. batt, a.c. (w/PS -1 

power supply) or rechargable batt. 
Popless audio switching & connections 
Ground Isolation switch 
Compact size 
Freq. Response 10 Hz -150 kHz ( +0, -0.5 dB) 
THD less than 0.005% 
Dynamic Range 106 dB w /PS -1 supply 
S/N -104 dB w /PS -1 supply 

Simon Systems Products available at 
(Demos Available): 

Martin Audio 
423 W. 55th St. 
NY. NY 10019 
(212) 541-5900 

Professional Audio Services 
99 E. Magnolia Blvd. Surte 215 
Burbank, CA 91502 
(213) 843 -6320 

Professional Recording & Sound 
1616 Soldiers Field Road 
Boston, MA 02135 
(617) 254-2110 S SIMON SYSTEMS 

20224 Sherman Way #23 
SCanoga Park, CA 91306 

(213) 716-7905 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

mew spans 

Also 
Available: 
Model CB -4 
Headphone 
Cue Box 
System 

in the best 
of company 
(a partial list of users of 
Renkus -Heinz products) 

AC -DC 
Charlie Pride 
Culture Club 
Devo 
Dolly Parton 
Heart 
Jackson Browne 
Jeff Lorber Fusion 
John Cougar 
Kenny Loggins 
Manhattan Transfer 
Poco 
Police 
Rick James 
Rolling Stones 
Supertramp 
Van Halen 
Willie Nelson 

you'll find 

RENKUS -HEINZ 
PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIO COMPONENTS 

FREE: Send for catalog describing the complete 
Renkus -Heinz line and the name of your nearest 
dealer who will be glad to demo the equipment. 

RENKUS- HEINZ, INC. 17851 AB Sky Park Circle Irvine CA 92714 (714) 540 -3154 
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Banner) 

i 
PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
Authorized Distributor for 

Crown JBL SHURE 

TASCAM dbx 

...other quality brands available 

Outside Peoria, in Illinois, 
call toll -free 

1- 800 - 323 -3300 
or call 309- 637 -2277 

TFfOmI'lOn 
ELECTROnICI 

compAN 
3522 W. Harmon Highway 

Peoria, Illinois 61604 
J 

In The Studio 
and On The Road 

RTA 1232 
113 OCTAVE REAL TIME ANALYZER 
Double -tuned filters for professional results 31 
ISO bands cover full 20Hz to 20KHz SPL meter 

1,2.3 dB per step 12x32 LED display Digital 
pink and white noise Two balanced 15V phan- 
tom mic inpiitc Two line inputs $1,250.00 

MOSFET 900 POWER AMPLIFIER 300 
Watts (8 ohms). 450 Watts (4 ohms) per channel 
900 Watts mono bridged (8 ohms) Exclusive 
dual limiter /compressors and metering system 
Balanced Low Z / High Z inputs Input attenua- 
tors Full protection circuitry $1,250.00 

MOSFET 300 135 Watts (8 ohms). 200 Watts (4 
ohms) per channel 400 watts mono bridged (8 
ohms) Clipping indicators Full protection 
circuitry $675.00 

Available from autih.in,ed dealers 
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P.O. Drawer 1803 
Shelby, NC 28150 
tel. 704-487-7012 

W rocluct 
increments at each center frequency ( ±7 
dB in 1 dB increments as option), at 16 
frequencies between 16 Hz and 16 kHz, 
on 2 /3- octave spacing. 

Price of the Model PEQ -1 is $1,695. 
l'OLYFUSION ELECTRONICS 

92 BENBRO DRIVE 
BUFFALO, NY 14225 

(716) 681 -3040 
For additional information circle #165 

CANARE INTRODUCES BROAD 
LINE OF CABLE AND 

CABLE SYSTEMS 
Of special interest is Canare's IAE 

Series, of four -conductor cable that con- 
sists of two twisted pairs, plus a high - 
density braided shield. Because each 
"conductor" in the balanced cable actu- 
ally consists of a twisted pair, the 
included area between conductors is 
minimized which, in turn, maximizes 
rejection of AC hum and all forms of 
electro- magnetically induced noise. 
Tests show the resulting noise immun- 
ity is 10 times better than standard bal- 
anced mike cables, Canare claims. 

`t 

-"of i a 1L` 

The company's cable reels are availa- 
ble for single or large multipair cables, 
with or without connector panels. Sev- 
eral models come with three -position 
brakes that regulate tension or lock the 
reel completely. Most reels can be 
stacked for storage and easier pulling of 
long lines, and some models have roll 
around casters. 

A variety of low -crosstalk, multipair 
cables for construction of custom snakes 
also are available, including factory - 
wired, 8- to 32- channel snakes, with 
multipin connectors that mate either to 
junction boxes, or to XLR pigtails. Spe- 
cial combinations of optimized audio, 
video and communications cable in one 
multiconductor bundle come in five 
common remote truck formats. 

CANARE CABLE, INC. 
6733 VINELAND AVENUE 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606 
(213) 506 -7602 

For additional information circle #166 

SOUNDER MODEL 500 
PHASE CHECKER 

The new unit determines and displays 
the polarity of all audio equipment, and 
quickly and easily eliminates the prob- 
lems of phase distortion, bass cancella- 
tion, and loss of acoustic power caused 
by polarity errors. 

The battery -powered Checker consists 
of pulse generator to excite the system, 
and a polarity detector which shows the 
results. An internal electret condenser 
mike in the detector, and XLR, '/i -inch 
and RCA phono jacks on both units 
enable testing of equipment. 
SOUNDER ELECTRONICS, INC. 

21 MADRONA STREET 
MILL VALLEY, CA 94941 

(415) 383 -5811 
For additional information circle #167 

DELTALAB SUPER TIMELINE 
SERIES DIGITAL 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 
Comprising full bandwidth (16 kHz) 

programmable digital delay signal pro- 
cessors, both the ADM -512 and the 
ADM-2048 are described as being sim- 
ple to program, and easily addressable 
via the front panel or the accessory 
remote control. 

The ADM -512, with a suggested retail 
price of $799, features flanging, dou- 
bling, chorusing and echo effects, with 
up to 512 milliseconds of delay. 

The ADM -2048 is identical to the 
ADM -512, except that it provides the 
user with over two seconds (2048 mil- 
liseconds) of delay; the ADM -2048 has a 
suggested retail price of $999.00. 

DELTALAB RESEARCH, INC. 
19 ALPHA ROAD 

CHELMSFORD, MA 01824 
(617) 256 -9034 

For additional information circle #168 

ELECTRO -VOICE FR15 -2 
TWO -WAY SOUND 

REINFORCEMENT SPEAKER 
Intended for sound reinforcement 

applications where a wide, controlled 
coverage angle and high efficiency are 
desired from a single cabinet design, 
low- frequencies of the FR15 -2 are 
handled by a 15 -inch EVM- 15LSeries II 
woofer mounted in a 4.3 -cubic foot 
optimally vented enclosure. Frequen- 
cies above the L5 kHz crossover point 
are handled by a compression driver 



mounted on a 90- by 40- degree, constant - 
directivity horn. Unlike conventional 
horns, EV's constant- directivity horn is 
said to maintain its rated beamwidth to 
the highest frequencies, assuring broad, 
uniform coverage without dead spots. 

The frequency response of the FR15 -2 
is described as being essentially flat 
from 50 Hz to 15 kHz. The speaker's sen- 
sitivity is rated at 98 dB SPL with a 1 

watt input, measured at 1 meter on -axis. 
The long -term power -handling capacity 
is 200 watts, measured using shaped 
pink noise with a 6 -dB crest factor. 

Weighing 94 pounds and measuring 
28% by 311/2 by 165 /s inches (H x W x D), 
the new FR15 -2 speaker has a pro user 
net price of $665. 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. 
600 CECIL STREET 

BUCHANAN, MI 49107 
(616) 695 -6831 

For additional information circle #169 

LOW -COST MODULAR REVERB 
SYSTEM FROM 

REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES 
Described as the first totally modular 

plate reverberation system, the heart of 
the new "Blue Plate Special" is a full - 
sized (3- by 6 -foot) selected, stainless 
steel sheet, with spot -welded, double - 
thick, steel reinforcements at all sus- 
pension points. Mounting hardware 
consists of allen bolts and cast iron 
yokes, supported by rubber and steel 
washers. The frame is welded from 
heavy -gauge rectangular tubular steel. 

All that is required from the user is a 
cue system with amplifier, and one or 
two contact mike/ pickups. Other 
modules offered include pickup/ pre - 
amp with variable EQ, damping mech- 
anism, high -power drive amp with EQ, 
and an enclosure with integral suspen- 
sion /shock mount. 

Suggested list price of the Blue Plate 
Special is less than $700; it can be seen 
in booth #118 at the forthcoming New 
York AES Convention. 
REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES 

P.O. BOX 733 
CRANFORD, NJ 07016 

For additional information circle #170 

MARSHALL MEMORY 
MODULATOR DIGITAL 
EFFECTS PROCESSOR 

Due to be introduced at the forthcom- 

ing AES Convention in New York, the 
Memory Modulator is a computer - 
managed, programmable delay proces- 
sor that is said to depart radically from 
normal devices in this catagory. The 
company feels that the area of human 
interface in programmable devices has 
long been ignored, or poorly planned. 
All other devices have a front panel that 
attempts to emulate older physical or 
analog panels. This becomes meaning- 
less as soon as the first program is 
recalled, since the values stored have 
nothing to do with the values shown on 
the panel. 

The unit has no conventional controls 
at all; instead, a large 20- character 
alpha /numeric display shows the exact 
values of all parameters on request, in 
normal English. The user can call up 
instantly and directly edit any program 

MORE FOR LESS 
The RCF N -480 High Technology Compression Driver gives 
you more power handling, more extended response, less 

distortion, and it will cost you at least 50% less than 
any comparable driver on the market today. 

More Power Handling for 50% 
less .... 150 watts continuous 
program, 75w rms long term sine 
wave @ 1,200 Hz and up. 100w 
program and 50w rms long term 
@ 800 Hz and up. 

More Extended Response for 50% 
less .... equal to the finest alumi- 
num and titanium compression 
drivers in high frequency response. 

More Fidelity for 50% less .... 
with low inherent distortion thanks 
to a high dampening composite 
material diaphragm 

For more information, contact us today. 

More Quality for 50% less .... 
the RCF N -480 High Technology 
Compression Driver features a high 
flux (19,000 Gauss) ferrite magnetic 
structure, composite type 44 mm 
diaphragm and self canceling 
surround. The bottom line is 
high power, low distortion and 
extended frequency response 
capabilities. And you're paying 
about 50% less. 

EASTERN 
ACOUSTIC 
WORKS 

PO. Box I 1 1 

Framingham, Mass. 01/01 
(617) 620 -1478 
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in residence, and the device will lock to 
tape and track effects originally used (it 
will even load those effects off the multi- 
track into another Memory Modulator, 
and employ them). It can actually lock 
to the data track, and repeat dynamic 
effects as well (hand- turned control 
changes during the piece). Multiple 
units may be locked in any of several 
arrangements and driven from one data 
control track, including loading the 
actual programs into the units. 

The swept delay range is over 2000:1; 
modulation waveforms include auto- 
matic envelope following, log and linear 
LFOs, and all parameters, including 
EQ, are programmable. 

MARSHALL ELECTRONIC 
1205 YORK ROAD, SUITE 14 

LUTHERVILLE, MI) 21093 
(301) 484 -2220 

For additional information circle #173 

SOUNDCRAFT UNVEILS TS24 
IN -LINE CONSOLE 

Marking the beginning of a new 
range using in -line technology to sup- 
plement the company's range of split 
consoles, the new TS24 is said to feature 
a new approach to in -line working, and 
is designed to greatly simplify operation 
and dispense with the confusion that 
can occur when using current layouts. 

With the use of a simple system com- 
prising a few master controls, the status 
of the whole console can be changed 
quickly from one mode to another. Mon- 
itoring facilities during rec9rd and 
overdub also have been greatly simpli- 
fied, and the console electronics are of 
the usual high standard expected from 
the manufacturer. The TS24 is des- 
cribed as providing a great many facili- 
ties, at a very reasonable price. 

SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS 
1517 20TH STREET 

SANTA MONICA, CA 90404 
(213) 453 -4591 

For additional information circle #175 

SOUND WORKSHOP LAUNCHES 
SERIES 34 MIXING CONSOLE 
The new Series 34 features 24 mix and 

six auxiliary send busses, four -band 
sweepable EQ, monitor EQ insert, dual 
stereo echo returns, and optional 
computer -controlled VCA package, 
featuring ARMS automation. 

A dual metering system enables simul- 
taneous display of both input signal 

chain, and the output (bus /tape) signal 
chain. The bus /tape meter is a three - 
color, 40- segment high resolution design 
with 40 dB dynamic range, peak and 
average ballistics, and variable 
intensity. 

All main inputs and outputs feature 
balanced transformerless design, with 
output circuit clip level exceeding +27 
dBu. The optional computer /VCA 
package features in -place solo, Super - 
Group input subgrouping, and tape - 
based console automation with inde- 
pendent mute write. 

The Series 34 standard configuration 
is 28 -in /24 -out in a 32 -input mainframe. 
Pricing is at $31,400 for the standard 
configuration, and $39,900 for the corn - 
puter /VCA package. 

SOUND WORKSHOP 
1324 MOTOR PARKWAY 
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 

(516) 582 -6210 
For additional information circle #174 

CETEC VEGA R -42 PRO PLUS 
WIRELESS -MIKE RECEIVER 
The new Model R -42 features "infinite 

gain" technology, ultralow noise, true 
dual- receiver diversity, and switch - 
selectable Dynex II. System dynamic 
range with Dynex II is said to be typi- 
cally 108 dB, A- weighted (maximum 
deviation to noise floor). Even with 
Dynex II switched out, the receiver has 
a 92 -dB (A- weighted) signal -to -noise 
ratio. 

Highest adjacent- channel rejection is 
achieved with 16 poles of IF filtering. 
The preselector is a true four -pole 
helical -resonator filter (silver -plated). 
Infinite gain technology is said to 
ensure the best possible signal -to -noise 
ratio at low signal levels, and improved 
processing of multipath RF signals. 

CETEC VEGA 
9900 BALDWIN PLACE 
EL MONTE, CA 92667 

(213) 442 -0782 
For additional information circle #179 

QUANTEC DIGITAL ROOM 
SIMULATOR NOW AVAILABLE 

IN U.S. FROM MARSHALL 
Several important changes will be 

immediately put into effect as a result of 
the recent announcement. First, the new 
price of the Room Simulator will be 
reduced by a full 20% from $12,500 to 
$10,000. Second, all units will be 
shipped from stock at the Marshall fac- 
tory, eliminating the long post order 
wait that existed before. Third, the 



dealer network will be increased 
dramatically. 

The Quantec Room Simulator is a lin- 
ear 16 -bit digital ambience and reverb 
processor whose algorithms are said to 
be consistent with actual acoustics of 
real rooms. Room parameters are 
defined in cubic meters, and can range 
from rooms smaller than (and inserted 
into) your head, to giant concert halls 
with reverb times of up to 100 seconds at 
1 kHz, and multiples of that at the high - 
and low -frequency limits. 

The QRS is a true stereo -in, four - 
channel -out device, with the inputs con- 
figured as two "speakers" in a room, 
and the outputs as four "microphones" 
placed in that room. The unit is said to 
exhibit a true non -pumping (no noise 
reduction schemes of any type are used) 
94 dB A- weighted dynamic range, with 
very special guard filters designed to 
eliminate that "closed" or "tight" feel- 
ing produced by normal filters. Rever- 
beration density exceeds 10,000 per 
second. Infinite reverb times and spe- 
cial non -reverb room simulations also 
are included. 

MARSHALL ELECTRONIC 
1205 YORK ROAD, SUITE 14 

LUTHERVILLE, MD 21093 
(301) 484 -2220 

For additional information circle #176 

AUDIO + DESIGN TCR1 
PORTABLE TIMECODE READER 

The TCR1 SMPTE /EBU timecode 
reader and regenerator is said to meet 
the need for a simple, economic and 
accurate code -reader. The unit operates 
for up to 2,000 hours from one set of 
internal batteries, and will read time- 
code from serial code outputs. 

Apart from reading SMPTE /EBU 
code, at the flick of a switch the unit will 
display user -bit code. Drop -frame and 
color frame are indicated below the 
frame -count digits. The TCR1 also has 
an output through which timecode can 
be accessed "cleaned -up." 
AUDIO + DESIGN RECORDING 

P.O. BOX 786 
BREMERTON, WA 98310 

(206) 275 -5009 
For additional Information circle #177 

MARSHALL ELECTRONIC 
LAUNCHES SAINTSOFT 

COMPUTER DRAFTING SYSTEM 
The new Saintsoft CADDRAFT 

computer -aided system is a low cost, 
ultra high speed drafting tool that is 
said to differ from conventional CAD 
systems in several ways. Designed to 
respond and operate typically 20 to 40 
times faster than conventional CADs, 
moving or editing sections of a drawing 
is done visually, immediately, and 
physically without the need to define 
target or displacement vectors. 

Everything the user needs to start 
drawing is included; for example, in the 
schematic mode over 100 schematic 
objects are supplied prescaled and grid 
referenced. These can be modified, com- 
bined, stripped, or edited in any way, 
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and stored as additional objects. A 
module is also provided for the genera- 
tion of custom shapes. 

CADDRAFT incorporates a 12- 
screen, real -time buffer and a high- 
speed program buffer. It offers features 
such as removable grids, grid snap, step 
and repeat, microscopic editing, auto 
measuring, auto pattern fill, estimation, 
auto parts labeling and sequential 
numbering, instant multi- screen pan - 
and all with no need for redraws. 

The CADDRAFT system will be on 
display in booth #1440 at the forthcom- 
ing AES Convention, New York City. 

MARSHALL ELECTONIC 
1205 YORK ROAD, SUITE 14 
LUTHERVILLE, MD 21093 

(301) 484 -2220 
For additional Information circle #178 

HEARS THE SCORE! 
WLi Glenn Snoddy 

U ith a TIMES U \E uru can expect 
1 hear a marked sonic improvement ,. ni sour speakers Tighter bass. fatter 

midrange. cleaner highs... 

Denny Purcell 
It simply the hest amplifier !_ I se ever heard 

1111 
a \1 

t 
! 

iiii: / TIMES ONE uses video amplifier technology f 

to deliver super -fast. super -accurate. super- 
reliable high power audio amplifiers which 
will produce from 30 to '00 watts at -' to t 

ohms with a slew rate of 13(1C micro -sec. Call 

( 2I 2) 43í -'222 for further information or 

Design Workshop. 30S East 16th St.. New 

lark Cm \ 1 10017. 
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EQUIPMENT UPDATE 
- continued from page 26 .. . 

with. 
The accompanying illustration shows 

the compander after its changes. The 
output of the second -order linear - 
prediction filter is a "locally decoded" 
version of the digital bit stream, since 
the delta -mod decoder reconstructs the 
audio by driving the same bit stream 
into this same loop filter. Therefore, by 
deriving the VCA -gain information 
from the loop -filter output in both 
encode and decode, the VCA gains are 
guaranteed to be complementary; i.e., 
mistracking cannot occur. 

Two VCAs are used in both the 

encoder and the decoder to provide the 
spectral and the amplitude compres- 
sion. The amplitude -control VCA 
merely adjusts the broadband gain of 
the signal, whereas the spectral - 
compression VCA acts as a voltage - 
controllable filter (VCF) with a constant 
"hinge" frequency. The filter is capable 
of providing up to 30 dB of boost or cut at 
20 kHz. 

During encode, the high frequencies 
present at the input are dynamically 
sensed by the spectral -control RMS 
detector. The output of this detector is 
used to control the VCF response such 
that when strong high frequencies are 
present they are attenuated, and when 
only weak high frequencies are present 
they are boosted. 

THIS IS WHAT 
YOU PAY FOR. 

The newest, the latest, 

the hottest, such as: 

Soundcraft Multitrack 

DBX Digital 

Tascam 16 Track 

Turbosound 

Fostex 16 Track 

THIS IS WHAT 
YOU GET. 

Let's face it, we're equipment freaks 

just like you. So, not only will 

you get the newest, latest, hottest 

stuff at our stores, yoi'll also 

reap the benefits of our pre- testing, 

designing and virtual y living 

with pro -audio equipment. 

Our size gives us the busing power 

to have what you want at good 

competitive prices. Our factory- 

trained repair facility means 

firsthand help in a hurry. 

You need fast availability and great 

service. You need Abadon Sun. 

THIS IS WHERE 
YOU GET IT. 

P R O F E S S I O N A L A U D I O 

SAN ANTONIO HOUSTON DALLAS MEXICO CITY 

PHONE 512 -824 -8781 
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During decode, the control voltages to 
the expander VCA and VCF are 
inverted in polarity from those of the 
compressor. All of the VCAs obey an 
exponential control law, so that invert- 
ing the control voltage results in recip- 
rocal VCA gains. Moreover, the voltage - 
controlled filter is symmetrical in 
design, which means that inverting the 
gain also inverts the frequency 
response. 

A secondary, "transient- speedup" 
circuit is employed in the level- sensing 
path to allow faster gain reduction dur- 
ing input transients. It works by looking 
for strings of " Is" or "Os" in the digital 
output, which indicate the onset of slew - 
rate overload in the modulator. If more 
than about 20 consecutive is or Os are 
found, a DC voltage is applied to the 
RMS- detector input. This voltage is 
about 10 dB higher in level than the 
largest AC input signal normally pres- 
ent at the detector input, which causes 
the detector to change its output 10 
times faster than normal. This ensures 
that transients are not clipped in the 
decoded output. 

The production 700's final dynamic 
range, then, is greater than 110 dB at 
low and middle frequencies, and only 
slightly less than 110 dB at high fre- 
quencies. This means that the unit's 
capabilities are quite close to those of 
the human ear. Note that the noise mea- 
surement in this dynamic range figure 
is unweighted, and for the full 20 Hz to 
20 kHz bandwidth. Also important in 
any companded design is the signal -to- 
noise ratio in the presence of a signal. In 
this area, too, the 700 delivers very high 
performance, having around 85 dB at 1 

kHz. This is due to the action of the spec- 
tral compressor, which significantly 
reduces high- frequency noise in the 
presence of low frequencies. 

One nice consequence - the creative 
edge, if you will - of having a full - 
bandwidth dynamic range of around 
100 dB is that even if as much as 20 dB is 
lost or sacrificed somewhere in the 
recording and mastering processes, the 
result will still be a master with a 
dynamic range as wide as the Compact 
Disc can handle (90 dB or so). 

Field test also revealed that crude 
editing splices (made without a video 
editor) would not be fully corrected, but 
could produce a very small (two - 
millisecond) click. This has been 
changed so that now a gross cut produ- 
ces brief muting - which will make 
edits made during silences (assembly 
editing, for example) quiet and seam- 
less. 

Delay Line for 
Analog -Disk Mastering 

We have produced a working proto- 
type of a delay unit for disk mastering, 
to be called the D700 Disk -Mastering 
Delay, adjustable up to two seconds. 
Ours differs from some other digital 
delays in that there is no degrading 
whatsoever of either the delay or the 
original in the delaying process. The 



J 

delayed signal is what gets sent to the 
cutting head, while the original 700 sig- 
nal is used for previewing the program, 
and controlling the cutter spacing with 
total accuracy. 

Video Synchronization 
We thought it would he useful for stu- 

dios to be able to link several 700s 
together for multichannel recordings, or 
to synchronize a 700 to the house video - 
production system. Production 700s, 
then, have video -sync inputs (and out- 
puts as well). 

With varying degrees of activity, dbx 
is at work on developing open -reel, 
fixed -head, razor -editable two- and mul- 
titrack machines, competitively priced 
with analog recorders of similar format; 
full digital editing for same; transcod- 
ing (going from CPDM directly to PCM 
for the production of CDs); and consu- 
mer units. 

Although parts and other costs have 
risen in the last year, we have succeeded 
through a number of means in coming 
in under our projected figure of "less 
than $5,000.- t! 
NIP 

MI'T'SUBISHI ELECTRIC 
ACQUIRES DIGITAL 

ENTERTAINMENT CORP; 
ADDS SUPPORT STAFF 

In making the recent announcement, 
\'oshito "Super" Yamaguchi, chairman 
of Mitsubishi Electric said, "We see the 
professional audio and video technolo- 
gies as ones of tremendous growth in the 
coming years, and have decided that the 
time is now ripe to increase our invest- 
ments in these areas. The success of the 
new Compact Disc technology has 
opened the doors for increased activity 
in the entertainment areas, and this 
new venture will very quickly find itself 
uniquely suited to developing new and 
exciting ways to market our sophisti- 
cated technologies." 

Along with Mitsubishi's digital audio 
products, DEC also will develop and 
market a new system of interactive dig- 
ital audio storage devices, music soft- 
ware manufacturing equipment, enter- 
tainment- related business computer 
systems, and other related pro -audio 
products. 

Yamaguchi will serve as DEC's chair- 
man, while Tore B. Nordahl will remain 
as the president and chief executive 
officer. Immediate plans include the 
staffing of offices in New York, Los 
Angeles, and Nashville, where regional 
sales and technical support services will 
be maintained. Sonny Kawakami of 
Mitsubishi is assuming the position of 
VP Marketing for DEC, while Lou Dol- 
lenger (Mitsubishi Electric in Chicago) 
is moving to the New York area to 
become marketing manager. Bill Van 
Doren is regional manager at the DEC 
Hollywood office. Van Doren comes to 
DEC with a nine -year sales career with 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
STUDIO DESIGN 
EQUIPMENT SALES 
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING 
TOTAL SERVICE SUPPORT 

At LD Systems, We Don't Just Sell Sound Equipment, 
WE SELL KNOWLEDGE 

L D SYSTEMS, INC. 
467 W. 38TH HOUSTON, TEXAS 77018 (713) 695 -9400 

NO MIKING 

GO DIRECT 
WITH 

Stewart 
Why spend thousands of dollars for equipment to create lust the right sound from your instrument only to lose 

that sound because of poor feed to the mixing console caused by conventional rniking Tne Stewart active Direct 

Box Model ADB -1 has the ability to be used directly in line with a speaker enabling more faithful reproduction than 

conventional mrkmg. 

Affordably priced 

Engineered for maximum performance. 

Superior in design and workmanship 

Rugged and indestructable. 

Battery or phantom power 

No transformer 

RF protec:ed 

Flat Response 

Low Distortion 

Low Noise 

P.O. Box 60317, Sacramento, CA 95860 916/929 -4431 
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It's everything you need 
for fast, accurate one - 
third- octave sound -level 
and reverberation -time 
analysis... all in one 
easy -to -use package. 

Weighted or un- 
weighted SPL analysis 
Automatic or manual 
reference -level 
adjustment 

Digital display of RT60 
with decay character- 
istic plotted on screen 
Built -in pink -noise 
generator 
Rear -panel connectors 
for external oscillo- 
scope and digital 
peripherals 
AC and battery 
operation 

Inovonics' Model 500 
Acoustic Analyzer. The 
sound choice for analy- 
sis at the airport, 
auditorium, or labora- 
tory. For all the details, 
call or write us today. 

inovonics inc. a 
503 -B Vandell Way 
Campbell, CA 95008 
(408) 374 -8300 

See us at the AES 
Booth 422 
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INGENUITY 
That's what it takes to deliver a truly sophisticated audio processing tool, like the 

Gatex, at a remarkably low price. This revolutionary product offers four channels of pre- 
cise noise gating capability with each channel functioning as an expander as well. 

Consider the following features: 
Program Controlled Sustain- Automatically lengthens release time as dictated by 

program content, allowing use of fast release times with freedom from dynamic distortion. 
Extremely wide control range -80 dB maximum attenuation offers precision control 

to eliminate "feed- through ". No need to "double -gate with this unit! 
Program Dependent Attack -Shortens attack time automatically when required by 

program content. 
Optimized gating and expansion slopes -Fulfill virtually any gating or expansion 

requirement. The 1:10 gating slope combined with the units fast attack allows successful 
application of the Gatex on the entire range of percussion instruments. Our 1:2 expansion 
slope used with Gatex's medium attack characteristic delivers dramatic increases in 
dynamic range and attenuation of unwanted noise. The unique 2:3 expansion slope with 
average attack provides subtle dynamic noise reduction for applications such as tracking 
vocals, transfer of mixed program material and elimination of ambient noise. 

Feedforward VCA technology -Gatex employs the state -of- the -art in VCA technol- 
ogy, the Valley People TA 104. The use of this gain element ensures that no noise or 
distortion is ever added to the signal. 

Gatex. Now that's smart! _pudro 
439 E. IRIS DR., NASHVILLE, TN 37204, (615) 297 -1098 
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Studer -Revox America, where he was 
instrumental in the growth and accep- 
tance of Studer products in the U.S., 
particularly the company's multitrack 
recorders. 

TECHNIGROUP MARKETING 
AND SALES COMPANY FORMEI) 

BY CHRIS COFFIN 
Coffin, formerly with Sound Work- 

shop, says that TechniGroup, Inc. will 
serve as a national marketing, sales and 
support organization for OEMs in the 
audio /electronics industry. The new 
corporation will be based in Northport, 
NY, with a California operation to be 
announced in the near future. A 
nationwide computer communications 
system will be an integral part of Tech - 
niGroup's operating and support 
structure. 

TechniGroup and Marshall Elec- 
tronic have joined forces to increase 
marketing and distribution of Mar- 
shall's newly expanded product line, 
including the Memory Modulator, The 
Quantec Room Simulator, and Saintsoft 
CADDRAFT computer -aided drafting 
package. 

For more details, contact Chris Coffin 
at: TechniGroup, 16 Green Acre Lane, 
Northport, NY 11768. (516) 261 -5541. 

STUDER SELECTS FIRST 
U.S. DEALERS 

The company's equipment now may 
be purchased through a limited network 
of independent professional audio deal- 
erships; previously, all products in the 
Studer line were made available exclu- 
sively through direct distribution by 
Studer Revox America, Inc. 

Dealers currently authorized to carry 
the Studer line are: Audio Engineering 
Associates of Pasadena, CA; Bridge- 
water Custom Sound of Harvey, IL; 
Doug Brown Enterprises of Tulsa, OK; 
Cramer Video of Needham, MA; Mid - 
corn, Inc. of Arlington, TX; Emco, Inc. of 
Rockville, MD; Pro Audio General Store 
of Atlanta, GA, Coral Springs, GL, and 
Carol Stream, IL; and Studio sonics 
Corporation of Schaumburg, IL. 

Studer mixing consoles, A800 multi - 
tracks, and A8OVU stereo and 16/24 - 
track machines will continue to be 
available only through direct distribu- 
tion by Studer Revox America. 

AWARD WINNING QUAD =EIGHT 
FILM CONSOLE DESTINED 

FOR AUSTRALIA 
Colorfilm Pty., Ltd. of Australia has 

purchased from The Burbank Studios 
the original Quad -Eight Dubbing 5 cus- 
tom rerecording console for which the 
manufacturer won an Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Techni- 
cal Award in 1974. Using the console, 
TBS post -production department also 
received many Academy Award nomi- 



Colorfilm sound director Les McKensie (left) 
with Quad -Eight president Cam Davis. 

nations, including Electric Horseman 
and Tootsie, and an Oscar for All The 
President's Men. 

In June, Quad -Eight delivered to TBS 
a new 24 -foot, 108- input, six -track stereo 
console, which presently is being used 
in Dubbing 5. But since the original 
board was far from ready to retire, 
Colorfilm contracted with Quad -Eight 
to make some minor modifications, and 
recheck the entire console for original 
performance specifications. The like - 
new console then will fulfill the 
requirements for Dolby Stereo work in 
Colorfilm's main theater, which is 
equipped with 23 RCA high -speed film 
transports, and a Studer A800 
multitrack. 

ALTEC LANSING MOVES 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 

Following the sale of its 14 -acre Ana- 
heim, California, facility, Altec Lansing 
has relocated its corporate offices to 
another facility, also in Anaheim, that 
will house Altec administration, engi- 
neering, sales and marketing depart- 
ments. All Altec manufacturing opera- 
tions now have been consolidated at the 
company's Oklahoma City facility. 

The new address for Altec corporate 
headquarters is: Altec Lansing, 1250 
Red Gum Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92806. 
(714) 632-7717. 

3M SELLING SPARE PARTS 
INVENTORY FOR ANALOG 
RECORDERS TO ELECTRO- 

TECHNOLOGY CORP. 
The sale of service support capabili- 

ties and spare parts inventory to 
Electro- Technology Corporation, Menlo 
Park, California, includes a licensing 
agreement to manufacture spare parts 
required to repair or rebuild the analog 
recorders that were last manufactured 
in 1979 by 3M's former Mincom Pro- 
ducts Division. 

According to Art Cuscaden, technical 
service supervisor of 3M's Broadcast 
and Related Products Division, the 
agreement includes all existing spare 
parts, engineering data, vendor infor- 
mation and test and manufacturing fix- 
tures needed to provide repair services 
or parts to current owners of the equip- 
ment. In addition, the agreement pro- 
vides for the training of Electro- 

NEWS continues on page 222 - 
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- Contact - 
AUS Klarau Enterprises Pty Ltd.. FO E 3 379. S3uth Metourne. Vict ra. 3 ?0. el (03, 913801 

Studer Remit Wien Ges m b.H. Vdwggasso4. 118C Wien. Tel. 0!?!) 4-3339 
3L Heyne( B.V . Bedrgfstraat 2. 3530 t-asselt Td 011- 20006 
3R Centelac Equipamentos e Sist =Tae Eletrcnios Ltda . 22440 Rio oe Janeir,- RJ.. Tel. (021) 237 -6198 
:TIN Studer Reims Canada Ltd.. 14 Bargar Drive Toronto Ontario. 1441.1 E3. Te 416 -423 -2831 
3F Lounamae Electronics Oy. Uin3nrgoltu 27 e. 00336 -elsmki 33. Tel.. 9338E 566 ' Sociel3 dExploitation du Groove E_N3. 8 -CC. rue r: r Val Notre -Demo. 9410_ Argenteuil. Tel 38? 29 73 
1K Audic :::ensultants Co.. Ltd.. 93 T_:wawen, <owloor Hong Korç E C. C. _Tel : 3- 712 32 51 

L Kohn.). Ud.. 18 Ha arba a Street. 79 -Aviv Tel: 03 - 26 32 98 
i !ma! á Company LTD.. 6 Ichiçaya Tc rmaisscho. Sh r uk., Tokyc. -3 .. (o) M7-1401 
IL Heynes E. V . P.O.Box 10. 6596AP 3enep. -el 0885- -1956 

Siv. 1a3. Benum A'S. Bolts 2433. S_Ib. Oslo', Tel. (Ga) 44 22 55 
Rote T4lecomumcazioni S. p A . VeaSav' anetalone 15 20147 Mien, - T -L 415.41.41 1'3 

a 
' G E F A,. E U.A. 51 5° Dto. P- 700i Lisboa -el.. 884C21 

3 Singleor Productions. Via Augusta 55. Cesp 804 - Ecif. Mercurio. Eerie-ono-6. Tel 23770E0 
3 Natat. Nordisti Audio Teknik a3. =0.304 63'6, 5500E Jonkopmq. TA 6- 140680 
7M PAJA_ - Jaques Zeller. Morges 12.11 1 Eckchens. -e1. 021 - 72 2. 2 

3B Scenc Sounds Equipment Ltc..97 -99 Dean greet. Loidon W11, SFA 'e.: 0`- 7342E12 3 4 5 
JSA Posthorn Recordings. 142 West - 21h Slr3et -0th Flocr. New Yale =i y I. 10031. -.l : (212) 242 -3737 

Schalltect--Ii: Dr.-Ing. Schceos 3mbH, 
Postbc< 410970 D-7500 Karlsruhe Tele> 7826902. -3 (0721) 42016:42011 
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Tangent & 
The Extra Mix 
You Always 
Wanted. 

I h w many times have you helm 

doing a recording and run out of 
send busses? How often have you 
sworn at your console because 

you couldn't send a separate mix 
to each effects device? 

Tangent's XL -8 solves your 
frustrations. As a universal 
building block, the Tangent 
XL-8 gives you THREE 
INDEPENDENT MIXES. 

Three Effects Sends 
Patch the Direct Out on each of your 
channels into the Tangent XI.-8. Instantly. 
you have three extra Effects Sends. 

Three Monitor Sends 
I )r patch the Accessory ( tutput from each 

console channel into the XI. -8. You can 

now give each musician his own Monitor 
Mix! 

8X3 
Expand your existing mixer's capabilities 
by using each of the three rows of controls 
as Independent Mono Mixes. 

8 X2 Stereo 
Flip a switch and the bottom row of 
controls becomes a l'an! You now have 

(one Mono Mix and one Stereo Mix. 

Keyboards! 
The XI. -8 makes the perfect. low -cost 

keyboard mixer. 

Daisy -Chain 
Cascade one XI.-8 into another to fit any 
application. Expand from 8X3 to 16X3. 

24X3 or more. Or build 8X3.8X6.8X9 
and up. 

Headphones 
Listen to each mix over the built -in 
headphone amp. Select Mix 1. Mix 2. 

Mix 3. Stereo Mix 2 or Stereo Aux. 

$350! 

For full information on how the power- 

ful XL-8 can help expand your mixingcap- 
abilities. give us a call. Or mail us this 
coupon: 

Nam' 

Addr'ss 

lilt - 
slat' - 

Dept. N 
8206 North Dreamy Draw 
Phoenix, Arizona 85020 
1602) 997 -4308 
%N nr prit' is su,ÿ..l.d It and n .uhin I ILL h.m, 
wdhomi n"hr'. 
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ass 
RATES - $65 00 Per Column Inch - 

(2 . x 1 ) 

One -inch minimum, payable to ad- 
vance Fourinchesmaximum Space 
over four inches will be charged for 
at regular display advertising rates 

BOOKS 

"THE PLATINUM RAINBOW" 
The Platinum Rainbow (How To Suc- 
ceed in The Music Business Without Sel- 
ling Your Soul) by Grammy Award win- 
ning record producer Bob Monaco and 
syndicated music columnist James 
Riordan. Complete sections on produc- 
ing and engineering including the prac- 
tical aspects of pursuing a career. Also 
contains a complete DIRECTORY of the 
music business including studios and 
engineering schools. 

$11.00 Postpaid 
R - /p Books 

P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90029 

THE MUSICIAN'S GUIDE 
TO INDEPENDENT 

RECORD PRODUCTION 
by Will Connally 

All aspects of the business side of 
making records ... the role of the 
producer ... budget preparation 
and economics ... reducing the 
financial risks of independent 
record production. 

$9.50 Postpaid 
R -e /p Books 

P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 
90028 

SOUND RECORDING 
by John Eargle 
JME Associates 

The best book on the techni- 
cal side of recording . . 

thoroughly recommended 
- Studio Sound 

355 Pages, Illustrated with 232 
tables, curves, schematic dia- 
grams, photographs, and cuta- 
way views of equipment. 

$21.95 each, Hardbound 
R -e /p Books 

P.O. Box 2449 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

PLATE REVERBERATION 

S/N 80dB 
RESPONSE + / 4dB 100 -20K 
4 MODELS 
STARTING UNDER $700 

Brick 
102 S. Porter Street, Elgin. IL 60120 Audio (312) 742-7425 

SENKHEISER 
M D421 U 

MD431 U 

MD441 U 

MD427U 

18001 431- 3232 

$208 . - HD414 
$224.- HD420 
$289.- HD222 
$155.- Other Models 

,1¡( ( NUl1oP .1LO..NJ (21 2) 

$ 44. 
$ 50.- 
$ 67.- 

.. Call 

438-6400 

m 
m 

ó 

l' O Box 37, Brooklyn NY 11204 
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HANDBOOK OF 
MULTICHANNEL RECORDING 

by F. Alton Everest 
320 pages -- 201 illustrations 
The book that covers It all .. 

a comprehensive guide to all 
facets of multitrack recording .. 

acoustics ... construction .. 
studio design ... equipment .. . 

techniques ... and much, 
much more! 

Paperback. $9.95 
R -e /p Books 

P.O. Box 2449 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

HOW TO BUILD A SMALL BUDGET 
RECORDING STUDIO 

FROM SCRATCH 
... with 12 Tested Designs 

by F Alton Everest 
Solt Cover - 326 Pages 

$9.95 Postpaid 
R -e /p Books 

P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 90028 

R -e /p BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE 
Limited quantity - While They Last! 

$4.00 each, postage included 

February 1975 
April 1975 
February 1976 
August 1976 
June 1977 
August 1977 
December 1977 
February 1978 
April 1978 
June 1978 
April 1979 
June 1979 
December 1979 
February 1980 
April 1980 
June 1980 
August 1980 

October 1980 
December 1980 
February 1981 

April 1981 

June 1981 

O August 1981 

October 1981 

December 1981 

February 1982 
April 1982 
August 1982 
October 1982 
December 1982 
February 1983 
April 1983 
June 1983 
August 1983 

Audio Production for Broadcast 
Spring 1982 $5.00 
Fall 1982 $5.00 
Spring 1983 $5.00 

Please check appropriate box for each 
issue ordered, enclose check or money 
order, and mail to. 

R -e /p, Dept. B/I 
P.O. Box 2449 

Hollywood, CA 90078 

Foreign orders payable in U.S funds only by 
bank check or money order. Foreign checks 
requiring collection fees paid by R -e /p will not 
be accepted. 

Amount Enclosed 
Name 
Address 

City. State 
Zip 

THE MASTER HANDBOOK 
OF ACOUSTICS 

by F. Alton Everest 
353 Pages - Numerous Illustrations 
A thorough guide to all aspects of 
acoustic design for recording studios ... 
sound propagation ... air conditioning 
... design examples ... provides the 
essentials to understanding how rooms 
affect the sound we hear. - Paperback: $15.00 - - Hardback: $21.00 - 

Including Postage 
K -e /p Books 

P.O. Box 2449 Hollywood, CA 
90028 

EMPLOYMENT 

SALES MANAGERS 
East Coast ',V West Coast 

NEVE requires two experienced Sales 
Managers, one to be based in its Hollywood 
nfhc e and one in the New York area Must have 
¡woven track record in sales of audio consoles 
to Music Recording. Television. Film and Post 
Production studios Must be well organized self 
.tarter with a good technical background 
Apply in person at the N Y AES. Booths 727- 
/30. or send resume marked confidential to 

Barry Roche, President 
Rupert Neve, Inc. 

Berkshire Industrial Park 
Bethel, CT 06801 
12031 744 -6230 

Enjoy the sweet sound of success. 
NEI s superb 2711X Digital Equalizer RTA 

combines an RTA. a 27 band EQ. and a micro- 
computer to make control of complex sound 
functions a piece of cake. Professionally 
astute. technologically innovative. the 2711X 

is also user friendly. A 4- character alpha- 
numeric display makes for easy interaction 
and always lets you know what function 
the 2711X is performing. 

The 2711X microcomputer can store and 
recall as many as 27 memory units at the push 
of a button. There's so much to this 
imaginative unit you really need to check it out 
in person. And the price is right too. The 

2711X is priced favorably with RTA only units. 

The sweet sound of success. Taste it at your 
authorized NEI dealer. 

N_E.I 
a complete line of professional audio equipment. 

934 N E 25th Avenue Portland. Oregon U S A 97232 Telephone 15031232 -4445 Telex 364412 INTR 
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990 
THE BEST OP -AMP 

Electronic design by Deane Jensen, 
Jensen Transformers 

Packaging and production design by 
John Hardy, Hardy Co. 

Some of the satisfied users: 

MOBILE FIDELITY 

JVC CUTTING CENTER 

SUNSET SOUND, Hollywood 

SONY, Digital Audio Div 

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC 

20TH CENTURY FOX 
(Console by De Medio Engineering) 

ARMIN STEINER 

K -DISC MASTERING 

DE MEDIO ENGINEERING 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS 

BONNEVILLE PRODS 

WFMT, Chicago 

ABC -TV 
Complete specifications and 

documentation available. 

Manufactured by and sold exclusively thru: 

THE HARDY COMPANY 
P.O. Box AA631 

Evanston, IL 60204 USA 
(312) 864 -8060 
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EMPLOYMENT 

Audio /Video Freelance 
Writer Needed 

Do you have a basic working knowl- 
edge of audio and video recording sys- 
tems? Can you write a competent 
paragraph? Would you like to escape 
the hassles of New York or L.A. for a 
more laid -back lifestyle? Nashville 
needs you! I've got more work than I 

can handle, both editorial and adver- 
tising. Call Sam Borgerson at (615) 
254 -5651 or (615) 269 -0542. 

SALES MANAGER 
Prominent NY based pro audio manufac- 
turer is seeking an International Sales 
Manager to coordinate sales throughout 
worldwide dealer network. If you are the 
best, please contact: 
Box NY, Recording Engineer /Producer 

P.O. Box 2449 
Hollywood, CA 90078 

SALES 
MANAGER 
Now Infland Digita/ Corporation 

The company that manufactures 
the worlds most advanced compu- 
ter music system, the Syndaviee II , 

is growing again. N.E.D. is 
presently accepting resumes for 
the position of Sales Manager for 
its musical products. The ideal 
candidate should have at least 
three years of proven manage- 
ment experience in sales of high - 
end professional equipment 
along with a strong knowledge of 
marketing. He or she should also 
possess an excellent knowledge 
of analog and digital synthesis 
techniques. Personnel skills and 
a professional appearance are 
essential. 
Send resumes to: 

Professional Staffing 
New England Digital Corp. 
Box 456 White River Jct., VT 05001 
Attn: Marketing Dept. 

Please, no phone calls. 

RECORDING 
ENGINEER /TECHNICIAN 

Religious audio and video production 
facility seeks Recording Engineer/ 
Technician with strong audio produc- 
tion skills and electronics back- 
ground. Position includes recording/ 
mixing /editing audio for various 
electronic media resources, plus some 
maintenance work. Desirable for 
applicant o have recording experience 
with orchestras, small ensembles and 
voice talent. Video experience helpful. 
Send resume to: 
Personnel Office, RLDS Auditorium, 
P.O. Box 1059, Independence, MO, 
64051, ATTN: David Wheaton. 

JOB OPPORTUNITY 
Prestigious manufacturer of Tascam 
professional recording equipment 
seeks an applications /design engi- 
neer with prime qualifications as 
follows: 
Experience, proficiency in customer 
relations, particular emphasis on 
excellent technical correspondence. 
Technical knowledge of audio pro- 
ducts, especially recording equip- 
ment. 
Knowledge and experience in the 
design of features and circuitry of 
mixers. 
Knowledge and experience in opera- 
tion and maintenance of production 
audio equipment. 
Send resume including complete 
salary history to: 

TEAC Corporation of America 
P.O. Box 750 

Montebello, CA 90640 
Attn: Jim Yamaguchi 

Manager, Technical Services 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

AAA Wanted: Tube Amps by McIn- 
tosh, Marantz, Leak. EMT 927DST, 
)30ST Old Tannoy Monitor Speaker 

(8, 16 ohm), Altec 604's, 288 -16G, 830A 
Laguna Old Western Electric Equip 
(Tube, Mixer, Console, Driver, 
Tweeter, Horn, Amp, Speaker). David 
Yo (213) 576.2642. POB 832 M -Pk, CA. 
91754 

SERIOUS BUYERS ONLY! 
1 STUDER A80I-16, plus 8T heads S 17,000. 1 MCI 532B, JH50 S 52,000. 
1 NEVE 805832/16/24 S 69,000. 2 EMT 140ST, tube . S 5,000. 
I Q.LOCK 3.10 Synchronizer . S 11,000. 1 EMT 250 s 14,000. 

AKG C24 Mics ea, S 2,000. 4 PULTEC EQ P- IA S 600. 
I AMPEX ATR 104, SPSC S 8,500. 2 MCI JH 110B. 2T s 4,500. 
I M79, 24T & 16T heads S 22,000. 1 AMPEX MM1100 24T 16T. 81 S 18,000. 
1 AMPEXMMI200,24T& I6Theads S 23,500. 1 AKG BX 10, plus Road Case s 15,000. 
1 NEVE 8078, 36/16/24 NECAM I S130,000. 2 RCA 8X77 s 350. 
4 NEUMANN M49 Mics ea. S 1,600. 2 RCA 5X44 ea. S 300. 
4 AKG Cl2 Mics ea. S 2,000. 2 BOSCH FERNSEH Model 50, 

1 STUDER A801-8T S 7,500. I B-machine s 44,000. 
I EECO MQS 103 Synchronizer Best Offer 1 GRASS VALLEY 1600/7K Switcher, 
1 DOLBY M24H S 13,000. many extras including F.Mem 1130,000. 
4 NEUMANN 1.167 ea. S 1,200. 

OCEAN AUDIO EXCHANGE 
366 Las Casas Avenue 
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 (213) 246-3630 

For additional Information circle #192 



EQUIPMENT for SALE 

FREE 32pg Catalog & 50 Audio Video Applic. 
P 

MOMO 

sie .E 5020 
iNF 

1 4 . TV Audio A Parcel Prod Conol 
®OPANIP LABS INC (213) 934 -3566 

1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

For additional Information circle #193 

FOR SALE 
Blank Audio and Video Cassettes: 
Direct from manufacturer Below 
Wholesale! Any length cassettes. 
Four different qualities to chose 
from. Ampex & Agfa Mastertape: 
from '/4 -inch to 2 -inch. Cassette 
Duplication also available. 

Brochure 
ANDOL AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 

Dept. REP 
4212 14th AVENUE 

BROOKLYN, NY 11219 
TOLL FREE: 1- 800 -221 -6578 

N.Y. Res: (212) 435- 7322/Ext. 5 

RETROFIT EQUALIZER FOR 
MCI SERIES 600 

3 band fully parametric equalizer 
with a fourth band nine- octave, hi, lo, 
notch filter. Designed to replace MCI 
vari -Q option side board for increased 
control and versatility. Contact: 
TROISI engineering & design co. 

27 River Street 
Westford, MA 01886 

(617) 692 -7768 

`FOR SALE 
SPHERE "Eclipse" A 32x24 console 
SPHERE Custom 24 x 16 console 

Both all discreet w /many extras 
2 x MCI JH 16 24tr tape machines 

EMT 240 "Gold Foil' 
(312) 882.2442 

FOR SALE 
OTARI MX -7800 1" 8 -track w /remote 
& timer, exc. cond, low miles, heads 
relapped 8/20/83 $6500. JBL 4430 
speakers, mint cond, used 6 months 
$1400. APHEX Aural Exciter 602B, 
stereo, good cond, $1400 /offer. Lee, 

Breezeway Studios (414) 547 -5757. 

FOR SALE 
Scully "The Lathe" Disc Cutting System 
w /Ortofon "Blue" Head, Custom Amps, 
Ikegami Camera & Monitor, Nikon Sty- 
lus Inspection Scope All For $39,500 US$ 
Call Richard Lee at Criteria (305) 947- 
5611. 

NEVE 8078 
4 years old. 40 inputs, 24 group, 4 band 
EQ with Necam I Automation. 

Tom Semmes Associates 
(615) 292 -8130 

STL Offers The Most 

Complete Selection 
Of Test Tapes Available Anywhere 

If you are looking for precision test tapes, look no further 
STL can serve all your needs with 2 ", 1 ", Y2 ", 1/4" and 150 mil 
tapes for frequency alignment, level set, azimuth set, flutter 
& speed test, sweep frequency tests and pink noise analysis. 
Available on reels, in cartridges or cassettes. Also available 
is the Standard Tape Manual and the Magnetic Tape Repro- 
ducer Calibrator. 

Write or phone for fast delivery or free catalog. 

T1I 
STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC. 
26120 EDEN LANDING ROAD A5. HAYWARD. CALIFORNIA 94545 (415) 786.3541` 

1 eastcoast 
sound specialties 

t Faste 40-. 

O nn N 

1 1 1 1 ---r, 
- 1 1 1 1 - 

Let us help you design a com- 
plete 8 track studio for under 
$3000 complete with 8 track 
machine, mixer, noise reduc- 
tion, monitors and amplifier. 

We carry all major brands 
including: 
Technics, Ampex, 
Audioarts, Ashley, !tam, 
Fostex, Otani, Tascam, 
Urei, Orban, AB, Crown, 
BGW, TMS Studiomixer, 

Deltalab, Eventide, Lexicon, Symetrix, Master Room, 
Ramsa, DBX, Aphex, Audio Technica, EXR, 
Senheiser, AKG, Speck, Community, NEI, Sound 
Tracs, Synergy and more. 

40 Main St. Danbury, Ct. 06810 (203) 748 -2799 
884 Boston Post Rd. West Haven, Ct. 06516 
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1984 
STUDIO & 

BROADCAST 
EQUIPMENT 
MCI TASCA M, FOSTEX. 
REVOX, RAMSA, AMPEX 
TAPE, ANNIS, AMHEX, 
AUDIO TECHNICA, ATLAS, 
AURA TONE. BGW, CSI. 
COUNTRYMAN. CROWN, 
DBX. DOLBY, ELEC- 
TRO VOICE. EVENTIDE, 
LEXICON. MIC MIX, MRL. 
NEUMANN, SAKI, SCOTCH. 
SENNHEISER, SHURE, 
SONY, STANTON, SWIT- 
CHCRAFT, SYMETRIX, 
TANNOY, TDK. TECHNICS, 
TELEX. VALLEY PEOPLE 

It I1,(111)FUIIIVMtry' 

(206) 367-6800 
11057 8th N.E., Seattle, WA 98125 

FOR SALE 
Recording console, 28- input, 24 -out, 

4 -band parametric EQ, 6 sends, FE'l' 
status switching, transformerless; 
new $24,000. 

TV audio console, 32- input, 6 stereo 
sub masters. 2 -trk out, 6 sends, trans - 
formerless, new $16,500. 

After 5 p.m. (615) 883 -5875 

DATE ANY BIOW-UP MIS 
(AMY? 

IM 
Fol Inlo,mao,. Coll 

(213)506-0415 
o. W,Oe SI ELI AIRON 4,742 Wh4,e No Hollywood CA916O7 

DID YOU KNOW? 
There's help for your dbx 160 and 
Eventide Omnipressor! Our VCA ret- 
rofit card dramatically reduces dis- 
tortion and improves clarity for both 
units. Complete kit with VCA. 
instructions and all parts only $60.00. 
Cert. check or MO only, please. 

TB Technical Services 
P.O. Box -10512 

Nashville, TN :17204 

POLYSET 
Audio 

Cassettes 

The new Series V Digital /Analog Keyboard 
Controllers from PA!A offer enough stan- 
dard features and options to fill every need 
from stage to studio. Standard features 
include Pitch & Modulation Wheels. Gate 
and Re- trigger outputs. Low Note Rule 
Priority. Smooth Pratt -Read Action, Light 
weight and only 2" high. 

You have your choice of 

37 or 61 Note Actions 
Exponential Or Linear C.V. 
MIDI or Parallel Digital 
Mono or Poly 
Factory Assm. or Low Cost Kits 

est of all. prices start at less than 5180 

call our toll -free line 
1-800-654 -8657 

9AM to 5PM CST MON FRI 

for price & ordering details 
& get your free MA catalog! 
Direct mail orders and inquiries to Dept.11E 

OVA Electronics, Inc. 
1020 W Wilshire Oklahoma City OK 73116 /4051843 9626 
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

in 46 Stock Lengths 
C -02 thru C -92 

In One Minute Per Side 
Increments 

J;-=-.,.,.. 

34 

POLYSET DIV. 
of 
Polyline Corp. 
1233 Rand Road 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 

(312) 298 - 3073 
For additional Information circle #198 

FOR SALE 
Auditronics 501 console, 16x16x4; 4 

echo sends; 8 EQ bands on 4 controls 
for each input channel, very good 
condition with cables. $12,500. 

(214) 793 -4116 or 
National Recording Co, Box 5010, 

Texarkana, TX 75501 

FOR SALE: A bargain for those who 
appreciate discrete consoles, a FLICK- 
INGER MOD -24C Recording Con- 
sole. This console has been updated 
and features the following: 1) Discrete 
amps for that "fat, warm" bottom and 
"clean" top end. 2) Jensen trans - 
formers at mie pre's only. 3) Famous 
Flickinger 3 -band parametric EQ, 
switchable between input & monitor. 
4) 24 -mic level inputs, 36 -high level 
inputs, 24- outputs. 5) 2- program- 
mable muting busses featuring mas- 
ter A/ B muting for remix purposes. 6) 
3 -solo systems: input solo, monitor 
solo -in -place w /echo, and remix solo - 
in -place w /echo. The latter is totally 
useable during the mixdown process. 
7) Two element Penny & Giles faders, 
one element for the discrete amp, the 
other element for a VCA amplifier for 
automation. 8) Extremely compre- 
hensive 650 point patch bay. 9) 10 
sends in remix, 8 pre /post -fader, 2 pre - 
fader. 10) Original cost over $85,000 in 
1974. 11) In excellent cosmetic shape. 
Priced at $29,900. If interested, call 
Alan or Hank at Chicago Recording 
Company, (312) 822- 9510. 

NEW RS -1 REMOTE 
CONTROL STRIP 

for I as( am, Otani , Fostex Machines 

20 foot ribbon cable interface 
connector allows record, play, fast 
forward, rewind, stop, und pause 
functions uvlhout the need for a bulky 
remote box. 

The RS -1 Remote Control Strip, 
which numsures 5'1 by I '1 incites, has 
an adhesive hacking fbr mounting un 
any flat surface, such as a blank mixer 
module. 

Professional list price: 
$49.95 

Interfaces with 'l'EA(' Tascam tape 
recorders, and can be special ordered to 
interface with Fostex and Otani tape 
machines. 

R -TEK, A Suntronics Co. 
11151 Pierce 

Riverside, CA 92515 
(714) 359 -6058 



FOR SALE 
Recording studio with 24 -track and 
full video capabilities accompany this 
3 bedroom, 3 acre property. Denver is 
only 40 minutes from this private 
retreat with decks and sun, 
$175,000.00. For information on this 
or other mountain property contact 
Home Real Estate Co., Box 732, 
Evergreen, Colorado, 80439. 
(303) 674 -5136. 

FOR SALE 
FENDER RHODES CHROMA 

Warrantee card, Anvil Case, Perfect, 
$3,200.00 

Call 
Now Messenger Service 

"Emergency Same Day Delivery, 
Coast to Coast." 
(607) 798 -9931 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MOBILE RECORDING 

featuring 
JVC 

DIGITAL 
1305) 446 -2477 

For additional information circle #200 

T'E aaMj 
` ° ,Ac AC 

.1G 

1.000 pure vinyl records in paper sleeves 

One color printed labels 

All metal parts and processing 

Mastering with Neumann VMS10 lathe & SX74 cutter 

7 45 RPM 
Record Package 

$399. 
(FOB Dallas) 

(To recieve this special pria. this 

12" 33 -1/3 Album Package 
stock jackets 
black and white 

Package includes 
Re- orders available 

We make full 4 -color 

12 Album Package 
Record, and Printed C,.n.t 

$1372. 
ad must accompany order ) 

includes full color 
or Custom 

jackets. 

full processing 
at reduced cost 

Custom Albums, tool 

For full ordering specifications call 
DICK McGREW at (214) 741 -2027 

record manufacturing 
902 Industnal Boulevard, Dallas 

17141 741-2127 

corp. 
Texas 75207 

FREE 
COMPUTER MUSIC CATALOG 
Introduction to principles of computer 
music and digital audio. Complete 
guide to DMS' products. Write Digital 
Music Systems, P.O. Box 1632, Bos- 
ton, MA 02105. (617) 542.3042 

Own your own pro music store fran- 
chise. Most Major lines available in 
territories still open. Advertisement 
and catalog support. Small invest- 
ment to start franchise. Established 
locations available for higher invest- 
ment. Contact Mr. Roman at East 
Coast Sound. (203) 748 -2799. 

Introducing 

THE SOUND EFFECTS 
LIBRARY FOR 

PROFESSIONALS 
3000 STEREO EFFECTS 
125 TAPES at 71/2 or 15ips 
PRICED FROM $1500.00 

86 McGill Street, 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5B 1H2 
(416) 977 -0512 

For additional information circle #201 

please mention ... 
YOU SAW IT IN R -E /P 

The Department 
of Defense picked 
what sound effects 
library as the one 
to use in all their 
radio stations 

around the world? 

The Production 
EFX Library. 

5 stereo albums 
arranged by 

categories. 
Shouldn't you 
give a listen? 

Stereo Sound Effects ál-- 
4 

PRODUCTION R..% LIBRARY 

2325 Girard Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55405 

For additional Information circle #203 

Audio 
Circuit 
Design 
Engineer 
Due to recent expansion and 

increased business activities 
UREI has an opening for a 

product designer. Applicant 
must have substantial experi- 
ence in all phases of audio 
circuit design, B.S. preferred. 
UREI offers competitive sal- 

aries and excellent benefits. 

a' II 
8460 San Fernando Road 

Sun Valley, California 91352 

Forward resumes to 
R.B.Combs 

WUTED 
TFmle 

INSTRUCTORS 
áme 

FOR 
AUDIO RECORDING 

TECHNOLOGY 
To teach 

basic and advanced 
theory and operation 

of multi -track recording 
studio equipment. 

Audio field experience 
required. Teaching 

experience preferred. 
Location -historic Greenwich Village. 
Salary- attractive: commensurate with 
background, experience and responsibility 
of position. 

Send detailed resume, including salary 
history to 

Phi'lp Stem fl rclor 

Institute of 
Audio Research 
64 University Place 

Greenwich Village 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
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net m 
- continued from page 215 .. . 

Technology personnel in the use of the 
fixtures and equipment. 

"We are pleased to announce the 
agreement with Electro- Technologies," 
Cuscaden says. "The company has been 
in business since 1972 and has an excel- 
lent background in systems design, 
electronics and mechanics that will 
assure continued support to our analog 
audio customers." However, the recent 
announcement has no effect on 3M's 
continued efforts and commitment to 

the field of digital recording technology. 

EMIL HANDKE JOINS 
VALLEY AUDIO 

According to Bob Todrank, president 
of Valley Audio, Emil Handke has been 
hired at Valley Audio as general man- 
ager from his present position as 
national sales manager for Sound 
Workshop, Inc. 

"I'm very excited about having Emil 
join us at Valley Audio," Todrank says, 
"and feel he will make a major contribu- 
tion to the continuing growth and suc- 
cess of Valley Audio. His background in 
all facets of the professional audio 
industry plus his friendly personality 
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make him especially suited for his role 
in Valley's future. 

"Emil's presence here will give me the 
opportunity to concentrate my efforts 
toward consulting and large system 
sales, which are the two areas I enjoy 
most. Our plans for Valley Audio over 
the next three years include a great deal 
of expansion and diversification. Thus 
it was necessary to bring on board top 
level management people during the 
initial stages." 

Lexicons chief executive officer, Ron Noo 
nan (left), not only runs one of the world's 
leading pro -audio and broadcast equipment 
companies, he also has joined a select group 
of captains to win the coveted Marion cruis- 
ing race. Sailing in G class with his daughter 
Michelle, son Rick, and crew, Noonan's 
Bristol 40 sloop Wildflower won overall first 
place, competing against 134 yachts in the 
645 -nautical -mile race to Bermuda. 

AUDIO KINETICS MERGE WITH 
MELKUIST; UNVEILS MASTER - 

MIX AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
As a result of the recent merger, Audio 

Kinetics now offers the Mastermix Con- 
sole Automation System. Based on a 5 %- 

inch floppy -disk storage system, and 
using Melkuist GT800 technology, the 
new package is described as the most 
compact, cost effective, SMPTE -based 
system yet developed. The advantage of 
using disk for data storage is that only 
one track on the master multitrack is 
used for SMPTE timecode. The system 
offers automatic updating with frame - 
accurate timing precision. 

Mastermix has an integral multi - 
standard timecode generator, capable of 
reverse code generation, for tapes coded 
in error from the start of the take, and 
subsequently need pre -roll information. 
A simple keyboard provides the option 
of manual or automatic control. With 
600K bytes of disk storage, Mastermix 
has typically 30 minutes of mix dura- 
tion, in each of four memories, plus a 
64K byte RAM scratchpad memory. A 
serial data port (RS232/422) is provided 
for communication with Q.Lock syn- 
chronizers and other computer peri- 
pherals. The system will interface to 
consoles with either processor based or 
DC grouping systems. Other features 
include the ability to automate fader 
level and mute functions independently, 
automatic edit and merge, and fast 
back -up of complete mixes onto separate 
disks. n 



This is it. The choir where hits are mode. Behind a 
state-of-the-art console. Beside racKs of the best 
signal processing gear. And in front of a full com- 
plement of Studer recorders. 

Of course, Studer recorders do cost more. But they 
earn that money back -and Then some. For exam- 
ple, studios with Studer multi- trccks produce top -10 

hit records at c rate far beyona the average for 
non -Studer `aoilities. Skeptical? Check the charts, 
look up the studio credits, then find the equipment 

rosters in magazines or dire 4ores. You'll discover 
that Studer- equipped studios are making more than 
their "fair share" of hits. 

It all comes down to hard dollars and commor 
sense. Paying business comes to the studios That 

produce paying results. At Studer, we can't tak 
the cred't for the hit -making sJccess enjovP 
customers. But we seem to tip the odds i 

Is it your `L'rn to try out the hit seat? Call y 

representative , or more details. 

STUDE 
Studer Revox America 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210/(615) 254 -5651 Offices: Los Angeles (213) 730-42.34 

4462 Chicago (312) 526 -1600 Dalla:: (214) 943 -2239 San Francisco (415) 930 -986e 

Canada. Studer Pewx Canada, Ltd. 
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"No other microp one delivers 
hardcore rock 'n' roll like the SM57. 

That's why it's the only mit I use' 
-Billy Squier 

When Billy Squier rocks he needs a microphcne 
that can roll with his punches. That's why he uses 
the Shure SM57. He's tried other microphones but 
he always comes back. As a matter of fact, the 
SM57 was the very first mic Billy used. It's taken 
him from small club dates to the big stages 
worldwide. 

The SM57 is the perfect microphone for rock 'n' 
roll. It's got the right punch in live vcCcil applica- 
ions to rise above the music. With a presencerise 

'd- frequencies and a fixed low frequency 41- 
' 'mize "boominess" in close miking. '11-4; 

trolled polar pattern maximizes gain be- 
' ack. Maximum gain is essential to high 
tage monitor applications 

k 'n ' roll performances. 
ç7's presence peak U ® 

,t for miking instru- 

SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS': ..W ORLDWIDE 
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ments, too. With clean, wer- defined accuracy. 
The SM57 is a bough act to follow. Its rugged, 

reliable performance lets it stand up to the 
steamiest rock 'n'roll abuse. It can go on perform- 
ing even when Billy Squier is ready to call it a night. 

When it comes to hardccre rock 'n ' roll the 
SM57 is a star. Just ask a star like Billy 
Squier. 

For more information on the com- 
plete line of SM Microphones, 
call or write Shure Brothers 
Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, IL 60204, 
(3l2) 5+66 -2553. 4 


